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Foreword
Professor Calestous Juma FRS
Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs
Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University
Science and Innovation for Development is a
path-breaking book that reconnects development
practice with the fundamental, technical processes of
development outlined more than 50 years ago. It is a
refreshing reminder that development is a knowledgeintensive activity that cannot be imposed from the
outside. It is consistent with leading theories that define
development as an expression of the endogenous
capabilities of people.
The book is written in a clear and accessible way and will
go a long way in demystifying the view that science and
technology is irrelevant to development. It elegantly
demonstrates that even the most basic of daily activities
of local communities are based on science and
innovation. Even the most stubborn critics of the role of science and innovation in development can
hardly miss the glaring power of the core message and the sparkling examples.
But to appreciate the importance of this book one has to revisit history. The late 1950s were a
turning point in the history of economic thought. In the process of mapping out the economic
future of emerging nations, many industrialised countries have recognised the role that science and
innovation have played in their own development. For example, in a seminal paper published in
1957, Nobel laureate Robert Solow showed that over the previous 40 years technical change had
contributed more than 87% of gross output per person while the increase in capital investment
explained only about 12%. 1
But as such studies laid the foundation for our current understanding of the role of science and
innovation in economic growth, new organisations, guided by the experiences of post-World War II
relief efforts in Europe, were charting out strategies for extending their work to emerging
developing nations. The 1960s saw a clear divergence where industrialized countries increasingly
adopted innovation-oriented policies while development cooperation programmes focused on
relief efforts.
One of the most damaging legacies of this divergence was the consistent downplaying of
technological innovation as a force in economic development. In fact, many development agencies
exhibited outright hostility towards proposals that sought to integrate innovation in development
cooperation strategies. Science and Innovation for Development is not just an effort to add a new
dimension to development cooperation activities. It is a challenge to the international community
to jettison traditional development approaches that focus on financial flows without attention to
the role of science and innovation in economic transformation.
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There have been many exhortations of the importance of science and innovation in development.
But this book differs from previous studies in at least four fundamental ways. First, it uses clear and
practical examples to illustrate the importance of science and innovation in development. Second,
the examples provided in the book are not just compelling, but they are inspirational and
demonstrate the practical utility of putting science and innovation to the service of development.
Third, unlike other studies on “appropriate technology”, the book takes into account the important
role that institutional innovation plays in economic growth. Finally, the book recognizes emerging
critical challenges such as climate change. Concern over global warming has moved from the level
of scientific debate to a challenge of epochal proportions and addressing its consequences will
require equally extraordinary efforts to deploy the most relevant scientific and technical knowledge
available in the shortest time possible. This opens the door for a more pragmatic view of the role of
engineering in development, a field that has so far received little attention in development
cooperation activities.2
But above all, the importance of this book lies in its timing. The traditional relief-based model of
development assistance no longer works except in emergency situations. But even here the pressure
to move from emergency to sustainable economic recovery calls for greater investment in science
and innovation. Recent challenges, such as rising food prices, are focusing international attention
on the importance of increasing investment in science and innovation. But more importantly, the
entry of new role models such as China, India, Brazil and Israel are helping to underscore the
importance of innovation in development. Indeed, developing countries are increasingly seeking to
place science and innovation at the centre of their development strategies.
The recent financial crisis has forced a large number of industrialized countries to introduce
stimulus packages which include emphasis on infrastructure, technical training, business incubation
and international trade. These priorities are similar to the technology-led policies that are
increasingly being pursued by developing countries. In effect, economic growth policies in
industrialized and developing countries are converging around the idea of science and innovation.
This book will therefore provide guideposts for international cooperation in the application of
science and innovation and help support ongoing efforts to incorporate science and innovation in
the activities of international development programmes.3
The book will play a key role in helping the development community relate their work more closely
to the pioneering concepts laid out by Robert Solow and others 50 years ago. It is only by doing so
that the community can bring reasoned practicality to their otherwise worthy efforts. Science and
Innovation for Development is the most important book on development since Fritz Schumacher’s
1973 classic book, Small is Beautiful. It will silence the critics of the role of technology in
development and embolden its champions.
1

Solow, R., (1957) “Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function,” The Review of Economics
and Statistics, 39, 3, 312-320.

2

Juma, C., (2006) Redesigning African Economies: The Role of Engineering in International Development.
Hinton Lecture, Royal Academy of Engineering, London.

3

House of Commons Science and Technology Committee. (2004) The Use of Science in UK International
Development Policy, Vol. 1, Stationery Office Limited, London; National Research Council. (2006).
The Fundamental Role of Science and Technology in International Development: An Imperative for the
US Agency for International Development, National Academies Press, Washington, DC.
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Preface and acknowledgments
We have written this book to help people understand how science can contribute to international
development. People interested in international development often have very different views about
the value of science. At one extreme, some see science and technology providing the principal
means for reducing poverty, eliminating disease and improving well being. At another extreme,
science is seen as part of an imposed, external regime, associated with industrial exploitation and
suppression of indigenous knowledge.
Fluctuations over recent decades in perspectives on development create a similar diversity of roles
for science. When development theory and practice have focused on generating economic growth,
as in the days of the Washington Consensus, we have seen support for programmes that extend
technological advances to poor countries which would make a workforce more efficient, raise GDP
and improve incomes. When, instead, theory and practice swing towards the view that development
is being prevented largely by social and political forces, e.g. education, social exclusion, poor
governance and corruption, we see the agronomists, engineers and health specialists vacate their
development advisor’s offices, to be replaced by social scientists. Development policy makers seem
to listen to social scientists or natural scientists, but rarely both.
Today the issue of the role of science could not be more alive, as we sit between cycles of
development thinking. Having pursued a welfare-oriented agenda in the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), we now face a global economic crisis which is focusing attention again on economic
growth. Foundations, businesses and civil society organisations are becoming more important
development players, and we are seeing them take very different views on the role of science. One
needs only to look at recent dialogue on genetically modified (GM) crops to see how polarized
communities have become, in both rich and poor countries, about the value of science and
innovation in a development context.
We hope that this book will give anyone who is interested in international development a clearer
picture of the role that science and innovation can play. We firmly believe that science is only one
of many factors which can contribute to development, but we want that factor to be well
understood, particularly as science is often presented in a way which is not easily accessible to the
non-specialist. We have used the MDGs as a framework for our exploration, because they address a
wide range of development issues where science is particularly active: agriculture, health, and the
environment.
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with earlier versions of the manuscript. The text of this book was reviewed and enriched by a
number of busy colleagues to whom we are most grateful, including John Mumford, Paul van
Gardingen, Steve Hillier, Camilla Toulmin, Peter Piot, Chris Whitty, Jonathan Wadsworth, Tim
Wheeler, Hayaatun Sillemand and Calestous Juma. Finally, we are grateful to Moira Hart of
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Science and Innovation for Development

1. Why is science important?
Why is science important? Science underpins improvements in human welfare, through technologies
which it develops for health, food production, engineering and communication. Science is also
important in solving problems created by human activity, such as environmental degradation
and climate change. Science allows us to move forward through incremental improvements in
technology, adapted for particular needs and situations. But it also sometimes allows us to leap
forward, through fundamental scientific discoveries that entirely change our sets of tools for human
improvement, and create new platforms for technology, such as the genetic revolution and the
consequent development of biotechnologies for improving health and agriculture.
The terms we use to describe science are explained in Box 1.1.
Box 1.1 What do we mean by science, technology and innovation?
Science is the process of generating knowledge based on evidence.1 While it implicitly includes
both natural sciences (biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics and related disciplines) and
social sciences (economics, sociology, anthropology, politics, law), we will focus in this book
largely on natural science disciplines.
Technology is the application of scientific knowledge, and frequently involves invention, i.e,
the creation of a novel object, process or technique.
Innovation is the process by which inventions are produced, which may involve the bringing
together of new ideas and technology, or finding novel applications of existing technologies.
Generally, innovation means developing new ways of doing things in a place or by people
where they have not been used before. Modern innovation is usually stimulated by innovation
systems and pathways.
The phrase ‘Science and Innovation’ in this book implicitly includes science, engineering,
technology and the production systems which deliver them.
People who live in developed countries sometimes forget how scientific innovations have
transformed their lives. They live much longer than their predecessors, they have access to a
dependable supply and a great variety of foods and other goods, they can travel easily and
quickly around the world and they have a myriad of electronic gadgets designed for work and
pleasure. Much of this success is due to sound economic policies and to forms of governance that
promote equality, justice and freedom of choice, but much is also due to advances in scientific
innovation (Box 1.2).
How does scientific innovation work?
Scientific innovation involves the successful exploitation of new ideas to generate new techniques,
products and processes. Traditionally, scientific innovation has been viewed as a process starting
with curiosity-driven, basic research which generates new understanding. This then leads to
translational research, which relates this fundamental understanding to systems we want to
improve, and then to applied research, which produces the products which we can use. Private
enterprise plays a key role in successful innovation – without business investment and marketing,
inventions such as penicillin, computers and mobile phones would not exist today.
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Box 1.2 Inventors past and present
The 20th century witnessed dramatic medical
inventions – a vaccine against yellow fever,
Fleming’s discovery of penicillin, Salk’s
development of the oral polio vaccine,
Barnard’s first heart transplant. These and
other discoveries have had widespread
benefits unimaginable a century before and
the pace of discovery shows no signs of
abating. In 2005, the average UK life
expectancy for men was 78 years, compared
to 66 in 1950 and 48 in 1900.2 The next wave
of discoveries is likely to be treatments and
cures for cancers and for the diseases of
ageing, such as Alzheimer’s.

© Imperial College Archive

Figure 1.1 – Alexander Fleming in his laboratory
in 1909 at St Mary’s Hospital, London

But today it is inventions in electronics and communications that catch the imagination –
Jobs’ and Wozniak’s development of the Apple computer, Berners-Lee’s invention of the World
Wide Web and its exploitation by Page and Brin in the form of Google, and by Omidyar’s eBay.
Arguably the biggest recent impact has come from the mobile phone, but here it is difficult to
identify a single inventor. The nature of invention has significantly changed: modern
inventions are largely the result of team work.
As an example of innovation, consider how new knowledge of the genetics of disease resistance,
gained from basic research on a laboratory animal, may lead to translational research on livestock
to determine whether similar genes exist that convey useful resistance. If this research is successful,
industry may use it to develop products, in this case using livestock breeding methods to incorporate
genes conferring resistance into specific commercial breeds for sale to farmers (Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2 – A linear process of scientific innovation

Basic Research
Studying genetics of
disease resistance using
a laboratory animal

Translational
Research
Identifying similar
genes in livestock

Product Development
Breeding to incorporate
relevant genes into new
livestock breeds for sale

However, today we recognise that scientific innovation is not always a linear process, and that it
often involves an interplay back-and-forth between basic, translational and applied research stages.
It is possible, for example, for applied research to identify a need for more basic research in a new
area. Going back to the example above, if new breeds exhibit only patchy resistance to the disease
in question, farmers may choose not to buy the product. This may stimulate applied research into
the causes of breakdown of resistance, which in turn may stimulate more basic research into
resistance mechanisms, so as to generate new solutions.
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This research interaction involves a diverse
system of players and institutions that
influence its progress and success. Together,
these are often called a science innovation
system. The players may come from
companies, universities, government and civil
society. Scientists play a key role, of course, but
so do other stakeholders, such as policy makers,
banks and investors. Involving policy makers
allows for a conducive policy and regulatory
environment for the development and use of
new technologies, while banks and investors
provide security and capital for product
development. Figure 1.4 shows the framework
for a basic science innovation system.

© Derek Mann – Wellcome Images
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Figure 1.3 – Scientists from around the world
collaborate to access best expertise

This concept of science innovation systems helps us to understand what is necessary for scientific
progress to occur. Where science does not lead to innovation and new products, key players may be
absent, or something may be blocking the two-way flow of ideas. In particular, it shows us that a
range of elements must be in place and functioning before locally valuable technologies can result
from scientific innovation.
Figure 1.4 – A science innovation system

Enabling Environment
Policies, Regulation, Instititions,
Finance, Intellectual Property Rights etc

Translational Research
Government Laboratories
Public-Private Partnerships

Product
Development
and Use
Private Laboratories
Entrepreneurs
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A striking feature of science innovation systems today is that they are becoming increasingly
international, with groups from different countries bringing specific expertise to the innovation
process. Science no longer functions in isolation at a national level as it did with the large-scale
emergence of nationally funded science during the 20th century, when it was seen as a way of
ensuring national security and productivity. Scientists from around the world now collaborate with
each other for a variety of reasons, but particularly to access the best expertise, resources and
partnerships, and funding and institutions have adapted accordingly.3 Importantly, certain
scientists, institutes and countries participate much more actively in the system than others, thus
influencing the direction and benefits of research and outputs.

2. The role of science in international development
The goal of international development is to reduce poverty and to help poor people build a better
life for themselves. It recognises the profound inequities which exist between countries in the ability
of their citizens to make lasting, positive changes in their health, environment, opportunities and
security. Poverty is often described in terms of income per capita, with US $1 or $2 a day being used
as thresholds below which people are considered to be impoverished. But poverty is as much about
lack of opportunity for betterment as it is about income.
Poverty and inequity exists to some degree in all countries. International development programmes
make a distinction between countries which are highly industrialised where citizens enjoy relatively
high incomes – developed countries – and countries which are generally poorly or moderately
industrialised where citizens generally have low incomes, with many living in poverty – developing
countries. The terms ‘developed’ and ‘developing’ are not official designations but the
United Nations (UN) and other bodies use them as convenient shorthand for classifying countries
for investment (Box 1.3).
Science can make a valuable contribution to this goal. Scientific knowledge and technology can be
applied to specific technical challenges like achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
– see Chapter 4. More generally, it can provide countries with the tools needed to reason, innovate
and participate in the ever-expanding global science network, thus supporting national economic
growth and sustainable development.
The contribution of science to development challenges
The challenges of improving the lives of those in developing countries are large and diverse, and
will not be achievable without the contribution of scientific knowledge and innovative technologies.
Many technologies have already made significant impacts:
• Vaccines have eradicated smallpox, are near to eradicating polio and have significantly reduced
child and adult mortality;
• Oral rehydration therapy has saved the lives of millions of children with diarrhoea;
• Integrated Pest Management (IPM) has increased rice yields and reduced the use of pesticides;
• Breeding of high yielding varieties of wheat and rice has transformed food security in South Asia;
• Using a vaccine to eliminate rinderpest has removed a major risk to pastoralists and livestock
farmers;
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• Minimum tillage systems have reduced water loss and soil erosion;
• Treadle pumps have opened up opportunities for irrigation for small farmers;
• Water purification technologies have reduced the risk of epidemics after natural disasters;
• Mobile phones have improved access to markets and helped strengthen urban-rural family links.

Box 1.3 Designations of developed and developing countries4
Regional groupings

Source: UN

Developed regions
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
North Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
South-Eastern Asia

Oceania
Eastern Asia
Southern Asia
Western Asia
Latin America & the Caribbean

Figure 1.5 – UN regional country groupings

The developed regions comprise Europe (including the transition countries but not the CIS),
Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and the United States (US), shown in blue.
The CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) which include the areas in Europe and Asia
highlighted in orange above, are sometimes included in the developing regions.
However, in this report the developing regions are the rest of the world and can be subdivided into:
Middle income countries – such as Brazil, Vietnam and South Korea and including the
‘Emerging Economies’ or BRICs (a term derived from the first letters of Brazil, Russia, India,
China, but now used generally to describe countries with rapidly emerging industry and
improving per capita wealth);
Low income countries – such as Kenya, Ghana and Honduras, and including the least
developed countries such as Cambodia, Mali and Haiti;
Fragile States include those who are conflict ridden or recently emerging from conflict such as
Afghanistan, Sierra Leone and Nepal.
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Successes such as these have been achieved
through years of experimentation by groups
of scientists, often collaborating across
countries and disciplines. It is therefore very
important that scientific research and
development, aimed at solving the problems
facing the poor, is continued and given the
funding and support it needs.

Developing countries face particular
challenges in applying science and
technology to their own development needs,
because their science innovation systems are
often weak or lack key elements, and their
scientists have little access to global science
networks. Strengthening national scientific
capacity can bring a huge range of social
and economic benefits to developing
countries (Box 1.4).

© B Wolff – UN Photo

The benefits of scientific capacity

Figure 1.6 – A nurse administering oral polio vaccine at
a clinic in Freetown, Sierra Leone

Besides delivering new and valuable technologies, a strong national scientific capacity provides an
evidence base to underpin sound political decisions and to challenge unsound ones. The central
feature of the scientific revolution that began in Britain in the early 17th century was that
hypotheses and assertions had to be scientifically tested. It was not good enough to base policy
on theory, supposition or political ideology. This is as true and essential today as it was then.

Box 1.4 The importance of strengthening national scientific capacity
“Africa’s ability to meet its human welfare needs, participate in the global economy and
protect its environment will require considerable investment in science and innovation, in
general, and engineering, in particular.”5
Professor Calestous Juma, lead author of the Report of the Task Force on Science, Technology and
Innovation of the UN Millennium Project
“There is one thing developing countries cannot do without: home-grown capacity for
scientific research and technological know-how. Increasingly, a nation’s wealth will depend
on the knowledge it accrues and how it applies it, rather than the resources it controls.
The “haves” and the “have-nots” will be synonymous with the “knows” and “know-nots.”6
Ismail Serageldin, Director of the Library of Alexandria.
“In the world of the 21st century, critical issues related to science and technology confront every
nation…Today, no nation that wants to shape informed policies and take effective action on
such issues can be without its own independent capacity in science and technology.”7
Kofi Annan, former Secretary-General of the UN.
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Policies aimed at combating climate change or controlling disease pandemics are only going to be
successful if they are based on convincing scientific evidence. Scientists and scientific institutions
can play a particularly important role by providing the government with independent and
authoritative expertise. In Africa, for example, the Network of African Science Academies (NASAC),
has recently voiced its commitment to achieving this goal and working more closely with national
policy makers.8 Box 1.5 highlights work being done by the science academies in the US and UK to
help African academies strengthen their capacity in this area.
Besides the contribution that strong science innovation systems make to delivering services to
society, it also creates an ability at the national level to:
• Articulate and prioritise research needs;
• Absorb, learn from and put to use the technologies being developed in other countries;
• Develop unique technologies specifically suited for local problems;
• Add higher value to natural resource, agricultural and mineral exports;
• Improve learning and production in both small and large businesses and develop new
enterprises;
• Establish effective domestic regulations to control the release of new technologies;
• Participate in the international scientific network, learning from, contributing to, and influencing
the direction of research and technology development;
• Engage fully in international debate and negotiations on, for instance: climate change;
intellectual property rights; biotechnology and nanotechnology;
• Benefit more from foreign direct investment; particularly in high technology, value-added sectors.
While each of these benefits is distinct, it is clear they are also linked and mutually-reinforcing.
For example, well chosen research priorities influence the efficiency of the firms which are
using outputs from national research. Improving national science capacity thus has a
widespread and positive effect not only on national science innovation systems, but also on society
as a whole.
Science capacity and economic growth
The changes which come from a stronger national scientific capacity have positive system-wide
economic effects. As stated in a recent document produced by the New Economic Partnership for
Economic Development (NEPAD):
Nations’ economic change and sustainable development are to a large measure
accounted for by investments in science, technology and innovation. It is not the mere
accumulation of physical capital and natural endowment that transform economies and
stimulate human development but the ability of countries to produce, harness and wisely
use scientific knowledge and related technological innovations. The economic history of
the industrialised and newly industrializing countries vividly shows that economic
improvement in these countries has been a result of the application of knowledge in
productive activities. Indeed there is an explicit correlation between a country’s scientific
and technological capabilities and its economic performance and affluence.9
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Box 1.5 Helping scientists provide the evidence
© The National Academy of Sciences

Begun in 2004 by the United States National
Academy of Sciences, and funded by the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, the African
Science Academy Development Initiative
(ASADI) brings together the expertise of
science academies in the US to work with
national academies in Nigeria, South Africa
and Uganda, chosen for their potential as
Figure 1.7 – A presenter at the 2008 ASADI
well as the receptiveness of their
conference in London
governments. The initiative, which will run for
ten years, focuses on building the capacity of the academies to work in a public service role,
and act as liaisons between their country’s scientists and the policy makers in the government.
Activities include:
• Training of academy staff in key skills areas, by linking counterparts in the US in different
areas such as management, research and administration with those in Africa;
• In-depth policy studies by committees to explore important issues such as the link between
AIDS and nutrition, or mosquito resistance to insecticides, in order to offer formal guidance
to national decision makers;
• Organised gatherings of specialists for discussion on particular subjects of interest;
• Conferences, workshops and fora both nationally and between the various academies in Africa.

The initiative has also set up an electronic database of African scientists, which can be shared
across countries to help academies and governments to recruit experts and find appropriate
knowledge.10,11
Similarly, the Royal Society (UK), the Network of African Science Academies (NASAC) and
Pfizer (US) have recently formed a partnership to build capacity in four national scientific
academies in Ghana, Zambia, Tanzania and Ethiopia. The Royal Society Pfizer African
Academies Programme aims to extend the broader skills base within these academies whilst
building vital policy links and understanding between institutions, scientists and policy makers.
The academies are at various stages of development and so the multi-year programme of
mentoring, training and project support will be flexible to fit each academy’s needs. The Royal
Society and NASAC are working closely with each academy to maximise and tailor the impact
of the programme to individual country contexts.12
At the most basic level, science can be linked to economic growth because science innovation
contributes to productivity growth, which in turn drives capital accumulation, output growth and
general economic growth.13 For this to happen, there must be investment, public and private, in
science innovation, as well as access to finance for those businesses that will produce and market
the resulting new products and services. Purchased by individuals and businesses ranging from
small farms to major industries, these products and services enable customers to increase
productivity, so contributing to economic growth.
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It is often difficult to establish or prove a direct link between these steps because of the complexity
of the national economic systems into which new science and technology feeds.14 Factors like
effective accountable government, political stability and a commitment to appropriate economic
policies also make important contributions to economic growth. Nonetheless, a number of nations
have recently provided affirmation of the close relationship between investment in science and
technology and economic growth.
Strong evidence for the contribution of science to growth comes from the newly industrialised
countries of East Asia. Some of these countries have exhibited in recent decades the fastest rates
of both economic growth and poverty reduction in the world. This has been associated with policy
commitments to improve education in science and technology, to provide public sector funding and
to encourage private sector development.
Investment in science has led to these countries becoming participants in global science systems.
Today, we acknowledge that leading scientific innovation is not only coming from traditionally
wealthy countries, but from a number of rapidly growing economies in the developing world,
including China, India, Brazil and South Africa – ‘the so-called emerging economies’.

© Wellcome images

The Chinese experience is particularly worth highlighting. China’s recent growth in scientific
research activity is impressive. Authorship of papers in international, peer-reviewed scientific
journals by Chinese researchers has increased from 828 papers in 1990 to over 80,000 in 2007,
second only now to the US.15 China has made highly visible investments in engineering to develop
the basic infrastructure for growth – especially transportation, irrigation, power generation and
distribution. But what is particularly impressive in China is not just its phenomenal technological
growth in the large eastern and south-eastern cities, but also the growth in the poorer areas to the
north-west such as the Loess Plateau.

Figure 1.8 – China has seen an impressive growth in scientific activity
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Poverty reduction in the Loess Plateau
In the early 1990s, the Loess Plateau was a vast area of extremely degraded and eroded land,
and the hundreds of thousands of farming families living there worked hard for very little return.
This, however, was completely turned around with an extensive and long-term World Bank project
which ran from 1994 – 2005. World Bank experts collaborated with Chinese scientists and the local
community to devise a watershed rehabilitation plan for the area which was highly successful.16,17
Although funded by the Bank this would not have been possible were it not for the Chinese
investment in science educatio allowed for the contribution of local scientists, as well as the
investment in the necessary infrastructure and markets which allowed the local farmers to profit
from their new agricultural surplus. Box 1.6 below describes some of the benefits of this project in
more detail. The specific technologies used will be expanded upon in the next chapter.

Box 1.6 Science and innovation on the Loess Plateau watershed in China
The Loess Plateau covers a vast area of north-west China,
some 640,000 square kilometres extending over six
provinces and home to some 90 million people. It is
distinguished primarily by its soil – a very fine, yet very deep,
silt – blown from the west over millennia. The soil is easily
worked and fertile yet readily prone to erosion. Following
years of over-cultivation and misuse it was left
highly degraded.

© Environmental Education Media Project for China, 2005

Before the start of the World Bank Watershed
Rehabilitation project in 1994 the area had the highest
erosion rate in the world, and 1.6 billion tonnes of sediment
was being deposited annually into the Yellow River.
The project team began what became a nine year
investment to work with local communities to rehabilitate
the local ecosystem, reduce erosion and improve
agricultural yields.

Figure 1.9 – A farmer on his
degraded field on the Loess Plateau

Over the first two years experts from the World Bank, together with a large group of scientists from
the Yang Ling Soil and Water Institute and the Chinese Academy of Sciences, worked
to assess the situation and discuss options. The team included specialists in areas such as:
agriculture; water resources management; forestry and environmental science. The scientists
collaborated with social scientists from Beijing University, local government officials and the
watershed committees they formed in over 2,000 villages.
The team used both micro and macro-level assessment techniques in order to get a complete and
accurate picture of the situation. The results of participatory surveys and activities were compiled
into a database, and combined with the scientists’ observations and Geographic Information
System (GIS) maps of the area. From this, a comprehensive package of interventions was developed
with the farmers, which could be implemented in each community.16
The first goal was to restore the infiltration and retention of rainfall. With the support of the farmers,
grazing was banned on all upper slopes to allow for the restoration of vegetation.
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Figure 1.10 – Modern terraces on the Loess Plateau

A variety of technical interventions were then implemented which included improved modern
terracing, sediment traps and dams and new tree transplantation techniques. The UK
Department for International Development (DFID) became involved in 2003, adding support
to the watershed management and monitoring process.
As a result, the landscape has been remarkably transformed. With the restoration of healthy
water-cycling, arable land has been recreated and farmers are now getting higher yields of
wheat and maize, and additional income from fruit harvesting. And, the changes have resulted
in significant labour savings. Families are now able to pursue increased livestock production
and other enterprises such as growing vegetables and flowers in greenhouses.
This has all led to an increase in resources held and incomes earned by farmers, with an
estimated 2.5 million people able to rise above the poverty level as an immediate result of the
project, and even more long-term positive change expected.18
As this example demonstrates, investment in local scientific capacity can make possible effective
collaboration aimed at solving local problems. And, at the household level the adoption and
adaptation of technologies can increase incomes and productivity, both by increasing the
productivity of existing employment, for example in agriculture and domestic labour, and by
freeing up labour for additional income-generating employment. It can also help to upgrade skills,
increasing the ability of the poor to either start up new income-generating activities, or enter new
forms of employment. Initiatives like this have contributed to China’s excellent record of poverty
reduction: a remarkable 628 million people have crossed over the poverty line since 1981.19
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3. The challenge ahead
Strengthening science capacity
While there is evidence that emerging economies have used science and technology to reduce
poverty and achieve economic growth, the majority of poor countries have yet to go down this
path. In fact, there is a huge range in scientific capacity and investment in countries throughout
the world, with those countries who are most in need of its benefits usually the ones who are most
lacking. Figure 1.11 for example, shows gross domestic expenditure on research and development
(R&D) as a fraction of national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for a number of countries over the
last decade, revealing both substantial gaps between nations and impressive progress in some.
Figure 1.11 – R&D spending as a percent of GDP in various countries20
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Of course, this investment, as discussed above, cannot always be directly correlated to economic success or
poverty reduction. However, one can look at indicators such as the number of researchers, journal articles
published or patents issued in a nation in order to get an idea of local scientific capacity and the likelihood
of a society being able to benefit from it.
Figure 1.12 shows the number of scientific researchers per capita in the same set of countries as Figure 1.11.
As one can see, investment by countries, like China, can translate into a growing number of researchers
while, in a small country like Burkina Faso, there has been little investment and no increase in capacity.
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Figure 1.12 – Number of scientific researchers in various countries20
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Moving from a lower to a higher level of national scientific capacity has been described as a series
of stages, with nations categorised by their level of capacity as below:3,21
• Scientifically Lagging Countries: Lack science, technology and innovation capacity almost
entirely e.g. Indonesia, Burkina Faso, Syria;
• Scientifically Developing Countries: Have pockets of adequate science, technology and
innovation capacity amidst general scarcity, e.g. Portugal, India, Iran, Pakistan, Uganda;
• Scientifically Proficient Countries: Display world class capacity in science, technology and
innovation in some areas e.g. Singapore, Estonia, Korea, China;
• Scientifically Advanced Countries: With advanced science, technology and innovating capacity
in all major areas; publish most of the articles in the internationally recognised journals and fund
80% of the world’s R&D. e.g. US, UK, Germany, Japan, Australia.
But how can countries best build up their scientific capacity? Studies of successful national
scientific development suggest that countries need to first be willing to adopt and learn from other,
more scientifically advanced countries. Once this investment is made, countries then invest in
national capacity to manage scientific innovation and eventually to adapt technology to their own
settings, to innovate and link to markets.22-26 With a critical mass of national capacity in a particular
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area of science, these countries can then enter the global scientific network. As Caroline Wagner,
Calestous Juma and others have pointed out, being a part of this global system can be extremely
beneficial for a developing country, allowing it to quickly access scientific information and ideas
and to further strengthen its national capacity in new areas.3,24-28

© Commonwealth Secretariat

Governments must therefore aim to work investment in strengthening scientific capacity into
national development plans. In doing so, a government may set priorities for investment based on
its current strengths and local needs, and decide to outsource or collaborate on other important
areas where it chooses not to invest directly. This allows a country to take advantage of the
strengths of others and avoiding a duplication of effort. Wagner calls this strategy ‘link and sink,’
as each nation decides when to link with others, and where to ‘sink’ their resources.3

Figure 1.13 – Scientific capacity in countries such as Jamaica is still developing

Creating an enabling environment for science innovation
Investing in strengthening scientific capacity is only part of what is needed to produce successful
innovation systems. Conditions must be created which make it profitable for the private sector to
participate in innovation systems and to turn technology into valued products and services. This
involves creating an effective enabling environment, including supportive regulatory frameworks,
the protection of intellectual property rights, and banking and finance systems to facilitate and
protect investments. Ultimately, it also requires the right infrastructure such as transport and
energy supply systems, on which new products and services will depend.
Investment in scientific capacity building, therefore, must address both the supply and demand
sides. An example of such investment is the recent Science, Technology and Innovation for Results
(STIR) programme between the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and the
Government of Rwanda. This £700,000 investment is contributing to the establishment of science
capacity, including the establishment of a National Commission for Science, Technology and
Innovation and a National Research Fund. The support helps build the legal and institutional
frameworks that ensure that science and technology lead to practical, commercial innovations that
benefit local industry.29
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Signs of progress
Recently a number of developing country governments have made new commitments to
strengthening science and technology capacity in order to address national development needs
and to participate more effectively in the global economy and policy process.
Countries across Asia are making large-scale investments. Malaysia, for instance, is investing US
$10m, and then $1.2m annually, in a new International Centre for South-South cooperation in
Science, Technology and Innovation based in Kuala Lumpur.30,31 In Latin America, countries like
Brazil, Chile and Argentina are making substantial new investments in scientific research and
development – in 2006, the region invested around $18 billion in R&D, a 60% increase since 1997.32
In January 2007, an African Union Summit endorsed a new focus on supporting national scientific
research and development, including improving science education and revitalizing universities.
Initiatives to strengthen science capacity and education have also been launched by the African
Development Bank and several African nations. Nigeria, for instance, allocated $25 million in late
2006 to establish an African Institute of Science and Technology.33
This promising investment in strengthening national and regional scientific capacity will need to be
sustained. It has been estimated that, even with political commitment and funding, it takes a
scientifically “lagging” country between ten and 20 years to fulfil the criteria of a scientifically
“developing” country.3

4. Scientific success in developing countries
In Section 2 of this chapter, we cited nine scientific advances which have contributed to
international development over the past 50 years. In this last section, we look in detail at two quite
recent examples of scientific innovation from Africa which illustrate some of the features of
successful science for development, and particularly the value of global innovation systems.
One relates to improving the food supply for communities across Africa and the other to the
reduction of the burden of disease.
New Rices for Africa (NERICAs)
Rice consumption is growing dramatically in West Africa, fuelled by population growth, rising
incomes and a shift in consumer preferences, especially in urban areas. Local production, while
increasing, is falling ever further behind demand. The region is now importing over half its
requirements, some six million tonnes annually at a cost of over one billion dollars.34
The traditional African species of rice (Oryza glaberrima) has very low yields of about one tonne per
hectare, compared with five tonnes or more for the Asian species (Oryza sativa). But, using tissue
culture technology, Monty Jones, a Sierra Leone scientist working at the Africa Rice Center
(WARDA), was able to cross the two species, producing hundreds of new varieties. At first the
technique did not work well, but collaboration with Chinese scientists provided a new tissue culture
method, involving the use of coconut oil, which proved highly successful.
The rice varieties produced in this manner, known as the New Rices for Africa (NERICAs), share
many of the characteristics of their African ancestors. They grow well in drought-prone, upland
conditions. Their early vigorous growth crowds out weeds. They are resistant to local pests and
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NERICA rice has the potential to help meet the
huge and growing demand for rice in Africa, and
this can be achieved by increasing yields rather
than through expansion onto ever more
marginalised lands. There is also evidence that
the need for less weed control and the shorter
growing season is reducing the burden of child
labour and improving school attendance in the
areas it is being grown.34

© Africa Rice Center (WARDA)

disease and tolerant of poor nutrient conditions
and mineral toxicity. Yet as they mature, they
take on some of the characteristics of their Asian
ancestors, producing more erect leaves and full
panicles of grain. And they are ready for
harvesting in 90 to 100 days, that is 30 to 50
days earlier than current varieties. Under low
inputs they yield up to four tonnes per hectare.34

Figure 1.14 – Panicles of NERICA rice

© Africa Rice Center (WARDA)

NERICA rice production has been steadily increasingly since the new seeds were first introduced in
1996, thanks largely to the pro-active approach taken by WARDA. Setting up partnerships across
the region, WARDA has been able to work directly with farmers at all stages of the process, from
varietal selection to seed dissemination. The process is not only participatory, ensuring that the
priorities of a wide range of farmers are taken into account, but also efficient, speeding up the
experimentation phase by an average of seven years, and streamlining seed dissemination by using
the traditional farmer networks already in place. Farmers in west, central and eastern Africa are now
growing some 200,000 ha of NERICAs.34

Figure 1.15 – Farmers in Benin happy with their harvest of NERICA rice
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Insecticide treated mosquito nets
Another example of scientific innovation in Africa is the development of long lasting, insecticidetreated mosquito nets that kill mosquitoes, reducing the incidence of malaria. For several decades
after the Second World War the preferred method for controlling the mosquitoes that transmit
malaria was to spray the walls of dwellings, where mosquitoes rested, usually with the highly
persistent insecticide DDT. However, the method required good logistics and infrastructure, and was
never widely implemented in most African countries.
Moreover, DDT was found to be environmentally damaging and mosquitoes eventually became
resistant, forcing a switch to less effective and more expensive insecticides.
A new approach to mosquito control in homes involved the use of mosquito nets treated with a
pyrethroid insecticide. Early development of insecticide-treated nets (ITNs) was explored by
researchers from the French L’Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD, then ORSTOM) in
1983 in Burkina Faso, and later progressed in other parts of Africa by UK researchers from the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), the Medical Research Council (MRC),
and others. Trials showed that treated nets give far better epidemiological protection than
untreated nets, significantly reducing child mortality. Studies done by the MRC in the Gambia in
1986 and 1989, for example, confirmed that the use of ITNs resulted in a 63% reduction in deaths
of children under five.35
Encouraging initial results led to innovation in treatment of the nets, including ‘dip-it-yourself’ kits,
more durable nets and finally nets where the fibres are coated with an insecticide coated resin and
hence last for four to five years without re-dipping (known as long-lasting insecticide nets (LLINs).
The insecticides used are photo-stable synthetic pyrethroids, fast acting yet safe to humans.

The relatively high cost is a factor. A treated net
can cost anywhere from £3 to £7, and promoters
have realised that can be prohibitively high for
many families. For this reason, a wide variety of
distribution strategies are now being used, with
a combination of free distribution, subsidies and
‘social marketing’ campaigns being taken up
depending on the needs and preferences of the
target population. For example, the ‘Social
Marketing of ITNs (SMARTNET)’ programme in
Tanzania, funded by DFID and the Royal
Netherlands Embassy since 2002, is now
providing LLINs free of charge to mothers of
children under five, and for a reduced price of
500 Tanzanian shillings (about £0.20) for others.
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Since 1995, insecticide-treated nets have been used in the WHO’s Global Malaria Programme with
great success. But use varies from country to country, and there are still many African countries
where less than 20% of children are sleeping under a treated net. For example, in the Gambia,
where the programme has had a longer and more aggressive promotion, 49% of children underfive were estimated to be sleeping under an ITN in 2006, whereas in nearby Senegal, the figure is
only 16%, and in Nigeria only 1%.36

Figure 1.16 – A baby sleeping under an Insecticide
Treated Net
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They are also using social marketing
to lobby for transport subsidies, run
press and media campaigns and
organise displays at markets and in
rural areas. Some three million nets
a year are now being sold in
Tanzania, double the annual sales at
the beginning of the initiative.37

Common elements of success
These two examples of successful
science for development share
several features common to the
Figure 1.17 – Independent sellers of locally made ITNs in
model of Global Innovation Systems
Lagos, Nigeria
described in Figure 1.4. Firstly,
fundamental developments in science and technology triggered the innovations: tissue culture for
the NERICAs and the development of pyrethroid insecticides for ITNs. Both of these inventions
arose in the developed world and had been applied there for decades before they found these
specific applications in Africa.
Both developments began in advanced research institutions, the Africa Rice Center (WARDA),
and ORSTOM/LSHTM, respectively. While they were led and inspired by first class innovators, they
were products of multidisciplinary teams linked into larger networks of scientists in both the
developed and developing countries with whom they exchanged ideas and techniques. This
international dimension was crucial. The Chinese helped with appropriate tissue culture for the
NERICAs in West Africa, while the long-lasting mosquito nets made in Tanzania at the A to Z
plastics factory, use resin from ExxonMobil in Saudi Arabia and Japanese insecticide technology
from Sumitomo Chemicals.38
For both success stories, a range of donors were involved, including the World Bank, UNDP, the
Gatsby Charitable Trust, Rockefeller Foundation, and the governments of Japan, Netherlands and
the UK. The UK contribution, for example, was both specific and general: DFID supported the
SMARTNET programme in Tanzania, and provided general support to WARDA laboratories and
research through its contribution to the CGIAR†.
These examples focus on technologies that were successfully adapted to new contexts, and so far
this is how most successes have been achieved. As the global scientific environment changes,
however, with new players emerging and many more slowly strengthening their capacity and
joining the network, it is feasible that more innovative technologies will be developed with poor
countries’ needs in mind from the start.
† CGIAR is the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research and is explained more fully in Chapters 2 and 3.
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The Global Malaria Programme’s
goal is for 80% of people in Africa,
at risk of malaria, to be using ITNs
by 2010,35 which, while ambitious, is
now being backed by more funding
and political support than ever
before.
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5. Conclusion – Improving science for development
The examples of NERICA rice and long-lasting insecticide-treated mosquito nets show how
scientists in developed and developing countries can together address and solve problems, bringing
us closer to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). They illustrate the
value of global science innovation systems and the collaboration they foster in improving science
for development.
In conclusion, improving science for development will involve two main activities:
• First, the creation of effective global science innovation systems which engage scientists in
developing and developed countries in addressing developing country science needs. These
systems will be able to address major opportunities for achieving the MDGs as illustrated in
Chapters 5 to 7 to follow.
• Second, strengthening the science and technology capacity of developing countries in key,
relevant areas, including development of national institutions and innovation systems, enables
them to address local scientific challenges with local knowledge and resources, and to participate
more effectively and influentially in global science innovation systems.
• In the following two chapters we explore the sources of scientific innovation for development,
and then discuss the kinds of partnerships in science innovation systems that may be involved.
This is followed in the second part of this book with a detailed discussion of a set of MDGs –
reducing hunger, improving health and conserving the environment, where we show how science
innovation has the potential to contribute to these important challenges. In the third part we
focus on the scientific and technological challenges in adapting to climate change.
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Science for development is undergoing rapid change. Traditional perspectives about the source of
science ideas for development and how research should be done are being replaced by a new,
broader perspective. This embraces ideas as diverse as traditional local practices and the most
recent cutting-edge international science, and engages players ranging from farmer-innovators to
multinational corporations. The result will be a science innovation system with enormous new
potential to address international development challenges.

1. Where does science and innovation for development come from?
In the 20th century, there was a widespread view that most of the technological needs of the
developing world could be addressed by extending to it technologies from developed, industrialised
countries, most of which have been produced over the past 150 years through application of
modern physical, chemical and biological knowledge. These “conventional technologies” typically
deliver desired products in a ready-to-use ‘packaged’ form, e.g. a seed of a new crop variety, a bag
of fertiliser, a medicine, computer or tractor. Such packages are often global or at least regional in
their appropriateness and are easy to market.
While it is true that conventional technologies have provided a crucial stimulus to national growth
in emerging economies, their benefit to the poorest communities has often been limited. In some
cases, these products are of direct value to the poor, but unaffordable, or requiring delivery systems,
maintenance or training to which they do not have adequate access. The technologies may also
have environmental side effects which are more severe or less manageable in developing countries
than in the industrialised communities for which they were developed.

© Commonwealth Secretariat

In other cases, conventional technologies may be valuable to potentially poor people, but most
existing products do not address their specific needs. For instance, a number of crop and livestock
varieties, important to the poor, have not benefited from conventional breeding technology.
Similarly, many diseases common in developing countries have not benefited from conventional
pharmaceutical technologies, earning them the title of “neglected diseases”. Market failure has
been largely responsible for this, and in Chapter 3 we will see how the problem can be addressed
through partnerships in science innovation.

Figure 2.1 – Learning how to construct solar electric systems in Africa
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Efforts to apply products from conventional technologies in developing countries have
sometimes proven highly unsuccessful. Projects delivering machinery without training or
maintenance, or crop or animal varieties unsuitable to the local conditions of poor communities,
highlighted the need for appropriate application of science and technology. These errors have also
stimulated greater interest in the “traditional technologies” of local communities, the
understanding and support of which has often been overlooked in the rush
to apply imported technologies from industrialised countries. In some cases, as we shall see,
these traditional technologies can be integrated with conventional technologies to make
“intermediate technologies” whose products are both appropriate and superior to those
presently available.
Whatever the source and wherever the application, the important feature of technologies is that
they are locally appropriate. For a technology to be appropriate in a developing country, as
anywhere, it has to:
• Be readily accessible and affordable;
• Be easy-to-use and maintain;
• Serve a real need;
• Be effective.
In this chapter we will first discuss innovation in the more selective and appropriate use of
conventional technologies and then look at the role of local traditional technologies, as well as how
these have been combined with conventional ideas to produce intermediate technologies. We will
conclude with a discussion of the promise for emerging new platform technologies and the way in
which these, if developed in an appropriate manner, can be of critical value to international
development. We will base our discussion on the following definitions:

Box 2.1 Sources of technology
Conventional: Technologies from industrialised countries developed through the application
of modern physical, chemical and biological knowledge, and delivered as products in
a packaged form for a regional or global market. e.g. Fertilisers, conventional water
treatment plants.
Traditional: Technologies which have been developed, usually over an extended period of
time, by communities in developing countries to meet local needs. e.g. Natural medicines,
rainwater harvesting techniques.
Intermediate: Traditional technologies which have been improved in appropriate respects by
their integration with modern conventional technologies. e.g. Traditional treadle pump
improved by engineers, soil bricks used for housing improved by incorporating new materials.1
New Platform: New scientific “platforms” for innovation, based on advanced sciences which
have the potential to be developed simultaneously for the needs of the industrialised and the
developing world. e.g. New forms of water treatment developed using nanotechnology;
genetically modified, drought or pest resistant crop varieties.
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2. Selective use of conventional technologies
Most conventional technologies were developed in the 19th and 20th centuries, as products of large
scale industrial processes often reliant on petrochemicals. The development of cement and
concrete in the 19th century made large scale dams and irrigation systems possible. Widespread use
of synthetic fertilisers was the result of the innovative production of ammonia from atmospheric
nitrogen by Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch at the beginning of the 20th century. Both synthetic
pesticides and modern antibiotics had their origins in the large scale chemical processes developed
during the Second World War.
Such technologies continue to be highly effective and relatively inexpensive in developed
countries where they are widely used. However, as we argued earlier, they may not result in
products appropriate to developing countries. For instance, products are often costly in terms of
energy and petrochemical inputs. Even where they can be produced cheaply on a large scale,
transport costs make them expensive in developing countries, particularly in inland Sub-Saharan
Africa (Box 2.2).

Box 2.2 The high cost of fertilisers in inland Sub-Saharan Africa (2002 figures)2
Cost of a tonne of urea – FOB (free on board)
Europe

$90

The coastal cities of Mombasa, Kenya or Beira, Mozambique

$400

Western Kenya

$500

Landlocked Malawi

$770

They may also have deleterious local environmental effects. Large scale dam construction and
impoundment can displace communities and destroy biodiversity, while synthetic fertilisers, if used
to excess, can pollute water sources. Synthetic pesticides can be very destructive to wildlife and
harmful to humans if they are not applied correctly. In each instance, the poor tend to suffer
disproportionately from these unintended effects. Protective regulations are often lacking in poor
areas and, if present, are rarely effectively enforced. The rich and powerful usually have the means,
often corrupt, of avoiding compliance. The poor, by contrast, are usually the major victims and have
little recourse to redress.
Unintentional poisoning by pesticides kills thousands per year in developing countries, where safe
equipment, expert advice and training are often lacking.3 Many farmers overuse pesticides and do
not take proper precautions. Pesticides banned or restricted in industrialised countries are widely
available in the developing countries.4
Both pesticides and modern pharmaceuticals are also prone to the evolution of resistance. In the
case of drug resistance the poor have very limited access to the intensive health care systems that
can provide appropriate treatment and monitoring.
Precision in application
For these various reasons there has been a move, since the 1960s, to find ways of using such
technologies in a more sparing and selective manner. The high cost of fertilisers has resulted in a
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Countering resistance

Figure 2.2 – Improvement in yield with reduction in
fertiliser due to deep placement technique7
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move to more precise applications in the
developed countries, using controlledrelease fertilisers, fine grained soil analyses
and variable application on individual
fields employing tractors fitted with
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
devices.5,6 This is not likely to be
appropriate for smaller-scale farmers in
developing countries until the prices come
down, but farmers can substitute more
selective placement of fertilisers instead of
the widespread practice of broadcasting
them. For example, urea super granules
(USG) inserted in the middle of every four
rice plants in Bangladeshi paddy fields
(Figures 2.2 and 2.3), results in an extra
tonne of paddy with a reduction of
fertiliser by over a third.7
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Pesticides can also be applied more selectively, partly to reduce cost, partly to encourage natural
enemies to control the pests and partly to counter resistance (see examples in Chapter 5). A
notorious example of rapidly evolving resistance is of Anopheline mosquitoes to insecticides of all
kinds. DDT became largely ineffective in the 1960s because of this. The new insecticides such as the
pyrethroids worked well for a while but resistance is now spreading very rapidly in Africa (Box 2.3).

Box 2.3 Mitigating the risk of mosquito resistance to insecticides
Insecticide resistance in mosquitoes is a classic example of natural selection. Resistance occurs
as a result of natural mutation or genetic recombination in the absence of the insecticide, but
usually at a very low level because it is generally disadvantageous in other respects. However,
it rapidly spreads through the mosquito population from generation to generation in response
to the pressure of insecticide use. Survivors tend to be resistant and pass on the resistance
through their genes to their offspring.
It is almost impossible to prevent this from occurring but the risk can be minimised in a number
of ways:
• Using insecticides which are slow to elicit a resistance response;
• Using different insecticides in rotation from year to year or as mosaics (i.e. different
compounds for different houses in a village);
• Avoiding opportunities for cross-resistance by knowing the resistance status of local
mosquito populations to different pesticides (e.g. mosquitoes resistant to DDT may also be
resistant to pyrethroids);
• Reducing agricultural use of the same pesticides (against crop pests) which are used locally
against mosquitoes.
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Thus there are a number of ways to
make conventional technologies and
their products more appropriate to
developing countries, by limiting or
integrating their use so as to reduce
their cost and maintain their value.
Still, many conventional technologies
remain inappropriate for a range of
reasons. In some cases it makes more
sense to make use of traditional
technologies which are adapted to the
local environment from the outset.

© IFDC

Malaria control is also affected by
evolving resistance by the parasite
Plasmodium
to
the
various
therapeutic drugs that have been
developed over the years. Part of the
answer here lies in using drugs in
combination (see Chapter 6).
Combination therapy has also long
been used in the treatment of
tuberculosis (TB) (Box 2.4).

Figure 2.3 – A farmer in Bangladesh places USG granules in the
centre of each of four rice plants

Box 2.4 Strategies to reduce drug resistance in TB8
The available conventional drugs to cure patients of TB require relatively long periods of
treatment to be effective. Missed doses rapidly result in the build-up of resistance. Part of the
answer lies in using a combination of compounds.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends a drug regime consisting of two phases:
1. An initial intensive phase of four drugs – rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol
– administered for two months;
2. A continuation phase of two drugs – rifampicin and isoniazid – for four months.
The drugs have to be administered daily in the initial phase and daily or at least three times a
week in the continuation phase. But success depends on ensuring this regime is strictly
adhered to and directly observed. The person ensuring the drugs are taken need not be a
health worker; a community worker, neighbour or family member can be effective in this role.
When done according to these guidelines the treatment can be over 95% effective. But when
lack of supervision or drug availability results in missed doses it is not only ineffective but
stimulates the spread of multiple drug resistance.
One answer to the problem is to develop new chemotherapy regimens which can be effective
in a matter of a few weeks or even a few days so minimising the likelihood of missed doses.
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3. The use of traditional technologies
One aspect of science and technology for development which is often overlooked is the important
contribution that the knowledge and experience of communities in developing countries can make
to technology development and adaptation. There is, however, a long history of appropriate
technology for development having a strong element of local input, often referred to as Indigenous
Technical Knowledge.
Traditional technologies are approaches to problems that have been used by people for hundreds,
if not thousands, of years. They can be thought of as having ‘stood the test of time.’ Some have
clearly worked and still work today; for others there is no scientific evidence that they are effective.
Herbal medicines
The use of plants for healing purposes pre-dates human history and forms the origin of much
modern medicine. Many conventional drugs originate from plant sources: aspirin (from willow
bark), digoxin (from foxglove), quinine (from cinchona bark) and morphine (from the opium
poppy).9
Traditional healers who rely on herbal medicines are an important source of health care in
developing countries. WHO estimates that 80% of the African population makes use of traditional
medicine.10 In Uganda the ratio of traditional medicine practitioners to the population is between
1:200 and 1:400 while that of allopathic (‘western’) practitioners is typically 1:20,000.11 For many
rural people, traditional healers are the only source of health care within reach.

Box 2.5 What is traditional medicine?
© Gordon Conway

Figure 2.4 – Traditional healer, Uganda

WHO defines traditional medicine as ‘diverse health practices, approaches, knowledge and
beliefs incorporating plant, animal, and/or mineral based medicines, spiritual therapies,
manual techniques and exercises applied singularly or in combination to maintain well-being,
as well as to treat, diagnose or prevent illness.’11
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While many false claims have been made for the treatment of HIV/AIDS, there is evidence that
herbal medicines can successfully treat some of the opportunistic infections that accompany AIDS
such as Herpes zoster.12
The most important herbal-derived medicine in use today is artemisinin (Box 2.6). In combination
with other drugs it is now recommended by WHO as the first line of attack against malaria where
there is resistance to other drugs.

Box 2.6 Artemisinin – a frontline drug against malaria
Artemisinin is derived from
Artemisia annua, known as sweet
wormwood or qíngháo by the
Chinese. It has fern-like leaves
and bright yellow flowers. For over
2,000 years it has been used as
an anti-malarial by the Chinese
in the form of tea. In the 1970s
Chinese scientists isolated the active
ingredient artemisinin.
Artemisinin or its derivatives, such
as artesunate and artemether,
are now commonly used in
combination with other antimalarial drugs as Artemisinin-based
Combination Therapies (ACT) (see
also Chapter 6).

© Kristian Peters – Wikimedia Commons

Figure 2.5 – Sweet Wormwood, Artemisia annua

In several settings there are current attempts to integrate, semi-formally, the traditional healer
network with the allopathic system. The ubiquity of traditional healers means they can be a
valuable resource in the frontline against various diseases, not least HIV/AIDS. Organisations such
as Traditional and Modern Health Practitioners Together against AIDS (THETA) in Uganda, have
shown that with appropriate training, traditional healers have performed as well as, if not better
than, community health workers in educating communities, promoting and distributing condoms,
and counselling, treating and referring the sick.13
Agricultural systems
Traditional systems of small-scale agriculture and gardening such as shifting cultivation and home
gardens are examples of fundamental organic systems that, until recently, have relied exclusively
on recycling of nutrients, biological forms of pest and disease control and household labour.
Modern organic agriculture makes use of similar principles. In developing countries if there is
sufficient organic matter and enough labour, organic cultivation can also provide profitable niche
exports of vegetables, fruits and commodities such as coffee and tea to developed countries.
The home garden is a traditional agricultural system that has provided rural households with food
and fibre on a sustainable basis for several thousand years (Box 2.7).
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Box 2.7 Home gardens as a valuable resource14
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Figure 2.6 – The diversity in a Javanese home garden15

Home gardens are one of the oldest forms of farming system and may have been the first
agricultural system to emerge in hunter gatherer societies. Today, home or kitchen gardens are
particularly well developed on the island of Java in Indonesia, where they are called
pekarangan.
The immediately noticeable characteristic is their great diversity relative to their size: they
usually take up little more than half a hectare around the farmer’s house. Yet, in one
Javanese home garden 56 different species of useful plants were found, some for food,
others for condiments and spices, some for medicine and others for feed for livestock. A cow,
a goat, chickens and ducks were also present, as well as fish in the garden pond. Most of the
garden products are used for household consumption, but some are bartered with
neighbours or sold.
© Gordon Conway

The plants are grown in intricate
relationships with one another: close to the
ground are vegetables, cassava, taro and
spices; in the next layer are bananas,
papayas and other fruits; a couple of
metres above are soursop Annona spp,
guava and mango, while emerging through
the canopy are coconuts, timber trees and
fruit trees. The planting is so dense that to
a casual observer the garden seems like a
miniature forest.

Figure 2.7 – Javanese home garden
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4. The development of intermediate technologies
Intermediate technologies have been defined in a number of ways, but fundamentally they are
traditional technologies that have been improved in appropriate respects by their integration with
modern conventional technologies.
Treadle pumps
There are numerous examples of such intermediate technologies in action. Some are simple, others
more sophisticated. A good example of a relatively simple technology is the development of an
affordable and reliable treadle pump. For many years, engineers have been developing pumps
which allow farmers to replace the arduous task of lifting irrigation water from shallow wells by
bucket. Oil driven pumps are expensive to purchase and to run. The modern treadle pump is ideal
in many respects – it is efficient and easy for farmers to use and maintain and is virtually fool-proof.
It relies on human rather than oil or electric power. It is also relatively cheap, as a result of a
combination of public subsidies with private manufacture and servicing, and community
involvement (Box 2.8).

Box 2.8 Making irrigation possible with treadle pumps
First innovated by local people in Bangladesh in
the early 1980s, the treadle pump is a simple
machine which a farmer can stand on and
pump with his or her feet to irrigate a field. The
pump produces the suction or pressure needed
to pump water from a natural source or dug well
to be sprayed on the crops. The technology has
been improved upon by a number of
enterprising engineers, producing a variety of
effective and easy-to-maintain designs which
can be used to irrigate up to two acres of land
without any motor or fuel.

© Bimala Colavito – IDE

International Development Enterprises (IDE)
began in 1984 by refining the pump design they
encountered in Bangladesh. After successfully
creating a market and supply-chain for the
product there, they have since expanded the
approach to countries across Africa and Asia.16
The Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO)
KickStart responded to farmers in Kenya who
needed a device which would pump water
uphill, useful when water sources are at the
bottom of a hilly plot or for filling overhead
tanks.
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Figure 2.8 – Using an IDE treadle pump this
Bangledeshi woman can now support her family
and run a small shop
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© Al Doerksen – IDE

They developed the ‘Super-Money
Maker’ pump in 1998, which as of
2009 has been sold to over 129,000
farmers in Kenya, Tanzania and Mali.17
Pumps like these help farmers by
extending the traditional growing
season and expanding the number of
crops that they can cultivate.
For example, Nazrul Islam, a farmer in
Bangladesh, applied for a micro-loan of
about US$20 to cover the costs of
digging a well and buying a treadle
pump. He was able to repay the loan
and buy additional land and livestock
within the first year of use.18

Figure 2.9 – An IDE treadle pump dealer works on a pump
in Zambia

Chinese technologies
The Loess Plateau project, discussed in Chapter 1, also provides examples of intermediate
technologies (Box 2.9). In order to effectively and sustainably rehabilitate this very degraded area,
project planners combined large-scale engineering technology in the use of bulldozers for shaping
terraces and dams, with local knowledge of past efforts, in erosion control and of the needs and
priorities of the communities, to formulate a set of appropriate solutions.
While traditional and intermediate technologies offer a great deal to science innovation, in practice
they may require considerable skill and experience; they can be labour intensive and time
consuming; and they are often difficult to transfer to other areas. It is for this reason that we
urgently need new technologies, derived from cutting edge science, that from the outset are
designed for developing country conditions.

Box 2.9 Intermediate technologies on the Loess Plateau, China
• Construction of modern terraces
using local bulldozer operators
with additional manual labour for
shaping – creating terraces that are
broader, horizontal and sloping
inwards. These terraces have
converted sloping land to level
fields, virtually eliminating erosion
and helping to maintain moisture
in the soils, allowing higher crop
yields and more diversified cropping
patterns.19

© Environmental Education Media Project for China, 2005

Figure 2.10 – Terraces on the Loess Plateau
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© Gordon Conway

Figure 2.11 – Wheat growing on the Loess plateau through plastic covering to retain soil and moisture

• Construction of sediment traps and dams in the uninhabited gully areas to intercept
sediment at its source. By using a combination of key, warping and check dams, the project
was able to reduce sediment loads to the river by around 50%, provide a new water supply,
and greatly increase the arable land available for farming. All dams were constructed with
earthfill, and can be easily maintained and modified as required.19
• Improved transplantation methods for planting trees on the upper slopes. Previous
methods had been disrupting the rhizosphere, the important region of soil near the roots of
a tree. Chinese scientists devised a method of wrapping the root ball of the trees in grass
mats, rope or removable plastic, thus keeping existing soil intact.20
• Use of plastic to conserve water and
for livestock housing. Modern
plastics provide a cheap and
efficient way of both protecting the
soil and reducing water loss. They
can also be used to trap heat –
especially in the winter – providing
warm housing for livestock and the
temperatures to raise cut flowers,
tomatoes and other horticultural
crops for local and distant markets.
Chinese researchers are currently
working on the production of
biodegradable plastics.
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Figure 2.12 – Plastic covered ‘greenhouses’ raising cut
flowers for market, Loess Plateau (note combination with
traditional mud and straw construction)
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5. The promise of new platform technologies
In the past, most application of scientific innovation from industrialised countries has involved a
process of adaptation to developing country conditions, in the ways described above. This two-step
process of innovation and adaptation inevitably slows science innovation for development, that is
why we have argued in Chapter 1 for the involvement of developing country scientists and
perspectives in global science innovation systems. In this way developing country needs can be
included from the outset in the interaction of basic, translational and applied science.
The increasingly global nature of science innovation, the “internationalisation” of universities and
the engagement of new players in development research, including government institutions,
industry and civil society is making this ambition all the more feasible. In the next chapter we will
examine how these different players may be engaged in accelerating science innovation for
development. Here we highlight three key areas of scientific advance – new scientific “platforms”
for innovation – that have the potential to be developed simultaneously for the needs of the
industrialised and the developing world. These new platform technologies are:
• Information and communication technology for development;
• Nanotechnology;
• Biotechnology.
While these research platforms have, not surprisingly, begun in industrialised research institutions,
considerable effort is now underway to bring development agendas into the innovation process.
Further, there is now a growing convergence and integration of application between all these
technologies.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for development
Traditionally, ICT in developing countries has been based on indigenous forms of storytelling, song
and theatre, the print media and radio. Modern ICT, based on electronic communications and the
internet, has enormous but still largely unrealised potential for improving the lives of poor people.
The challenge for science innovation here is to improve and encourage the effective use of existing
technologies by the poor, while at the same time creating collaborations between developed and
developing country scientists and engineers that will result in new communication technologies
that are more appropriate to the environment and users in developing countries.
Improved ICT can benefit international development in many diverse ways, not the least of which
is the improvement of science innovation itself through the engagement of developing country
scientists in global innovation systems that require a capacity for rapid communication and transfer
of scientific data.
Mobile phones
ICT development has already had demonstrable development value in the widespread use of
mobile phones. This is a good example of an imported technology that has been widely and
successfully adopted by developing countries. It was not specifically designed for, or with the
involvement of, poor people and in many cases its primary advantage to poor people is unrelated
to the key purpose for which it was designed, namely, mobility.
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Furthermore, its success has not depended on a specific policy initiative on the part of donors or
developing country governments to promote uptake of the technology. Nevertheless, the use of
mobile phones has exploded in recent years, across Asia and Latin America, and especially in Africa.
In 1995 there were 650,000 mobile phone subscribers in Africa; by 2003 there were nearly 52
million. Over the past five years the continent’s mobile phone usage has increased at an annual
rate of 65%, twice the rate of Asia, and by 2008 there were over 250 million subscribers.21.22
Not surprisingly, new users are putting mobile phones to use in all kinds of situations, making things
like banking, disease surveillance and election monitoring faster and easier. (Box 2.10)

Box 2.10 Putting mobile phones to use
Mobile phones can be used by everyone,
including those who are poor, remote and/or
illiterate. They can be shared between
individuals and households, and made public
at booths as a pay-service. Their use has not
only dramatically improved communication
and the flow of information in developing
countries, but it has spurred a variety of
completely new ways of doing things, in the
areas of business, health and even social
advocacy.

© Gordon Conway

First and foremost, mobile phone use has
given previously disconnected communities
a means of communicating with family
and friends, connecting with markets
and facilitating the flow of remittances
Figure 2.13 – Mobile phone booth in a
from abroad. Mobiles can serve to provide
Nairobi slum
households with an increased sense of
security, especially in health and other emergencies. The mobile market has also provided
employment for countless individuals selling phones, cards and services.23-25
A huge number of innovators in developing countries have taken advantage of the flexibility
and power of mobile phone technology, and used it to transform various aspects of local life.
The examples below illustrate a few of these beneficial applications:
Mobiles for farming – Expanding mobile phone use has begun to remove many long-standing
obstacles for farmers in developing countries. Mobiles can be used to find out the location and
prices of inputs and crop market rates, with the cost of a phone call being a mere fraction of
that previously spent on transport. New services such as AppLab, run by the Grameen
Foundation in partnership with Google and the provider MTN Uganda, are allowing farmers to
get tailored, speedy answers to their questions. The initiative includes platforms such as
Farmer’s Friend, a searchable database of agricultural information, Google SMS,
a question and answer texting service and Google Trader, a SMS-based "marketplace"
application that helps buyers and sellers find each other.26-28
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© Ken Banks – kiwanja.net
M-Health – Mobile phones are
increasingly being used in new ways to
improve health systems, resulting in
Mobile or M-Health, or ‘telemedicine.’
They can be used to improve
communication between health
officials and patients, for example, by
sending SMS reminders of treatment
or vaccination dates. Public health
officials have also begun taking
advantage of the technology for
disease surveillance and response,
by interfacing GIS and mobile
technology on smart phones to
provide real-time information on both
Figure 2.14 – Mobile phone use is spreading quickly in the
diseases and medication supply.29
developing world
The organisation Voxiva has designed
integrated ‘mobile-centric’ programmes for such projects as, reducing maternal mortality in
Peru, while the group Cell-Life has done so for HIV treatment in South Africa, using the phone
as a tool for education, action and social networking.30,31

M-Banking – Mobile banking systems are revolutionising the banking industry by allowing
users to convert cash in and out of ‘stored value’ accounts linked to their mobile phone, use
the stored value to pay for goods, and even transfer stored value between their own and other
people’s accounts. This gives customers a simple and secure service, and allows them to avoid
the expense and time of travelling to and waiting in a bank, and the risk of theft. A variety of
successful initiatives are now running in South Africa, Kenya and the Philippines.32
Mobiles for advocacy – Mobile phones can be used by citizens as a tool for fostering improved
governance and equality, by aiding in monitoring and mobilisation. Organisations such as
Tactical Technology in the UK have worked with local NGOs in developing countries to use
mobile phone technology to report problems such as corruption, violence and environmental
degradation, as well as monitor elections. They have also helped groups use mobiles to
improve their social advocacy campaigns, by using SMS messages, ringtones and mobile news
updates to mobilise, inform and even fundraise for causes such as workers’ and women’s
rights.33
The internet
Internet access in the developing countries is growing fast – with usage increasing between 2000
and 2008 by over 1,000% in Africa, 800% in Latin America and 400% in Asia,34 and the use of
computers for education, communication and information processing is steadily expanding. This
will be further helped by improvements in infrastructure, such as the new 17,000km long
underwater fibre optic cable installed by the African-owned company Seacom along the eastern
coast of Africa. The cable, which went live in July 2009, creates a much needed digital link between
Eastern Africa, South Asia and Europe, and will bring higher-speed, lower-cost broadband to millions
of users.35
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The internet is a powerful communication tool for connecting people and groups, accessing up-todate information from around the world, and as a medium for posting news, business information
and even campaign or advocacy messages. Use in internet cafés, schools and businesses has taken
off, and there are many less traditional ways in which the internet is being used (Box 2.11).

Box 2.11 The internet as a development tool
Broadcasting information
In the town of Veerampattinam in India, the
M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation has
put up loudspeakers to broadcast information
such as weather and ocean-wave forecasts,
agricultural and fishing techniques, market
prices, government programmes, and local
bus schedules. This allows citizens to access
accurate information without even touching
a computer or phone, thus adapting internet
technology for the specific local context.36

© HiWEL

Figure 2.15 – Children crowding around a HiWEL
learning station in India

Revamping education
In 1999 in New Delhi, India, local physicist Dr Sugata Mitra cemented a computer with a highspeed internet connection into a wall adjacent to a rubbish dump used by the poor – and just
left it there. He monitored the use of the machine using a remote computer and a hidden
camera. The results were surprising. Local children quickly began experimenting with the
machine in groups, and within days had acquired basic computer literacy – able to use the
mouse to point, drag, drop, copy, and to browse the internet. They came up with names for the
objects such as sui (needle) for the mouse pointer and damru (Shiva’s drum) for the hourglass.
This phenomenon has since been termed the “hole in the wall” project, and after a few more
similar successes, the idea proved worth pursuing. In 2001 the Hole-in-the-Wall Education Ltd.
(HiWEL) partnership was formed between Dr Mitra’s computer software and training company
NIIT and the International Finance Corporation. The group has since worked to expand the
number of learning stations across India and other countries. By 2009 there were more than
400 in place across India, as well as some in Cambodia and seven African countries.37 The
HiWEL stations are cheap and easy to set-up and, due to their explorative nature, research has
shown the programme benefits across gender as well as socio-economic groups equally.38
Students who have had access to a HiWEL learning station are performing better in subjects
such as mathematics and science, with the benefits multiplying as children form groups and
share information.39,40
Improving NGO networking
The organisation Rede de Informações para o Terceiro Setor (RITS) in Brazil works to help local
NGOs use the internet as a tool for accessing and communicating information, thus enabling
them to better serve those they are trying to help. RITS hosts a virtual research centre on
Brazilian civil society, publishes a weekly e-magazine of NGO news, and also provides web site
hosting, email access, and Intranet services for hundreds of NGOs.41
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Improving access
The key challenge now is to improve both mobile telephony and internet access in developing
countries and particularly in rural areas. Access is frequently limited by policies and regulation
which make the uptake of the technology more difficult for the poor. For example, in Ethiopia,
where the government regulates the mobile phone industry very tightly, the average annual cost of
using a mobile is one tenth of a person’s average annual income, whereas it is only 1/150th in the
freer South African market.42
On top of this, the way in which existing technologies are designed and applied can prevent
expansion to the full-range of possible users. Current efforts are focusing on new and innovative
solutions to bring the benefits of telephone and internet technology to more people, for less
money.
For instance, standardised hardware and software designed for students and professionals in
developed countries are often challenging for the partly illiterate, or those who are not comfortable
in a main language available on the keyboard, computer programmes, or internet. Most common
operating systems today are not always the easiest to learn, or indeed the cheapest to install.42
In addition, standardised set-ups for phone and computer networks often require users to either
purchase their own device, or pay an unaffordable fee for use.
A number of designers have been working to address these issues. The One Laptop per Child (OLPC)
group has sparked innovation in laptop design for education in developing countries, while the nonprofit Movirtu has devised a way for the poorest to have a telephone number without buying a
phone, and computer rooms are being redesigned so that many users can work off a single
processor (Box 2.12).

Box 2.12 ICT for all
© OLPC

Laptops for education
Released in 2005, the OLPC XO laptop is small,
rugged and energy-efficient. It can withstand
high heat and humidity and has a screen
readable in bright sunlight. Even more novel,
however, is the open-source Linux-based
software created by the team, called ‘Sugar.’
It reinvents the traditional user interface
allowing children to ‘learn by doing,’ with
‘objects’ and a ‘daily journal’ rather than a
file and folder system, and has the ability to
create easy working connections with other
students and teachers.43

Figure 2.16 – The XO-1 Laptop

The XO laptop has been a hit with many students in countries where it has been piloted,
however its integration into school systems and as a viable business model have been harder
to achieve. More teacher training and more educational content have been highlighted as
areas which could improve its usefulness in schools.44
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Regardless, it has helped to spur a wave of innovations in laptop hardware and software
technology for more diverse users including the rise of ‘netbooks’, or smaller, cheaper and
simpler laptops. While the OLPC project had an original target price of US$100, researchers at
the Indian Institute of Science and the Indian Institute of Technology are developing
a cheaper machine, called ‘Sakshat’ meaning ‘before your eyes,’ which can store learning
materials for students.45,46
A phone number without a phone
Currently, those who cannot afford to buy a mobile handset must either share a phone with
others or pay to use a public one. While making calls this way is workable, if a bit inconvenient,
it does not allow the person to have a phone number, or ‘identity’ so that they can receive
calls, voice and text messages, or remittances. The non-profit enterprise Movirtu has designed
a platform called ‘MXShare’, which can be installed in the core of a mobile network, and allows
the operator to provide a service which they have named ‘M-KADI.’ Through this service paper
cards with individual fully functioning mobile numbers can be sold or given away, working
much like a ‘SIM-only’ option but without the need to hold onto or transfer a SIM card
between phones. This new model has the potential to allow millions of new users into the
mobile network.47,48
Affordable computing
Another innovation involves changing the way in which computers are connected in internet
cafés, school computer rooms or offices. ‘Thin client’ systems use very cheap ‘dummy
terminals’ with only a keyboard, mouse, screen and remote desktop software. These are
connected to a more powerful server which does all of the processing. This type of system is
not only cheaper, but more energy efficient and less likely to break down.42

Currently, user interfaces for communication
such as radios, telephones and computers
remain quite separate. The recent trend in
integration of these technologies in developed
countries has not, by and large, reached
developing country markets.41 However, as
access expands and new technologies are
created, a huge number of possibilities exist.
Radio stations can use mobile phones and the
internet to improve listener interaction and the
quality of information available for broadcasts.
Devices based on the technology used in
Figure 2.17 – Women refugees from Ghana speaking
Blackberries, or other smartphones, may be
at a local radio station in Cote D’Ivoire
able to combine mobile phone, internet, radio
and television interfaces to improve rural access to information. Some exciting new ideas have
already emerged, such as software which allows users to surf the internet using voice commands
on a mobile phone or another which enables messages to be sent via a mobile phone network on
a computer without the use of the internet (Box 2.13).
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Combining technologies
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Box 2.13 Creating ICT hybrids
‘An entirely new kind of web’

© Ken Banks – kiwanja.net

A team from the IBM India Research
Laboratory in New Delhi is now testing a
completely new way of connecting to the
internet – using voice commands spoken into
mobile phones. They have created new
software called VoiceGen, which allows users to
create VoiceSites rather than websites, where
they can enter information about their business
or organisation through a series of prompts in
the local language.
For example, a seller of agricultural products
Figure 2.18 – Men texting in Kenya
could create a VoiceSite which is then assigned
a phone number, which acts as its URL. It can be accessed by customers using a voice
controlled browser, which allows them to go back, forward and even to bookmark pages for
later use. To make this possible, IBM developed a new type of transfer protocol, called
hyperspeech transfer protocol (HSTP), to replace the text-version HTTP. This type of service will
allow business owners who do not have the money for a storefront or advertising to get their
information out to customers, and enable anyone to access information without needing to
read or have access to a computer.49
Texting power
While the expansion of the mobile network and greater access to computers have been helpful
to NGOs in developing countries, the non-profit kiwanja.net has gone a step further and
designed a software package which allows users to combine the benefits of both. After
downloading the free software, called Frontline SMS, a user can plug any mobile phone, or
phones into the computer and send, receive and store text messages using the mobile networks
to and from individuals or large groups.
This gives users great flexibility, enabling them to send messages where there is no internet,
even while on the road using a laptop. It also avoids the use of outside servers, useful in places
with strict internet controls. The software can be used to set up automatic replies to messages
with keywords, such as the time of a scheduled vaccination clinic. NGO managers, doctors and
researchers around the world have enthusiastically picked up this technology and used it to
solve their communication challenges – from election monitoring, to communicating health
and agricultural updates, to conducting surveys, to fundraising – the list is endless.50
The potential of nanotechnology
Nanotechnology involves the manipulation of matter at atomic and molecular levels, i.e. at a scale
of a billionth of a metre, to produce a great variety of materials and devices. At this scale materials
often have unique characteristics.
While the US is currently leading the way in nanoscience research, many emerging countries have
also established strong programmes.
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China currently ranks second to the US in the number of articles published on the subject in
international peer-reviewed journals. Indian scientists are also big contributors, with India recently
launching a five year, US $220 million national strategy for advancing nanoscience.51
Applications of nanotechnology may include: energy storage, production and conversion, disease
diagnosis, drug delivery systems, air and water pollution detection and remediation, and food
processing and storage. Most of these applications are being developed for wealthy countries, but
many of them have applications in developing countries as well.

One of the most promising applications
for nanoscience is in the use of
nanomembranes, nanosensors, and
magnetic nanoparticles for water
purification – allowing for desalination,
detoxification,
remediation
and
detection of contaminants and
pathogens. Research is in the early
stages and many of the products thus far
are still too expensive for developing
Figure 2.19 – Children using the Seldon WaterBox in Rwanda
country applications, but the ability to
immediately treat even very contaminated water to a high quality, at the source, without the use of
electricity, heavy chemical dosages or high pressure makes it an area worth pursuing.52

© Seldon Technologies

Water purification

Scientists at Seldon Laboratories in the US have used carbon nanotubes to create a patented
nanomesh™ material. The material works by attracting contaminants to its surface, and can be used
to remove bacteria, viruses and pathogens as well as reduce lead, arsenic and uranium to US
drinking water quality standards.
They currently have two products using this technology. The WaterBox (US$5,000) (Figure 2.19) is
a durable and portable treatment system which can be either plugged in or used with a foot-pump,
and is able to produce clean water at an average of about two litres per minute. For smaller-scale,
individual treatment, the WaterStick (US$95), (Figure 2.20) can filter contaminated water as the
user drinks, at a flow rate of up to 200 mls per minute. These products have already been used by
aid workers in Uganda and Rwanda.53

© Seldon Technologies

Also working with carbon nanotubes, scientists at Banaras Hindu University, India, in a partnership
with the Rensselaer Nanotechnology Center (US), have discovered how to create strong, reusable
and heat resistant carbon nanotube filters by spraying the nanotube structure directly onto the
carbon cylinders. The filters can be used to remove contaminants such as polio viruses and E.coli
from water.52-54

Figure 2.20 – The Seldon WaterStick
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The diagnosis of disease can be a timeconsuming process, often involving analysis
of samples in a laboratory and the culturing
of micro-organisms suspected of causing the
disease. Advances in nano-science are
making possible diagnosis of diseases at the
point of care, without the need for
laboratory analysis, thereby speeding up the
time it takes to make a diagnosis and
reducing costs. Rapid, inexpensive, point of
care diagnosis is particularly important for
new and emerging human, animal and plant
diseases that pose risks of epidemics, and for
reaching poor communities remote from
medical and agricultural services and
associated laboratories.

© Optolabcard

Disease diagnostics

Figure 2.21 – The Optolab Card setup

Recent breakthroughs in diagnostics have been based on using biomarkers of disease-causing
organisms. These may be characteristic chemicals produced by the pathogen, or its own DNA.
Nano-surfaces are created with sensors that react with biomarker molecules and in so doing
generate an electrical or visual signal that can be measured. These “labs on a chip” can be
incorporated into handheld devices which can deliver a diagnosis in minutes after application of a
sample such as saliva, blood or plant sap.55,56
For instance, the EU funded Optolab Card project is developing and mass producing a miniaturised
optical laboratory on a card, allowing bacterially infectious diseases, such as Salmonella, to be
diagnosed in just 15 minutes as opposed to the six to 48 hours for conventional tests.57 And, the
Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIO) in Chandigarh, India is working to develop a
nanotech based TB diagnostic kit which would measure only 1cm3 and can work more quickly, cost
less (around rupees 30 per kit) and use less blood.58
Pharmaceutical efficiency
Nanotechnology can be used to improve the usability, effectiveness or efficiency of drugs. One
example comes from the area of tuberculosis (TB) medication, where the current treatments are
lengthy and difficult to remember – patients need to take their drugs every day for six to nine
months. This is challenging even for those with good access to medical care, and failure to complete
this full regimen can lead to complications and the emergence of drug-resistant strains (Box 2.4
and Chapter 6).
Dr Tumi Semete, a researcher at the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), in Cape
Town, South Africa, has developed an idea which could greatly improve this situation. With funding
from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, she plans to use nano-size sticky ‘balls’ of
conventional TB drugs, which have already been developed by scientists at CSIR, to improve the
efficiency of treatment. Currently only about 20% of the medicine taken gets to the infected tissue,
while up to 80% of it is excreted. With these nanoparticles, Dr Semete believes she can get the
medicine to stick directly to infected cells, increasing efficiency to close to 100%. The drug can also
be released slowly, so that patients may not have to remember to take their pills daily.59
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The utility of biotechnology
Biotechnology is defined as any technological application that uses biological systems, living
organisms, or derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or processes for specific use.60
Traditionally biotechnology has been associated with the centuries’ old practice of fermentation,
used in the making of bread, beer and spirits. Today’s biotechnology is based on the revolution in
cellular and molecular biology that occurred in the second half of the 20th century.61 In particular,
it exploits advances in understanding the DNA and RNA of an organism and their functions in order
to identify and manipulate the genes that produce particular traits in animals and plants.
Biotechnology has found applications across a range of fields (Box 2.14).
Biotechnology in agriculture
Modern plant breeding, derived from the
discovery by Gregor Mendel of the
particulate nature of inheritance, and
developed over much of the last century, has
transformed agricultural production. It was
at the core of the Green Revolution (see
Chapter 5). However, such plant breeding is
often an uncertain and lengthy process:
discovery of mutations with desirable
properties is serendipitous, and incorporating
only those traits into the crops we presently
use involves many crop generations and
hence years of careful breeding, often with
limited success. A recent example of
successful, conventional breeding is the
development of “quality protein maize”. A
discovery in the 1960s of maize mutants
with high levels of desirable amino acids
started a breeding programme which, after
several
decades,
has
successfully
incorporated these desirable traits into better
maize varieties for developing countries.63
Biotechnology makes this process of
incorporating beneficial traits more effective
and rapid, through three practical
techniques:

Box 2.14 Biotechnologies that can help
developing countries meet the MDGs62
Hunger
• High yield crops
• Drought and disease resistant crops
• More nutritious crop and animal products
Health
• Microbicides against sexually transmitted
diseases
• Recombinant vaccines
• Combinatorial chemistry for new
medications
• Molecular diagnostics
• Pathogen genome sequencing
• Bioinformatics for identification of drug
targets
• Improved drug delivery
• Vitamin enriched crops
Environment
• Bioremediation for organic waste and
heavy metal treatment

• Tissue culture – which permits the growth of whole plants from a single cell or clump of cells in
an artificial medium;
• Marker-aided selection – based on the ability to detect the presence of particular DNA sequences
at specific locations in an organism and link these to the presence of genes responsible for
particular traits;
• Recombinant DNA or genetic engineering technology – which enables the direct transfer of
genes from one organism to another.
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The first two technologies, in the hands of international and national agricultural research centres
are already delivering improved staple crops to poor farmers.
Tissue culture
Tissue culture has produced new rices for Africa (discussed in Chapter 1) and has also produced
new pest and disease free bananas in East Africa that can yield up to 50 tonnes/ha (Box 2.15).
One of its desirable features is its ability to generate rapidly many copies of a plant with desirable
traits, a kind of cloning. Another feature is the ability, through this process, of generating planting
materials that are known to be free of disease.

Box 2.15 Healthy bananas through tissue culture
Bananas are a major source of food and income throughout
the tropics, and especially in East Africa. Ugandans, for
example, are the largest consumers of bananas in the world,
eating on average nearly 1kg/person/day.64 The banana tree
is, however, very susceptible to disease, as new plants are
grown directly from cuttings from a ‘mother plant,’ thus
transferring any disease present, even if it is not visible.65
The Black Sigatoka fungus, a leaf spot disease, has been
particularly devastating to banana crops worldwide since its
first outbreak in Fiji in 1963. It arrived in East Africa in the
1970s, delivering a major blow to farmers’ yields, decreasing
productivity by as much as 40%.The fungus can be
controlled with fungicides. However the disease has
developed increasing resistance over the years, making this
option both expensive and damaging to the environment.

© Jean Marc Fleury – IDRC/CRDI

Figure 2.22 – Black Sigatoka
disease on banana tree

Farmers needed a way to break the chain of disease. Kenyan agricultural scientist Florence
Wambugu, having studied plant pathology and biotechnology in both the US and the UK,
made a move to bring the benefits of tissue culture to the problem. With tissue culture, a
banana shoot is dissected into tiny pieces and placed in a sterile container, quickly generating
healthy new plants which can be planted in the field.66
© Gordon Conway

Figure 2.23 – Tissue cultured bananas in a
village nursery, Uganda

After the end of apartheid in South Africa,
Wambugu made a visit to the country to
observe the previously closely guarded work on
tissue culture bananas. She was enthused, and
quickly pitched the idea to the Kenyan
Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), where
trials began on local varieties in the mid-1990s.
The work was successful, and with funding from
the Rockefeller Foundation, Wambugu moved
to expand the programme, offering training
and credit to farmers to get started.67
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The results have been remarkable. Yields have increased from averages of ten tonnes/ha to
30-50 tonnes/ha, and the national banana production has more than doubled since 1995,
from approximately 400,000 tonnes to over one million tonnes in 2004.66
Wambugu has since founded the group Africa Harvest to spread this technology and others to
farmers in Kenya. They are now working on increasing the benefits to small-holder farmers
through support and training in post-harvest handling, marketing and sales.68
Marker-aided selection
With marker-aided selection (MAS) it is possible to identify segments of the plant genome that are
closely linked to the desired genes, so the presence of the trait can be determined at the seedling
or even the seed stage. This makes it possible to achieve a new variety in four to six generations
instead of ten (Box 2.16).

Box 2.16 Marker-aided selection delivers resistance to Maize Streak Virus
Maize streak virus (MSV) is the most serious
disease of maize in Africa, affecting 60% of the
planted area and causing an estimated 37% yield
loss, or roughly 5.5 million tonnes/year losses
in production.69
Excellent genetic resistance to MSV has been
known for over 20 years, but it has not been widely
deployed in local maize varieties because few
national breeding programmes can afford to
maintain the insect colonies and other
infrastructure necessary to measure for resistance
against insect-vectored viral diseases.

© AGRA

Figure 2.24 – A plant with Maize streak virus

Now, using genetic markers on the molecular map of maize, it is possible to identify the precise
location of the resistance gene, and using the DNA markers flanking the gene, to backcross it
into numerous well-adapted local varieties without expensive disease screening.

MAS is being used to introduce quality-protein genes into maizes already grown in Africa. It is also
particularly useful for breeding drought-tolerance, which typically occurs as the result of a number
of different traits – deeper roots, early flowering, water diffusion properties – working together.
Breeding for drought-tolerance is a difficult and slow process using conventional techniques, but
markers are now permitting combinations of these traits to be accumulated in new varieties.
Recombinant DNA
Recombinant DNA crops, otherwise known as Genetically Modified (GM) crops are produced by first
isolating and culturing a gene of potential usefulness. This is then inserted into the cell of a crop
plant by a process of transformation (Box 2.17).
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Box 2.17 Transforming a crop65

GENE identified
and isolated

A

B

Agrobacterium
bacterium mixed
with plant cells

gene inserted
into ti plasmid

gene
replication

Gene gun

gold particles
coated with DNA

ti plasmid moves
into plant cell and
inserts DNA into
plant chromosome

cells shot with gene gun
and DNA incorporated into
plant cell chromosome

C

Screening for
cells with
transgene
cells screened
for transgene

transformed cells
selected with
selectable marker

transgenic plant
regenerated from single
transformed cell

Figure 2.25 – Two processes of transformation in producing GM crops70

Once a crop cell has been produced by tissue culture it is transformed in one of two ways
(Figure 2.25):
The first uses a naturally occurring bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens that infects some
plants, causing Crown Gall disease for instance. It contains a small circular piece of DNA called
a plasmid into which the cultured gene is inserted. The plasmid will then infect cells of certain
plants transferring the gene to the DNA of the crop’s cell.
The second involves coating gold particles with the gene of interest. The gold particles are then
shot into single crop plant cells with a gene gun and in this way incorporated into the cell’s
DNA. It is not particularly efficient but can be used on crops that Agrobacterium cannot affect.
The transformed cells are then cultured and grown into whole plants which are tested in the
greenhouse to ensure that the transferred gene, the transgene, functions properly. Not all
transgenic plants will express the trait or gene product well. But once the trait is stable it can
be bred using conventional plant breeding methods into cultivars with adaptation to the
environmental conditions where the crop is produced.
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Figure 2.26 – The Rapid Growth of GM crops (note: a trait hectare is an area multiplied by the number of
GM traits (stacked traits) present71
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An “apparent” increase of 9.4% or 10.7 million hectares (ha) between 2007 and 2008,
equivalent to a “real” increase of 15% or 22 million “trait hectares”
GM crops are spreading rapidly in developing countries. About a third (some 34 million ha) of the
total global GM hectarage is in developing countries, with some 7.7 million farmers putting the new
technology to use (see Figure 2.26). China is a major investor in the science of GM. Several other
countries, including some in Africa, are following suit.
The benefits of GM technology in developing countries so far have come principally from
engineering several crops to express a bacterial gene which controls certain insect pests, thereby
reducing the need for chemical pesticides, and from engineering herbicide-resistance into other
crops to allow reduced, targeted use of safer herbicides. The total economic benefits for developing
country farmers were estimated at US$22 billion between 1996 and 2007.71 Bt cotton, in particular,
has proved to be beneficial in a number of countries (Box 2.18).
What is now needed are crops that benefit a wider range of farmers, as well as consumers,
in developing countries. We explore this topic further in Chapter 5.
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Box 2.18 The benefits of Bt cotton for developing countries
© ISAAA

Cotton is a crop that suffers heavily
from insect pest attack. Various species
of bollworms, boll weevils, flies and
mites cause significant damage to the
crop, reducing yields and the quality of
the cotton. As a consequence, cotton
was until the early 1990s the target of
25% of all the insecticides applied in
the world.72

A gene contained in the naturally
occurring
bacterium
Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt) codes for a toxin that
is lethal to plant feeding bollworms
(use of the bacterium is approved for
Figure 2.27 – Bt Cotton growing in a field
organic farmers for pest control).
It has proven very effective against such pests when transferred to a variety of crops through
recombinant DNA engineering. Bt cotton was first developed in the US and introduced in
1996. It now accounts for 87% of the crop there (28% of world-wide production).73
It has been rapidly taken up in China, South Africa and most recently India and Burkina Faso.
Over 12 million farmers, mostly in China and India, planted Bt cotton on 3.8 million and 7.6
million ha, respectively, in 2008.71 China’s adoption was driven by low seed cost,
largely due to publicly developed Bt cotton varieties, and decentralised breeding that enabled
the transfer of the Bt trait into locally adapted varieties. The dramatic take-off in India, from
an initial 500,000 ha in 200471,74 has brought many farmers significant yield increases.
Over 80% of India’s cotton is Bt and the country is now the world’s second largest producer
and exporter.
Although the benefits vary across years, institutional settings and agro-ecological zones, farmlevel studies largely confirm higher profits from adoption of Bt cotton, and also document
substantial environmental and health benefits through lower pesticide use,75,76 with worldwide
use of insecticides for cotton now down to about 18%.77 Table 2.1 below shows the benefits
for a range of countries.
Argentina

China

India

Mexico

South Africa

Added yield (%)

33

19

26

11

65

Added profit (%)

31

340

47

12

198

Reduced chemical
sprays (number)
Reduced pest
management costs (%)

2.4

–

2.7

2.2

–

47

67

73

77

58

Table 2.1 – The economic and environmental benefits of Bt cotton in developing countries78
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Biotechnology in human and animal health
While much progress has been made in reducing the burden of disease through conventional
technologies such as oral-rehydration therapy, improved water supply and traditional vaccines,
there still remain many challenges. There are no conventional treatments that will cure AIDS
patients, current TB regimens are lengthy and expensive, and resistance to malaria drugs is rising.
The place to look for these new breakthroughs is biotechnology.79
Biotechnology for health, as for agriculture, takes a number of forms. For example, tissue culture has
been instrumental in developing a vaccine against the cattle disease, Rinderpest, discussed in
Chapter 5. Scientists can also use biotechnology to target critical molecular processes, thus making
drug production more efficient and effective. The highly active anti-retroviral drugs used in treating
HIV/AIDS are examples. Hundreds of new and improved medical diagnostic tests would not be
possible without modern molecular biology.80
To date, however, the most striking successes in health biotechnology have been the development
of pharmaceuticals through recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology. This technology allows
scientists to isolate a gene of interest, incorporate it into a host cell such as E.coli, and replicate it
to produce a large, reliable, pure source of new DNA. The first application of this technology was
the production of recombinant insulin in 1982, which gave diabetic patients an alternative to
insulin from animal sources (Box 2.19). Since then there has been a steady stream of products, and
there are now over 200 in common use, and more than 400 in clinical trials.80 The vaccines for
hepatitis A and B are among the most important.
The industry has grown considerably over the last few decades, with US revenues alone rising from
US$8 billion in 1992 to $58.8 billion in 2006.80 But despite the enormous opportunity inherent in
the technology for better, faster and cheaper drugs and vaccines, only a tiny proportion of the
efforts in health biotechnology have focused on the specific diseases of the poor in the developing
countries. This is slowly changing however, and as discussed further in Chapter 3, creative financing
mechanisms, such as public-private partnerships like the Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization (GAVI), are drawing more resources to products for developing world diseases.

© Gordon Conway

Current research is focused on new Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapies (HAARTs), microbicides
and vaccines to combat HIV AIDS, as well as vaccines against malaria, TB and influenza, the details
of which are explored further in Chapter 6.

Figure 2.28 – Biotechnology laboratory in Vietnam
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Box 2.19 Making recombinant DNA insulin81
The production of rDNA insulin paved
the way for recombinant DNA
technology in the health arena,
showing that genetically modified
products could be made and used
safely. It makes it possible to produce
human
insulin
quickly
and
comparatively cheaply from bacteria
in an industrial fermentation unit. The
procedure is illustrated in figure 2.29.
Here we describe the basic process by
which the human insulin gene is
inserted into a bacterium. It is a
relatively complicated process similar
in some respects to the recombinant
DNA process used in producing GM
crops.
First, an insulin gene is identified
and cultured. As in the GM process
the piece of DNA (in this case
human DNA) is cut out using a
special bacterial enzyme known as
a restriction endonuclease. Each
restriction enzyme recognises and
cuts at a different nucleotide
sequence, so it is possible to be very
precise about DNA cutting by
selecting one of several hundred of
these enzymes that cuts at the
desired sequence.

E. coli bacteria, taken
from human intestine

Human cell
Nucleus

Plasmid
Strand of DNA from
E. coli
human cell
Chromosome
Plasmid removed
from E. coli
Plasmid cut open by
restriction enzyme
at a specific site

Human DNA
cut into pieces
by restriction
enzyme

Human Insulin Gene

Two pieces spliced together

Recombinant DNA
(hybrid plasmid)

Human Insulin Gene
Human plasmid
inserted into
E. coli cell

Bacteria with hybrid plasmid replicate, creating
Next, the human insulin gene is
clone capable of producing human insulin
spliced into a plasmid, a circle of
bacterial DNA in this case contained
Figure 2.29 – Production of insulin by recombinant DNA81
in an E.coli bacterium. This plasmid
has been opened with another restriction enzyme. Attaching the cut ends together is done
with a third enzyme (obtained from a virus), called DNA ligase. The result is a cut-and-pasted
mixture of human and bacterial DNA.

The last step involves putting the new, hybrid plasmid containing the recombinant DNA back
into the bacterium E.coli. Once cultured the bacterium is capable of expressing the human
insulin gene and hence producing suitable insulin for the treatment of diabetes.
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Risk and uncertainty with new platform technologies
By their very nature, the indirect effects of applying new platform technologies will often be
unknown. Product registration and regulatory systems help to ensure that potential, unanticipated
environmental and health risks associated with new technologies are identified and addressed
before any technologies are licensed and deployed. However, countries may differ in their
regulatory requirements and interpretation of risk, hence the difference between the US and
European countries in regulation and decisions regarding the use of GM crops.
In developing countries, risks and uncertainties associated with new technologies will often be
different than in industrialised countries where new platform technologies will probably be
registered first. There may be a difference in the conditions under which the new technology may
be deployed, for example, the efficacy and safety of a new medicine for a particular disease may
be affected by local background levels of other diseases and treatments. There may also be
differences in local capacity to address potential hazards. New technologies may require training or
monitoring capacity which may not be locally available, and this could increase risks associated
with the technology’s use. This has been the case, for instance, in many parts of the developing
world with the application of new chemical pesticides developed originally for industrialised
countries, where lack of training in safe and appropriate use has, in some cases, led to local food
contamination, poisonings and pesticide resistance.
National regulatory systems in developing countries are frequently under-resourced and challenged
by the process of registering new platform technologies. Very often, they can make use of data
from the registration of products in industrialised countries, but there always needs to be a capacity
to relate this to local conditions, and this may require additional resources and expertise.
Sometimes countries do not have the basic registration systems for new technologies. For instance,
traditional pesticide regulatory systems in developing countries have had difficulty in evaluating
and approving new, biological pesticides which have many local advantages. This is due to a
lack of regulatory protocols for such products, in contrast to industrialised countries. As a result, in
Africa, the donor agencies which funded the development of new biological pesticides to replace
harmful chemicals for locust control, have also supported national regulatory programmes
to develop new and regionally harmonised systems for biological pesticide registration.82
Regional harmonisation of regulatory and registration systems may also help to accelerate
registration and use of other new platform technologies, including new medicines.83 Box 2.20 looks
at the particular challenges in the nanotechnology field in gaining harmonised understanding of
its risks and formulating regulation.

Box 2.20 Issues in regulating nanoparticles
Nanoparticles, or three dimensional materials in the range of one to 100 nanometres, occur
naturally in the environment, yet it is only with recent technological advances that we have
gained the ability to manipulate materials at this scale. With this has come a surge in research
and development of new products, with applications ranging from improving solar panels to
creating new types of antiperspirant.
However, as with any new technology, standardised safety testing and regulations are not yet
in place, and policy makers are struggling to keep up with the pace of discovery.
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While frameworks exist to evaluate novel
materials, nano-materials are stretching these
boundaries for a number of reasons. Particles at
the nano-scale actually behave quite differently
from those at a conventional or bulk scale,
exhibiting properties that have not previously
been observed in traditional chemistry or
materials science.
One reason for this is that nanoparticles are
more reactive due to their higher surface area
to volume ratio. This leads to changes in surface
reactivity and charge, making the quantum
(atomic and subatomic) level behaviour of the
particles significant, and many argue that new
safety protocols are quite essential.

© Andy Minor – National Centre for Electron Microscopy

Figure 2.30 – Cadmium sulfide nanospheres
during an experiment to test resistance
to stress84

In addition, nanoparticles which exist in nature tend to clump together, and thus the
behaviour of particles designed in the laboratory specifically to stay apart is largely unknown.
And, while particles can be tested in the laboratory for safety, once released into the
environment unpredictable, self-assembly of new structures could lead to unforeseen effects.
Therefore, while there is no evidence yet of harm, there is reason to be cautious. Studies have
begun in both Europe and the US,85-88 looking into the potential effects on human and animal
health, and the environment. Many questions remain to be answered, including the
persistence of particles in the environment, their behaviour when airborne or in the ground, or
how they may behave inside the body.
Reports have called for greater coordination and a real need for vigilance, but most stress a
flexible and adaptive governance regime which can be developed along with production,
rather than halting innovation in this otherwise promising field.
Potential concerns regarding new platform technologies in development extend beyond technical
issues of risk and the capacity to evaluate and regulate it. Inevitably, new technologies have the
potential to create inequity and to disadvantage parts of society, particularly the poor. New
information technologies may reduce or widen the digital divide, disadvantaging rural populations
whose access to the internet may be less than city dwellers, and new agricultural and health nanoand bio-technologies will inevitably be more available and affordable to more wealthy parts of
society. Therefore, use of these technologies in a development context must always consider how
best to ensure that they benefit the poor and reduce, rather than increase, inequities.
In the future, development of new platform technologies should consider these developing country
opportunities and issues from the outset, not as an afterthought. An example of such proactive
effort has been the development in 2005 of a “Global Dialogue on Nanotechnology and the Poor:
Opportunities and Risks” by the Meridian Institute, with support from DFID, the Rockefeller
Foundation and IDRC. This has generated a rich dialogue in the international scientific community
on the implications of nanotechnology for the poor and how these technologies can play an
appropriate role in the development process.89-91
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6. Conclusions
Science and technology for development today enjoys a broad range of sources of ideas, by virtue
of the increasingly global nature of science innovation systems. But there remain enormous
challenges in accessing these and integrating them into appropriate technologies. What unites the
various examples in this chapter is that the source of a technology is not important as long as that
technology is appropriate. Ultimately, the appropriateness of a technology in a developing country
is demonstrated by how it is used, not by the intentions or the assertions of those who design and
market it.
We also believe that in the rush to apply cutting edge science to development problems, we must
avoid the tendency to ignore indigenous and local knowledge and innovation, and to use this to
develop intermediate technologies. Secondly, in developing new platform technologies, we must
move beyond the traditional model where initial applications are focused on wealthy countries and
international development applications are a much-delayed afterthought. Developing country
needs and opportunities must be incorporated from the outset in the development of new platform
technologies, through involving developing country scientists and interests in global science
innovation systems. Development agencies have played, and will continue to play, a crucial role in
achieving this engagement.
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for Innovation
Villagers discussing a watershed plan with a state official in Haryana, India. © Gordon Conway

Science and Innovation for Development

Producing successful science and technology for development involves creating science innovation
systems in developing countries and building partnerships between developing and developed
country scientists. In this way appropriate technologies can be generated that will address local
challenges and opportunities while drawing on global sources of innovation.
The process requires that scientists interact with a wide range of partners. These range from local
communities in developing countries with their traditional knowledge and understanding of the
local context, to multinational corporations that have substantial investment in relevant R&D.
This chapter begins with a discussion on building national innovation systems and of the
partnerships that are created between scientists in both national and international public research
institutions. It then describes efforts to utilise indigenous knowledge and skills in the research and
development process. Finally attention is drawn to the need to engage industry, especially in
respect of innovative new platform technologies. In all these instances we illustrate the way in
which national innovation processes are becoming more closely linked, in productive ways, with
global systems.

1. Building national innovation systems
In Chapter 1 the benefits of building national science and technology capacity for developing
countries were discussed. Now we describe the ways in which this can be achieved.
Innovation networks and clusters
National innovation systems are defined in many ways.1 In the simplest terms they are ‘networks
of institutions in the public and private sectors whose activities and interactions initiate, import,
modify and diffuse new technologies.’2 The networks involve: universities and research institutes;
small and large companies; financial and legal institutions; industrial associations; government
ministries; NGOs of various kinds and individuals as both stakeholders and innovators in their
own right.
It is generally agreed that such networks generate seven key functions:3
• Knowledge generation including R&D;
• Competence building;
• Financial support;
• Provision of regulatory frameworks and measures;
• Facilitation of information exchange;
• Stimulation of demand and creation of markets;
• Reduction of uncertainties and resolution of conflicts.
Experience suggests that successful innovation networks also depend on the creation of clusters of
competing and complementary companies and research institutions. A key component is the
existence of a vibrant small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) community with access to venture
capital, either indigenous or foreign. Banks and other financial institutions are critical as are
supportive economic incentives. Governments are also important, providing funding for technology
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incubators, export processing zones and production networks, as well as helping with skills training.4
Allied to SMEs is the need for a group of entrepreneurs. These may be scientists or engineers with
strong experience of the practicalities of applying inventions to real life problems. But frequently,
they are individuals with a business background, an appreciation of the market opportunities and
a capacity to understand the essentials of the technologies on offer. In other words, they have a
certain flair for spotting winners and seeing the process through from the embryonic stage to
production and sale. These entrepreneurs can range from small farmers to senior scientists or
engineers in companies or universities.
Often some of the most energetic national entrepreneurs are working abroad in industrialised
countries. For example, India has made significant efforts to lure entrepreneurs back, at least on a
part-time basis. The Rwandan diaspora have also developed contacts and skills, making them well
placed to access global innovation systems and business networks. This has helped to generate
income and bring capital funds into the country. Projects there have included the production
and export of high-value coffee exports based on coffee-washing machines and the export of
hand-woven baskets and bowls, which command high prices in up-market western retail outlets
(Figure 3.1).5,6

(Left and centre) © Gordon Conway
(Right) © Joy Ndungutse – Gahaya Links

Generally, the technologies are imported but there are significant local variations, which add
greatly to the value of the processes. Two aspects are key to success. One is quality control, itself a
technology, and the other is access to international markets.

Figure 3.1 – A Rwandan basket making enterprise, Gahaya Links, started by sisters Janet Nkubana and Joy
Ndungutse. Joy used the connections, market knowledge and capital she acquired while living in the US after
moving there at the time of the 1994 genocide.

The national context
The goal of innovation policy is to embed education, training and R&D initiatives in a broader
policy of competitiveness, linkages, cluster formation and entrepreneurship.7,8 Innovation also
depends on a wider supportive environment including customers who know what they want or can
seize on the potential of new products and apply them to good purpose. In developing countries
such customers are often government agencies. This requires a level of relatively sophisticated
understanding, not only of the problems a country and its inhabitants are facing, but also of the
potentials and pitfalls of new technologies and how they can be best adapted to local
circumstances.
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Innovation, in the developing country context, implies a strategic vision for national economic
development and an integration of innovation networks within such a strategy. It is seen as a way
to increase domestic productivity and international competitiveness. Also implied is the necessity
to ‘catch-up’ with more technologically advanced countries. To begin with, innovation processes
usually involve the acquisition and adaptation of existing technologies which have been successful
elsewhere or, in the case of the new platform technologies, undergoing R&D elsewhere. In more
sophisticated settings, particularly in the emerging economies, it may involve the development of
quite new and ‘surprising’ technologies.
Experience suggests this is an evolutionary process that takes time and involves cumulative
learning in which earlier, simpler capabilities and activities become more advanced. An important
lesson to be learned is that development policies should adopt a calculated approach to
technological catch-up. They need to choose key areas in which to build a critical mass of
knowledge and skills, work along with the growth of business capabilities and domestic knowledge
systems and keep in line with changes in the structure of the national economy.9

Strengthening scientific capacity building is
crucial and, among other tasks, this means
investing in education at all levels. Recently
emphasis has been placed on MDG targets of
increasing enrolment in primary education. Many
countries will achieve the 2015 target of MDG 2
to provide 100% primary enrolment.10 But this
focus on primary education has created
expectation and demand for secondary and
tertiary education. Although less than 55% of
eligible children in developing countries currently
enrol in secondary school, demand for higher
education is growing rapidly. In Sub-Saharan
Africa, for instance, enrolment in higher education
has increased from 660,000 in 1985 to over 3.4
million in 2005.11 Demand for places greatly
exceeds supply, despite a rapid growth in
provision, particularly by private universities.
Many successful students are therefore entering
universities that are under-staffed, underresourced and poorly regulated.

© Sara Delaney

Capacity strengthening and education

Figure 3.2 – Students at a village primary school
in Mali

One recently launched African-led initiative has set out to address the problem. Organised by the
African Development Bank the initiative aims to improve the training of highly skilled scientists and
engineers in West Africa (Box 3.1).
The curriculum at universities in developing countries is often based on outdated models adopted
from former colonial systems. There is a need to focus the curricula more on subjects which have
local relevance and fit in with national capacity-building plans. Also programmes need to be
revamped and be more creative in order to give talented students the tools they need to become
entrepreneurs in their communities.12
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Box 3.1 African Development Bank supports science and technology institutions13,14
The African Development Bank recently approved a US $17.6 million-equivalent grant
beginning in 2010, to fund the ‘Network of African Institutions of Science and Technology
Project’ in West Africa. The bank, recognising that ‘higher education and skills development
are central to economic growth and sustainable development,’ will be providing funds to
improve education, training and networking opportunities for science and engineering
students and professionals in the region.
The grant will start by targeting two key institutions, the African University of Science and
Technology (AUST) based in Abuja, Nigeria, and the International Institute for Water and
Environmental Engineering (2iE) in Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso. Through these two schools
the project will host faculty exchanges and conferences as well as facilitate collaboration
between the universities and local industry.
Concentrating efforts in this area should give a much-needed boost to the recruitment and
training of skilled professionals in science and technology who can use their skills and
knowledge to solve challenges specific to the West Africa region. To promote links with
regional innovation, the bank will also train over 600 students from local petroleum companies
who can bring their skills back into the private sector.

Under-resourced and poorly targeted higher education systems bring dissatisfaction amongst both
students and trained scientists. For this reason, bright students and researchers leave to study and
pursue careers in developed countries. This “brain drain” denies national science innovation systems
some of their most skilled and motivated individuals. One way of addressing the “brain drain” is
through new programmes, such as those coordinated by the Science Innovation Group, which
supports MSc and PhD training for scientists and engineers in Africa. The group, through the
Regional Initiative in Science and Education (RISE) programme, has set-up networks across a
number of African universities, so that resources can be pooled in key subject areas, such as
biochemistry and marine science. This support, along with links to experts abroad, helps encourage
students to stay, and to prepare new, highly qualified teachers for the region.15
There is also enormous potential to make better use of the academic diaspora and their valuable
education, experience and social networking resources in order to link developing countries into
global research networks.11,12,16

2. Partnerships between scientists in public institutions
As described above, modern national innovation systems are highly developed partnerships
involving scientists in a wide range of institutions. But to function effectively in today’s world,
developing country systems need to encourage their scientists to interact with scientists in other
institutions and, in particular, with institutions in the advanced industrialised countries. Today such
partnerships are most often formed between public sector institutions, such as universities and
government research institutes.
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These public sector partnerships will become increasingly important, as national innovation
systems in developing countries build scientific capacity and become linked to global innovation
systems. They should also become more equitable. Historically, where research has been funded by
development donors, experts have commonly been drawn from developed country institutions and
given management responsibility for the project funds. As a result, northern partners have usually
dominated the research agenda. This means that, in the worst cases, they have approached science
and technology challenges in developing countries with little appreciation of local context or
existing knowledge or research, and left developing country partners with only token roles. Without
their own resources or comparable specialised expertise, developing country partners have been
compelled to let northern partners lead.
Developing equitable partnerships
The path to building national scientific capacity will often involve a shift from a dependence on
short-term externally funded projects, to a position where core funding supports a scientific
programme which can engage partners in a more equitable way. Figure 3.3 illustrates a concept
developed by the Wellcome Trust for how this might happen for health research in Africa, where an
initial research collaboration, wholly dependent on northern partners/funders can evolve into a
local research centre.
Figure 3.3 – The development of locally-led health research centres17
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Governments play a key role in this process by investing in infrastructure and core funding of
scientific facilities. Recently, donors have supported the transition from project-dependent to
institutional research in a number of ways. They have provided core research funding directly to
national and regional scientific organisations in developing countries, the intention being that
these institutions will set their own research priorities and provide funding competitively to local or
international scientists in order to address these priorities. In African agricultural research, for
instance, DFID, the EU and other donors provide funding to institutions such as the Forum for
Agricultural Research for Africa (FARA) and regional research bodies like the Association for
Strengthening Agricultural Research in Eastern and Central Africa (ASARECA) and West and Central
African Council for Agricultural Research and Development (CORAF) which then develop and fund
regional research initiatives.
Early career schemes can provide individual scientists with resources and opportunities to work
internationally, while support to senior research leaders and their groups can help to develop career
structures for young scientists. National recognition of the value of supporting and retaining
scientists is critical. The establishment of scientific academies and national competitive grant
schemes can also play a role in encouraging this political commitment. The Wellcome Trust has
recently launched an African Institutions Initiative which gives five to ten years support to
networked African universities and institutes, including funding for postdoctoral researchers to
develop their careers, and for developing local postgraduate degree programmes.17
The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
Over the years, a number of international research institutions have been set up to deal specifically
with development research problems, and to bring together scientists and expertise from both the
North and South for this purpose. The most unique and longstanding of these is the CGIAR.

The so-called “Green Revolution” has proved most
effective where there are well-resourced, national research
and extension systems to distribute and support the new
varieties, as well as good access to inputs, such as
fertilisers and pesticides. This has been achieved in Asia,
but only to a limited degree in Africa. Nonetheless, on a
global scale, the uptake of crop varieties developed at the
CGIAR Centres has been impressive: 65% of the global
area under improved varieties of the ten most important
food crops is planted with varieties derived from the
CGIAR-funded research. Without the CGIAR contribution,
it is estimated that world food production today would be
4-5% lower and in developing countries 7-8%.19

© IRRI

The CGIAR was created in 1971 as an informal association of donors to provide financial support
to four international agricultural research centres that the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations had
established over the previous decade. They focused on rice, wheat and maize crops and had already
produced dramatic results. Cereal yields, total cereal production and total food production in the
developing countries more than doubled between 1960 and 1985. Over the same period their
population grew by about 75%. As a result, the average daily calorie supply in the developing
countries increased by a quarter, from under 2,000 calories per person in the early 1960s to about
2,500 in the mid-80s, of which 1,500 was provided by cereals.18

Figure 3.4 – IRRI researchers examine a
wild rice variety in the Philippines
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In the 1980s and 1990s, new Centres joined the CGIAR, enjoying the benefits of core research
funding provided by the donor group (Figure 3.5). These extended the research activity of the
CGIAR beyond food crops to include: livestock; living aquatic resources; forestry and agroforestry;
water resources; agriculture capacity building and policy. The focus of the CGIAR on crop genetic
improvement has also been expanded to include natural resource management and policy
research, which has emerged as important to realizing the benefits of crop improvement and
sustainable agricultural growth.
Figure 3.5 – The world-wide spread of the CGIAR centres†
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Since their establishment in the 1960s up until 2001, the Centres, supported by the CGIAR, have
spent about US$7 billion (in 1990 US$). Cost benefit studies indicate that, by conservative criterian,
overall economic benefits attributable to CGIAR research have been at least double the cost of
research costs. This only includes a very limited set of directly attributable impacts.
If expanded to include all of the known ‘significantly demonstrated’ and ‘plausible’ impacts, the
benefits through to 2001 are estimated to be about nine times greater than research costs. If this
is then extrapolated through to 2011, it is as much as 17 times greater.20,21
Fundamental to the success of the CGIAR centres has been the development of partnerships with
national scientific centres. Box 3.2 describes the way in which the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center (CIMMYT) has partnered with the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI).
The CGIAR has not been without its challenges. The critical core funding from donors has declined
over time and Centres have operated independently, missing opportunities for synergy.
† The CGIAR centres include: Africa Rice Center (WARDA); Bioversity International, CIAT – Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical; CIFOR – Center for International Forestry Research;
CIMMYT – Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo; CIP – Centro Internacional de la Papa; ICARDA – International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas; ICRISAT –
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics; IFPRI – International Food Policy Research Institute; IITA – International Institute of Tropical Agriculture; ILRI – International
Livestock Research Institute; IRRI – International Rice Research Institute; IWMI – International Water Management Institute; World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF); WorldFish Center.
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Box 3.2 A complementary partnership between CIMMYT and KARI22-24
CIMMYT was one of the first CGIAR centres. Founded in 1966 in Mexico, it is a large-scale
international research and training consortium with offices in Asia, Africa and Latin America
and over 600 staff. CIMMYT has built-up considerable expertise on maize crops. Maize
varieties, developed by CIMMYT and its partners, are now planted on nearly half of the area
sown to improved varieties in non-temperate areas of the developing world. CIMMYT’s gene
bank holds 25,000 unique collections of native maize races.
To effectively bring this high-level knowledge to the national and local levels in Kenya,
CIMMYT has been working with KARI. Established in 1979 by the Kenyan government, KARI
brings together national research and dissemination efforts in food crops, livestock
management, land and water use.
Since the early 1990s, CIMMYT has worked with KARI on various projects, including
developing maize varieties that are resistant to streak virus, stem borers, the weed Striga and
drought. For example, to help tackle the destruction caused by stem borers, CIMMYT
researchers found strains resistant to the borer in the centre’s gene bank, in maize seed
originally from the Caribbean.
KARI provides the crucial next steps in the innovation chain. Working with Kenyan farmers, the
scientists used conventional plant breeding techniques to cross the introduced varieties with
maize varieties already adapted to the conditions found in eastern Africa, selecting for traits
which the farmers valued. KARI then facilitated the testing of the new strains through the
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Services and helped to create a dissemination process
involving local seed distributors and extension agents. When this is fully complete the new
varieties will be available not only to farmers in Kenya, but will be given back to CIMMYT to be
used in future research.

More importantly, investment in the CGIAR Centres has not been matched by investment in
national research capacity in many regions, particularly Africa. This has led in some cases to
research resources flowing disproportionately to CGIAR Centres, as well as a brain drain from
national programmes into better supported Centre jobs, undermining the partnerships between
Centres and national scientific research systems.
All of these problems are the target of an ambitious plan, launched in 2008, to reform the CGIAR
system, bringing Centres and partner institutions together around a single strategic results
framework with more sustainable funding.25

3. Participatory research and innovation
In addition to the conventional partnerships between scientists in Northern and Southern public
sector institutions, science innovation systems for development are now building quite different
kinds of research partnerships. Here we explore one – participatory research which involves local
communities as research partners.
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It is hard today to conceive that one might develop appropriate technologies in developing
countries without the participation of the people they are meant to benefit. And yet the concept
of the participation of users and beneficiaries in the development of new technologies is relatively
young. This is sometimes true even in developed countries. However, developed countries have
strong, well resourced innovation systems in which potential users participate and articulate
demand which guides basic and translational research. In developing countries technology users,
and in particular the poor, are rarely included in innovation systems.
The scientific community in both the developed and developing world is now recognizing the value
of extending partnerships in research beyond scientists to user communities, so ensuring
technologies are appropriate and, therefore, adopted. This has often meant that user communities,
which were originally engaged only at the point of testing new technologies and their local
adaptation, are now becoming engaged much earlier in the process. They help to identify
objectives for research and development and participate pro-actively in the research.
The techniques of participation
As a result of a long-term accumulation of work undertaken in the 1970s and 80s, we now have
effective techniques to make local participation in research and project design a reality. Under the
headings of Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and Participatory Learning and Action (PLA)
there is a formidable array of methods which allow communities to analyse their own situations
and, importantly, to engage in productive dialogue with research scientists and extension
workers (Box 3.3).26-29

Box 3.3 Participatory learning, analysis and action
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) methods,
which help farmers to collect, analyse and
present their own information, began in the
late 1980s. They developed out of earlier
participatory approaches of combining semistructured interviewing with diagram making,
drawn from the classical tools of ecology. The
term Participatory Learning and Action (PLA)
followed on from the success of PRA, as
practitioners realised that the tools could be
applied to many challenges beyond the rural
and agricultural.
These approaches have enabled local people
to take the lead, producing their own
diagrams, undertaking their own analyses,
developing solutions to problems and
providing recommendations for change and
innovation. For example, maps are readily
created by providing villagers with chalk and
coloured powder and giving them no further
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Figure 3.6 – Farmer constructing a calendar to
describe the seasonal sequences in the farming
year. The stones mark the months of the year
and the seeds indicate the amount of activity,
such as days of weeding
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instruction other than the request to produce a map of the village, a watershed or a farm.
People who are illiterate and barely numerate can construct seasonal calendars using pebbles
or seeds.
Such diagrams not only reveal existing patterns but highlight problems and opportunities and
are seized on by people to make their needs felt.
Participatory methods have now spread to most countries of the developing world, and have been
adopted by government agencies, research centres and university workers as well as by NGOs. In
many ways it has been a revolution, a set of methodologies, an attitude and a way of working,
which has finally challenged the traditional top-down process that has characterised so much
development work. In every exercise the traditional position of rural people being passive recipients
of knowledge and instruction has been replaced by the creation of productive dialogues.
In one of the villages participating in the DFID funded Western Orissa Rural Livelihoods Programme
in India, for example, the villagers produced a portfolio of maps and analyses of their local area.
This included maps of landforms, bodies of water, holdings and crops, an analysis of households,
including their income status, and a list of project priorities that they formulated and requested
funding for.30,31 In some ways this is the ultimate example of demand-led development.
Institutionalized participatory research
While the benefits of using participatory methods for village or regional-level data gathering,
discovery or analysis have become increasingly clear, involving local communities in scientific
research on a wider scale is more challenging. Research scientists, policy makers and product
developers are frequently far removed in location, language, priorities and methods, from the
community members who are meant to benefit from the process. However, a number of groups
have indeed had success, with positive results.
Developing new crop varieties and production methods

The targets now are very different – millions of small farmers
inhabiting an extraordinary diversity of land, soil and climatic types –
and thus a new ‘Doubly Green Revolution’† is required which is both
productive and environmentally sensitive. There are no simple
technology packages or messages. Indeed every farm requires its own
special set of recommendations. In this context, the traditional topdown approach will not work and the only way forward is to involve
farmers in the analysis, design and experimentation processes.
† A Doubly Green Revolution is one which ‘repeats the success of the Green Revolution on a global scale in many diverse
localities and is equitable, sustainable and environmentally friendly.’

© Ray Witlin – UN Photo

One area where a participatory approach has been widely adopted
is in development of new crop varieties, for very specific reasons.
The first Green Revolution targeted some of the best favoured lands in
the developing countries. The land holdings were reasonably large,
flat and well watered. In these situations it was relatively easy for
agricultural extension workers to promote a simple, uniform package
of seeds, fertilisers and pesticides, a model for crop production typical
of that in industrialised countries.

Figure 3.7 – Small farmers
face a wide range of
different situations
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It is common now for breeders to involve farmers in the selection of new varieties, Participatory
Varietal Selection (PVS), and in the breeding process itself, Participatory Plant Breeding (PPB)
(Box 3.4). In PVS researchers choose a set of varieties which they think farmers may prefer to the
one currently being grown. Farmers then test these side-by-side in community fields and
individually in their own fields (see also Box 9.14). They can then select varieties which meet their
priorities – often bringing up valued traits which the researchers had not thought of, such as ease
of threshing or aroma.32

Box 3.4 Farmers call the crosses32
In PPB scientists start with a set of
varieties which are not completely
desirable in themselves, but which
contain traits selected for by farmers.
They then cross these varieties to
produce
a
diverse
segregating
population. Selections are then made
from this population grown under farm
management by researchers and farmers.
Subsequent generations are grown by
farmers, with the most desirable varieties
being selected from each cycle.33

© Katherine Steele, University of Wales: Bangor

Figure 3.8 – Farmers selecting among the crosses

This process has been improved with the aid of molecular biology and marker-aided selection
(MAS). The characteristics being sought by farmers are often difficult for them to detect or
select for when testing, such as a good rooting system. Researchers can also use genetic
markers to help prioritise farmers’ choices in the breeding programme.
For example, rice breeders from the DFID Plant Sciences Research Programme in eastern India
started with a very broad cross between Kalinga III – a popular variety but prone to breakage
of stems (causing “lodging” and loss of yield) and to early season drought – and IR64, a highyielding variety bred by IRRI with good disease, pest and lodging resistance. The farmers
selected 20 varieties from this cross and grew them in diverse ecological settings in India and
Nepal.
The breeders then tested 28 markers on the genome and found that the farmers were
selecting for specific genomic regions from Kalinga III for the uplands, and from IR64 for the
lowlands. With this information, new varieties can be designed which contain the desired ‘bits’
of the genome for each different growing condition.
The process has continued and just recently an upland rice variety ‘Birsa Vikas Dhan III’
(Pyramid 84) was released in Jharkhand state, India, that was developed through the
combined use of PPB as well as MAS.34,35
Participatory research may extend beyond the breeding of varieties, to the development of new
production methods. An example of this is work done in Syria to improve olive tree cultivation
methods, described in Box 3.5.
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Box 3.5 Participatory olive tree cultivation research in Syria36-38
Beginning in the 1990s, farmers in the arid
Khanasser Valley in northern Syria started
planting olive trees to supplement their
incomes – hoping to turn marginal lands into
profitable resources. The number of olive trees
grew by 50% in a decade, up to around 11,000
by 2003, with an average household
cultivating around 100-150 trees. The farmers,
however, did not have a long history of olive
cultivation to draw knowledge from, and with
little water available for irrigation and poor soil
quality, yields were far from ideal.
The International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA) came to
the area in 2003 to work with the farmers.
Rather than attempt to find solutions on their
own, researchers formed a committee of
farmers and local extension workers to begin a
process of participatory research, evaluation
and innovation. Meetings were held to identify
the most pressing problems the farmers were
facing, which included limited water supply
and how to cope with droughts.

Insert Irrigation tube

Stone pocket

Figure 3.9 – ‘Insert Irrigation’ technology
brought from Tunisia to Syria36

Experiments were designed and implemented by the farmers and scientists together, with
regular meetings held to evaluate progress. At the end of the trial period a number of new
technologies were identified, and are now being adopted by some of the farmers in the area.
These include:
• Water Harvesting – the construction of V or fishbone-shaped, stony-earth bunds around
each of the trees to create micro-catchments which can contain water around the tree and
control soil erosion.
• Stone Mulching – covering the soil around the tree trunk with stones to reduce evaporation
losses from the soil surface. Project experiments showed that basalt stone worked better
than the chalky limestone the farmers had previously been using.
• Sub-surface Insert Irrigation – One of the farmers in the valley suggested an irrigation
method he had seen being used in Tunisia. A stone pocket or gravel layer is constructed
underground around the root zone of each tree. A PVC tube is then inserted vertically into
the pocket and water is applied through the tube, so that it goes directly to the deeper roots.
So far these innovations are working reasonably well. But they do have problems, for example
increased weed growth in the water harvesting basins. However, such issues can now be
addressed by the group, leading to further research and collaboration, rather than ending in a
failed research and extension project.
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These examples illustrate the challenges of the new Doubly Green Revolution. Instead of starting
with the biological problems inherent in producing new high yielding food crops or improved
farming practices and then determining how the benefits can reach the poor, this new Doubly
Green Revolution has to reverse the chain of logic.18 It has to start with the socio-economic
demands of poor households and then seek to identify the appropriate research priorities.
Technologies for health and the environment
It is not a coincidence that these examples of participation relate to rural land use and agriculture.
Rural environments and local, traditional practices are highly variable, and the application of
packaged, conventional technologies often fail to be universally appropriate over such a range of
conditions. Thus, local participation and experimentation are particularly important in ensuring
that technologies are well adapted to local environments and land management practices, and
therefore of value to the poor.
However, local participation can also be important in the uptake of other, less location-sensitive
technologies, such as those associated with engineering or healthcare, particularly where human
behaviour is involved, as will be discussed in Chapter 6. Technologies for sanitation are one example
where the input of local people is highly important in determining acceptance and use. Box 3.6
below considers one initiative that aims to involve communities in the design, construction and
continued improvement of household latrines.

Box 3.6 Community-Led Total Sanitation39-41
Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) is an approach
that was pioneered in Bangladesh in 2000 by an
independent consultant from India, Kamal Kar, who was
working with WaterAid, Bangladesh and its local partner
Village Education Resource Center (VERC). He realised
that the programme being used at the time, which
concentrated on the construction of highly subsidised
household toilets, was not working. While the number of
toilets was increasing, people continued to defecate in
the open, and so the desired health benefits were not
being realised.

© Petra Bongartz

The basic principle of CLTS is “the empowerment of
local communities to do their own analysis and take
their own action to become open defecation free.”39 A
facilitator, who can be either a trained local person or an
Figure 3.10 – A proposed latrine
NGO or local government worker, helps the community
design drawn by a group during CLTS
to analyse their sanitation practices, through a variety
activities in Zambia
of activities, many based on PRA techniques. They
include mapping the community and its defecation areas, ‘transect walks’ to see where people
defecate, calculating the amount of faeces produced each year, as well as the medical
expenses for treatment of diarrhoeal diseases. Other exercises illustrate the faecal-oral
contamination route. Feelings of shame and disgust often arise and the realisation that
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Figure 3.11 – A man in West Bengal showing the latrine he built after CLTS activities

everyone is literally ‘eating each others’ shit (the crude word is always used), usually triggers
the desire for change. This is called the ignition moment and spurs discussion as to what can
be done.
The facilitator is not there to teach or tell the community what to do. Instead he or she allows
the community to discuss its options and often natural leaders emerge and take charge of the
process. If the community insists that building latrines is too expensive, the facilitator, upon
request, may share low cost latrine designs that other poor communities have developed. The
community often decides to take immediate collective action to end open defecation and
become Open Defecation Free (ODF). Communities across Bangladesh, and in more than 20
countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and elsewhere, have designed and constructed
thousands of pit latrines as a result of this initiative.
Designs range from close replications of others that have been seen nearby, to creative and
original ideas based on available materials and space – and the desires of the household. The
big change here from other sanitation programmes is that the construction is motivated by
real demand from community members and is therefore more sustainable. As households
discover the benefits of sanitation, they may decide to move up the sanitation ‘ladder’,
improving on the initial simple pit latrines over time. Plan International, UNICEF, WaterAid
and the Water and Sanitation Programme (WSP) of the World Bank have been leaders in
spreading CLTS and many NGOs and governments are now using this approach.
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4. Engaging with industry in research for development
In the past, the development of most new technology for the poor in developing countries was
supported from public funds. For example, the semi-dwarf wheat and rice varieties that were at the
core of the Green Revolution’s success were produced by the publicly funded CGIAR centres such
as the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) and CIMMYT.
International spending on research as a whole however, has come predominately from the private
sector and has been directed at profitable markets in developed countries. Consequently, the range
of products for use in developing countries remains small with major constraints on their access by
poor people.
The cause of the failure of the market in developing countries is the actual or perceived lack of
profitability of producing goods for poor people. Although the size of the market, in terms of need,
is enormous, it is small in terms of market demand. For example, the average national expenditure
on health care in most of the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa is less than US$10 per person
per year. By contrast, per capita expenditure in developed countries is in the thousands of
US dollars.42

Box 3.7 Quotation from Jean-Pierre Garnier, former CEO of GlaxoSmithKline
“The pharmaceutical industry must continue to invest in innovation to seek better solutions for
tackling these killers. However, there is a dilemma. While we feel a moral duty and a
fundamental desire to conduct research and development into vaccines and medicines for the
diseases that blight the developing world, the harsh truth is that there is limited profit to be
made from them. Yet to survive pharmaceutical companies must be profitable to deliver
shareholder value.”43
The market in the developed countries, targeted on the diseases of the rich – cancers, heart and
circulatory failure and the diseases of ageing – is very profitable, giving a high return on the
research and development investment. Development costs for vaccines, however, range from
US$250 million up to US$1 billion44, largely due to the costs involved in undertaking clinical trials.
The pay-off is relatively low compared to more profitable pharmaceuticals. The annual global
market for vaccines was US$20 billion in 2008, compared to US$770 billion for pharmaceuticals.45,46
The economics of commercial drug development do not favour products for the poor, where
inexpensive vaccines and medicines are needed for diseases such as HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria.
Until recently, these three diseases alone were estimated to account for 90% of the global disease
burden but only attract 10% of international research – the so-called 90:10 gap. They carry – with
a wide range of other largely tropical diseases – the title of “neglected diseases” which have a
disproportionate impact in developing countries. Not surprisingly there is a lack of effective
products and no commercial market to attract R&D from the private sector. However, with growing
attention being paid to these diseases, largely through the public-private partnerships discussed
below, this ratio is gradually changing.47
In 2007, about US$2.5 billion was spent on R&D in the area of neglected diseases, almost 80% of
it directed to the three diseases just mentioned. Other groups of important neglected diseases, like
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diarrhoeal diseases, received less than 5% of the total funding. Most of the funding for this
research – about 70% – comes from public sector institutions, with philanthropic organisations
contributing about 21% and the private sector only about 9%.48
In agriculture, the situation is similar. There is considerable demand in the developed countries for
improved seed for highly subsidised farms. While there are important public sector crop
improvement programmes, much of the research funding for this is provided by the private sector
and goes towards key food crops like maize and wheat. But in developing countries the private
sector is largely concentrating on cash crops such as cotton, where farmers can afford to buy seed,
rather than staple crops. Developing countries share a number of staple crops with developed
countries, but the varieties grown are different. Many staple crops for the poor are largely tropical,
including rice, sorghum, millet and a range of root crops and pulses. These crops of the developing
world have been relatively neglected with respect to modern plant breeding. Public sector funding
for crop breeding in the developing world has been limited and the private sector even more so.
These crops do not offer markets which are attractive to the kind of private sector agricultural R&D
investment enjoyed in developed countries.
For example, the combined annual funding of the CGIAR consortium, which comes from
governments and philanthropical organisations, is about US$500 million.49 By contrast, the fifteen
leading agricultural research multinationals – which include Bayer, Dow Agro, DuPont, Monsanto
and Syngenta – spent about US$5 billion on agricultural research in 2008, but this is largely to
produce technologies for subsidised, commercial agricultural producers in developed countries.50
Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)
In some situations, public sector research generates important technologies for the poor which
would not otherwise exist. But, it is also critical to attracting private sector investment in the
development and marketing of new technologies of all kinds. Such investment may come from local
small and medium-sized enterprises or from multinational corporations. Both can benefit from the
capacity of public sector research to:
• Provide access to up-to-date information on new technologies;
• Leverage private sector investment by taking technologies “near market”;
• “Backstop” and “trouble-shoot” the commercial launch of new technologies and their uptake;
• Create an appropriate enabling and regulatory environment.
One particularly effective approach to accessing private sector research in support of development
goals is through the creation of PPPs. These may invovle a wide range of participants: public sector;
government or university research institutions; private industry; NGOs and Foundations. But the
principle underlying PPPs is that they bring together quite different players to share resources and
complementary skills. The key benefits of PPPs include:
• Combining private sector skills in specification, innovation and product development with public
sector knowledge of the social, political and economic dimensions of the problem at hand;
• Bringing private sector infrastructure and manpower into partnership with public sector
institutions that have insufficient capacity to develop products efficiently;
• Permitting access to proprietary know-how and technology to address problems of the poor.
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Health PPPs
Significant progress has been made by PPPs that address neglected diseases of humans and
animals. Box 3.8 illustrates a number of these. Some disease-related PPPs are aimed at the
development of a single drug or vaccine, or a range of products against a single disease. Others are
directed at improving access to treatment. Still others provide a global coordination mechanism for
funding research on different targets, e.g. the Global Fund to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria.
Such funds “leverage” private sector funding by guaranteeing to purchase the products of research,
up to a certain value, if they meet agreed standards.51

Box 3.8 Examples of PPPs for health and veterinary products funded by DFID
• Global Alliance for TB Drug Development (TB Alliance)
• International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI)
• International Partnership for Microbicides (IPM)
• Microbicides Development Programme (MDP)
• Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV)
• Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations (GAVI)
• Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative (DNDi)

In 2004 an analysis of drug development
projects for neglected diseases revealed
that about 75% of projects involved
PPPs. Indeed the development of PPPs
was a major contributor to the increase
in such projects over the previous
decade.51 Further, PPPs, while still
largely funded through public sector
investment, proved more efficient than
wholly private or wholly public ventures
on a number of criteria. One of these was
the speed of new product development.
Figure 3.13 compares the trajectories
of development of some selected for
neglected diseases under these different
mechanisms. The charts show that PPP
ventures have timelines of progression
through the different stages of drug
development and trialling as short or
shorter than wholly private ventures
and considerably shorter than wholly
public ones.
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• Alliance for Livestock Veterinary Medicines (GALVmed)

Figure 3.12 – Local researchers in Chennai, India consult
with senior TB Alliance executives to further work to better
treat and control TB
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Figure 3.13 – Comparing drug development speeds through different mechanisms. The y-axis indicates the
stages of drug development, with each line representing a different product. It illustrates the time it took to
move from a particular stage to a later one. Colours indicate different types of development projects. The green
area indicates industry standard development rates for all drugs, not just those for neglected diseases52

Industry timelines

Public timelines

PPP timelines

In drug development PPPs funds are seen more as investments than grants, with projects managed
as they would be in an industrial portfolio. Recipients are expected to meet defined benchmarks
and pass research results on to the next phase of product development. In exchange for delivering
products to developing countries at a reasonable price, the private sector partners can use
patents, derived from collaboration, to develop products for more profitable markets in
industrialised countries.
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An example of one of the first PPPs for neglected diseases is the International AIDS Vaccine
Initiative (Box 3.9).

Box 3.9 The International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI)53,54
© Jackson Dykman – IAVI

Figure 3.14 – IAVI scientists working in a laboratory in Kenya

With concerns over the growing HIV pandemic in developing countries, the Rockefeller
Foundation convened a conference in Bellagio, Italy in 1994 to address the roadblocks in the
development of a vaccine. Participants noted that private pharmaceutical firms had little
financial incentive to devote resources to the task, and those that did were targeted at HIV
variants present in developed countries.
From these discussions, one of the first PPPs in drug development was formed, bringing
together private sector expertise with public sector funding. IAVI, launched in 1996, began by
working to generate support for the cause in the international arena. Then, with the help of a
wide variety of donors, from governments, to charitable foundations and private companies,
the group established a central laboratory in London to coordinate efforts, and set up a
network of clinical trial centres in developing countries.
Over the last 13 years, IAVI has worked in partnership with over 40 research, technology,
pharmaceutical and government organisations. At first it concentrated on helping with the
clinical assessment of vaccine candidates developed by others. IAVI is now looking to improve
vaccine design approaches from the start, and has recently opened new laboratories in New
York and California. Simultaneously, IAVI is working on building capacity in developing
countries to deliver AIDS vaccines once they have proven to be effective and have been
approved. With offices in New York, Amsterdam, New Delhi, Nairobi, and Johannesburg, IAVI
collaborates with local groups to support AIDS education, engage communities in the vaccine
trial process and improve medical infrastructure.
Agricultural PPPs
A small number of agricultural PPPs are also being developed. The African Agricultural Technology
Foundation (AATF), a group which works to facilitate the transfer of crop technologies developed by
large international organisations to users in Africa, is a particularly successful example (Box 3.10).
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Box 3.10 The African Agricultural Technology Foundation (AATF)55
© CIMMYT

Figure 3.15 – Researchers observe local maize taken over by Striga, alongside the healthy new
imazapyr-resistant variety

AATF is an African-based and African-led institution established in 2004. It negotiates royaltyfree licenses for new proprietary agricultural technologies from corporations and other
research organisations. Then, while assuring appropriate stewardship of the technologies, the
AATF sub-licenses their use in specific projects by national and international research and
development organisations in Africa. So far, five major crop-biotechnology corporations and
the USDA have agreed to share their technologies with Africa through the AATF.
Two current projects are:
Striga control: A major pest of staple crops is the parasitic weed Striga (Striga hermonthica),
which sucks nutrients from the roots of maize, sorghum and other host crops and transfers
toxins to them. The weed is readily controlled by an herbicide, imazapyr, but this kills the crops.
Recently, a mutant gene in maize was discovered that confers resistance to the imazapyr
herbicide and this is being bred into local maize varieties.56 The maize seed can then be coated
with the herbicide before being planted. In response to germination stimulants from the host
plant, the parasitic weed seeds germinate and attach to the maize roots to suck nutrients,
including the systemic herbicide from the maize. In the process, the herbicide kills the weed
seedling in the ground, allowing maize to grow with little or no impact from the herbicide.
The AATF is facilitating the release of these new maize seeds through public-private
partnerships with local and international partners including a number of CGIAR centres,
BASF – a private chemical company, the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, and local
public and private partners in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and Malawi. On-farm trials have
shown increases in yield from a mean of half a tonne per hectare to over three tonnes.57
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Cowpea pests and diseases: Cowpea is one of the most important legumes grown throughout
the semi-arid tropics of Sub-Saharan Africa. The crop can withstand the hot and dry conditions
of the savannah, and is both rich in protein and high in energy, making it an extremely
valuable food resource. Unfortunately it is susceptible to a wide-range of pests and diseases
which can significantly reduce yields. A variety of insect pests attack the plant at every stage
of its life cycle, and a number of fungal, bacterial and viral diseases can add to the damage.
The Maruca pod borer is particularly problematic, attacking at flowering and pod formation
and at its worst reducing yields by 70-80%.
Researchers at Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) have recently isolated a gene from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), cry1Ab, and successfully
introduced the gene into elite varieties to protect cowpea against the pod borer. This should
lead to higher yields and less insecticide use. AATF is providing assistance with licensing,
regulation and product stewardship to the partner organisations, which include the CSIRO,
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Monsanto, and national research centres
across West Africa.58 One confined field trial has been carried out in Puerto Rico, USA, with
indications of successful Maruca resistance. The first trials in Africa are planned to take place
in Nigeria in 2009.
New platform PPPs
Some partnerships are now being formed to share advances in new platform technologies, such as
renewable energy, to communities in the developing world. One such example is the PPP between
the German energy company, Energiebau, and a German non-profit capacity building organisation,
InWEnt, which has been working to install decentralised power systems in rural areas. (Box 3.11)

Box 3.11 German partnership brings the power of ‘micro-grids’ to
rural communities59-62
Most rural communities in the developing world are not connected to the electricity grid. They
must get their energy from gathering wood or from expensive gasoline powered generators.
As expanding the grid in most of these large, relatively sparsely settled areas is not practical
or economically feasible, the private German energy company, Energiebau Solarstromsysteme
GmbH, has worked to design a system of ‘micro-grids’ which can sustainably supply entire
villages, schools or other organisations with electricity.
These innovative micro-grids combine photovoltaic technology with jatropha oil powered
generators, thus creating a cost-effective and self-sustaining local system. First, single-axis suntracking solar power systems are set up on site, which capture the sun, converting it to
electricity. This can then be used, or stored in batteries. Second, jatropha plants, grown locally,
are pressed for their oil and used to power retrofitted generators which are used as auxiliary
power sources during peak loads or when there is insufficient sunlight.
Jatropha is an inedible plant which can grow in dry soils and therefore does not have to
compete with food production. It is high in oil, and provides an alternative to diesel oil which
must be transported long distances.
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In addition, the plants help to prevent
erosion, and are climate neutral, giving
as much energy as they take to produce.

© Energiebau Solarstromsysteme GmbH

One hectare of jatropha can produce
one to two tonnes of nuts per year,
which when pressed yield around 300
litres of oil, or 600 kilowatt hours.
Energiebau has teamed up with the
non-profit, InWEnt, also based in
Germany, to help deliver the systems
to communities and organisations.
InWEnt has helped to establish
local partners, train groups in the
system’s installation, operation and
maintenance, and worked closely with
each community to design the best
framework for ownership. So far, the
German team has established
successful operations in Tanzania,
Ghana, Mali, and Indonesia.

Figure 3.16 – A staff member from InWEnt works with
the Sisters in Tanzania

In Mbinga, Tanzania, for example, they have set up micro-grids for the Vincentian Sisters, who
run schools, health centres and training workshops through their convent. As a result it has
allowed them to produce power independently and expand their operations. The same system
has also benefitted the local carpenter in Mbinga, who has been able to set up machines to do
the work his team had previously done by hand.

5. Conclusion
We tend to think of science and technology for development as a public sector activity, practised
largely by developed country scientists working on developing country problems. This model is
changing rapidly. Public sector research will continue to play a key role, through new, international
science innovation systems and continuing international research institutes. However, the
important role of the private sector is emerging through our understanding of how innovation
works. New models for PPPs are developing which, in a supportive regulatory climate, allows
industry to invest in science for development, even in situations of market failure.
The “northern-driven” nature of this science also needs to change. It must involve local scientists
more in innovation systems. This requires a very substantial investment in scientific capacity
building to create an equitable research environment, supported by development assistance
initiatives that put more research funding under the management of developing country partners.
Finally, research programmes themselves need to be developed more closely with intended
beneficiaries, through application of participatory approaches with local, civil society organisations.
This will draw local, as well as internationally-gained, knowledge into innovation systems.
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In this chapter we focus on how on track we are to achieving the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). The short answer is that progress is mixed. At the global level there have been significant
achievements, but at regional and country level, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia
progress is disappointing. The reasons are complex, involving many factors, some generic, most
very specific to particular countries. We believe that science and innovation will play an important
part in accelerating progress towards the MDGs.

1. How did the MDGs originate?
The MDGs represent an extraordinary consensus by the international community on the nature of
development and on a set of potentially achievable targets. In one sense they were not new. They
had antecedents in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Development Decade of the
1960s and the many United Nations (UN) summits in the second half of the 20th century that set
goals for reducing hunger, improving health, eradicating diseases and educating children.1
Unfortunately, few of these goals went beyond rhetoric. This began to change in 1990 with the
recognition, by both the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), of
the need for economic reform to be accompanied by social policies.2,3 The UNDP went so far as to
argue that human beings are the ends, as well as the means, of development, challenging the focus
of many economists and policymakers on per capita economic growth. It encouraged a focus on
the poor and poorest and the prioritisation of capability enhancing services (such as food security,
education and health).1,4,5,6
1990 was also the year of the World Summit for Children in New York, which was highly effective in
mobilising public support and political commitment and in setting concrete targets which were
then successfully implemented. This was followed by a number of other target setting summits and
a series of meetings under the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD)
Development Assistance Committee which, in 2000, resulted in a joint OECD UN, World Bank and
International Monetary Fund (IMF) report called ‘A Better World for All’, that drew up seven
‘International Development Goals’ (IDGs). These included halving the number of people living in
extreme poverty by 2015 and targets related to infant, child and maternal mortality, access to safe
and reliable family planning methods and universal primary education.7
The IDGs received a mixed reception, not least in the developing countries where they were seen
as another imposition by the rich nations. However, they began to gain acceptance, in part, through
the efforts of Clare Short, then Secretary of State for the UK’s Department for International
Development (DFID). She, and other world development leaders, were successful in gaining support
from developing country leaders.
In 1999 preparations began among senior UN staff for the Millennium Assembly of the United
Nations, to be held in New York in September 2000. The UN’s new Secretary-General, Kofi Annan,
was keen to make global poverty reduction central to the UN agenda. This resulted in April 2000
with the launch of ‘We the Peoples: the Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century.’ In some
respects it was different from A Better World for All. It was longer and covered a much wider range
of topics. But it also lacked the clear targets approach of the IDGs.
‘We the Peoples’ formed the basis for the Millennium Declaration of 8 September 2000 and for the
subsequent intense negotiations between the various multilateral and bilateral agencies which led
to the final, ‘Road map towards the implementation of the United Nations Millennium
Declaration’, published by the UN in 2001. This set out, for the first time, the MDGs.8
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2. What are the goals?
The final set of goals, combine the aspirations in ‘We the Peoples’ with their roots in the concept
of human development and the measurable targets approach of the IDGs. The targets reflect an
attempt to incorporate a results-based management approach taking the goals beyond rhetoric, to
outputs and outcomes, for which the international community has to be accountable.9
Although approved by the UN General Assembly in 2000, the baseline for the targets is 1990.
The end date is 2015. In summary they are to:
• Halve poverty and hunger;
• Achieve universal primary education;
• Eliminate gender disparity in education;
• Reduce by two thirds the under-five mortality rate;
• Reduce by three quarters the maternal mortality ratio;
• Halt and reverse the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the incidence of malaria and other major diseases;
• Ensure environmental sustainability, including halving the proportion of the population without
sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation, and achieve a significant
improvement in the lives of a 100 million slum dwellers;
• Develop a global partnership for development.
The UN in its 2009 report records significant measurable progress:10
• Those living in extreme poverty in the developing regions accounted for slightly more than
a quarter of the developing world’s population in 2005, compared to almost half in 1990;
• Major accomplishments were also made in education. In the developing world as a whole,
enrolment in primary education reached 88% in 2007, up from 83% in 2000;

But on balance, as the World Bank notes, the record is
mixed. ‘Progress is uneven across MDGs, with goals related
to human development (primary school completion, child
and maternal mortality) recording slower progress than
those more immediately influenced by economic growth or
the expansion of infrastructure networks (income poverty,
gender parity at school, access to water and sanitation);
mixed because progress differs significantly across
countries, regions, income groups, or institutional status –
with fragile and conflict-affected states lagging behind on
all counts.’11 (Figure 4.2 – page 92)

© Moira Hart

• Deaths of children under five declined steadily worldwide – to around nine million in 2007, down
from 12.6 million in 1990 – despite population growth. Although child mortality rates remain
highest in Sub-Saharan Africa, recent survey data shows remarkable improvements in key
interventions that could yield major breakthroughs for children in that region in the years ahead.
Among these interventions are the distribution of insecticide-treated mosquito nets to reduce
the toll of malaria – a major killer of children. As a result of ‘second chance’ immunizations,
dramatic progress is also being made in the fight against measles.

Figure 4.1 – Children in a makeshift
school room after a cyclone destroyed
their school in Mozambique
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It is evident that formidable challenges remain.
As was clear from the beginning, the targets
are very ambitious. Moreover, it is important to
remember that the MDGs were established as
MDG 1.A: Extreme
poverty
global goals. Indeed, some of them were
determined by simply extending recorded
MDG 1.C: Hunger
global trends in improvement in education and
MDG 2: Primary
education
health to the year 2015, and calculating from
MDG 3: Gender parity
this the percentage improvement that would
at school
be required, relative to 1990 levels. As global
MDG 4: Child mortality
targets, success would be achieved by a
MDG 5.A: Maternal
combination of countries moving at different
mortality
MDG 7.C: Access to
rates towards 2015, some much more rapidly
safe water
than others, reflecting both their starting point
MDG 7.C: Access to
and their effort. However, MDGs have been
sanitation
–60
–40
–20
0
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100
consistently interpreted as national targets, not
Progress toward goal by 2006, %
global ones. While this provides extra impetus
Middle-income countries
Low-income countries
Fragile states
to national efforts to achieve MDGs, it runs the
risk of mis-representing some countries as successes and others as failures.
Figure 4.2 – Progress towards the MDGs is least in
the fragile states11

As a region, Africa has often been portrayed as “failing” on the MDGs, which is neither an entirely
fair, nor a helpful perspective. It ignores significant achievements that can be built upon and
provide a basis for optimism.
African countries such as Ghana, Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda, which together
account for a third of the region’s population, have been growing at 5-6% in economic terms in
recent years. They, and other countries, have impressive development records, for example:
• Ghana, Mozambique, Tanzania and Uganda in accelerating growth and reducing poverty;
• Malawi in achieving particular success in boosting agricultural productivity;
• Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda in increasing primary school enrolment;
• Niger, Togo and Zambia in combating malaria;
• Senegal and Uganda in increasing access to water and sanitation;
• Niger in promoting reforestation;
• Rwanda in achieving an impressive recovery from conflict.11
They demonstrate that rapid and large-scale progress is possible. The necessary conditions are
strong government leadership and policies and strategies that effectively target the needs of the
poor, combined with adequate financial and technical support from the international community.
Nevertheless, as is clear from Figure 4.3, of most concern is Sub-Saharan Africa. The challenges
ahead are large and in Africa and elsewhere, progress is likely to be severely set back by the recent
financial market turbulence and the resulting global economic slowdown.11
In the following sections, we look at progress on each of several MDGs where science and
innovation play an important role – the goals for reducing hunger, improving health and achieving
environmental sustainability.
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Figure 4.3 – Sub-Saharan Africa’s progress towards some of the MDGs. Dotted lines show the necessary
trajectory to meet the goal, while solid lines show actual progress11
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3. Reducing hunger
Hunger is caused by many, often interacting, factors of which poverty is the key. Poverty drives
hunger, but lack of adequate nutrition reduces the ability to work productively thus resulting in
lower incomes and less food production, so further increasing hunger. The urban poor can spend
over 60% of their incomes on food but for the rural poor it has been as high as 80% in 2009.12 This
is one component of the vicious circle that forms part of the poverty trap. In many parts of the
developing world the trap is reinforced by weak governance, poor economic policies and armed
conflict.13
Therefore, the first MDG addresses this large and overarching problem, with the goal to: eradicate
extreme poverty and hunger. The goal contains three targets, relating to poverty reduction,
employment and hunger. Here we will look more closely at target 1.C:
• Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger.
Which is measured using two indicators:
• Proportion of the population below the minimum level of dietary energy consumption;
• Prevalence of underweight children under-five years of age.
First, it is interesting to note that the poverty goal target of this MDG may be met for the developing
countries. Poverty in the developing world has fallen since 1990. The proportion of poor (measured
as living under US$1 a day) has dropped from 46% to 27% in 2005, but much of this is due to the
spectacular progress of the Chinese economy where the proportion has fallen from 60% to 16%.14
However, there are serious shortfalls in fighting hunger and malnutrition – which the World Bank
refers to as the “forgotten MDG”.11 As they also point out, it is the MDG with a “multiplier” effect,
because it is essential to success on a number of other MDGs, which also are unlikely to be met,
including maternal health, infant mortality, education, and ultimately, as noted above, poverty
itself.
Measures of hunger
The first indicator for the hunger target, the proportion of the population below the minimum level
of dietary energy consumption, is essentially a measure of food deprivation. As it is not possible to
monitor how much food each person in the world consumes, the measurement is based on the
average amount of food available for human consumption per person in each country, the level of
inequality in access to that food and the minimum number of calories required for an average
person. The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) compiles “food balance sheets” for each
country every year which estimate how much of each food commodity a country produces, imports
and withdraws from stocks for other non-food purposes. It then divides the energy equivalent of all
the food available for human consumption by the total population to come up with average daily
energy consumption.
Household surveys determine the degree of inequality in access for food and the minimum level of
dietary energy requirement is set for different sex and age groups by the WHO.
The second indicator, the prevalence of underweight children under-five is not only a measure of
food deprivation, but also of other factors such as infections, adverse environmental conditions and
inadequate care.
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From 1990, in the developing regions, the proportion of the population undernourished has fallen
from 20% to 17% in 2008 (Figure 4.4). Much of this is due to the fall in China from 15% to 9% in
2004. South East Asia has also done very well. For the developing regions as a whole the proportion
of children under-five who are underweight still remains high, having fallen from 31% to 26% by
2007, but again there has been a dramatic fall in China, from 19% to only 7% in 2005.15
In Sub-Saharan Africa, Ghana is the only country that is going to meet the MDG, indeed it has
already done so. Its proportion of undernourished has fallen from 34% to a mere 9%, although the
drop in under-five underweight has fallen less, from 27% to 18% by 2006, but still on track.
Figure 4.4 – Declines in the proportion of undernourished people and % underweight children under-five.10
(Note the percentage undernourished in developing countries rose from 16% to 17% in 2008 largely as a result of the food price spike, which is
discussed in the next chapter)
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Figure 4.5 – Most of Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia is not on track for the hunger MDG16
© UNICEF 2007

Progress towards the MDG target, with countries classified according to the following thresholds:
On track: Average annual rate of reduction (AARR) in
underweight prevalence (1990-2006) is greater than
or equal to 2.6%, or latest available estimate of
underweight prevalence is less than or equal to 5%,
regardless of AARR

Insufficient progress: AARR is between 0.6% and 2.5%
No progress: AARR is less than or equal to 0.5%
Data not available

Progress in China and Ghana
China’s progress is largely due to the agricultural reforms that occurred between 1978 and 1989
bringing in a decentralised agricultural production system and liberal markets. Agricultural
production growth increased as a result, from 2.6% to 7.1% a year. It fell back in the late 1980s
but increased again as a result of further reforms in the 1990s. The reforms provided strong
incentives for investment in infrastructure, irrigation systems, new crop varieties (such as hybrid
rices) and cropping systems. The growing prosperity in agriculture in turn stimulated the
development of rural non-farm activities which, by providing additional sources of income beyond
farming, were one of the main factors behind China’s rapid poverty reduction after 1985.17
It is generally recognised that Ghana’s success owes a great deal to stable, good governance over
the past 15 years and sound macroeconomic policies including market liberalization. This has
allowed investments in rural infrastructure and agricultural development. While a quarter of the
growth has been through expansion of cropped land, there have also been significant increases in
maize and cassava yields, new pest-resistant cassava varieties and the growth of smallholder export
crops i.e. cocoa and pineapple. As a result, Ghana’s national poverty rate has fallen from 52% in
1991/92 to 29% in 2005/06.19
It is often said that there is enough food in the world; hunger can be eliminated by better
distribution. There is some truth in this and that is why FAO’s food balance sheets (see above)
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measure the equality of access to food. But they also take into account the amount of food
available. Drought, floods and other natural disasters reduce harvests and the lack of technology
results in low crop yields of poor quality and low resistance to pests and diseases. The ability of poor
farmers both to feed their own families, and to produce a surplus to sell, not only serves rural and
economic growth generally, it also provides a valuable protection during adverse times.

4. Progress towards the health MDGs
People may become ill for a wide
variety of reasons. They may catch
infectious diseases, such as malaria,
HIV and TB. They may fall ill with a
non-communicable disease, such as
cancer or a cardiac condition. They
may suffer from an environmental
contaminant such as arsenic in the
water supply, or they may be afflicted
by an inherited illness. But, often, the
condition is made worse than it might
otherwise be because they lack an
adequate, well-balanced diet. From
among these various conditions the
MDGs focus on a limited set where
the mortality and morbidity rates are
especially high – the so-called ‘Killer
Diseases’ (Box 4.1).
There are three goals within the
MDGs devoted to health, and they are
as follows:

Box 4.1 The so-called ‘Killer Diseases’11,16,20-23
Deaths per year (millions)
HIV

2.0

Malaria

0.9

TB

1.7

Maternal conditions

0.6

Childhood conditions:
Diarrhoea

1.5

Pneumonia

2.0

Measles

0.9

Neonatal

4.0

Note: there is some double counting: for example child deaths may be caused
by malaria.

• Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Target 4.A: Reduce by two-thirds, between 1990 and 2015, the under-five mortality rate.
• Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Target 5.A: Reduce by three quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the maternal mortality ratio;
Target 5.B: Achieve, by 2015, universal access to reproductive health.
• Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Target 6.A: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS
Target 6.B: Achieve, by 2010, universal access to treatment for HIV/AIDS for all those who
need it;
Target 6.C: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the incidence of malaria and other
major diseases.
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Figure 4.6 – HIV – one of the killer diseases responsible for 2 million deaths a year

This is an ambitious set of goals. Their attainment depends on improved economic conditions and
the creation of good health care systems, but also on changes in behaviour and the environment
and the discovery and delivery of new vaccines, medicines and other treatments. Progress towards
each of the individual goals, as described below, is usually a product of all these factors.
Reducing child mortality
Child mortality is commonly measured using the under-five mortality rate (U5MR), which is the
probability that a newborn will die before reaching the age of five (expressed as a rate per 1,000).
But three indicators are used: the under-five mortality rate itself, the infant (under one) mortality
rate and the proportion of one year-old children immunised against measles.
Vital registration systems which record births and deaths are the best sources of data on infant and
under-five mortality rates but these are rarely well functioning and instead household surveys of
child histories are employed. The proportion of infants immunised at least once against measles
derives from national level reports of vaccinations performed and from household surveys.
Globally considerable progress has been made.24 In 2006, for the first time since mortality data has
been gathered, annual deaths among children under-five fell below 10 million. Nevertheless, the
levels in developing countries remain unacceptably high: a child born in a developing country is over
13 times more likely to die within the first five years of life than a child born in an industrialised
country. Between 1990 and 2006, about 27 countries – the large majority in Sub-Saharan Africa –
made no progress in reducing childhood deaths.
South Asia is doing reasonably well, but Sub-Saharan Africa is significantly off-track (Figures 4.7
and 4.8).
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Figure 4.7 – Lack of progress towards MDG 4 child mortality. Dotted lines show the necessary trajectory to
meet the goal, while solid lines show actual progress11
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achieving MDG 416
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Progress towards the MDG 4, with countries classified according to the following thresholds:
On track: U5MR is less than 40, or U5MR is 40 or more
and the average annual rate of reduction (AARR) in the
under five mortality rate observed for 1990-2006 is 4%
or more.

Insufficient progress: U5MR is 40 or more and AARR is
between is between 1% and 3.9%
No progress: U5MR is 40 or more and AARR is less
than 1%

Data not available
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The major causes of child mortality are
complications during the first 28 days of
a newborn’s life (the neonatal period),
pneumonia, and diarrhoea. But undernutrition,
which limits a child’s ability to fight off disease,
is estimated to be the underlying cause in 35%
of these deaths. (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9 – The causes of child mortality.25
Undernutrition has been estimated to be an
underlying cause in 35% of all under-five
deaths26
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Neonatal mortality
Each year some four million children die within
the first 28 days of life from a variety of causes
(Figure 4.10).
The key medical interventions are well
understood. They include: ‘improving women’s
health during pregnancy, providing appropriate
care for both mother and newborn during and
immediately after birth, and caring for the baby
during the first weeks of life. Cost-effective,
feasible interventions include: initiating
breastfeeding within one hour of birth, ensuring
proper cord care, keeping the baby warm,
recognizing danger signs and seeking care, and
giving special care to infants with low
birthweight.’16 In addition, significant attention
must be paid to addressing gender equality, so
that women’s needs during pregnancy and
birth are given more priority.
As yet no clear indicators for neonatal
mortality (as distinct from infant mortality)
have been formulated, but it is evident
that neonatal deaths remain very high at
44 per 1,000 live births in both Sub-Saharan
Africa and South Asia.16
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Figure 4.10 – Global causes of neonatal mortality25
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The causes of child mortality
Once past the neonatal period, pneumonia is responsible for one in five child deaths. Part of the
challenge is to provide access to appropriate antibiotics but it is also crucial that a child is seen
by a health provider trained to detect those symptoms of pneumonia (fast breathing and difficult
breathing) that indicate a need to receive immediate treatment. Over half of all infected
children in developing countries are now seen by such a person but the proportion is only 40% in
Sub-Saharan Africa.
Diarrhoea is nearly as important as pneumonia. It is caused by at least 20 viral, bacterial and
protozoan pathogens (including Salmonella spp, Shigella spp, Vibrio cholerae, and rotavirus).27
These multiply in the human gut, exit in excreta, contaminate water and other elements of the
environment from which they infect human beings causing diarrhoea. Shigella related diarrhoea
alone could be responsible for as many as a million deaths and rotavirus for half a million.28,29
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Improved sanitation and drinking water is thus critical to reducing child mortality from diarrhoea
but, as we shall report under MDG 7, progress here is unsatisfactory and appears to have had
little effect.
The biggest success in combating child mortality has been in reducing the incidence of measles and
malaria. A measles vaccine is available which is highly effective. The combination of improved
routine measles immunization and follow-up campaigns, that provide a second opportunity for
children to be immunized, has led to a steep reduction in the number of measles deaths: by 93%
in Sub-Saharan Africa between 2001 and 2008.30
Equally successful has been the control of malaria, which causes 8% of child mortality.
Maternal mortality
The goal of MDG 5 is to improve maternal health, by aiming to reduce, by three quarters, the
maternal mortality ratio (MMR), which is measured by two indicators, the MMR and the proportion
of births attended by a skilled health professional.
Maternal mortality is most commonly expressed using the MMR, which records the number of
women who die either during pregnancy or delivery due to pregnancy-related conditions per
100,000 live births. This is difficult to measure in part because it is a relatively rare event, thus
requiring large sample sizes for household surveys.
A woman in Sub-Saharan Africa has a risk of 1 in 22 of maternal death compared with 1 in 8,000
in industrialised countries.31 This difference in risk represents the widest disparity seen for any
human development indicator.32
Figure 4.11 – Maternal mortality rates (MMR) per 100,000. Sub-Saharan Africa has an average MMR of 992,
compared with 9 in the developed countries16
© UNICEF 2007
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Data not available
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Maternal mortality has decreased globally but not at a rate to achieve the MDG and there has been
little progress in Sub-Saharan Africa (Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.12 – Poor progress towards reducing maternal mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa11
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The causes of maternal deaths
In Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia haemorrhage is the main cause of maternal mortality.
This is partly why skilled attendance at delivery is critical to reducing deaths. Overall, nearly 60%
of births in the developing world are attended by doctors, nurses or midwifes but the figures are
only 43% for Sub-Saharan Africa and 41% for South Asia. In general this indicator is a better
measure of progress than the relatively crude estimates of maternal mortality.
Combating HIV/AIDS
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For HIV/AIDS the target is to halt by
2015 and begin to reverse the
spread of HIV/AIDS. The principal
indicator is the percentage
prevalence, that is the proportion of
the population 15 to 49 years of
age living with HIV, obtained by
methodologies
developed
by
UNAIDS and WHO. It has shown a
significant decline over the past
seven to eight years in Sub-Saharan
Africa (Figure 4.13), although it still
remains high especially in southern
Africa; 26% of the population of
Swaziland is infected.

Figure 4.13 – The stabilisation of the prevalence of HIV
(the percentage infected) in Sub-Saharan Africa22
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Figure 4.14 – Percent adult prevalence living with HIV22
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However, the absolute number (as opposed to the proportion of the population) of people living
with HIV worldwide has continued to rise. Worldwide, nearly 33 million people are infected,
50% of whom are women. Sub-Saharan Africa is most affected, containing two thirds of those
living with HIV.
In part this rise in the numbers infected is due to the decline in the death rate (from a total of 2.2
million in 2005 to 2.0 million in 2007) resulting from the substantial increase in access to
antiretroviral therapy in recent years. In six years the number receiving antiretroviral drugs has risen
ten-fold (Figure 4.15). The second target is to achieve by 2010 universal access to treatment for
HIV/AIDS for all that need it.22
Figure 4.15 – The rapid increase in the numbers of people receiving anti-retroviral drugs in low and middle
income countries.33
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More encouragingly, in a number of heavily affected countries – such as Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda,
and Zimbabwe – dramatic changes in sexual behaviour (see Box 6.6) have been accompanied by
a decline in the number of new HIV infections. Since the late 1990s the percentage of adults
aged 15 to 49 who are infected with HIV in these countries has fallen. However these gains have
not been consistent within and between regions.22
Campaigns against Tuberculosis (TB)
Under MDG 6, TB is a target similar to HIV/AIDS – the aim is to have it halted by 2015 and then
to begin to reverse the incidence of TB. The specific indicators are:
1. The incidence, prevalence and death rates associated with TB;
2. The proportion of TB cases detected and cured under directly observed treatment short
course (DOTS).
These are computed by WHO based on data submitted in various forms through a consultative and
analytical process.34 Incidence is the number of new cases per 100,000 of the population, while
prevalence is the proportion of the population infected, again per 100,000.
The global incidence of TB appears to have peaked in 2004 and is now levelling off. However,
although incidence rates are dropping in all regions, progress has not been fast enough to keep
pace with population growth. As a result, the absolute number of new infections is still rising.
Globally, there were an estimated 9.3 million new cases of TB in 2007, up from 9.2 million cases in
2006. Most occurred in Asia (55%) and Africa (31%) (Figure 4.16). About 15% of the new cases
were among people who were HIV-positive, most of whom (79%) lived in Africa.10
Figure 4.16 – Incidence of TB is falling in Sub-Saharan Africa but the levels remain very high35
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South Asia has already achieved a halving of prevalence, but the incidence is only slowly falling. In
Sub-Saharan Africa, incidence and prevalence are only just beginning to fall.20
Figure 4.17 – TB incidence and prevalence in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa11
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The good news is that non-drug resistant TB is actually fully treatable. Much of the success in
reducing mortality and prevalence has been due to the DOTS strategy (directly observed treatment,
short course). This involves microscopic examination of the sputum samples of symptomatic
patients followed by treatment with antibiotics for six to eight months. In the absence of HIV/AIDS,
cure rates have reached as high as 95%, even in the poorest countries.36 This has been partly due
to high levels of detection and high levels of successful treatment.
In 2007 some 5.5 million cases were identified in DOTS programmes. The percentage of estimated
cases which were identified by DOTS and non-DOTS programmes combined was 63%. Treatment
success for new cases was 85% globally.
However, while DOTS is effective in treatment, and hence reduces mortality and prevalence, there
is no evidence that the DOTS strategy is reducing transmission or contributing to the fall in
incidence.20,37 In Sub-Saharan Africa incidence appears to be falling mainly because HIV/AIDS
prevalence is falling. In addition, resistance to main-line drugs has been steadily increasing and
practitioners are increasingly challenged to come up with strategies beyond DOTS to treat those
with multiple drug resistant TB (MDR-TB) (discussed further in Chapter 6).
Tackling malaria
Under MDG 6 the goal is to have halted by 2015 and begun to reduce the incidence of malaria.
There are three principal indicators:
1. Incidence and death rates associated with malaria;
2. Proportion of children under five sleeping under insecticide-treated mosquito nets;
3. Proportion of children under five with fever who are treated with appropriate anti-malarial drugs.
Malaria differs primarily from the other ‘killer diseases’ in that the causative agent is transmitted
from person to person via a mosquito.
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About half the world’s population (over 3 billion people) is at risk from malaria. Some 250 million
cases develop each year with nearly a million deaths, mostly of children under five (Figure 4.18).
Over 100 countries are endemic for malaria, 45 in Africa.
Figure 4.18 – Continued high levels of malaria incidence (numbers per 1,000) in Sub-Saharan Africa21
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Nearly a million people died of malaria in 2006 of which 95% lived in Sub-Saharan Africa. The vast
majority were children under five. Between 190 million and 330 million episodes of malaria occurred
that year, with 88% in Sub-Saharan Africa, 6% in Southern Asia and 3% in South-Eastern Asia.10
According to the UN, ‘the risk of dying from malaria is considerably higher in Sub-Saharan Africa
than other parts of the world for several reasons: transmission of the disease is more intense, the
more lethal form of the malaria parasite – Plasmodium falciparum – is more abundant, and the
region tends to have weak health systems.’10
In the case of malaria the estimates for cases and deaths are especially problematic. This is, in part,
because over 60% of cases use facilities in the private sector, shops and pharmacies, or do not seek
treatment at all. Also, in many African countries, only a small proportion of suspected malaria cases
have laboratory investigation. As a result the diagnosis is unreliable being based only on clinical
signs and symptoms. Since slide positivity rates are generally below 50%, more than half of all
clinically diagnosed cases do not have malaria.21
However, there is now a well developed suite of tools and methods for combating malaria: longlasting insecticidal nets (LLIN) and artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT), supported by
indoor residual spraying of insecticide (IRS) and intermittent preventive treatment in pregnancy
(IPT) (see Chapter 6).21 WHO has set a target of 80% coverage for each of these interventions in the
belief that this will result in a reduction of cases and deaths per capita by 50% between 2000 and
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2010, and by 75% between 2005 and 2015. In some Asian countries – which are on track to
achieve the goal by 2010 – there is evidence of links between interventions and the outcomes, such
as with the use of ITNs.21
In Africa, the levels are far below these targets (Box 4.2).

Box 4.2 Lack of attainment of targets for malaria interventions in Africa – the WHO
goal is 80% coverage. Data for 200621
• 34% of households with insecticide treated nets in 19 countries;
• 38% of children with fever treated with anti-malarial drugs in 18 countries (but only 3%
with ACT);
• 18% of women using IPT in pregnancy in 16 countries;
• Only 5 countries reported IRS coverage sufficient to protect 70% of those at risk.
Cases of malaria and associated deaths have reduced by 50% between 2000 and 2006/7 in at
least seven out of 45 African countries or areas of countries, but these have relatively small
populations, good surveillance and high intervention coverage. In a further 22 countries in other
parts of the world, malaria cases fell by 50% or more, over the same period. However, it is not clear
whether these 29 countries are on course to meet targets for reducing the malaria burden by
2010.21
In general the record of attainment of the health MDGs is mixed. In some cases, notably malaria,
child and maternal mortality, the interventions are relatively well developed and the challenge is to
better implement them. In other instances – against HIV/AIDS and TB – there is still a need for new
technologies and interventions.

5. Progress towards the environment MDGs
MDG 7 – to ensure environmental sustainability – incorporates a variety of different environmental
targets:
1. Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and programmes and
reverse the loss of environmental resources;
2. Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a significant reduction in the rate of loss;
3. Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking water and
basic sanitation;
4. By 2020, to have achieved a significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million
slum dwellers.
The presentation of MDG 7 differs between international organisations, particularly because the
first two targets are inter-related and involve a very diverse range of environmental elements.
Below we use the presentation used by UNSTATS, the official UN site for MDG targets and
indicators.38
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The first two targets have seven indicators:
• Increasing land area covered by forests;
• Combating climate change through reducing CO2 emissions (total, per capita and per US$ GDP);
• Reducing the consumption of ozone-depleting substances;
• Restoring fish stocks depleted by over-exploitation;
• Using water resources in a sustainable manner;
• Protecting terrestrial and marine areas;
• Decreasing the proportion of species threatened by extinction.

Our growing scientific understanding of the
importance of forests in combating climate
change places renewed emphasis on the
objective of increasing forest cover. Land use
change, principally deforestation, is responsible
for the release of large amounts of carbon into
the atmosphere. Mature forests contain huge
carbon stores in the trees, understorey
vegetation and within the decaying matter in
the soil, and when they are logged or burnt the
carbon is released. Deforestation currently
accounts for an estimated 17% of global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, more than
the entire transport sector.39

Figure 4.19 – Total forest area by region, note
that net forest losses are greatest in Latin America
and Africa.40
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Brazil and Indonesia has produced over half of all GHG emissions associated with land use change.
The role of forest conservation in carbon capture and climate change mitigation adds to the critical
role played by forests in water conservation and management and in sustaining valuable,
harvestable biodiversity for food, fuel, shelter and industrial uses.

Forest cover continues to decrease on a global scale. Between 1990 and 2005 the global surface of
forests was reduced by 1.3 million square kilometres, or 3% of its total. Some 40% of the world’s
forests are located in Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, which are the two most important
regional contributors to global deforestation. Latin America and the Caribbean lost 7% of their
forests during this 15 year period and Sub-Saharan Africa lost 9%.11
While the losses from deforestation are about 13 million hectares per year (roughly equivalent to
the land area of Bangladesh), this is partially counterbalanced by forest planting, landscape
restoration and the natural expansion of forests. This has significantly reduced the net loss of forest
area. Over the period 2000-2005 the net global loss is estimated at 7.3 million hectares per year,
down from 8.9 million hectares per year in 1990-2000. Net losses have been particularly severe in
Latin America and Africa. In Asia major afforestation programmes have been underway particularly
in China, which has partly compensated for the continued deforestation in Indonesia (Figure 4.19).
For the most part, continued losses in tropical countries are attributable to conversion into
agricultural land.
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Conserving water resources
As with forests, countries vary greatly in their supply of water resources. Much water is present as
groundwater and difficult to measure and monitor.
Nevertheless, it is evident that available water resources continue to decline as a result of excessive
withdrawal of both surface and groundwater, as well as decreased water run-off due to global
warming. Already, in many parts of the world, such as West Asia, the Indo-Gangetic Plain in South
Asia and the North China Plain, human water use exceeds annual average water replenishment. Use
of freshwater for agriculture, industry and energy has increased markedly over the last 50 years.
Freshwater shortage has been assessed as moderate or severe in more than half the regions studied
in the Global International Waters Assessment (GIWA).41
UN Water estimated in 2007 that, by 2025, two-thirds of the world’s population could be under
conditions of water stress, defined as 1,700 m3/person/year – the threshold for meeting the water
requirements for agriculture, industry, domestic purposes, energy and the environment. And among
that group, 1.8 billion people will be living in countries or regions experiencing absolute water
scarcity, with only 500 m3/person/year available.42
The International Water Management Institute (IWMI) also recently assessed global
environmental water needs. They went beyond traditional calculations which compare water
withdrawals to mean annual run-off, measuring the water needs at a river basin level and finding
the amount of water needed to maintain ecosystem functionality. Figure 4.20 below shows areas
where human use was found to be in conflict with environmental requirements.

Figure 4.20 – World map of water stress measured by the environmental Water Stress Indicator (WSI), which
takes into consideration the amount of water needed for ecosystem sustainability43
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Managing fisheries
Developing countries are highly dependent on marine and freshwater fisheries. Fish provide 2.6 billion
people with over 20% of their protein intake. Two-thirds of world fisheries production comes from fish
capture. Together China, Peru, Chile, Indonesia, and India accounted for 45% of inland and marine
fish catches in 2004.11
Currently about half of all stocks are fully exploited, implying that production is close to maximum
sustained yield. The share of overexploited fish populations has increased, from 10% in 1974 to 25%
and the most commercially successful species are all fully exploited or overexploited (see Figure 4.21).
Figure 4.21 – The percentage of fully exploited fish stocks are increasing11
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Figure 4.22 – Sources of Greenhouse Gases11
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Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions have
continued to increase since 1990. Globally
about 65% come from energy consumption
and industrial processes, 18% from land use
change (deforestation), and the remaining
17% from agriculture and waste (Figure 4.22).
Deforestation and fossil fuel consumption
primarily produce CO2, while agriculture and
waste are the main source of methane and
nitrous oxide emissions. For the very poorest
countries, most GHG emissions come from
agriculture and changes in land use. When
emissions from land use change are included,
the top ten emitters account for two-thirds of
CO2 emissions, and include China, India, Brazil,
Indonesia and Malaysia.44
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But in general, even taking into account land use change, the amount of GHGs emitted per capita
are far higher in the developed than in the developing countries (Figures 4.23 and 4.25).
Figure 4.23 – CO2 emissions from land use changes, 1850-200011
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Figure 4.24 – Per capita GHG emissions including from changes in land use in 2000, ranging from zero tonnes
CO2 emissions/capita (dark green) to 93.9 tonnes CO2 emissions/capita (dark red)45
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Reducing ozone depleting substances
One of the most remarkable achievements in
recent years has been the reduction, by 97%
between 1986 and 2007, in the consumption
of substances that deplete the Earth’s ozone
layer (Figure 4.26).10
177 parties to the Montreal Protocol have put
in place national regulations or legislation to
promote effective protection of the ozone
layer. In addition, the Montreal Protocol
Multilateral Fund has supported national
capacity-building which has helped to transfer
essential technologies that enable developing
countries to ‘leapfrog’ to new, energy-efficient
technologies and export their wares to the
global market. According to the UN this has
come about because of the integration of
sustainable development principles into
national policy frameworks (MDG 7) and the
funding from an appropriate global partnership
for development (MDG 8).

Figure 4.25 – The difference in emissions between
low, middle and high-income countries as of 200538
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Figure 4.26– Greatly reduced consumption of all
ozone-depleting substances (ODS) funded by the
Montreal Protocol Multilateral Fund10
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warming. Alternatives must also be developed
for the few remaining uses of HCFCs for which no acceptable substitute has been found, such as the
Halon fire suppression system used in aircraft. Finally, existing stocks of ozone-depleting substances
must be destroyed.10

Reducing biodiversity loss
The second target under MDG 7 is to reduce the current rapid rate of biodiversity loss. If successful,
it will secure the biological resource base on which much of our future agricultural, health and other
scientific innovation depends. It will also maintain the integrity and functionality of terrestrial and
marine ecosystems in which particular, often poorly known, species play key roles that cannot be
easily replaced.
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The target has two specific indicators, to:
• Increase the proportion of terrestrial and marine areas protected;
• Decrease the proportion of species threatened with extinction.
Despite significant increases in the protection of biodiversity areas the amount protected remains
very low (Figure 4.27).
Figure 4.27 – Slow increase in the proportion of terrestrial and marine area protected11
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Measuring the diversity of animals,
plants and other organisms is inherently
very difficult. Some progress has been
made by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
which
summarises
changes
in
populations of vertebrate species in its
Living Planet Index (LPI). This tracks
over 3,600 populations of 1,313
vertebrate species.46
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Only 12%of the planet is under some
form of protection: about 18 million
square kilometres of protected land and
over three million square kilometres of
protected territorial waters. Protected
areas are also often poorly managed
and suffer from pollution and climate
change,
irresponsible
tourism,
infrastructure
development
and
increasing demands for land and water
resources.10

Figure 4.28 – Tropical rainforests are one of many
threatened ecosystems
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Improving water supply and sanitation

Figure 4.29 – Downward trend in the Living Planet Index for
vertebrate animals11
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Separate indexes are also computed for
terrestrial, marine and freshwater
organisms using data from a variety of
sources, and for different biogeographic
regions of the world. The LPI indicates a
downward trend since 1970 with no
signs of recovery (Figure 4.29)
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human development. Over 880 million
individuals lack access to safe drinking
water and 2.5 billion individuals lack access to basic sanitation. Improvements in these two areas
could help to reduce dramatically the burden of disease, particularly diarrhoea, which contributes
to approximately 1.5 million childhood deaths annually.23
The target is to halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitation. This is tracked by measuring the proportion of the population:
• Using an improved drinking water source;
• Using an improved sanitation facility.
Access to improved sources of water refers to the percentage of the population with reasonable
access to a permanent source of safe water in their dwelling or within a reasonable distance from
it. Access to sanitation refers to the percentage of the population with at least adequate access
to excreta facilities (private or shared, but not public) that can effectively prevent human, animal
and insect contact with excreta.

There has been significant progress in
improving access to drinking water:
Europe and Central Asia and South Asia
have achieved the target for 2015 and
East Asia and the Pacific have exceeded
the target. The population with access
has risen from 69% in 1990 to 87% in
2006. Sub-Saharan Africa is farthest
from the target (Figure 4.31).
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Lack of safe drinking water is more serious a problem for rural dwellers. A person living in an urban
area of the developing world is more than twice as likely to have a piped drinking water supply,
than a person living in a rural area. Nearly one quarter of the rural population obtain their drinking
water from ‘unimproved’ sources:
surface water such as lakes, rivers, dams
or from unprotected dug wells or springs.
But even using an improved water source
is no guarantee that the water is safe
from contamination.10

Figure 4.30 – Family collecting water from a local
community pump in Mozambique
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Figure 4.31 – Number of people per year requiring access to improved drinking water to reach the MDG target10
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In 2006, 2.5 billion people worldwide were still
without access to basic sanitation. 18% of the
world’s population – 1.2 billion people –
practice open defecation, the vast majority
(87%) living in rural areas. The biggest
challenges are in Southern Asia and SubSaharan Africa, but there has been significant
progress. In Southern Asia, the population that
gained access to an improved sanitation
facility more than doubled since 1990; in SubSaharan Africa, it increased by over 80%.
While the indicators are for ‘use’ of improved
water and sanitation facilities, this is in practice
very difficult to measure. The target is
therefore tracked in practice by the number of
households with access – which is indeed the
first step. However, particularly with sanitation
facilities, access does not always lead to use.
Long-standing hygiene habits are often hard to
change, as will be discussed in later chapters,
and this increases the difficulty of achieving
this already challenging goal.

Figure 4.32 – Population that gained access to an
improved sanitation facility 1990-2006 (millions)
and population that needs to gain access to an
improved sanitation facility to meet the MDG target,
2006-2015 (millions)10
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Improving the lives of slum dwellers
The proportion of the global urban population in developing regions living in slum conditions,
defined as a lack of access to one of four basic amenities, clean water, improved sanitation, durable
housing and adequate living space, has reduced from almost half in 1990 to around 36% in 2005.
Much of this progress is due to expanded access to water and sanitation, especially in Asia.
Continued urbanisation will make this target a continuing challenge and investments in
appropriate low-cost infrastructure as well as enabling policies will be important for progress.10

6. Conclusion
As is abundantly clear there are no silver bullets which will attain the MDGs. Political commitment,
good governance and sound macro-economic policies are essential. In this context good
governance embraces a wide range of attributes – fair and democratic elections (at all levels),
accountable, efficient and responsive government, protection of human rights, absence of abuse of
power and a lack of corruption.
Economic growth is also crucial. The MDGs can, in many instances, be attained by donor funding
but maintaining progress depends on local resources, government budgets and the private sector.
In general, as incomes rise individuals can purchase food and afford health care.
Nevertheless many of the goals are dependant on the application of new or existing technologies
and the natural sciences that underpin them.
For example, reducing hunger will continue to depend on the production of new crop varieties,
livestock breeds and agricultural systems that give higher yields, better nutritional quality, reduce
pest and disease attack, and are tolerant of heat and drought. It is also clear that although
reasonably effective forms of intervention exist for most of the ‘killer diseases’ there will need to be
further and continued development of vaccines and medicines and other forms of health
intervention. Finally, environmental management will depend on scientists’ continued discovery
and evaluation, often using new sensing technologies, of ecosystems and our effects on their
functionality.
A more thorough analysis indicates that, in addition, when effective solutions do exist they are
often not ideal and, in particular, are not in a form that can be easily implemented in developing
countries. The need, therefore, is for interventions that are more efficient and user-friendly. We
discuss these in the next three chapters.
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Cooking pots in a village in the Ivory Coast. © iStockphoto
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Hunger is a powerful word that encompasses the complex patterns of undernutrition amongst the
world’s poor. The hungry include:
• About a billion people who are chronically undernourished (i.e. consuming less than 1,800
calories per day);1
• 130 million children under five who are underweight for their age (more than two standard
deviations below the median);2
• 400 million women who are anaemic;3
• Over 200 million children who are vitamin A deficient.2
In the developed countries hunger is a feeling of slight discomfort when a meal is late or missed. By
contrast, in the developing countries hunger is a chronic problem. Television images convey the
realities of hunger – emaciated and starving children – in war-torn countries or in the aftermath of
droughts, floods or other calamities. But hunger in the developing countries is a day-to-day
occurrence, both persistent and widespread. Children are especially vulnerable, from their time in
the womb until the age of five. During this period of rapid physical and cognitive development, even
short-term dietary deprivation can have lasting effects. Undernutrition during this time leads to
stunted growth, low brain development, low life expectancy, poor educational attainment and
inter-generational poverty. Hunger and poverty are inextricably linked, one resulting in the other, so
creating a trap from which escape is very difficult.2,4,5
It is the persistence of hunger and its consequences that have made hunger a key target of the
MDGs. While many of the Asian developing countries are going to reach the MDG of halving the
proportion of hungry people by 2015, in Sub-Saharan Africa only Ghana is going to achieve this
(see Chapter 4).

1. The chronic crisis
Hunger has grown much worse as a result of the 2008 food price crisis, which has added over a
hundred million people to the numbers of chronically undernourished.6 This is because even the
poorest people are dependent on purchased food. They spend a much higher proportion of their
income on food than wealthier people, making them particularly vulnerable to price increases.
A five-person household living in Bangladesh on the poverty line of US$1 a day per person typically
spends its US$5 as follows:
• US$3.00 on food;
• US$0.50 on household energy;
• US$1.50 on non-foods.
A 50% increase in food and energy prices means there is virtually nothing left over for other
expenditures.7 In practice people eat less: they have one less meal a day, women may reduce their
food intake or children drop out of school.
Figure 5.1 depicts the dramatic trajectory of the 2008 food price crisis. Prices started to rise at the
end of 2006, accelerated through 2007, reaching a peak in June 2008. Then they fell back to a low
at the beginning of 2009.
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In many respects the food price increase of
2008 was a classic price spike. First, a
commodity becomes, or is perceived to be,
scarce; second, prices rise; third, producers
respond by producing more of the commodity
and finally, prices fall. But while food prices fell
at the end of 2008 they were still 20% up on
the 2006 prices and grew throughout 2009.

Figure 5.1 – The trajectory of food prices in 20088
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The food price crisis was not a simple
transitory event.9 It grew out of the
underlying chronic crisis and that made it
deeper and probably more persistent. It also
raised awareness of the underlying drivers.
These are not distinct processes. They may
share common underlying causes and,
most important, they feed on each other
creating the hunger-poverty trap that was
mentioned above.
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The key drivers are as follows:
• Rising populations.

According to the latest UN estimates, the global population is set to rise to about eight billion,
plus or minus a billion by 2050 (Figure 5.2).10 Thereafter it may begin to stabilize and fall.
Figure 5.2 – Global population estimates – high, medium and low variants10
12
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Inevitably this estimated rise in the population (from 5 billion now) will create an ever increasing
demand for food. The International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) model estimates that
global cereal demand will therefore need to increase from about 260 million tonnes to over 450
million tonnes by 2050.11
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• Growing demand for biofuels.
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Figure 5.4 – The rise in meat consumption over the past
40 years14
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With rising incomes, people buy
more processed and higher
value foods but not more
raw agricultural commodities.
Globally, meat consumption is
expected to grow by 55 million
tonnes to 310 million tonnes/year
over the next decade. Meeting
this demand will require feed
grain usage to increase by about
50 million tonnes to about 640
million tonnes/year.15
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As incomes rise people eat more
meat and dairy products, causing
rapid growth in demand for feed
crops, which raises prices (Figure
5.4). For example, among urban
Chinese, meat consumption rose
from 25kg to 32kg per person per
year in the decade from 1996.13
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Per capita incomes in countries in
the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD) have increased five-fold
(from US$5,000 to US$40,000 in
current dollars) over the past 30
years. In South Asia and SubSaharan Africa they have more
than doubled, although to only
about US$1,000 (Figure 5.3).12

Figure 5.3 – The steady, worldwide growth in per capita incomes
over the past 30 years12
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• Rising per capita income and its
affect on diet.
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Growing crops to produce biofuels reduces land and production directed towards growing crops
for human consumption, so contributing to rising prices. But how much of the 2008 price spike
was due to the rapidly increasing demand for biofuels is strongly disputed (IFPRI estimates that
demand for biofuels was responsible for 30% of the rise in average grain prices).16
‘The rapid increase in demand for, and production of biofuels – particularly bioethanol from
maize and sugarcane – has had a number of effects on grain supply-and-demand systems.
Expanded production of ethanol from maize, in particular, has increased total demand for maize
and shifted land area away from production of maize for food and feed, stimulating increased
prices for maize. Rising maize prices, in turn, have affected other grains.’16
What is not disputed is that biofuel production quadrupled between 2000 and 2008 (Figure 5.5)
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Figure 5.5 – The rapid rise in biofuel production17
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Moreover this rise is to continue. The proportion of US maize for bioethanol increased to 33%of
the expected corn crop in 2009-10 and it is set to continue rising to meet national targets.
Challenging new targets have also been proposed for biofuels in Europe. In 2008, EU members
agreed that biofuels will constitute 10% of transport fuel in the EU by 2020.18
• Oil and fertiliser prices.

© HarvestPlus

Rising oil prices were one of the key elements of the 2008 food price spike. Indeed their rise was
a precursor of the food price increase. The effect was, and still is, felt through the demand for
biofuels together with the increased costs of transportation. This affects both agricultural input
and output prices, and in particular the production, transportation and costs of fertilisers.

Figure 5.6 – Sweet potatoes are grown and consumed extensively in Sub-Saharan Africa
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One of the biggest fertiliser price increases was in diammonium phosphate (DAP), a commonly
used source of nutrients in developing countries (Figure 5.7). It rose nearly six fold in early 2008,
due to the energy prices involved in the production of the ammonium, and because of shortages
in both sulphur and phosphate, key elements in the manufacturing process. The price has since
fallen significantly but, fertiliser prices are above 2006 levels and are likely to remain at this level.
Estimates of world phosphate reserves and the availability of exploitable deposits vary greatly.
High-grade phosphate ores, particularly those containing few contaminants, are being
progressively depleted whilst production costs are increasing. One review concludes that within a
time span of some 60 to 70 years about half the world’s current economic phosphate resources
will have been exhausted.19
Figure 5.7 – The rise and fall of fertiliser prices in 200820
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• Increasing water and land scarcity.
The amount of arable land worldwide divided by the total population has halved to about 0.2 ha
over the past 40 years.21,22 At the same time large areas of land are being degraded as a result of
erosion, loss of fertility and desertification. Similarly, water is in short supply (see Chapter 7).23
Many river basins do not have enough water to meet all the demands. About a fifth of the
world’s people – more than 1.2 billion – live in areas of physical water scarcity. Rivers are drying
up, groundwater levels are falling, freshwater fisheries are being damaged, and salinisation and
water pollution are increasing. Growing water scarcity and declining land for crops will make
agriculture less productive and food more expensive.
• Impact of climate change.
The 2008 price spike was not a result of climate change, although there is some evidence that
the catastrophic drought in Australia – the worst for over 100 years – was made more severe in
its effect on crop yields due to higher evapotranspiration resulting from higher land surface
temperatures.24-26 In Chapter 9 we will show how future climate change will have an increasingly
adverse effect on food production.
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• The slowing of productivity increases.
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Growth in grains and oilseeds production has been
slowing, from an average of 2.2% in the period
1970 to 1990, to an average of 1.3% since 1990.27
Growth in global aggregate yield averaged 2%
between 1970 and 1990, but declined to 1.1%
between 1990 and 2007. The factors mentioned
above have contributed to this slowed growth. In
addition, the recent decline in agricultural research
and development, and the fall in the rate with
which plant breeding has increased productivity of
some staple crops, have also had an impact.
• Price fluctuations.
Figure 5.8 – A farmer in northern Vietnam
Finally, food commodities are notoriously subject
sifting seeds
to severe price fluctuations. It is a phenomenon
that has long been recognised and was the rationale for establishing government purchase and
storage schemes such as the various editions of the US Farm Bill and the European Common
Agriculture Policy (CAP) which aim to smooth the fluctuations. In the 2008 price spike some
argue that there was a strong element of speculation. Certainly the perception of shortage was
particularly acute in the case of rice, for which only a small proportion of the total harvest is
normally traded. This resulted in the Philippines buying large quantities at high prices.

As Joachim von Braun has argued the interactions between these drivers were intensified by the
linkages between social unrest and food riots that spread from country to country.28 Not only is
hunger a cause of unrest and conflict but so is the fear of hunger.
Hunger and technology
Some conclude from these events that problems of food security can be primarily, indeed
exclusively, solved by resorting to appropriate social and economic policies. They often quote from
Amartya Sen’s study of the great Bengal famine of 1942 to 1944. He stated that ‘Starvation is the
characteristic of some people not having enough food to eat. It is not the characteristic of there not
being enough food to eat.’ This implies that we do not need to invest in food productivity or in the
technologies this requires.29 Globally it may well be true that there is enough food for all if it were
evenly shared. But this would suggest large and continuing shipments of free grain that would
create a lasting dependency and hamper the creation of indigenous production and markets.
In practice, the causes of hunger vary from place to place. In some situations the principal factors
may be growing demand for, and lack of access to, food. In others poor yields, highly destructive
pests, diseases and weeds may mean there is insufficient food, even if it were evenly shared.30,31
Yet, as the Green Revolution demonstrated, greatly increasing food production had a
transformative effect on Asia’s food security, as Amartya Sen recognised.32 Appropriate social and
economic policies are critical, as is the provision of secure rights to land and water. But equally there
is a need for enabling technologies. Sen emphasised that one of the entitlements of poor people is
access to technologies.33 The challenge is illustrated by the conditions under which a woman farmer,
such as Mrs. Namarunda, who represents a composite of situations existing in Africa, struggles to
feed herself and her family (Box 5.1, page 126).
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Box 5.1 A one hectare farm in Kenya34
Several years ago, Mrs Namurunda’s husband died from a meningitis infection. Her eldest son
inherited the family farm, a single hectare running up one side of a hill, in the Siaya district
near Lake Victoria. The soils are moderately deep and well drained, but they are acidic, highly
weathered, and leached. Mrs Namurunda’s first son married and moved to Nairobi, where he
is a lorry driver and has children of his own. Her elder daughter also married and now farms
near her husband’s village, closer to the Tanzanian border. Mrs. Namurunda was left on the
farm – still officially owned by her absent son – with four younger children and the
responsibility to produce food, fetch water, gather fuel, educate the children and take care of
the family. But shortages of almost everything – land, money, labour, plant nutrients in soil
exhausted from many years of continual crop production – mean that she is often unable to
provide her family with adequate food. The two youngest children in particular suffer from
undernourishment and persistent illnesses.
Like many others in Africa, Mrs Namurunda’s farm provides an “insecure” livelihood and her
family does not have food security. Fertiliser is too expensive so she starts each growing season
with a maximum potential harvest of only about two tonnes from mixed cropping on her one
hectare of land.
To survive, her family requires a harvest of about one tonne, so if everything goes right and the
maximum harvest is achieved, it would be sufficient to meet their needs and to generate a
modest income. But, during the course of every growing season, she faces innumerable threats
to her crops which reduce her yields. Weeds are her most persistent and pervasive problem.
It takes 40 to 50 days of weeding each crop, by her and the children, to keep the weeds under
control. Her staple crop, maize, is attacked by:
• Streak virus, where leaves develop long, white, chlorophyll-depleted lesions;
• The parasitic weed Striga, which sucks nutrients from the roots and poisons its host;
• Boring insects, which weaken the stem;
• Fungi which rots the ears that do develop, before and after harvest.
An insecure farm in Africa

A secure farm in Africa
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Figure 5.9 – A harvest on an insecure and a secure farm34
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Mrs Namurunda has tried growing cassava as an “insurance crop.” But it, too, was attacked,
first by mealy bugs and green mites, exotic pests from Latin America, with no indigenous
predators in Africa. Then it was totally devastated by a new super-virulent strain of African
cassava mosaic virus that originated in Uganda, carried to Kenya by its white fly vectors.
The banana seedlings she obtained from neighbours were already infected with weevils,
nematodes and the fungal disease Black Sigatoka (another import from Latin America) when
she bought them. Her beans, which are intended as a source of protein for the family and
nitrogen for the soil, suffer from fungal diseases that rot the roots, deform leaves, shrivel pods
and lower nitrogen fixation. She also faces drought at some time during the growing season
that again reduces crop yields. At the end of each season, what she actually harvests is usually
less than one tonne. She and her children are often hungry, and there is no money for
schooling or for health care.
It does not have to be this way for Mrs Namurunda and her children. Traditional, conventional
or new platform technologies can provide answers, but they have to be accessible and
affordable.
In this chapter we look at the ways in which science and innovation can develop technologies that
go some way to mitigating the effects of the drivers of hunger. We begin with what has already
been accomplished.

2. Past successes
The challenges highlighted by the food price crisis of 2008 must be placed in the context of the
progress already made over the past 50 years in reducing hunger in the developing world. During
that period the proportion of the global population that is chronically hungry has fallen from 37%
to 17% and the total numbers from 1.4 billion to 1 billion.35 We owe much of that to the Green
Revolution, one of the great technological success stories of the 20th century (Box 5.2).

Box 5.2 The innovators of the Green Revolution36
Norman Borlaug was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for his work but sadly died in
2009. He was justly credited with being the Father of the Green Revolution. At the core of his
innovations was the transfer to improved wheat varieties of a dwarfing gene – originally from
Japan – by a speeded up, but conventional, process of plant breeding.
For nearly 20 years Borlaug worked with a team of Mexican and American scientists, in Mexico
to improve local wheats. They achieved a great deal, especially in disease resistance, but were
frustrated by the inability of the wheats to take advantage of high levels of fertiliser; the plants
would ‘lodge’ and the ears rot. The new semi-dwarf varieties took up the nitrogen and
produced yields of up to seven tonnes per ha.
In 1965, Norman Borlaug took the new seeds to India and Pakistan. In India M.S. Swaminathan
became their champion; within ten years, average yields had more than doubled (Figure 5.10,
page 128).
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Figure 5.10 – The doubling of wheat yields in south Asia following the introduction of the new shortstrawed wheat varieties in 196536

Also in the 60s a similar innovation with dwarfing genes – originating in China – was applied
to rice. The results were dramatic. In Indonesia rice yields doubled within ten years.36
Again national innovators oversaw the transformations. Vo Ton Xuang’s leadership took
Vietnam from being a rice importing country in 1989, to the second largest exporter in the
world by 1996.37
© World Food Prize Foundation

© World Food Prize Foundation

© Gordon Conway

Figure 5.11 – Some of the Leaders of the Green Revolution (from left to right) – Norman Borlaug,
M.S. Swaminathan and Vo Ton Xuang

Yields and production rose dramatically wherever new Green Revolution seeds were sown.
By the end of the 1960s India and Pakistan were no longer dependent on foreign food aid.
Food production began to outstrip population growth and the prices of the staple cereals fell
progressively in real terms, benefiting both rural and urban consumers (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12 – After the oil price induced food price spike of the mid-70s cereal prices fell steadily38
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The Green Revolution succeeded because it focused on three interrelated actions:
• Breeding programmes for staple cereals to produce early maturing, day-length insensitive and
high-yielding varieties;
• The organisation and distribution of packages of high pay-off inputs, such as fertilisers,
pesticides and water regulation;
• Implementation of these technical innovations in the most favourable agro-climatic regions and
for those classes of farmers with the best expectations of realising the potential yields (notably
Sonora in Mexico, the Punjab in India and Pakistan, and Luzon and Java in Southeast Asia).
But limits to the success soon became apparent. While the better placed farmers greatly benefited
as did the labourers they employed, many small farms in less favourable environments missed out
as did millions of the rural landless. There were environmental consequences too, arising from the
intensive levels of inputs, particularly from heavy pesticide use in the early years.
Most important, while the benefits were apparent in much of Asia, the Middle East and Latin
America, virtually all of Sub-Saharan Africa missed out. As a consequence there is still a great deal
of hunger in the world (see Chapter 4). On present trends there is little likelihood of Sub-Saharan
Africa halving the proportion of hungry by 2015; Ghana is the only exception.
But the challenges are not confined to Africa. Recent agricultural growth in India has also been
disappointing (Box 5.3).

Box 5.3 Agricultural growth in India has slowed over the past 20 years
The early benefits to India of the new varieties and input packages and the investments in
irrigation were built upon in the 1980s with a set of targeted investments that went beyond
national food security and began to tackle poverty in the more marginal rural areas. By the end
of the decade, growth in agricultural GDP per annum had increased from 1.4%, at the
beginning of the Green Revolution, to 4%.39
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Progress slowed in the 1990s,
however, as a national fiscal
crisis and a changing world
political climate brought a
wide range of structural
adjustments. The previously
over-valued exchange rate and
import substitution policies
were removed, and the Indian
agricultural sector was opened
up.40 Private investments
stagnated, public investment
continued to decline, and
growth slowed to around 2%
over the decade, with rain-fed
areas being hardest hit.39
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Figure 5.13 – The stagnation of yield growth in India as
measured by the index of yield potential of new varieties of rice,
wheat, maize, mustard, groundnut and cotton41

From 2000 growth slowed even further. Yield potentials stagnated and by 2004 per capita
food grains production was back to 1970s levels (Figure 5.13).41
Indian farmers are increasingly vulnerable to declining water tables, ageing and poorly
managed transportation and irrigation infrastructure as well as unstable markets. Inequality is
also increasing in some areas, as richer farmers continue to make better use of the available
technologies and overuse water resources.39

3. The need for a Doubly Green Revolution
Some have argued that what is needed is a repeat of the Green Revolution – a search for new
technologies similar to those of the semi-dwarf cereal varieties that will deliver a quantum leap in
yields and production. For a number of reasons this is unlikely to be an effective strategy.
The environments that were ideal for the Green Revolution varieties are already fully exploited.
The poor and hungry live today in very different circumstances. Both in South Asia and SubSaharan Africa the challenge is to develop technologies that will deliver for relatively small farmers
in more diverse, poorly endowed, risk-prone environments. This will require a variety of locally
adapted technologies targeted on specific needs.
In brief we need a Doubly Green Revolution that:
‘repeats the success of the Green Revolution on a global scale in many diverse localities and is
equitable, sustainable and environmentally friendly.’36
The goal is an agriculture that is:
• Highly productive – by 2050 we will need to have increased grain production by over 70% and it
will need to be produced efficiently and cheaply;
• Stable – less affected by the vagaries of the weather and the market;
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• Resilient – resistant or tolerant of stress or shocks, especially those generated by climate change
(see Chapter 9);
• Equitable – providing food and incomes to the poor and hungry.
To produce this revolution we need to develop and implement new technologies and production
processes that provide farmers with productive, stable, resilient and equitable farming systems
(Box 5.4).

Box 5.4 The nature of sustainable agriculture
Agricultural systems, from the field to
the watershed, can be characterised by
four properties – productivity, stability,
resilience and equitability. Each of
these may be at high or low levels and
typically in development they trade-off
against each other. Thus, during the
Green Revolution, high productivity
was achieved at the expense of
resilience and equitability. Sustainable
agriculture aims to minimise these
trade-offs and to produce as large as
possible an overlap where all the
properties are high.
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L

H

L

Stability

L
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Figure 5.14 – Sustainable agriculture: minimising the
trade-offs

The technologies for sustainable agriculture need to focus on five broad needs:
1. New crop varieties (and livestock breeds) that are more productive and of better nutritional
quality;
2. Improved soil fertility and crops and livestock better able to use existing nutrients;
3. More efficient water use;
4. Better pest, disease and weed control without environmental damage;
5. Cropping and livestock systems that combine these qualities in ways that bring benefits to both
small and large farmers.
As we discussed in Chapter 2 the technologies may be drawn from a wide range of sources.
They may be:
• Traditional – encompassing everything from bird scaring to designing intricate home gardens;
• Intermediate – including treadle pumps for water supply and mixed cropping to reduce pests and
increase nutrients;
• Conventional or industrial – comprising conventional breeding techniques and industrial
agrochemicals;
• Advanced – including nanotechnology and the various forms of modern biotechnology.
In the following sections, we explore how science and innovation are contributing in these five areas.
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4. Breeding for yields and quality
The Green Revolution resulted in dramatic increases in the yields of the main cereal crops. These
translated into rising average national yields, for example in South Asia and China, but not in SubSaharan Africa (Figure 5.15).
Increasing yields
Figure 5.15 – Average cereal yields have increased steadily since the
Green Revolution in China and South Asia but remained stagnant at
1 tonne/ha in Sub-Saharan Africa42
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The yield increases in South Asia
and China have partly come from
plant breeding.43 New varieties
have been developed with a
higher harvest index (the ratio of
grain to total crop biomass),
shorter stature and increased
stalk strength that reduces
susceptibility to lodging, so
making them able to take up
high amounts of nitrogen. Plants
which mature earlier can exploit
shorter growing seasons and
make it possible to grow more
than one crop a year in some
environments. Annual doublecrop systems with rice, wheat
and maize are now the main
cropping system where the soil,
climate, and water environment
are favourable. For maize and rice
the development of hybrids has
made a significant contribution.

Africa

Figure 5.16 – Average rice yields in three Asian countries43
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But there is now evidence that
the annual increase in cereal
yields is declining.43 As is evident
from Figure 5.16 in South Korea,
where all rice is produced with
irrigation, the yields increased
rapidly until 1980 but thereafter
have plateaued at 80% of the
yield potential which has not
changed. In Indonesia yields are
continuing to rise because of
increasing irrigation, while the
yields in Thailand have remained
low because 75% of the rice is
rain-fed on poor quality soils.
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This has led some breeders to suggest we are reaching plateaux in yield potential for several crops
(the yield potential is the yield under ideal conditions, i.e. when stresses are at a minimum) (Box
5.5). Kenneth Cassman argues that much of the gains over the past 30 years have been made
through ‘a brute-force’ selection approach, and this may be increasingly unproductive.43

Table 5.1 Yield potentials of major cereals have plateaued at about the following
levels. In the case of rice the potential is not much greater than in 1966
Crop

Potential in tonnes/ha

Comments

Rice

9 – 10

IRRI farm in the Philippines.44

Maize

16 – 20

Irrigated, yield contest winners, Nebraska.44

Spring wheat

10 – 11

Maximum yields in farmers’ fields.45

Winter wheat

12 – 15

Maximum yields in farmers’ fields.45

As in rice, there has been a similar slowing down in improving wheat yield potential. Investments
have been targeted on traits such as quality and disease resistance rather than yield; further
increases in yield may be possible with renewed efforts.45 It has been argued that the high average
yields of maize (about 9 tonnes/ha) attained in the US have been the result of the strong interest
of the private sector in the crop (in contrast to rice and wheat).46 Average annual US yields were
about 1.5 tonnes/ha prior to the 1930s and only began to increase with the introduction of hybrids.
Since then increasing yields have, in part, been due to plant breeding and in part due to improved
agronomic practices.47
Hybridisation
The production of hybrid crop varieties has been one of the major successes of plant breeding over
the past hundred years, but its full potential in the developing countries has yet to be realised.
Hybrids make use of the property of ‘hybrid vigour’ (or heterosis), where the decline in quality
which comes from self-pollination, is overcome by crossing different lines of the species to provide
an extra yield increment (Box 5.5). Often the more distant the relatedness of the crosses, the higher
the heterosis. This property was discovered in maize some 100 years ago,48 and has since been
exploited across the developed world and, to a limited extent, in Asia and Africa.

Box 5.5 The steps in producing hybrid maize49
The superiority of hybrids over self-fertilised (inbred) plants and animals has been known for
thousands of years, but modern hybrid maize breeding began in 1909, through the work of
George Shull of the Carnegie Institute. Some of the first hybrids were bred by Henry Wallace,
later to become Secretary of Agriculture, in 1923. Adoption took off in the US in the 1930s: in
Iowa, the proportion of hybrid maize grew from less than 10% in 1935 to well over 90% only
four years later.
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The process is relatively straight forward:
1. Elite inbred lines are crossed;
2. Their progeny are then self-pollinated over five generations or so to find the best
performing lines;
3. Some of the best, unrelated inbreeds are crossed to produce the hybrids which are tested
in different environments over several years;
4. Each year the two best parents are crossed to produce the hybrid seed for sale.
In Kenya, for example, the first steps in hybrid maize production began in 1955, under the country’s
chief maize breeder, who decided to widen the genetic base by crossing an Ecuadorian line with a
local improved variety.50,51 In 1964 the new Hybrid 611 provided a remarkable 40% yield advantage
over previous varieties, and enjoyed a rapid uptake by both large- and small-scale farmers.
This spawned what has been termed in Kenya the ‘Maize Green Revolution’, with continued
increases in yields and spread of innovative hybrid varieties across the country from 1965 through
to 1980 (Figure 5.17). The technological breakthroughs were supported by government policies
which provided an extension programme, credit and subsidised inputs for smallholders, as well as a
controlled export market.
But with the decline of support for public agricultural research through the 1980s, and pressure to
reduce state subsidies and market support, the growth declined.51
Elsewhere in the developing countries, hybrids are less common and yields are accordingly lower. In
India over half of the planting is of open-pollinated varieties which cross at random and generate
an average yield of only two tonnes/ha.
In Malawi a large-scale programme of subsidies for maize seed and fertilisers was introduced in
2005/6.52 Farmers could choose from among the following:
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the farmers were predominantly choosing the hybrids, many thousand farmers for the first time.
The result was a spectacular increase in total maize production from under two million to over three
million tonnes for the country as a whole.
It is clear that wider adoption of hybrid maize will greatly increase yields. This is true for small
farmers as well as large (in Malawi small farmers are readily producing five tonnes from a one ha
plot sown with hybrid seeds and using adequate fertilisers). There is no fundamental reason why
developing country maize yields should not approach those of the US.
The same argument also applies to hybrid rices which have been developed more recently in
China.53 For some time there has been disappointing progress in improving the yields of tropical
rices. But the new hybrids have a high yield potential when grown in tropical lowland
environments.54 They account for about 50% of the rice area in China with average yields of seven
tonnes/ha. Attention has now turned to the development of super hybrid rices with average yields
over nine tonnes/ha and in some trials 12 tonnes being achieved. Adoption is beginning to occur in
Vietnam, India, the Philippines and Bangladesh. There are impediments to further growth of hybrid
rice varieties, including low hybrid seed production, high seed cost, and poor grain quality but these
can be overcome.44
Beyond hybridisation
In the US breeding improvements, beyond hybridisation, have relied on marker-aided selection
(MAS) (see Box 2.17 in Chapter 2) and the use of recombinant DNA engineering to produce
genetically modified (GM) crops.
Figure 5.18 – Predicted relative contribution of agronomic
methods and different breeding technologies to improving maize
yields in the US46
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Companies, such as Monsanto, that are intimately involved in the development of biotechnological
approaches, believe that by 2030 approximately half the yield increases of crops such as maize
will come from biotechnology (Figure 5.18).46 In due course this could also hold true for the
developing countries.
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Improving nutritional value
Hunger is not only due to a lack of calories, but also a result of deficiencies in a range of proteins
and micronutrients in the diet – sometimes referred to as hidden hunger. Most of these deficiencies
can be improved by having a varied diet including meat, milk, fruits and vegetables in addition to
cereals. Yet such diets are often not available or affordable for poor people and they have to rely
almost exclusively on the staple cereals. This is particularly true of infants and young children where
malnutrition is widespread in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.
Perhaps surprisingly, most cereals and other staples are deficient in a number of proteins and other
micronutrients. For instance, maize is deficient in the amino acids lysine and tryptophan which are
essential for building proteins in the body. However, the capacity to produce these amino acids
exists in the maize genome and only needs the right genetic background for expression. In this
case, a suitable mutant has been found and this has been used in a long meticulous programme of
conventional breeding to produce new high yielding maize with these amino-acids present.56
Marker-aided selection is now being used to transfer these genes into a wide range of locally
adapted maize in Africa.
Vitamin A
Another major deficiency is vitamin A (Chapter 6). While provision of supplements and fostering
dietary variety are effective, they often do not reach the urban or rural poor.57 Breeding betacarotene, the precursor of vitamin A, into staple foodstuffs, for example sweet potato or rice, can
provide a more stable and sustainable source at little or no extra cost. (Box 5.6)

Box 5.6 Breeding for vitamin A
Sweet Potatoes
This root vegetable is grown and consumed
extensively throughout Sub-Saharan Africa.
It can be grown in poor soil conditions, has
few natural enemies, is highly tolerant of
weeds, and provides a good source of energy
and carbohydrates. The crop is often grown
by women for both family consumption and
extra cash. Sweet potatoes come in multiple
varieties. The orange-yellow varieties are
relatively rich in beta-carotene, but the whitefleshed, starchy types that have less of the
compound, are traditionally favoured
amongst African populations. Research is
now focussed on breeding a variety with high
beta-carotene levels that will be acceptable
to African palates, are virus resistant and
grow well in the local climate. Markers have
been identified for high beta-carotene
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Figure 5.19 – Women enjoying orange sweet
potato
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Figure 5.20 – Rice grains with and without beta-carotene. Golden Rice 1 was the first generation,
Golden Rice 2 the second. (from left to right) Wild type, Golden Rice 1, Golden Rice 2

content and the first releases of improved ‘biofortified’ sweet potatoes were made in Uganda
and Mozambique in 2007.57-59
The breeding has been conducted by scientists at the International Potato Centre in Lima, Peru
as part of the CGIAR’s HarvestPlus programme and implementation is being led by the
Vitamin A Partnership for Africa (VITAA), formed by bringing together scientists with health
and nutrition agencies, NGOs and private businesses. Together these groups are working with
communities to explain the benefits of the new varieties and promote their uptake.
Rice
In Asia, and many parts of Sub-Saharan Africa, poor families consume rice as the basic staple
of their diet and babies are often weaned on rice gruel. But the rice grain lacks beta-carotene;
there is plenty in the leaves and stems, but none in the grain endosperm. And no amount of
traditional breeding has been able to get it there (Brown, unmilled rice contains only minute
amounts of beta-carotene).
Here the approach has been to find suitable genes elsewhere and to use recombinant DNA
to insert them into a new variety of rice named, after its distinctive colour, ‘Golden Rice.’
(Figure 5.20).
Ingo Potrykus of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, and his colleague Peter Beyer of the
University of Freiburg, first transferred two daffodil and one bacterial gene into rice to ensure
the grain contained beta-carotene. The biochemical pathway leading to beta-carotene is
largely present in the rice grain but lacks two crucial enzymes: phytoene synthase (psy) –
provided by a daffodil gene – and carotene desaturase (crt1I) – provided by a bacterium
gene.60 In the greenhouse this transfer gave beta-carotene levels of about 1.6 μg/g, significant
but not large. Subsequently, scientists at Syngenta have found new versions of
the psy gene in maize; which when introduced to rice increased the beta-carotene levels to
31 μg/g, although this high level degrades slowly during storage.61
Given a conversion ratio of beta-carotene to vitamin A of 4:1, the new golden rice
(Golden Rice 2) will be able to provide the necessary boost to daily diets, even after six months
of storage.61 Currently the new golden rice varieties are undergoing field and feeding trials and
being assessed on bio-safety criteria.
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5. Improving the productivity and quality of livestock
Livestock are frequently ignored in discussions of food security. The emphasis in agricultural policies
tends to be focused on cereal grains and this is equally true of donor programmes and projects. Yet
for the rural poor, livestock are often a critical element in their livelihoods. It is estimated that about
600 million people, or 70% of the rural poor, depend on livestock.62,63 For many communities in arid
environments, livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats and chickens are the main source of food and
income. Besides meat, cattle are a valuable source of milk and blood, traction and fertiliser for the
fields. They also serve as a traditional means of banking, being sold when times are hard or to
finance a special celebration.
Despite their obvious importance, there has been insufficient coordinated effort to improve
livestock productivity in developing countries in the past decades. While livestock systems in
industrialized countries have evolved into highly efficient and planned commercial enterprises,
most production in the developing world still relies on small flocks or herds, often free grazing.
According to IFPRI, ‘although three-quarters of the world’s cattle and two-thirds of the world’s pigs,
poultry, sheep, and goats lived in developing countries in 1993, those countries produced less than
half of the world’s meat and a third of the world’s milk.’64
One success story is the progress made from 1970 to 1996 in India during ‘Operation Flood,’ which
revolutionised milk production and consumption in a way that benefited the poor. The 30 year
project was a coordinated effort by India’s National Dairy Development Board to better connect
milk producers to consumers through the establishment of dairy cooperatives and a national ‘milk
grid’. Measures were also taken to increase the productivity of cattle by improving veterinary
services, ensuring better feed and nutrition for the cattle, extending artificial insemination for
breeding and the development of vaccines for diseases such as tropical theileriosis.65
Productivity in other areas is growing slowly, especially in Asia where a scarcity of land increases the
pressure to improve efficiency of livestock production.64 Traditional systems are also beginning to
be squeezed in other regions as grazing land decreases, changes in crop production methods leave
less residue for crop feed, and more cereals are required for feed, which are often imported.64
Solutions to these challenges can come through better quality feed and nutrition, improved
management of stocking densities and better awareness of the entire livestock-crop-environment
system (Box 5.21 on crop-livestock systems).
Breeding also plays a role in improving livestock productivity by helping to find and incorporate
traits which better address changes in demand for meat products, expanding industrialisation and
climate change issues.66,67
Developing breeding programmes
Farmers have been selecting for useful traits in their herds for thousands of years, since the first
domestication of animals. Cattle have been selected for such obvious characteristics as size, colour
and the shape of their horns, sheep for their wool, chickens for the amount of eggs they produce
and livestock of all kinds for the taste and quality of their meat. They also select for animals that
are resistant to disease. This process, like conventional breeding in plants, can be slow.
Artificial insemination has been used for more than 50 years to economically and efficiently
improve herds. The practice is slowly growing in the developing world, especially in Asia, in sectors
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such as dairy cattle in India.64 Another improvement technique is cross-breeding with foreign or
exotic species, such as crossing Kenyan dairy cattle with European breeds. This has resulted in some
improvements in productivity, especially in yields of marketable products such as milk and meat.
Yet, while taking traits from foreign productive animals can bring quick results, it is expensive and
desirable traits of local animals, such as adaptation to the local climate and diseases, can be lost in
the cross-breeding process. 68-70
Advances in applied genetics, molecular biology and reproductive technologies are making it
possible to more efficiently select for high quality characteristics, and to address the loss of genetic
diversity among livestock worldwide. Since 1990, 300 out of 6,000 breeds identified by FAO have
become extinct and many more are at risk, largely as a result of unplanned intensive selection and
cross-breeding.71 Traditional breeds, which have evolved over generations to be particularly well
adapted to local conditions, are being lost. Here, genetic mapping and markers can be used to gain
an understanding of the current state of diversity in various breeds. This information can be fed into
the design of conservation and breeding programmes, making difficult choices such as the
prioritization of sheep breeds in Ethiopia (Box 5.7) easier.72,73

Box 5.7 Conservation of sheep breeds in Ethiopia
Ethiopia is believed to have the largest livestock population in all of Africa, with the sector
accounting for around 15% of total GDP and contributing to the livelihoods of around 70%
of the total population. Sheep play a particularly important role, with a herd population of
around 24 million, largely kept by smallholders, both in the cooler highlands (25%) and the
more arid lowlands (75%). Despite their significant role, to date, there has been no
coordinated national sheep breeding strategy.74
To help address this problem, researchers from the Agricultural Research Centre in Ethiopia,
Wageningen University in the Netherlands and the International Livestock Research Institute
(ILRI) recently teamed up to prioritise the 14 traditional Ethiopian sheep breeds. As criteria
they used the breed’s vulnerability to extinction, its contribution to farmer livelihoods (as
ranked by the farmers) and its contribution to genetic diversity (based on a breed’s
uniqueness). Rather than just ranking the breeds by one of these criteria, the team aggregated
the results to provide overall rankings (Table 5.2).
Breed

Contribution
to diversity

Extinction
probability

Average
breed merit
to farmers

Total utility

Conservation
priority rank

Simien

0.4355

0.3

0.33

0.60

1

Gumz

0.1170

0.9

0.23

0.44

2

Adilo

0.0000

0.4

0.17

0.17

14

Table 5.2 – Extract from ranking table for Ethiopian sheep breeds
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Rankings like this can provide a more scientific
means of balancing the trade-offs between
genetic conservation and present-day livelihood
concerns, and can be used as a starting point for
regional or national conservation plans.75
Recommendations from the research team
included:
• Supporting genetic improvement programmes
to increase market competitiveness of
indigenous breeds of lower productivity;
• Separating production zones
indiscriminate cross-breeding;

to

avoid

• Implementing management strategies which
conserve within-breed variation.

Figure 5.21 – Horro Sheep in their centre of
origin, Horro Guduru Wollega, Ethiopia

Efforts to better understand and map livestock genetic characteristics should be used to improve
breeding programmes, and to help livestock owners decide whether to select from local or exotic
stock, and where artificial insemination or other modern technologies are appropriate. National
programmes also need to prioritise local needs for productivity, adaptability and genetic
conservation, and find new ways of extending this information to local owners.

6. Improving the fertility of soil and its utilisation
The provision, uptake and utilisation of nitrogen were critical to the success of the Green Revolution.
In part this was due to the high application of inorganic fertilisers, but also because the Green
Revolution lands were inherently rich in soil fertility. For example, a typical irrigated rice soil in Asia
contains about 2,800 kgs nitrogen (N) per ha in the top 20 cms of soil.76
By contrast much of Africa’s soil is derived from ancient granite rocks, which have been
subjected to thousands of years of weathering and are therefore inherently low in plant nutrients.
For example, the loamy sand and clayey soils of sorghum and millet plantations in central Mali,
peak at around 20 and 40 kg N/ha respectively in the topsoil,77 and sampled maize fields in Malawi
contain 40 kg/Nha at the most.78
Whatever the original level of nutrients, agricultural activity can reduce soil fertility by depleting
nutrients or contributing to soil erosion. Globally some 2,000 million ha of the Earth’s land area is
estimated to be degraded in one way or another.79,80 84% of the loss is due to water or wind
erosion.80 More than 80% of all degraded land is located in Africa, Asia, South and Central
America.43
The net consequence is a continuous depletion of soil fertility. Most African countries lose more
than 30 kg of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) per ha per year (Figure 5.22).
For some countries the figure is even higher: Rwanda was losing over 100kg of nutrients/ha/per
year in the 1990s.81
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Figure 5.22 – Most African countries are losing over
30 kgs of nutrients (nitrogen, phosphate and
potassium) per ha per year81
Average annual nutrient
depletion (NPK) in Africa, 1993 –1995

Annual depletion
(N + P2O5 + K20)
in kilograms per hectare
>60
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Clearly part of the answer lies in significantly
adding more inorganic fertiliser to the soils. In
Africa, traditional fallow-based or rotational
agriculture, which allowed soils to recover their
fertility between cropping periods, has given
way to continuous cropping without the
application of fertilisers. On average, farmers
in Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South Africa)
apply less than 10 kg of nutrients/ha,
compared with 100 kg/ha in South Asia and
135 kg/ha in Southeast Asia.82
There is considerable evidence from African
trials on farmers’ fields that adding fertilisers
will result in marked increases in yields.83
Farmers in Malawi who are supplied with
hybrid seed and adequate fertiliser can easily
produce over five tonnes/ha on one ha plots,
compared to less than one tonne using
traditional methods.84

However, as indicated in Figure 5.7, fertilisers –
such as diammonium phosphate – are now
No data
considerably more expensive and are only
going to be affordable if technologies are developed that use techniques such as precise targeting
to increase fertiliser efficiency. Far too often, extension systems advocate national fertiliser
recommendations which may not be appropriate for local conditions.
<30

No depletion

One consequence of the high price of synthetic fertilisers, and the attendant environmental
problems with their use in some parts of the world, has been to stimulate scientific research into
making their use more efficient and into improving other, natural sources of soil nutrients, as has
long been practised in organic agriculture.
Precision nutrients
In Chapter 2, we showed how farmers can substitute more selective placement of fertilisers instead
of the widespread practice of broadcasting them. Urea super granules (USG), inserted in the middle
of every four rice plants in Bangladeshi paddy fields, resulted in an extra tonne of paddy with a
reduction of fertiliser by over a third.85 Another simple but powerful selective approach is to apply a
small and measured amount of fertiliser in the planting hole when the seeds are planted (Box 5.8).86

Box 5.8 Micro-dosing: using Coca-Cola bottle caps to apply fertiliser
Farmers in Niger have recently benefited from experiments to discover how to reduce the
amount of fertiliser they need to use and still give the crops the necessary nutrients. While
farmers in the area already knew well the benefits of fertilisers, most could not afford to buy
the large amounts typically recommended, and therefore were not using them at all, causing
yields to suffer.
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To address this and to avoid the negative
effects of over-fertilising on the environment,
the International Crops Research Institute
for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), along
with the FAO, the University of Hohenheim in
Germany and the National Agricultural
Research Institute of Niger undertook
research to discover the amount and mixture
which was optimal for individual millet
plants, a technique known as ‘micro-dosing.’

© Jessie Luna

Figure 5.23 – Women working a field in the Sahel

Soil scientists and an estimated 5,000 farmers took part in the research and participatory trial
of the idea between 1998 and 2000.87 The result was a tailored fertiliser mix and measuring
technique for the area. They found that using a mix of phosphorus and nitrogen fertiliser the
dose for each plant was about six grams and could be measured out with a Coca-Cola bottle
cap – a very easy item to obtain. This fertilising technique equates to using 4 kg/ha, three to
six times less than used in Europe and North America, but still very effective.86
The practice has been credited with boosting millet yields by 50% to 100% in the Sahel,
thereby helping to reverse a 50-year trend of declining yields and rising soil degradation.86
Researchers are continuing to work with farmers to monitor trends in soil nutrients and yields
and to fine-tune, and even further reduce, the amount of fertiliser used.
Better precision also depends on what is already in the soil. At a regional and national level, soil
surveys can identify areas where fertiliser application is most needed. In Malawi the Rockefeller
Foundation funded a nationwide soil and cropping survey that resulted in recommendations for
over a 1,000 distinct regions.88,89
Finally, precision can be increased by the timing of application. While it is common to recommend
fertiliser application at the time of sowing or planting this may not be the optimal time for crop
uptake. Typically, in Asia, rice farmers make a relatively large initial fertiliser application followed by
a single top dressing later. An experiment on 180 farmers’ fields in six Asian countries showed that
yields could be significantly increased by a relatively small initial application of prilled urea (the
usual fertiliser) and two to three subsequent top dressings based on the readings from a chlorophyll
meter. This produced an increase in the nitrogen recovery efficiency, from the 30% typical of
farmer’s traditional practices, to some 40%. On average yields rose by 500kg/ha, fertiliser use was
reduced by 5 kg N/ha and returns were up by US$46/ha.76,90
Cropping systems
Productive soils are not only rich in nutrients but also in organic matter. This provides structure to
the soil, improving stability, water-holding capacity and the ability of plants to absorb nutrients. It
also prevents problems such as soil acidification that can result from inorganic fertiliser application.
These functions not only improve plant health and drought tolerance, but lessen environmental
impacts by reducing soil erosion and nutrient leaching into surrounding water sources.
Unfortunately many soils, and particularly those in Africa, are inherently low in organic carbon –
and the amount declines with continuous cropping.91,92 Even with high levels of organic carbon
input, losses can be over two thirds of a tonne per ha per year.93
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Crop residues and animal manure are important potential sources of both nutrients and organic
matter for poor farmers. And, unlike synthetic fertilisers, they are renewable. But large amounts are
needed to maintain soil fertility and to support increased production with improved crop varieties.
A 10 tonnes/ha maize crop contains about 100 kg N/ha and at least this amount of nitrogen must
be added back to the field to maintain fertility.46
Over much of Africa, crop residues, the mix of stalks and leaves – referred to as the stover – are
insufficient in amount and nutrient value to maintain more than a very low level of grain yield. For
example, reasonable yields of pearl millet in Niger are only obtained with the addition of the
manure from transmigrant cattle.94 Elsewhere organic matter has to be imported, often entailing
high labour costs.
An alternative approach to renewable sources of nutrients and organic matter is to design cropping
systems that incorporate nitrogen fixing legumes which can provide both organic matter and
nutrients. These may be green manures, such as clover, sunn hemp and jack-beans that are
incorporated in the soil at the end of their growth. Alternatively legume crops, such as cowpeas or
groundnuts – that will also produce a yield – can be grown in rotation, or by intercropping or relay
cropping along with grains. This second option requires farmers to carefully plan the timing and
combination of their planting, so that the two crops complement each other and nitrogen sources
are used as efficiently as possible. See Box 5.9 for an example.

Box 5.9 MBILI intercropping
In western Kenya a local
NGO has been experimenting
with methods of improving
the traditional legume-maize
intercropping used by farmers
in the area. The Sustainable
Agriculture Centre for Research,
Extension and Development in
Africa (SACRED-Africa) noticed
that the second maize crop
often failed due to insufficient
late rains. It pioneered an
approach which uses faster
maturing maize varieties,
mixed
with
higher-value
legumes such as green gram
and groundnut.95

Farmers’ common
intercropping system
with continuous 0.75m
rows of maize and legumes
planted between every row

0m

1m

2m

3m
MBILI (2-by-2)
arrangement with
staggered 0.5m and 1.0m
rows of maize and paired,
alternating legume rows

Figure 5.24 – MBILI cropping arrangements96

The system, known as MBILI (literally meaning ‘two’ in Swahili), consists of intercropping
double rows of maize and legumes, allowing for better light and soil conditions within the
understorey legumes, while maintaining the same plant populations, as shown in Figure 5.24.96
This provides several advantages, including higher efficiency of land use, disruption of normal
pest cycles and the ability to grow crops with different light requirements.
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By intercropping with high value legumes, the maize
is able to take advantage of the nitrogen which is
returned to the soil from the falling leaves and
decomposing roots of the bean plants. The legumes
can also be sold for a profit.97 Studies over the past
few years by SACRED staff and farmers have shown
that planting in the MBILI arrangement can
improve legume yield and total crop value by 12%
without the need for additional investment by the
farmers or reducing the yield of maize.96 Yields from
the system can be over five tonnes of maize and
over one tonne of groundnuts per ha.98
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Figure 5.25 – Women evaluating the
MBILI trials

Breeding for nutrient uptake
An approach which complements efforts to increase soil fertility is to breed plants which are more
effective at taking up and utilising nutrients. Box 5.10 explores this challenge and the progress
made so far.

Box 5.10 Getting more from nitrogen
Breeding for nitrogen use efficiency has traditionally been neglected by plant breeders,
because the processes and the genetics involved are extremely complicated. The desired trait
is a higher nitrogen use efficiency, or NUE, defined as the yield of grain per unit of available N
in the soil. Currently, average NUE in cereals production is only around 33%,99 and many
believe there is a good potential for this to be significantly improved.
Unfortunately, NUE is a very complex trait. Nitrogen is taken up, transferred, stored and
recycled through the roots, shoots, leaves and grains of a plant in response to a wide variety
of triggers throughout its life cycle. Events such as leaf formation, flowering and grain filling
require very specific regulation and control of the nutrient – a process which is managed
differently in each individual grain crop species.100
Furthermore, most studies of nitrogen management have been conducted in high-N
conditions. Plants behave quite differently when N is limited. Breeders also cannot select for
high NUE in isolation, as they may risk inadvertently choosing cultivars which are weaker in
other areas, such as yield potential or drought tolerance.100,102
Despite these challenges, some progress has been made. Breeders have been able to identify
markers for the variability of NUE.99 For example, scientists have discovered that the glutamine
synthetase (GS) enzyme in maize not only plays a central role in N assimilation and recycling,
but is also linked to yield and kernel size in both high and low N conditions.101
Future progress will depend on utilising tools such as micro-dissection, 15N labelling, and more
sophisticated crop simulation models to speed up discovery and also ease the transition of
knowledge to the field.100
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The alternative approach is to use recombinant DNA technology to incorporate in the major staple
cereals a capacity to fix nitrogen that is similar to that in legumes (Box 5.11).

Box 5.11 Creating nitrogen fixing cereals
Legumes are capable of fixing nitrogen, taking it from
its inert molecular form N2, and converting it to
nitrogen compounds such as ammonia, nitrate and
nitrogen dioxide which can be used for plant growth.
They do this through a symbiotic relationship with
rhizobial bacteria that live in root nodules.

Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:

Unfortunately, the task of putting this capacity in
Figure 5.26 – Nodules form
cereal crops is considerable. Some 17 genes code the
spontaneously in the absence of
enzymes involved in nitrogen fixation. Since these
rhizobial bacteria on a root through
genes, as well as the genes necessary for nodule
removal of an inhibiting factor in the
formation, need to be transferred, the process is
signalling pathway104
complex and its realization will be costly. Furthermore,
there is an energy cost in fixing nitrogen. It is estimated that the amount of energy required
to fix 150 kg of nitrogen per hectare could reduce wheat yields by 20% to 30%.100
While these challenges have made progress difficult, a few interesting discoveries have been
made along the way. Scientists in Brazil have found that while the N-fixing bacteria
Gluconacetobacter diazotrophicus occurs naturally in the roots, it is also present in the stems,
leaves and trash of sugar cane and other tropical grasses growing in low-fertility soils. However,
these occurrences are not widespread, and only seem to take place in low-fertility soils, where
particular plant species have evolved to grow in the absence of fertilisers. Most modern
varieties have evolved to make use of added fertiliser, thus minimising the potential for
developing nitrogen fixing associations. For this reason, scientists may look to more ancient
germplasm for breeding programmes in the future.103
Recently, work by scientists in Giles Oldroyd’s laboratory at the John Innes Centre in Norwich,
UK, has led to an important breakthrough. They managed to identify the genes which trigger
the formation of nodules in legumes, and use this knowledge to induce the formation of
nodules in the absence of the bacteria (Figure 5.26).104
While still a distant prospect, this could be an important step in transferring nodulation, and
ultimately creating nitrogen fixing cereals.

7. Optimizing water use
The third key component of the Green Revolution was the massive investment in irrigation
infrastructure that took place, mostly in Asia. Agriculture uses 85% of fresh water withdrawals in
developing countries, and irrigated agriculture accounts for about 40% of the value of agricultural
production in the developing world.105 Today, much of Asia’s grain harvest comes from the irrigated,
annual double- and triple-crop, continuous rice systems in the tropical and subtropical lowlands of
Asia, and from the irrigated, annual rice-wheat, double-crop systems in northern India, Pakistan,
Nepal, and southern China.
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However, many of these areas in Asia, the Middle East and North Africa are now maintaining
irrigated food production through unsustainable extractions of water from rivers or the ground.106
In China the groundwater overdraft rate exceeds 25% and it is over 56% in parts of northwest
India.107 Much of this excess is driven by subsidized or free electricity. Sub-Saharan Africa has large
untapped water resources for agriculture. Only 4% of cultivated land (5.3 million hectares) is
irrigated, of which 70% is in Madagascar, Nigeria and Sudan. The potential exists to bring an
additional 20 million hectares of land under irrigation but, so far, technical, financial and socioeconomic constraints have slowed this expansion. At the same time, almost a quarter of the African
population live in water-stressed countries, and the proportion is rising.106
There is considerable room for improvement in existing irrigation practices; in most instances the
major challenge is to improve the governance of irrigation systems by using a river basin or
watershed approach.108,109 However, the World Bank has pointed to a number of innovative
technologies that can also improve the quality of irrigation services. It cites the potential of canal
automation and satellite data to accurately measure water use in irrigation. Remote-sensing
technologies can measure the amount of water from surface and groundwater schemes actually
applied to the fields.110 It also believes that moving from manually operated to automated channel
control of irrigation, as applied in Australia, could be used in some developing countries.111 Although
such technologies require a substantial initial investment, they can be cost effective in the long run.112
Challenges to water management in rain fed systems
In many developing countries, particularly in Africa, the principle challenge for optimising water use
in agriculture is to improve water capture and use by crops in predominantly rain fed systems.
As with soil fertility, opportunities for scientific innovation range from enhancing traditional water
capture technologies to improving crops through biotechnology.
In some cases, crop production can be greatly increased by simple, small-scale irrigation or water
capture systems that either extend the growing system or make water available at times of
stress. There are many traditional agricultural practices which attempt to do this, such as dripirrigation techniques which deliver water directly to plants,113,114 and the Zai system common in West
Africa (Box 5.12).

Box 5.12 The Zai system
The Zai system is a traditional technology pioneered by farmers in the dry, sun-baked,
encrusted soils of north-west Burkina Faso decades ago as a way to create more arable land.
The technique has now spread throughout similar climates in the rest of Burkina and in Mali
and Niger. Farmers first dig medium size holes or Zais (20 to 30 cms in diameter and 10 to 15
cms deep) in rows across the fields during the dry season. The Zai is allowed to fill with leaves
and sand as the winds blow across the land. Farmers add manure to each Zai, which during the
dry months attracts termites; these dig an extensive network of underground tunnels beneath
the holes and bring up nutrients from the deeper soils. Stone earth bunds are constructed
around the field, in order to slow run-off when the rains come.115
When the rains arrive, run-off is captured in the Zais. Sorghum or millet seeds are sown in the
holes where the water and manure are now concentrated. Water loss through drainage in the
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Figure 5.27 – Zais in the sandy soil of Niger

often sandy soils is limited by the manure, and deep infiltration is made possible by the
termites’ porous tunnels. Thus, even in the drought-prone environment of the Sahel, sufficient
water capture is ensured.116
Farmers have consistently reported greatly increased yields using this technique. In a study
done in Bafaloubé, Mali, sorghum yield increased by 80% and 168% in 2000 and 2002
respectively, while millet yields increased by 83% in 2001 and by 111% in 2003.117 The labour
required to build the zais in the first year is quite high, but after that farmers may reuse the
holes, or dig more between the existing ones. In many cases, after around five years the entire
land surface will be improved.

One of the greatest recent successes in water and soil management has involved the substitution
of a long-standing conventional technology, soil cultivation, with zero-tillage regimes in both
developed and developing countries. Cultivation processes, especially use of the plough, can be
implicated in high levels of both soil erosion and water loss. There is now a range of no- or
minimum-tillage systems in development and use, that are grouped under the generic name of
Conservation Agriculture, discussed further in Chapter 9 (Box 9.12).
Parallel to research into improved water capture and retention in crops, has been a growing interest
in breeding plants which are more water efficient, and particularly drought tolerant. While some
argue that increased infiltration and reduced run-off will have much greater impact on crop yields
than can be expected from genetic improvement,43 breeding for drought tolerance has achieved
some success to date. It is of growing interest because global warming will cause some regions to
become too dry for the staple crop varieties currently grown there (see Chapter 9).
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8. Better pest, disease and weed control
The fourth main challenge to improved production is the collective deleterious effects of numerous
pests, diseases and weed species on crop and livestock production. Some of these are particularly
devastating. In many respects they are analogous to the great killer diseases of humans such as
HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB. Indirectly they are responsible for a great deal of human mortality and
morbidity. Like human diseases they often display the same capacity to outwit human attempts at
their control. Box 5.13 details some of the more recent crop pest outbreaks in Africa.
Box 5.13 Some recent pest outbreaks in Africa
• Cassava Mealybug – This South American insect feeds on cassava shoots, reducing growth
and tuber size. It was introduced accidentally into Africa on cassava breeding material
in the 1970s, and spread, in only a decade, across the entire African cassava growing
region, causing widespread suffering. The pest caused yield losses of up to 60%. It was
finally suppressed by an African-wide biological control programme costing US$34 million.
This proved a good investment, potential losses to African farmers from this single pest,
discounted over 40 years, have been estimated at US$8 billion to US$20 billion.118,119
• Cassava Mosaic Virus – A new and highly virulent strain of this indigenous virus appeared
in Uganda in 1988. The virus grew to epidemic proportions between 1989 to 1999, causing
the loss of an estimated 60,000 ha. of cassava, equivalent to over 600,000 tonnes (US$6
million) of fresh cassava roots in the country. There were massive food shortages: in 1994
an estimated 3,000 people died of starvation as a result of famine caused by the plant
disease epidemic. All the local varieties (over 500) were eliminated because they were highly
susceptible.120
• Banana Xanthomonas Wilt (BXW) – This disease appeared in the Mukono district of
Central Uganda in early 2000. It spread throughout the country and has since covered
the Great Lakes region of Eastern Africa. It is estimated that the recent spread of BXW
within Uganda will have an economic cost, borne by smallholders, of US$4 billion by 2010,
and an even greater impact on household livelihoods.121,122
• Coffee Wilt Disease – This disease was first reported in Africa in 1927 and there have been
periodic outbreaks in various regions. An outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) in the 1970s, associated with abandonment of coffee plantings, spread into Uganda
in the 1990s. In Uganda, smallholder income declined by up to 50% and losses in 2003
were estimated at US$9.6 million.123
• Wheat Stem Rust – A new strain of this fungus, Ug99, appeared in Uganda in 1999 and
has since been detected across East Africa and the Middle East, reaching Iran in 2007.
Kenya wheat areas suffered severe losses in 2007: field trials have shown Ug99 to cause
yield losses of up to 80%. The predicted cost of a 10% loss in areas immediately at risk is
estimated to exceed US$7 billion (See Box 5.16).121,124
At the time of the Green Revolution the most widely used approach to pest and disease control in
crops was to use synthetic chemical pesticides. These were often effective, at least in the short term,
but in the long term, some products made many pest problems worse.125 Excessive or inappropriate
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use of pesticides often led to pesticide resistance in populations of pests, diseases and weeds.
At the same time, insecticides, and some fungicides, eliminated important predators and parasites
of pests and diseases. The loss of this natural control was not immediately recognised. In the case
of the brown planthopper on rice (Box 5.14), farmers were surprised to see a resurgence of pest
populations after spraying, due to the elimination of their natural enemies. Growing pesticide
resistance and pest resurgence led farmers to apply more pesticides. This exacerbated the situation,
leading to “pesticide treadmills”. The growing costs of pest control, in the face of falling yields,
began to make production unsustainable. In addition to these agricultural effects, there were also
significant human health problems arising from pesticide use.126,127
In response to these pesticide-related problems, integrated pest management (IPM) was
developed. IPM aims to control pests, diseases and weeds through a combination of appropriate,
selective and sustainable methods. Usually, this meant a reduction in the reliance on chemical
pesticides and a move to natural, sustainable methods of pest management, including reliance on
natural enemies of pests and on traditional methods such as intercropping. Observation of pest
populations over the season allowed farmers to restrict pesticide use to situations where pest
abundance was damaging crops and yields. One of the earliest applications of IPM was to control
cocoa pests in northern Borneo,128 but the first large scale use of IPM on a staple crop was for the
control of the insect pest brown planthopper that attacks rice (Box 5.14).
Box 5.14 IPM and the rice brown planthopper: science and farmer empowerment
In 1974, only a few years after the fertiliser and pesticide intensive Green Revolution planting
programmes began, outbreaks of the rice brown planthopper, Nilaparvata lugens, started to
occur in Indonesia. This sucking insect was, previously, a very minor pest but it soon spread
throughout the rice growing areas of Asia. The initial response was to draw upon plant
breeding and pesticides. New varieties resistant to planthopper quickly lost their resistance.129
And government pesticide subsidies led to farmers becoming stuck on “pesticide treadmills,”
where they were continually paying more and more for chemicals which delivered less benefit.
There were many scientific theories about the cause of planthopper outbreaks, including:
indirect stimulation of plants by pesticides, emergence of pest resistance to pesticides, and
development and migration of new, virulent pest strains. In the 1980s, scientists at the
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) demonstrated that pesticide use caused
planthopper outbreaks by killing predators, such as spiders, which fed on the pest.130 Predators
sit on plant surfaces and standing water and are highly exposed to sprays. They reproduce
slowly, so just a few sprays can eliminate them from fields for long periods. The planthopper,
by contrast, spends much of its life protected inside or under rice plants. It reproduces rapidly,
so it can recover quickly after a spray, particularly in the absence of predators.
An IPM programme was developed which involved reducing pesticide use and recognising and
conserving predators. Its implementation, however, faced opposition from entrenched
government dependency on pesticides and the influence of the pesticide industry.
An FAO-supported programme identified that delivering IPM messages via national extension
systems would not bring rapid change, and they embarked upon an ambitious plan for direct
training of farmers through adaption of methods developed for participatory, community
health programmes.
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Figure 5.28 – A brown planthopper colony on rice stems

The ‘farmer field school’ approach developed by Peter Kenmore, was based on three principles
to be conveyed to the farmers: (1) grow a healthy crop, (2) observe fields weekly, and (3)
conserve natural enemies. In the schools, farmers participated in season-long programmes of
experiential learning: designing, executing and interpreting experiments in their rice crops.
As a result, they developed an understanding of crop, pest and natural enemy ecology and
became experts in pest management in their own fields.
Farmers soon realised large economic benefits within a single season, because of reduced
pesticide costs and sustained or even increased yields,131 and they began to undertake their
own IPM research. The concept gradually spread across Asia, Africa and Latin America and to
other crops with intensive pesticide use, including, vegetables and cotton.132
Many years after the scientific research that led to the development of IPM, further ecological
research has finally revealed why rice systems were so sensitive to pesticides in the first place.
Work in Indonesia demonstrated that the flooding of rice fields creates an ideal environment
for small insects and other invertebrates. Early in the season, spiders and other predators
invade the fields to feed on these harmless organisms. When the rice grows and pests like the
planthopper invade, the predators are already present in abundance and suppress pests
before their populations can grow. But pesticide spraying suppresses this natural biological
control system.133

Sometimes effective control can be brought about by agronomic means, in particular using
interplanting with crops or other plants that deter or destroy the pest. A recent example has been
the use of the legume Desmodium, interplanted to control the devastating weed Striga. This does
however require skills and labour. An alternative is to use a herbicide but in such a targeted way that
it is not only effective but has little if any environmental consequence (Box 5.15)
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Box 5.15 The control of Striga
Striga, or witchweed, is a devastating parasitic weed
that sucks nutrients from the roots of maize, sorghum
and other crops. It infests as many as 40 million
hectares of farmland in Sub-Saharan Africa and
causes yield losses ranging from 20% to 100%. It
affects the livelihoods of more than 100 million
people, causing US$1 billion in annual crop losses.134

© Rothamsted Research

Two approaches to control Striga are being developed:
• The first involves intercropping maize with silverleaf,
Desmodium, a legume which effectively controls
Striga resulting in yield increases of two tonnes per
hectare. Root exudates from the Desmodium cause
suicidal germination of Striga seeds before they can
attach to the maize roots. The intercrop also
improves soil fertility and repels stemborers because
of the odours that the plant releases. It is part of the
‘push-pull’ system which uses biological methods to
combine Striga control with stem borer control.135,136

Figure 5.29 – The purple parasitic
weed Striga

• Striga is also readily controlled by a herbicide, imazapyr, but this kills the crop. Recently, a
mutant gene in maize has been discovered that confers resistance to the herbicide and is
being bred into local maize varieties. The seed is then dipped into the herbicide before being
planted. This kills the parasitic spores in the ground, allowing the maize to grow whilst
minimising the environmental impact of the herbicide. Early trials are showing increases in
yield from half a tonne per hectare to over three tonnes.134
© AATF

Figure 5.30 – Maize interplanted with Desmodium to control Striga
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Both these approaches are very promising but because of the scale and difficulty of the problem
new technologies are urgently required. This is true of many of the other devastating pests, disease
and weeds listed in Box 5.13, the ideal solution is to put resistance to these pests into the seed. It
is by far the easiest and most convenient – and often the cheapest – approach, providing of course
that the resistance is not too rapidly overcome.
There has been a long history of plant breeding for disease resistance, going back to the earliest
days of modern agriculture. In many cases it is possible to find resistance in collections of varieties
maintained in various parts of the world. At the present time there is a hunt on for resistance to an
extremely serious disease, wheat stem rust, that threatens to devastate wheat in Asia (Box 5.16).

Box 5.16 The hunt for resistance to wheat stem rust
The causative agent of wheat stem rust is the fungus Puccinia graminis. The risk from this
fungal pathogen is considerable. It is able to completely decimate wheat crops and infect
distant fields via its windborne spores. Historically, the disease has been controlled through the
propagation of resistant cultivars and the removal of the plants on which the fungus lives for
the other part of its life cycle.137 In spite of this, a novel strain of wheat stem rust, identified in
1999 in Uganda, was found to overcome both of the widely utilised rust resistant genes, Sr31
and Sr38.138
This strain, known as Ug99 (Uganda 99), attacks the majority of the world’s wheat varieties
and therefore presents a serious threat to global food security. Since 1999 the spread of wheat
stem rust has been alarming, with systemic cases reported in Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia, Sudan,
Yemen, and Iran.139 The seriousness of these developments has led to the formation of the
Borlaug Global Rust Initiative,140 the Durable Rust Resistance in Wheat project at Cornell
University139 and the AGP-FAO Wheat Rust Programme.141
In the short-term the urgent need is to identify the small number of wheat cultivars that
remain resistant to Ug99. However, the ability of the fungus to mutate and evolve means that
protracted resistance will be unlikely. In the long-term there remains cause for optimism as
researchers have discovered that rice is resistant to the entire taxon of rust fungi. The
challenge is to identify the genetic information that confers the observed resistance of rice to
rust and to successfully achieve its translocation into the wheat plant. This may enable the
creation of a range of durable resistant varieties.137,139
The gene transfer technology is currently available to make this process feasible, but the
severity of the current threat means researchers face a race against time.
This may prove successful and then the task will be to cross-breed the resistance into the wide range
of existing mainstream varieties, maintaining their superior qualities while adding the resistance.
However, in the case of many of the worst pests this approach will not work, either because no
resistant genes are present in the crop genome (cowpeas in Africa are a good example142) or
because they are not easily transferred. The alternative then is to utilise GM techniques.
In Chapter 2 we described the use of GM techniques for the control of cotton bollworm which has
proven highly successful for millions of small farmers in China, India, South Africa and Mexico.
One of the earliest forms of GM disease control was against the papaya ring spot, developed at
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Cornell University, which saved the papaya industry in Hawaii and is being developed for countries
in Southeast Asia. A current effort is targeted at controlling the Diamondback moth, a highly
damaging pest of cabbages and its relatives, in tropical countries (Box 5.17).

Box 5.17 Developing GM crops for Diamondback moth143
© J Ogrodnick

Figure 5.31 – Diamondback moth and its caterpillar

Cabbages, cauliflower, kale, mustard and other brassica crops are important food plants in
developing countries. In India cabbage and cauliflower are grown by more than 20 million
small-holders. But across Asia and Africa they are devastated by insect pests and particularly
by the Diamondback moth caterpillar, Plutella xylostella, which can cause 90% crop loss. Even
when sprayed with insecticides, often every other day, with 12 to 24 applications normal in a
three-month season, there can still be up to 35% loss. The moth has developed resistance to
almost all insecticides. One consequence of the heavy and frequent spraying is the serious
health risk posed to farmers as well as to consumers and the environment.
The aim is to breed into cabbages a Bt gene that confers resistance to the Diamondback moth.
Bt (the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis), produces a toxin, a protein in the form of a crystal,
which, when ingested, kills the caterpillar (see also Box 2.18 on Bt cotton). Because the protein
toxin is so specific there is little or no effect on other wildlife and spraying of the bacterium
against pests is approved in organic agriculture. One problem, however, is insect resistance to
the toxin.
A new project to develop a Bt cabbage, managed through the public-private partnership
Collaboration on Insect Management for Brassicas in Asia and Africa (CIMBAA), is introducing
two different Bt genes. The caterpillars have not been widely exposed to these two proteins
before and it is believed they cannot readily develop resistance to both toxins simultaneously.
It is intended that caterpillar
resistant plants will be introduced
within a full IPM programme
(including the promotion of the
use of natural enemies of the
pests, and traditional, as well as
technology-based practices), so
maximizing their profitability,
effectiveness and long-term
sustainability.

© Derek Russell – CIMBAA

Figure 5.32 – Diamondback moth damage on an
untransformed plant (left) and an undamaged Bt plant (right)
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Control of major diseases of livestock
Livestock diseases have a serious impact on the livelihoods of farmers in developing countries.
Many of these diseases are of global significance, e.g. foot and mouth disease of cattle and
Newcastle disease of poultry. Strict international trade regulations restrict movement of animals
from areas affected by disease. Outbreaks can be eradicated in wealthier countries but the same
diseases are often endemic in poorer countries, causing substantial losses and limiting their
capacity to trade. A focus of policy in wealthy countries on eradication has reduced impetus for
research on vaccines, which would be of particular value in poorer regions where diseases are
endemic. Financial constraints on farmers in developing countries also provide a disincentive for
private sector investment in vaccines for tropical livestock diseases.
As we will see with human diseases in the next chapter, animal diseases can be managed by
modifying the environment of the pathogen, or by targeting the pathogen directly. A good
example of environmental management is vector control. Box 5.18 illustrates how innovative
research on insect vector behaviour may help to reduce the impact of trypanosomiasis, a
particularly serious disease of livestock in Africa.

Box 5.18 Selective control of tsetse fly in Africa144
Tsetse are large biting flies which live by feeding on
the blood of animals and humans. They infest some
10 million km2 of Sub-Saharan Africa, extending from
Mali and Ethiopia in the north to South Africa and
Namibia in the south. The flies transmit
trypanosomes, tiny protozoa which cause
trypanosomiasis, otherwise known as sleeping
sickness in humans and nagana in cattle.

© Steven Mihok, 1999. All Rights Reserved

There are currently no vaccines against the disease
Figure 5.33 – The Glossina pallidipes
and only a few drugs. Resistance against these is
tsetse fly
widespread and consequently one long-term solution
would be to control tsetse. Effective control has successfully brought down infection rates in
cattle. In Zimbabwe, cases have fallen from around 10,000 per year in the early 1980s, to less
than 100 today. The methods used to control the flies have also evolved and are now more
cost-effective, efficient and environmentally-friendly. Figure 5.34 shows the evolution of
methods used in Zimbabwe during the 1980s.
In the early 1980s, the mainstay of tsetse control was the application of DDT to the resting
sites of tsetse. This was supplemented by the aerial application of the highly toxic insecticide
endosulfan. In the mid 1980s, in an effort to cut back on the amount of chemicals used,
scientists began experimenting with the use of targets. These are cloth screens impregnated
with insecticide and baited with artificial host odours, as tsetse flies are attracted to animals
by vision and smell. They discovered that targets deployed at densities of just 4/km2 could
eradicate tsetse populations in a year.
In order to improve the effectiveness of the targets, scientists at the Natural Resources
Institute (NRI) in London, in collaboration with Zimbabwean scientists, identified the
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To further reduce costs, researchers
began looking at the option of
treating the cattle themselves with
insecticide. While it is costly and
difficult to treat all of the cattle in a
herd, they discovered that the flies
predominantly attack the older and
larger animals, and that for a typical
herd, 80% of meals are from 25% of
animals. Thus a big impact could be
made by selective treatment.
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pheromones which attract tsetse to
their hosts. They also used GIS
mapping and simulation techniques
to study the relationship between the
flies and the cattle and decide how to
best deploy the targets.
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Figure 5.34 – Evolution of tsetse control in Zimbabwe144

Building on this, they looked at where on the animals the flies tended to land and bite. They
found that 75% to 99% of tsetse feed on the legs or belly of cattle. So, by treating just the
legs and belly of older cattle, very big impacts are made, costing less than US$1 per animal
each year, and with less pesticides.
The other approach is to control the pathogen in the host, and this is usually done with vaccines or
medicines. There have been very successful vaccination campaigns against animal diseases,
including against the cattle plague, rinderpest, one of the most long-standing of livestock diseases.
A highly contagious and lethal viral disease related to the human measles virus, rinderpest is
thought to date back to the first domestication of cattle in Asia. It spread throughout Asia and
Europe over the centuries, often through travelling military campaigns. It was introduced to Eastern
Africa in the late 19th century.
Animals infected with rinderpest develop fever, discharges from the eyes and nose, erosions on
mucous membranes of organs, diarrhoea and often death from weight loss and dehydration after
10 to 12 days. In its most severe form it is capable of killing 95% of all animals it infects. The disease
is spread when animals inhale aerosolized particles that contain the virus, or through contact with
secretions from infected animals.145 Cattle which recover, however, gain lifelong immunity.
A series of campaigns against the disease have now led to its global eradication (Box 5.19).
Box 5.19 The successful eradication of cattle plague146
The battle against rinderpest, described as ‘the most dreaded bovine plague known,’ has been
long and hard-fought. Pandemics of the disease swept through communities in Europe, Asia
and Africa over the centuries, bringing devastation similar to human plagues such as the Black
Death. The disease served as one of the main motivating factors in the establishment of
formal veterinary service institutions, such as the national veterinary colleges that were begun
in the 1700s and the World Organisation for Animal Health in 1924.
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The discovery in the 1880s that serum
from a recovered animal could be used
to develop a vaccine marked the start
of coordinated rinderpest control. It
was evident that the nature of the
virus (there is only one serotype, no
other carrier and the recovered
animals acquire ability to confer
lifelong immunity) would allow for the
possibility of eradication. Rinderpest
was successfully eradicated from
Southern Africa by 1905 through strict
legislation covering zoosanitary
procedures combined with vaccination
campaigns, and in Europe by 1928.
The virus persisted, however, in
pockets in South Asia and in Africa
through to the 1990s.

© Ray Witlin – World Bank

Figure 5.35 – Healthy cattle play an important role in
rural livelihoods

In 1992 the idea of an internationally coordinated programme for worldwide eradication was
conceived. The Global Rinderpest Eradication Programme (GREP) was launched through the
FAO, set as a time-bound initiative to end in 2010. The GREP began a package of interventions
including detection of existing cases and vaccination in infected areas with a transition to
careful surveillance and national accreditations of rinderpest freedom. As of 2009, the GREP
has pronounced that rinderpest is no longer circulating in domesticated or wild animals
anywhere in the world, making it one of only two infectious diseases, along with smallpox,
which we have succeeded in eradicating worldwide.
The eradication of such a damaging disease will bring many benefits to the lives of livestock
owners in Asia and Africa, including security in their investments as well as added income from
the lifting of trade restrictions. However, of perhaps even greater importance are the lessons
learned during this widespread effort. While global eradication may not be appropriate for
every disease, a number of both organisational and technical prerequisites for large-scale
disease control have been proposed in a recently published paper. The technical elements
include:
• A clear and evolving understanding of the epidemiology of the targeted disease;
• Safe, efficacious, affordable and quality-assured vaccines;
• A set of robust, validated laboratory diagnostic tools for agent detection;
• A world and regional reference laboratory network supporting the technology transfer to
national diagnostic laboratories and technical fora for information exchange;
• Dynamic and innovative disease-control and eradication strategies based on
epidemiological studies, adapted to local conditions and amended repeatedly;
• A clearly defined disease freedom accreditation process.
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Solutions to controlling animal pathogens in developing countries will involve a mixture of
conventional and new platform technologies. For instance, East Coast fever, which affects cattle
across Eastern and Central Africa, has been the subject of many years of research at the
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI). Working with the Institute for Genomic Research
in the US, IRLI has now succeeded in sequencing the genome of the protozoan parasite which
causes the disease, Theileria parva. The sequencing, along with high-throughput immunological
screens, has been used to identify potential vaccine antigens. The challenge now is to engineer
these antigens into a sub-unit vaccine for the disease147 (see Box 6.9 for a description of the main
forms of vaccine). This would be the first experimental vaccine to protect mammals against a
protozoan parasite, and findings from the research may help scientists make advances against
related parasites such as malaria and TB.148,149
Meanwhile, in the course of this research, it has been observed that effective immunity can be
conferred by infecting cattle with a mixture of live East Coast fever parasites and then treating
them quickly with a long-acting antibiotic, which kills off the pathogen after the immune system
has been stimulated. This mixture, known as the Infection and Treatment method, or the ‘Muguga
Cocktail,’ has been widely accepted by herders in East Africa. While not as elegant as the discovery
of a vaccine, this approach is highly practical, and it is currently being scaled up with support from
foundations and civil society organisations. Even here, continuing scientific research is needed to
understand variation in the parasite, and hence the efficacy of control and immunization.150,151
The formation of a new public-private partnership, the Global Alliance for Livestock Veterinary
Medicines (GALVmed), should help to progress work in this area.152 The aim is to get existing
diagnostics, medications and vaccines to farmers, as well as to understand better what influences
farmer uptake of these products. The group will also be scaling up efforts to develop new
preventatives and treatments which are safer, cheaper, more effective and protect against
previously unpreventable diseases. New advances in biotechnology will also make it possible to
develop vaccines which do not require refrigeration – a major benefit for rural small-holders.153,154

© DFID

Attention is increasingly turning towards the need for integrated disease control packages, where
multiple strategies, such as environmental control, community education, vaccination and
treatment medications are applied together to control diseases with more complex transmission
patterns. Box 5.20 (page 158) describes work to control the zoonotic tapeworm, Taenia solium,
which infects both swine and humans.

Figure 5.36 – Sheep are an important source of food and income for many rural communities in
developing countries
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Box 5.20 Integrated control of pork tapeworm155,156
Taenia solium, or pork tapeworm, is a zoonotic tapeworm
transmitted between pigs and humans, common in nonMuslim regions of Asia, Latin America and Africa. When
humans eat raw or undercooked meat of pigs infected
with T.solium, they ingest the larval form of the
tapeworm, which then develops into the adult form in
the human gut, causing a disease known as taeniasis.
Those infected may be largely asymptomatic, although
intestinal upset, nausea and diarrhoea often occur. They
will however discharge segments of tapeworm in their
faeces, and this is how the disease spreads. Pigs which
have access to human faeces will ingest the eggs of the
tapeworm, so completing the cycle.

© Trevor Samson – World Bank

Figure 5.37 – A veterinarian in Africa

It is also possible for the disease to be transferred directly from human to human upon
ingestion of infected faeces. This can lead to a more severe form of the disease, cysticercosis,
in which the larvae lodge in the infected person’s organs. The most severe consequences
resulting from lodging in the brain. Neuro-cysticercosis is one of the largest causes of adult
epilepsy in poor, pig-keeping countries.
Due to the nature of transmission of this disease between humans and animals, and the
prolonged incubation period of the disease in humans (from a month up to ten years),
effective reduction in prevalence cannot be achieved without using a variety of measures.
These can include some or all of the following:
• Preventing access of pigs to human faeces through housing or tethering;
• Education, marketing and infrastructure for improved hygiene and safe disposal of human
faeces;
• Testing and treating infected humans;
• Testing and treating infected pigs;
• Meat inspection and processing or condemnation of infected meat;
• Education on appropriate pork preparation practices;
• Vaccinating pigs;
• Market-based incentives for producing cysticercus-free pigs.
The first large-scale elimination programme is now underway in the Tumbes Region of Peru,
funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The intervention, informed by sociology,
farming system science and epidemiology, integrates treatment, vaccination and advanced
detection methods and is proving to be highly effective.
Zoonoses, or diseases which infect both humans and animals are of increasing concern, and we
discuss these in more detail in Chapter 6.
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9. Improved agricultural systems
All of these approaches to increasing yields, increasing nitrogen supply and uptake, conserving
moisture and controlling pests are simply components that have to be woven into a total farming
system. It is a task undertaken by farmers, large and small, on a day-to-day basis but it can be
assisted by research into the structure and dynamics of farming systems themselves. Examples
include the rice-wheat systems of Asia and many different forms of crop-livestock systems
throughout the world (Box 5.21).

Box 5.21 Examples of contemporary innovative farming systems157-159
Rice-wheat systems
The Indo-Gangetic floodplain (IGP), extending across the Himalayan foothills of India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal, is one of the most fertile and productive agricultural areas of
the world. The climate is sub-humid with a distinct wet monsoon summer season and a dry,
cool winter season. With the introduction of the shorter-duration improved Green Revolution
varieties in the 1960s, it became possible for farmers on canal irrigated land to grow rice and
wheat in a double cropping pattern in one calendar year: rice in the summer and wheat in the
winter. This led to impressive increases in per capita production, and irrigated rice-wheat
systems remain the major source of marketed grain surplus in the area, helping to feed
a growing urban population. Rice-wheat production systems now occupy 24 million ha
of cultivated land in the Asian subtropics, with 13.5 million ha extending in the IGP alone.
They cover about 32% of the total rice area and 42% of the total wheat area in these four
countries.
In the 1980s, however, yield increases from these systems began to stagnate. Inappropriate
fertiliser applications, scarcity of surface and ground water, and late and inefficient planting
of the wheat rotation combined to challenge farmers in the area. Of particular concern were
problems associated with the wheat sowing. Farmers were broadcasting seed into ploughed
land and then ploughing again because of the need to deal with crop residue left over from
the previous rice crop. This led to seed placement at many different depths and varying soil
moisture levels resulting in variable germination. In addition, many farmers were planting the
wheat crop too late, because too much time was being spent ploughing or dealing with rice
residues.
In 1994, the Rice-Wheat Consortium was formed to try to restore high productivity to this
important system, bringing together several CGIAR centres (CIMMYT, IRRI, ICRISAT, CIP and
IWMI), the national agricultural research centres of the four countries, and a number other
institutes. The group has introduced zero-tillage methods – with direct seeding of wheat into
rice residues immediately following the rice harvest using an inexpensive and locally
manufactured seed drill. They have also begun experimenting with bed planting, an idea
picked up by Indian scientists when visiting the CIMMYT programme in Mexico. In this system
rice and wheat are planted on top of a ridge and furrow system, leading to significant water
and herbicide savings.
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Through these innovations it is possible to
improve yields of both rice and wheat while
maintaining good soil quality, leading to
extremely high productivity and efficient use
of the improved varieties.
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Crop-livestock systems
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Most farmers produce both food crops as well
as raise livestock, and for resource-poor
farmers, getting the most out of this
combination is very important. First, livestock
can act as an extremely beneficial and cheap
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Figure 5.38 – The long term impact of the
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combination of fertilisers and manure on
water-holding capacity. Long-term fertility
sorghum yields in Burkina Faso over 30 years160
trials on the savanna soils of West Africa show
how beneficial animal manures can be (Figure 5.38).
In addition, farmers can further integrate animals and cropping productively by planting Nfixing, forage legumes, such as cowpea, intercropped with the crop plants. This improves soil
quality and also the quality and quantity of animal feed. Careful ecological management of
crop-livestock systems can create virtuous circles:
‘Cowpea thus feeds people and animals directly while also yielding more milk and meat, better
soils through nitrogen fixation, high quality manure, which, used as fertiliser, further improves
soil fertility and increases yields.’161
Organic agriculture
Resource-poor farmers in developing countries have been practicing traditional forms of agriculture
for centuries without reliance on synthetic fertilisers or pesticides. These traditional systems have
much in common with the recently developed certified organic farming systems of the developed
countries. Indeed, the FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius guidelines define organic agriculture in a way
that might apply equally as well to a modern certified organic farm in England as to a home garden
in Indonesia that does not use synthetic inputs:
Organic agriculture is a holistic production management system which promotes and enhances
agro-ecosystem health, including biodiversity, biological cycles, and soil biological activity.
It emphasises the use of management practices in preference to the use of off-farm inputs, taking
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Figure 5.39 – Development of certified organic agriculture165
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into account that regional conditions require locally adapted systems. This is accomplished by
using, where possible, agronomic, biological, and mechanical methods, as opposed to using
synthetic materials, to fulfil any specific function within the system.162
However, in the developed countries the certification of organic food production is considerably
more stringent than the above definition. All synthetic fertilisers are banned and so are all
herbicides and most insecticides and fungicides – the exceptions are various ‘natural or simple’
chemicals (in the UK the list includes sulphur, soft soap, copper and rotenone, some pyrethroids,
iron orthophosphate and paraffin oil, and certain bacterial and other microorganisms).163
The amount of land under certified organic production has steadily grown over the past few
decades. As of 2007, there were approximately 30.6 million hectares of certified organic farmland
worldwide, representing about 1% of total world production.164 Figure 5.39 above shows how this
practice has grown, largely in the developed countries.
However, official statistics do not include the millions of small producers who practice traditional
non-certified organic agriculture. It is estimated that in developing countries, there are probably
another 10 to 20 million hectares in this category.166
Certified organic farming in developed countries has a well established niche. Research supports the
improvement of methods, and higher costs relative to conventional production systems are offset
by the premium prices which organic products command. The question is whether an organic
approach offers another route towards improvement of agriculture in developing countries.
It certainly provides a profitable niche for the production of high value crops for export to the
developed countries.
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But is it a means whereby Africa and South Asia can transfer into highly productive yet sustainable
agricultural production? In general yields from organic agriculture in the developed countries are
lower than those using synthetic inputs, in part because the nitrogen levels are lower. However,
a research group from the University of Michigan has recently challenged the view that more land
is required to grow food entirely with biologically available nitrogen and without the use of
synthetic fertilisers.167
In the UNEP/UNESCO 2008 report on ‘Organic Agriculture and Food Security in Africa’ an analysis
was made of the 114 cases in Africa previously studied by Jules Pretty et al.168 It showed that there
was a 116% increase in productivity by converting to organic or near-organic production (not
necessarily certified). At the same time natural resources were building up, communities were
strengthened and human capacity enhanced, thus improving food security by addressing many
different causal factors simultaneously.169
Nevertheless, there are a large number of pros and cons to organic production which should be
considered (Box 5.22).
Box 5.22 The pros and cons of organic farming
Pros:
• Minimal use of expensive agrochemical inputs;
• Reduced environmental impact;
• Increasing biodiversity leading to more resilient systems.
And for resource-poor smallholders, these are:
• The emphasis on the use of local resources;
• The low degree of mechanisation and high utilisation of local and family labour;
• The suitability for the cultivation of small areas;
• The ability to build on existing traditional skills.
Cons:
• Lack of readily available crop residues or manure to provide nitrogen and other nutrients;
• ‘Knowledge-intensity’ requiring a high level of capacity from farmers and research and
extension systems to produce high yields.
And a number of environmental and social constraints:
• Higher labour requirements in labour constrained environments;
• Risks of failure associated with handling particularly difficult pests, disease or weather
threats without outside inputs;
• Desire of farmers to use a range or combination of techniques;
• Perception of farmers that organic agriculture is a step backward, rather than forward;
• Lack of supportive government policies.
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Whilst many of the principles of organic agriculture do have the potential to make positive impacts
in improving soil fertility, pest management and agricultural production, more work is needed in the
areas of research, extension and policy in order for this to become a productive approach on a wider
scale. Moreover, extensive soil degradation and loss of nutrients, common in many parts of the
developing world, necessitates a rapid increase in inputs of targeted, synthetic fertilisers both to
increase yields and to produce greater amounts of green matter that will be available for
incorporation as crop residues.

© Thomas Sennett – World Bank

We would argue, at least in the medium term, for a hybrid approach to increasing agricultural
production, rather than the promotion of either a solely ‘conventional’ or ‘organic’ system.
Innovations in the smart use of inputs – under the general headings of integrated nutrient and pest
management as described above – can be combined with holistic ecological techniques as
discussed here. And, further, scientific breakthroughs in plant breeding, including biotechnologies,
may provide crops with greater ability for nutrient uptake or pest and disease resistance, thus
reducing the need for either synthetic or organic fertilisers or pesticides.

Figure 5.40 – With the right inputs yields from rice crops in Bangladesh can be greatly improved
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10. Conclusion
The devastating food price spike of 2008 drew attention to the underlying chronic hunger crisis.
There are now probably more than a billion chronically hungry people in the world. In the 1960s
and 70s the hunger crisis was resolved by a Green Revolution that greatly increased cereal
production and averted famine in Asia and elsewhere. Today there is a need for a new Green
Revolution – but one that is in many respects very different; production has to increase but in a way
that is sustainable, environmentally friendly and equitable, ensuring that more food becomes
available to the poor.
The priorities are:
• Increasing yields and the quality of the food that farmers grow, in particular ensuring that
the basic staples contain the necessary vitamins and other micronutrients that people need to
keep healthy;
• Improving the soil, ensuring that there is optimal provision of both nutrients and organic matter,
and that plants can make maximum and sustainable use of what is available;
• Utilising water in an optimal manner, particularly given the greater incidence of drought in
the future;
• Combating the major pests, diseases and weeds that are so devastating to developing country
crops, in a way that minimises the use of harmful or counterproductive pesticides.
In each instance, choosing the appropriate technology mix will be important. Conventional
technologies, for example inorganic fertilisers and pesticides, will remain a mainstay of the
approach but they need to be used in ways that are much more selective and precise. Traditional
and intermediate technologies have much to offer, and there will be increasing utilisation of some
of the new platform technologies, including biotechnologies where they are superior in terms of
their selectivity, environmental sensitivity and cost.
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The global health gap remains very large. While life expectancy in industrialised countries is around
78 years it is only 55 years in the developing countries (50 years in Sub-Saharan Africa).1 Chronic
illnesses such as heart and circulatory conditions and cancer cause most morbidity and mortality in
the developed countries, in contrast to developing countries where infectious diseases are more
significant.2,3
Technological advances in controlling infectious diseases have therefore had considerable impact
on the poor.
• The yellow fever vaccine, developed in the 1920s, helped eradicate the disease from Central and
South America;
• Smallpox was eradicated using a vaccine by 1980;
• Penicillin and other antibiotics in the post World War II years brought down mortality from
bacterial infections in both adults and children;
• Oral rehydration therapy, proven to be effective in Bangladesh in 1971, has produced a
significant world-wide reduction in mortality from diarrhoeal diseases;
• Anti-retrovirals against HIV, developed in the 1970s, have saved millions of lives.
Recently, scientific research has been more directed at so-called “neglected diseases” largely restricted
to the developing countries, and this has resulted in substantial further progress in their control.
Globally these and other technologies embedded in public health programmes, that also include
such measures as the provision of clean drinking water and sanitation, have improved the health of
many in developing countries.
The MDGs have identified three specific areas for improvement of health – decreasing child
mortality, improving maternal health and combating infectious diseases (See Chapter 4). While
infectious diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria, have largely been addressed through
campaigns to discover and develop new drugs and vaccines, supported by new funding mechanisms
and public-private partnerships (described in Chapter 3), child and maternal health improvements
have focused on the improvement of health systems and the extension of conventional
technologies. Improving health has also been an element of MDG 7, with its target to improve the
supply of clean water and sanitation, and MDG 1, with its commitment to reduce malnutrition.
We begin with this last target, as healthy diets which address malnutrition underpin child and adult
health and the resilience to disease. They also underline the critical, but often neglected, link
between agricultural and health development targets.

1. Improving health by improving diets
Improved diets are fundamental to improving health. They also play a significant role in preventing
infection and reducing morbidity and mortality. Thus, advances in agriculture which increase the
quantity and quality of food available to the poor can make a major complementary contribution
to the direct efforts to improve health. It is difficult, if not impossible, however to identify the
relative contribution of infectious disease and malnutrition to ill health – both are important and
their interactions are crucial.
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Children’s health is usually
assessed in terms of their weight
and height. Low birth weight
often stems from a mother’s
poor health and nutritional
status before and during
pregnancy. About 16% of
infants in developing countries
are born weighing less than 2.5kg
and are 20 times more likely to
die in infancy than heavier
babies. Those who survive may
be more susceptible to infectious
diseases, inhibited growth and
cognitive development, and are
more likely to suffer from chronic
illnesses in later life.4
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Figure 6.1 – Improving diets is essential for improving health

Stunting, or low height for age, which generally occurs before a child is two, is caused by long-term
insufficient nutrient intake and frequent infections. Its effects, which include delayed motor
development, impaired cognitive function and poor school performance, are largely irreversible.
Nearly one third of children under five in the developing world are stunted. Wasting, or low weight
for height, is a strong predictor of mortality among children under five. It is usually the result of
acute significant food shortage and/or disease.4
Proteins and other micronutrients
While carbohydrates, which we derive largely from cereals, are critical to the provision of energy
necessary for health and growth, they do not alone constitute a high quality diet. This requires
consumption of protein and various micronutrients, particularly in childhood. Insufficient levels of
micronutrients in the diet have distinctive effects which are particularly apparent in poor
populations. Some of these are illustrated in Box 6.1.

Box 6.1 The consequences of micronutrient deficiency4,5
Deficiency

Effects

Incidence

Iodine

Single greatest cause of preventable
mental retardation: severe deficiencies
cause cretinism, stillbirth and
miscarriage; mild deficiency can
significantly affect the learning
ability of populations.

38 million newborns
worldwide remain
unprotected.

Zinc

Increases severity of diarrhoea,
pneumonia, and possibly malaria,
by one-third and causes stunting.

Over 70% at risk of low
zinc intake in south and
southeast Asia and SubSaharan Africa.
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Deficiency

Effects

Incidence

Vitamin A

Results in night blindness and ultimately
blindness, growth retardation, damage
of mucous membrane tracts, and
reproductive disorders. Children are also
likely to be anaemic and be at increased
risk of severe morbidity from common
childhood infections such as diarrhoeal
diseases and measles. Pregnant women
with vitamin A deficiency have
increased risk of mortality.

Some 127 million
pre-school children are
vitamin A deficient – about
one-quarter of all pre-school
children in high-risk regions
of the developing world.

Iron

Deficiency during childhood and
adolescence impairs physical growth,
mental development, and learning
capacity. In adults, it reduces the ability
to do physical work. More than 2 billion
people worldwide are anaemic and
much of it is due to iron-deficiency.
Severe anaemia increases the risk of
women dying in childbirth.

In developing countries, the
most affected population
groups are pregnant women
(42%) – although many
women aged 15 to 59 years
are also affected (30%) as
well as school-age children
and pre-school children.

Improving dietary intakes
There are three possible approaches to improving the quality of dietary intakes:
The first is to improve the diversity of the diet. As the FAO points out ‘the share of dietary energy
from animal foods, vegetable oils, sugar, fruits and vegetables increases with higher per capita
income levels, while that from roots, tubers and pulses tends to decrease’.6 The poor rely more on
staples and consume less meat and fewer dairy products, smaller amounts of oils and fats, and fewer
fruits and vegetables that are rich in high-quality proteins and micronutrients, such as iron, zinc and
vitamin A. Because such foods cost relatively more than the staples, poor people consume less in
times of physical hardship (such as during a major drought) or financial crisis. In urban areas only an
increase in income will permit inclusion of animal products, vegetables and fruits in diets. However,
in rural areas efforts to encourage the cultivation of a greater diversity of edible foods may be
productive, for example through the establishment and improvement of home gardens (see Box 2.7).
The second approach is to provide essential micronutrients in the form of dietary supplements.
In the developed world, the science of supplements has long been established and much food,
particularly cereals, is fortified with micronutrients. Extending these conventional technologies to
developing countries has had some success, for instance in the provision of iodized salt (Figure 6.2)
and Vitamin A pills (Figure 6.3).
Nevertheless, for the developing countries as a whole, the provision of good balanced diets,
particularly for the poorest, remains a severe challenge. This is partly why recent efforts have
focused on a third approach, that of improving the dietary quality of the basic staple crops through
biofortification, either through conventional breeding or through recombinant DNA technologies
as described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.2 – In the developing world most countries have more than 50% of their households consuming
adequately iodized salt.4
© UNICEF 2007

Percentage of households consuming adequately iodized salt (2000-2006)
Note: Adequately iodized salt contains 15 parts per million (ppm) or more of iodine.
90% or more

50–89%

Less than 50%

Data not available

Figure 6.3 – Provision of two doses of vitamin A (For 103 countries where under five mortality rate or vitamin A
deficiency is high).4
© UNICEF 2007

Vitamin A supplementation coverage levels: two doses (2005)
80%

50–79%

Less than 50%

Vitamin A priority country;
data not reported

Not a vitamin A
priority country
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2. Improving child and maternal health
Child mortality

The contribution of undernutrition and
how it can be tackled has been discussed
above and in Chapter 5. Once past the
neonatal period, deaths from pneumonia
and other acute respiratory infections are
currently the biggest concern. As was
indicated in Chapter 4, this is largely due to
Figure 6.4 – A woman feeds her child as part of a
programme which teaches mothers ways to prepare
a lack of access to correct diagnosis and
nutritious meals for their children with the resources
antibiotics. Improvements in health system
they have available
effectiveness are needed to make progress
in this area. Diarrhoeal diseases, which cause 16% of child deaths, will be dealt with first where we
look at specific treatments for young children. Later on in this chapter, and in Chapter 7, we will
discuss improving hygiene and sanitation for prevention.
Other childhood infections, such as malaria and HIV, will also be discussed later in this chapter.
Childhood treatment of diarrhoea
Whatever the basic cause, most diarrhoea-related deaths result from starvation or from the
dehydration associated with diarrhoea. Acute, watery diarrhoea results in loss of both electrolytes
and water; death occurs when the body fluid loss exceeds 10%. Prior to the 1960s the only effective
treatment was intravenous infusions which had to be administered in clinics, by trained personnel.
They were costly and only available to a few patients. With the development of oral rehydration
therapy (Box 6.2), this situation has changed.
The standard ORT packet consists of common salt, trisodium citrate dehydrate, potassium chloride
and glucose, but the recommendations have changed in recent years reflecting a better
understanding of what works in the home and community. Research has shown that home-made
fluids – particularly those containing sodium and glucose, sucrose or other carbohydrates, like cereal
based solutions – can be just as effective.
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As indicated in Chapter 4 considerable
progress has been made in reducing the
global death rate among under five year
olds. To date, the greatest successes in
combating child mortality have been in
reducing the incidence of measles through
vaccination and of malaria through the use
of insecticide treated mosquito nets.
Nevertheless the mortality rates in
developing countries remain unacceptably
high.8 The major causes include neonatal
complications, pneumonia and diarrhoea,
with undernutrition acting as a significant
underlying factor.
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Box 6.2 The effectiveness of Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORT)9
In 1971 the war for independence in
Bangladesh caused the flight of 10 million
refugees to overcrowded camps where a
deadly cholera outbreak occurred. ‘Conditions
were squalid and chaotic, intravenous fluid was
in scarce supply, treatment facilities and
transportation were inadequate, and trained
personnel were limited.’10

© UNICEF, Nigeria

Dr Dilip Mahanabilis suggested trying an
approach previously proven successful, but on
a small scale, in Calcutta and Bangladesh. He
and his team produced packets of table salt,
baking soda and glucose which were
distributed in one of the camps with
instructions on how to dissolve the contents of
Figure 6.5 – A woman mixes ORT
the packets in water. There had been
scepticism among health professionals who cautioned that the treatment should only be
administered by doctors and other trained personnel.11 Yet the treatment was given by
‘mothers, friends and patients themselves’ and proved to be very cheap, highly effective and
safe. Mortality fell to 4% compared with 20 to 30% in the camps using intravenous therapy.
ORT was heralded by the Lancet as ‘potentially the most important medical discovery of the
20th century,’12 and in 1972 became the WHO’s standard treatment. By 2000 deaths from
diarrhoea had fallen by 3.1 million/year or 67%.13
Recently there have been significant successes in countries such as Bangladesh and Egypt,
nevertheless the proportion of affected children treated in this way worldwide still remains
low (Figure 6.6).
Part of the problem is that treating a child with ORT does not immediately reduce the diarrhoea.
In fact it may even make it worse before it improves. Inevitably, mothers will then resort to
purchasing anti-diarrhoeal treatments which may be promoted by the private sector in
preference to the much cheaper ORT. One answer, for the more severe and prolonged cases, may
lie in developing cheaper, yet safer anti-diarrhoeal treatments for children. The Institute for
OneWorld Health in California,
Figure 6.6 – The low proportions of children under five with
with a grant from the Bill and
diarrhoea who receive oral rehydration or increased fluids with
Melinda Gates Foundation, is
continued breast feeding (2000-2006)4
currently working with the
© UNICEF 2007
International
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fluid and electrolyte loss. They are also pursuing longer-term research and trials to find antimicrobial medications which are safe, effective and affordable for the types of diarrhoea affecting
children in developing countries.14 More generally there has been an emphasis, in recent years, on
complementing ORT with a variety of other measures, including continued feeding (breast feeding
in infants), clean drinking water, improved personal hygiene, and zinc treatment.15,16,17
Maternal mortality
Every year more than half a million women die as a result of complications during pregnancy and
childbirth, 99% of them in the developing countries.18 In addition every year:19
• 80 million women face an unwanted or unplanned pregnancy;
• 20 million women risk an unsafe abortion rather than carry their pregnancy to term: 68,000 will
die as a result;
• 50 million women suffer from a serious pregnancy related illness;
• 4 million women are disabled as a result of pregnancy or childbirth;
• 15 million adolescents give birth at an age when the risks are particularly high;
• 300 million women worldwide (25% of the developing world’s adult women) currently live with
avoidable ill health and disability as a result of pregnancy. Problems include infertility, uterine
prolapse (where the womb falls into the vagina) and vesico-vaginal fistula (holes in the birth
canal that allow leakage of faeces and/or urine into the vagina). Many women become socially
excluded as a result.

Experience from Thailand, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka shows that maternal mortality can be reduced
in low-income settings – by increasing access to skilled attendants, emergency obstetric care and
family planning services.20 Evidence also indicates that preventing unplanned pregnancies alone
could avert at least one quarter of
maternal deaths each year. Over 130
million women, who have expressed a
desire to space or limit their family
size, are not using any form of
contraception. A further 64 million rely
on less effective traditional methods.
Furthermore, when abortion is made
legal, safe and accessible, women’s
health improves rapidly.21 In South
Africa complications resulting from
unsafe abortion decreased significantly
(from 16.5% to 9.7%) between 1994
and 2000, largely due to the
Figure 6.7 – Woman giving birth in India
legalisation of abortions in 1996.22
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Maternal mortality has decreased globally but not at a rate to achieve the MDG and there has been
little progress in Sub-Saharan Africa. There, and in South Asia, haemorrhage is the main cause of
maternal mortality. Almost all maternal deaths could be prevented if professional care was
available during pregnancy and childbirth, and the few weeks following delivery, as well as access
to emergency obstetric care in the event of complications.
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3. Preventing and treating infectious diseases
The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the challenge of preventing and treating infectious diseases.
This emphasis does not reflect a view that infectious diseases are more important than other health
targets in international development. However, infectious diseases are the primary focus of the
MDGs and, as a result, are subject to an intensity of science innovation, particularly using new
platform technologies.
Following an introduction to infectious disease theory, we will focus on four areas of innovation:
• Environmental and behavioural modification;
• The quest for vaccines;
• The role of treatment and drugs;
• Emerging infectious diseases.
The nature of infectious diseases
Infectious diseases spread by transmission between infected individuals and un-infected
individuals. Survivors are often immune and not susceptible to further infection. Most infectious
diseases persist at low endemic levels; the number of people infected remains fairly constant with
occasional short-lived surges in particular regions. However, diseases may explode into major
epidemic proportions. This may be due to the virus, bacterium or other disease agent mutating into
a form that is more virulent or invasive, or because the environment or human behaviour has
changed, increasing transmission or susceptibility to infection. In practice such epidemics die out
naturally because the disease agent runs out of susceptible members of the population (many may
be naturally immune). The disease may then disappear or return to its previous endemic level. A
“pandemic” is when an epidemic of infectious disease spreads through human populations across
a large region; for instance a continent, or even worldwide.
The essence of infectious disease control is to achieve a low level of R0 (the number of secondary
cases produced by a primary case during its lifetime). At R0 = 1.0 the disease is at a relatively stable
endemic level. If R0 ≤ 1.0 over a sustainable period, then the disease will ultimately disappear.
So far, the latter has only happened globally for smallpox (and for the livestock disease rinderpest
see Box 5.19), although polio and Guinea worm are also close to extinction. In other cases it has
been possible to eliminate the disease from particular geographic regions (yellow fever from the
Americas, malaria from Europe). The more complicated the disease in terms of the structure and
dynamics of the disease agent, its relationship with the human immune system and with any nonhuman host, the more difficult it becomes to reduce to low endemic levels or to eradicate.
We can reduce R0 in one of three ways, through:
• Changing the environment or human behaviour in ways which reduce the risk of infection;
• Using a vaccine or microbicide to kill the disease agent at infection;
• Providing drugs which cure infections early, so reducing illness and mortality, and the risk of
further transmission.
These all require appropriate economic and social policies and, in particular, rely on strong political
leadership. But they also depend on the use of existing or potential new technologies.
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4. Environmental and behavioural modification for infectious diseases
Preventing diarrhoea
Most diarrhoeal causing infections of childhood originate in faecal material which passes through
the environment, often via contaminated water, to infect more children (Figure 6.8). In the diagram
below the four arrows originating from ‘faeces’ on the left of the figure represent the primary
routes by which infectious organisms get into the environment.
• Primary barriers are the practices that
stop this happening – disposal of faeces
in latrines, sewers and the removal of
traces of faecal material from hands
after contact with excreta.
• Secondary barriers are hygiene
practices that stop faecal pathogens
that have entered the environment in
faeces or on the hands, from multiplying
and reaching new hosts. For example,
washing hands before preparing food or
eating, and preparing, cooking, storing
and re-heating food in such a way as to
avoid
pathogen
survival
and
multiplication. Also protecting water
supplies from faecal contaminants by
treating water through boiling or
chlorination. Other secondary barriers
include keeping play spaces free of
faecal material, preventing children
from eating earth and controlling flies.

Figure 6.8 – The multiple pathways through which enteric
pathogens pass from one child to another – the so-called
F-diagram.23
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The provision of improved sanitation and clean drinking water is discussed further in the next
chapter. However behavioural modification is equally important. A high standard of hygiene –
washing hands with soap and water (particularly after defaecation) – is key to reducing
transmission (Box 6.3).24

Box 6.3 Hand washing with soap is the most effective intervention against diarrhoea25
Intervention

Reduction in diarrhoea risk

Improved water quality

16%

Improved water quantity

20%

Sanitation

36%

Hygiene education

35%

Hand washing with soap

47%
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Improving hand washing
Various experiments have shown that market-based interventions to promote hand washing can
result in persistent uptake of the practice even after a lapse of several years – despite the fact that
soap has to be purchased.26 This suggests that hand washing could be marketed as a consumer
product – soap being sold to make hands look, feel, and smell good – rather than to prevent
sickness.25 For this to be a success soaps need to be designed specifically for hand washing in
developing countries, as described in Box 6.4 below.

Box 6.4 Making hand washing easy and effective
While a wide array of hand washing products
are targeted at consumers in the developed
world, almost all soaps produced for the
developing world market are designed for
bathing, washing dishes or doing laundry.
Hand washing at key times – such as after
using the toilet or before eating – has failed
to catch on as a widespread habit and the
large soap companies, such as Unilever and
Procter and Gamble, have not yet perceived
the expansion into hand washing in
developing country markets as a profitable
opportunity. Yet, according to one estimate,
if everyone in India washed their hands with
soap at the appropriate moment, the soap
market would grow by 40%.27

© Mike Ponsonby

Figure 6.9 – A hand washing station in Indonesia

Changing behaviour and cultural norms is extremely difficult. The niche here is unique – most
households in the target group do not have running water, or any sort of ‘sink’ area outside
their toilet. The soap needs to be conveniently placed, easy and enjoyable to use and effective
at removing microbes from hands. Very little work on producing such products has been done,
but according to Val Curtis, of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM),
there is ‘a big potential for technological innovation in this area.’27
First, there is a need to design an effective way to locate soap, and possibly water, outside a
toilet. Ideas include putting bars of soap on ropes or bars, or setting up hand washing stations
with water barrels fitted with taps. Second, is the formulation of the soap itself, from simple
factors such as whether it is a solid or liquid, its size, price, softness or colour, to more creative
ideas such as single-serving paper soap squares which dissolve in water.
There is also potential for creating soaps that are more effective at removing and/or killing the
microbes that are more prevalent in particular areas. Trials of medicated soaps have been
done, but so far no improvements on traditional soap have been discovered.28 A few
companies, such as Hindustan Lever in India, have started work in this area but further work is
needed if hand washing is to become a universal habit and for there to be a real impact in
preventing diarrhoeal disease.
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The polio environment
The polio virus is also a faecal borne disease agent and spreads in a similar way to diarrhoeal
agents. However, once inside the intestines it multiplies and passes into the blood stream where it
invades the central nervous system destroying the muscle nerves and, in a small proportion of cases
(1%), causes muscle paralysis (poliomyelitis) in a matter of hours. 50% of cases occur in children
under three.29
After initial infection, the virus is shed intermittently in faeces for several weeks, irrespective of
whether or not the infected person shows any symptoms. Despite a global vaccination programme
to eradicate polio it remains persistent in several pockets, notably in the Indian state of Uttar
Pradesh where poor sanitary conditions hinder its elimination (Box 6.5)

Box 6.5 Ghaziabad is one of the last strongholds for poliovirus.30
‘This impoverished corner of the northern Indian state of Uttar Pradesh offers an almost perfect
environment for the virus to survive – even thrive. In urban shanty towns so new they don’t even
have names, families live in dirt-floored huts, cobbled together out of brick or cardboard secured
by grass or plastic; lucky families have a piece of wood instead of burlap for a door. There are
no toilets, no running water except for a single standpipe, no electricity. Bare-bottomed kids sit
quietly in the mud. Human and animal faeces commingle in drainage ditches.’
The implication is that it is going to be difficult, if not impossible, to eradicate polio unless the
sanitary conditions in places like Ghaziabad are significantly improved.
Controlling mosquitoes
Environmental factors are crucial to malaria control because the infective agent – a Plasmodium
protozoan – is transmitted from one person to another by anopheline mosquitoes (Figure 6.10).
In theory, and to a considerable extent in practice, it is possible to eliminate malaria from large
areas by controlling the mosquito carriers. Changing the habitat of the mosquito, in particular the
water habitat in which mosquito larvae live, can be enough to bring about local elimination. This
was a major factor in eliminating malaria in the UK and western Europe, but it was a slow and
complicated process involving a diversity of interventions.31,32
In the last century attention focused on directly killing the adult mosquitoes. The rationale for this
approach was elegantly presented in a mathematical model by George MacDonald in 1956.
Subsequently his model was refined to take into account a wide range of factors. In essence it
demonstrates the powerful consequences of reducing the mosquito survival rate. After a malaria
parasite is ingested by a female mosquito feeding on human blood, it takes 9 to 10 days for the
parasite to complete the cycle described in (G) in Figure 6.10 and for the sporozoites to become
available in the salivary glands of the mosquito for transmission at the following feed. Mosquitoes
feed every three days, and field estimates suggest that the daily survival rate of the mosquito is
about 80%. Thus only about 10% of the mosquitoes survive long enough to transmit the disease.
Reducing the survival still further will greatly reduce the probability of transmission and R0 will drop
below 1.0.33
This analysis was the justification for using insecticides, since they reduce both the survival rate and
density of the mosquito population. It was soon realised that DDT was a cheap, highly effective
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mosquito insecticide. When sprayed on
the walls and ceilings of dwellings it was
relatively safe and persistent. In the
1950s and 1960s there were very
successful malaria control campaigns:
a notable example was the near
elimination of malaria in Sri Lanka.35
However,
mosquitoes
developed
resistance to DDT and subsequently
there have been resurgences in many
parts of the world. DDT was also shown
to damage wildlife and the environment
and as a result was largely withdrawn
from use.
Indoor residual spraying (IRS)

Figure 6.10 – The life cycle of the malaria parasite34

(A) A mosquito infected with the malaria parasite bites a human, passing
cells called sporozoites into the human bloodstream.
(B) Sporozoites travel to the liver. Each sporozoite undergoes asexual
reproduction, in which its nucleus splits to form two new cells, called
merozoites.
(C) Merozoites enter the bloodstream and infect red blood cells.

IRS has continued but with alternative
(D) In the red blood cells, the merozoites grow and divide to produce more
merozoites, eventually causing the red blood cells to rupture. Some of
insecticides such as pyrethroids. These
the newly released merozoites proceed to infect other red blood cells.
synthetic chemicals are based on natural
(E) Some merozoites develop into sex cells known as male and female
gametocytes.
chemicals derived from the pyrethrum
(F) Another mosquito bites the infected human, ingesting the gametocytes.
plant. Some of the alternatives are more
(G) The gametocytes mature in the mosquito’s stomach. Male and female
expensive than DDT; others, such as the
gametocytes undergo sexual reproduction, uniting to form a zygote.
The zygote multiplies to form sporozoites, which travel to the
pyrethroids, are of comparable cost but
mosquito’s salivary glands.
are less persistent, requiring two to four
(H) If this mosquito bites another human, the cycle begins again.
sprays a year instead of one. In 2006 the
policy was reviewed by WHO. It concluded that IRS using DDT was often appropriate, and more
effective, in certain circumstances and its use was once again approved (this was endorsed by the
Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)), and updated in 2007.36 Today some
100 million people are protected by IRS, including 70 million in India and 22 million in Africa.35
33

Insecticide treated nets (ITNs)
More recently the development of insecticide treated nets (ITNs), under which people sleep, has
become an alternative to residual spraying. The nets are either dipped in insecticidal solution on a
regular basis, usually at least once a year, or the insecticide is impregnated in the net fibre, during
manufacture providing a long-lasting insecticidal net (LLIN) (see Chapter 1).37 By long-lasting this
means the ability to remain effective for three years or more. ITNs act in a similar way to indoor
spraying in that they kill mosquitoes. However, they also provide a protective barrier, and
depending on the insecticide, a degree of repellency. ITNs have been shown to avert around 50%
of malaria cases, doubling the protection afforded by untreated nets.37 Moreover, while ITNs
provide personal protection they have a significant effect on the local mosquito population, giving
a community-wide reduction in malaria, even if the coverage is only about 50% of all adults and
children.32,38,39
The relative value of using IRS or ITNs depends on local ecological, economic and social
conditions.32 IRS is more suitable than ITNs for the rapid protection of a population, but when IRS
needs to be continued for many years, there may be an attrition of people’s acceptance of
spraying. In contrast, ITNs are more suitable for progressive introduction and incorporation into
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sustainable population habits. The WHO’s guidance is to rapidly scale up the use of ITNs and it
recommends that national programmes should only purchase LLINs. However there is now a need
for a second-generation of nets that are stronger and longer-lasting, involving more robust
polymers and improved treatment technologies in order to cope with the wide range of conditions
and cultural preferences encountered.
The most important downside is that IRS and ITNs share the risk of encouraging development of
insecticide resistant mosquitoes. For example, pyrethroid resistance has spread very rapidly in
Africa. One of the major research challenges is to mitigate this risk (Box 2.3).
Modifying mosquito behaviour
One potential solution to overcoming the limitations of control through spraying or mosquito net
use is to make changes to the vector population itself. A project funded through the WHO’s tropical
disease research programme (TDR)40 called MosqGuide, has been working to explore ways of
modifying mosquitoes that carry dengue fever and malaria.
This can be done either through population suppression, where the goal is to reduce the size of the
vector population, or population replacement, where the population is converted to a less harmful
form. To achieve suppression, researchers can rear the insects in large numbers, sterilise them using
irradiation or genetic sterilisation techniques, and then release them to interbreed with the wild
population. The progeny of these crosses will inherit the dominant sterile mutation and not
reproduce. If enough sterile insects are released, for a sufficient time, the population will decline
and collapse. Open field trials, with similar species, have been carried out, as well as contained field
trials and laboratory analysis of malaria-specific strains. It is anticipated that the first use of GM
mosquitoes will be through a sterile-release suppression strategy.
The other approach is to modify the vector strain so that it is less able, or unable to transmit the
malaria parasite. However, modified mosquitoes are likely to have reduced fitness compared to wild
types, and natural selection would lead to gradual loss of the gene. Therefore, an additional factor
would be required to spread the gene, a so-called ‘gene drive system.’ The production and release
of this combination carries a range of technical challenges, and testing and implementation of this
strategy is still some way off.41
Changing human sexual behaviour
HIV/AIDS does not have a particularly significant environmental context, but since HIV is
predominantly transmitted via sexual intercourse, the simplest approach to reducing transmission
is to either to stop, or reduce, the frequency of intercourse where the risk of transmission is high. In
practice this means adopting safe sexual behaviour:
• Abstinence, which for young people means delaying the age of first sexual intercourse;
• Reducing the number of sexual partners;
• Using a condom correctly and consistently, especially for casual sexual activity and in high-risk
situations.42
Surveillance indicates that the growth in the AIDS epidemic in Sub-Saharan Africa has started to
stabilise or decline in many countries since the late 1990s, although it is still at high levels.43
The question is how much of this stabilisation is due to the natural course of an epidemic and
saturation of disease levels in high-risk populations, or is the result of interventions, including those
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aimed at changing sexual behaviour. An increasing number of countries – including Uganda,
Thailand, Kenya, Cambodia, Zimbabwe, India, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Dominican Republic, and Haiti –
have experienced national or sub-national declines in HIV which may be associated with the
widespread adoption of prevention behaviours (Box 6.6).44,45

Recently the most convincing evidence of a
decline in HIV transmission has come from a
cohort study in eastern Zimbabwe. Here a
decline in HIV prevalence, between 1998 and
2003, was associated with sexual behaviour
change in four distinct socioeconomic strata.
HIV prevalence fell most steeply at young
ages – by 23% and 49%, respectively,
among men aged 17 to 29 years and women
aged 15 to 24 years – and in more educated
groups. Sexually experienced men and
women reported reductions in casual sex of
49% and 22%, respectively, whereas recent
cohorts reported delayed sexual debut.46

HIV incidence (per 100 person years at risk)

Box 6.6 Adopting safer sexual behaviour in Eastern Zimbabwe appears to be
reducing HIV transmission
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Figure 6.11 – The sharp rate of decline in HIV
incidence in urban and semi-urban Zimbabwe47

The figure above shows that while the natural evolution of the epidemic was leading to a slow
decline in incidence after 1990, a steeper than expected rate was experienced from around
2000. High mortality rates early on in the epidemic contributed to an increased fear of the
disease. Word of mouth, and other informal information exchanges, as well as the large variety
of formal activities launched at this time have helped to increase understanding of the
disease, making it possible for Zimbabweans to make educated changes and for an overall
shift in sexual norms.
Formal HIV prevention activities included: early control of sexually transmitted infections;
marketing of condoms; voluntary counselling and testing services; television and radio serial
dramas and the activities of the Zimbabwe National AIDS Trust Fund.
An important prevention behaviour is the use of condoms. When used correctly and consistently
male condoms are ‘the single, most efficient, available technology to reduce the sexual
transmission of HIV… from both men to women, and also from women to men.’48 However, in many
societies the power relations are such that it is difficult for a woman to insist that her male partner
uses a condom. Even in apparently faithful partnerships transmission from man to woman of HIV
(and the reverse) may be a significant risk.
Relatively recently female condoms have become available. Like the male condom, the female
condom is intended to prevent HIV transmission by helping avoid exposure to semen or vaginal
fluids. While in vitro studies confirm that the female condom provides an effective barrier to
organisms smaller than HIV, the necessary clinical studies to confirm its effectiveness are still in
progress.49 A major drawback is that the female condom is more expensive than the male condom
and not as readily available.
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Male circumcision
Recent scientific research has identified another important opportunity for preventing
HIV infection, through the practice of male circumcision (Box 6.7).

Box 6.7 Male circumcision for the prevention of HIV transmission
Three clinical trials in African countries have found that male circumcision can help prevent
HIV transmission to HIV-negative men from vaginal intercourse by as much as 60%.50
The practice is one of the most common surgical procedures, with an estimated 30% of men
circumcised worldwide, 2/3rds of whom are Muslim.51 In the late 1980s scientists noticed
that levels of HIV infection seemed to be lower in countries with higher rates of circumcision.
This prompted a series of trials between 2002 and 2006 in South Africa, Uganda
and Kenya, which showed very similar results, with reduction rates of 60%, 48% and 53%
respectively.
The reason for this is still not completely clear. Scientists believe that circumcision may remove
key targets for HIV infections, as the foreskin contains a concentration of immune cells,
including Langerhans cells that are targeted by HIV during the early stages of infection.
Circumcision removes the highly susceptible inner side of the foreskin, and allows quicker
drying of the area, reducing the risk of bacterial or other sexual infections. However,
circumcision is a surgical operation and also comes with risks, which increase greatly in
situations with less-trained medical staff, unhygienic conditions, and when the operation is
performed using traditional methods.50
While the discovery of this new intervention has significant potential, proponents caution that
it must be one of a series of methods integrated in larger prevention programmes. Funding
and resources need to be injected to make sure the operation can be offered in a safe and
hygienic way. Future programmes will also have to pay close attention to the cultural and
religious beliefs relating to circumcision, and work with communities as well as medical staff,
to design effective awareness campaigns. Further research is also needed to gain a better
understanding of the intervention’s effects, including its effect on women (no immediate
benefit has yet been observed), and the best means of operationalising it on a larger scale.
There is a great potential for the practice to have a positive impact, especially in Southern
Africa where circumcision rates are low, and HIV rates high.50

5. The quest for vaccines for infectious diseases
Vaccines represent a highly efficient and targeted approach to preventing infection. They consist
of pharmaceutical products of various forms that establish or improve immunity to one or more
diseases. Over time they have had a major impact on the incidence of infectious diseases in both
the developed and developing world.
Commonly vaccines stimulate the immune system to kill the infecting organism, usually a virus or
bacterium. The human immune system is a highly complex network of interacting proteins, cells,
organs, and tissues. Its elements, and the vaccine trial process, are described in Box 6.8.
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Box 6.8 Key elements of the human immune system exploited by vaccines52
White blood cells originate from the stem cells of the bone marrow and will identify and
eliminate pathogens such as viruses and bacteria. The most important are:
• B cells which are programmed to produce large numbers of antibodies that attack specific
antigens (pathogens or elements of pathogens);
• ‘Killer’ T cells which kill the body’s cells that they recognise as being infected by antigens
(they express the CD8 glycoprotein on the surface);
• ‘Helper’ T cells that coordinate the other cells, stimulating B cells and Killer T cells to act
(they express the CD4 glycoprotein on the surface).
Antigens are either parts of, or whole, viruses or bacteria which are recognised by the B and T
cells. In addition to the immunity that is present at birth, immunity can be acquired by
exposure to the appropriate antigen contained in a vaccine. Once exposed B and T cells retain
the memory of the antigen, usually for the life of the person.
If a part of a virus or bacterium is used as an antigen it is usually harmless to humans.
Otherwise a weakened or killed virus or bacterium may be used as the antigen. Vaccines
normally undergo a sequence of three clinical trials (Figure 6.12):
Phase I – to assess their safety;
Phase II – to assess their efficacy on a small scale;
Phase III – to assess large scale efficacy.
Goals
• Produce an immune response?

• Best dose?

• Protect after viral challenge?

• How much of an immune response?

• Safe?

• Does it work?

• Immune response?

Preclinical

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Animals
30-50 people
Participants

200-400 people
3,000-5,000 people

Figure 6.12 – The vaccine clinical trial process (for an HIV vaccine).53
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Today there are many different forms of vaccine, the latest taking advantage of the revolution
in cellular and molecular biology (Box 6.9).

Box 6.9 The main forms of vaccine54,55
Live, attenuated vaccines as antigens
• Consists of viruses or mycobacteria weakened (inactivated) through being repeatedly
re-grown in a hostile cell culture. They are infectious but relatively benign.
• Targets: measles, mumps, polio, rubella, TB. Elicit strong cellular and antibody responses and
often confer lifelong immunity with only one or two doses. Have a good safety record, but
can revert to virulent form. There are risks if given to people with weakened immune systems
e.g. late-stage AIDS sufferers. Also require cold storage.
Killed or inactivated vaccines as antigens
• Composed of previously virulent bacteria or viruses which have been killed with chemicals,
such as formaldehyde, heat or radiation.
• Targets: flu, polio, cholera, bubonic plague and hepatitis.
• Simplest and least expensive. Can be freeze-dried and stored and carried in this form.
May vary in reproducibility and require careful monitoring to ensure no live organisms
are present. Cannot revert to virulent form. They stimulate a weaker immune system
response than do live vaccines, so may require several additional doses, or booster shots,
to maintain immunity.
Subunit vaccines as antigens
• Vaccines based on only the parts of the virus that best stimulate the immune system.
They contain anywhere from one to 20 or more antigens. The virus is grown in the
laboratory and chemicals are used to break it apart and gather the important antigens, or
the antigen molecules are extracted from the virus using recombinant DNA technology
(Recombinant Subunit Vaccines).
• Target: Hepatitis B. They are chemically defined, reproducibly prepared and assayed and
relatively inexpensive to produce.
Toxoid vaccines
• Used when a bacterial toxin is the main cause of illness. Toxins are inactivated by treatment
with formalin to render them safe, and then adsorbed onto a compound such as an
alum which stimulates the immune system to produce antibodies that lock onto and block
the toxin.
• Targets: diphtheria and tetanus.
Conjugate vaccines
• Used against bacteria that possess an outer coating of polysaccharides (sugar molecules).
These disguise a bacterium’s antigens so that immature immune systems of infants and
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younger children cannot recognize or respond to them. Conjugate vaccines link antigens or
toxoids to the polysaccharides so they can be recognised.
• Target: Haemophilus influenzae type B (Hib)
DNA vaccines
• Still largely experimental. These use the genes that code for the antigens. When introduced
into the body, some cells will take up the gene DNA which then instructs those cells to make
the antigen molecules. In effect the body’s own cells become vaccine-making factories.
Naked DNA vaccines consist of DNA that is administered directly into the body.
• Targets: influenza and herpes.
Recombinant vector vaccines
• Also experimental, they use an attenuated virus or bacterium (the vector) to introduce
microbial DNA, derived from harmful microbes, to cells of the body. Since they closely mimic
a natural infection they are effective in stimulating the immune system.
• Experimental targets: HIV, rabies, and measles.

Smallpox eradication
The history of smallpox eradication, perhaps
the greatest vaccination achievement,
illustrates that simply having an effective
vaccine is only the first step in a successful
programme. Edward Jenner first produced a
vaccine against smallpox, inoculating
patients with the related, but relatively
benign, cowpox virus, in 1798. Yet smallpox
was not eradicated until 1980 (Box 6.10).9
There were a number of features of the
disease that made it a suitable candidate for
eradication: it had no animal host, it was
transmitted through the air, usually by
face-to face contact, its rash made it easy
to diagnose, survivors gained lifelong
immunity and the rate of transmission was
relatively slow. Crucial for its success was a
very heat-stable vaccine which protected
with a single dose. Nevertheless ‘eradication
was achieved by only the narrowest of
margins. Its progress in many parts of the
world and at different times wavered
between success and disaster, often only to
be decided by quixotic circumstance or
extraordinary performances by field staff.’56

Box 6.10 Milestones in the long journey
to smallpox eradication56,57,58
1798 – Jenner developed cowpox virus vaccine.
1920s – An improved vaccine was produced.
1930s – Elimination was demonstrated to be
feasible in the Soviet Union and elsewhere.
1953 – World Health Assembly (WHA)
rejected selecting smallpox for eradication.
1950s – A freeze-dried version of the vaccine
was developed eliminating the need for
refrigeration.
1958 – Soviet Union donated 25 million
doses of vaccine, but the programme was
continually short of vehicles, supplies and
equipment.
1967 – Finally WHA approved the launch of
the eventually successful Smallpox Eradication
Programme.
1970s – Increasingly ‘military’ approach to
the campaign.
1977 – Last endemic case in Somalia.
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Continuing scientific research was key to the success of smallpox eradication, ‘despite the
opposition of senior WHO leadership who insisted that the tools were in hand and the epidemiology
was sufficiently well understood and that better management was all that was necessary to
eradicate smallpox.’56 One important contribution was the development of new innovative
vaccination devices, including:
• Vaccine jet injectors – powered by compressed air or gas that deliver a high-pressure narrow jet
of the injection liquid to penetrate the skin, instead of a hypodermic needle;
• Bifurcated needles – these were dipped in a vaccine vial and used to make multiple punctures.
They were cheap, used less vaccine per person and could be re-used after boiling or flaming.
Villagers could be trained in their use in 15 minutes.
Another contribution was field research that revealed the epidemiology of the disease to be
different from that described in the textbooks and the discovery that the duration of vaccine
efficacy was far longer than that normally stated – both discoveries led to important operational
changes in the eradication campaign.
Childhood vaccines
The smallpox experience encouraged a belief that it might be possible to globally eradicate a wide
range of infectious diseases. This was reinforced by the experience of the developed countries in
eliminating (or nearly eliminating) a number of serious diseases. By the 1930s typhoid fever was
almost eliminated in the UK (with deaths down from 370 per million a year in the 1870s to 5 per
million by the 1930s). This was followed by near elimination of typhus, anthrax and rabies – largely
by public health measures – and then diphtheria using a toxoid vaccine.59

Although produced with the developed
country market in mind, these vaccines
have begun to have a significant effect
in the developing countries. In SubSaharan Africa, a highly coordinated
measles reduction strategy, led by
the Measles Initiative,60 began in
2001. This has brought the number of
measles deaths down from an
estimated 492,116 in 2001 to 32,278
in 2008 – a 93% reduction. The
strategy involves vaccinating all
children against measles before their
first birthday via routine health
services and providing a second
opportunity through mass vaccination
campaigns.61
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More recently, the developed countries
have brought about significant
control over a number of the main
childhood infections, using new
vaccines (Box 6.11).

Figure 6.13 – Vaccines are an efficient and targeted approach
to prevention
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Box 6.11 Vaccines against childhood infections62
Vaccine

Type

Recommended schedule

Measles, mumps
and rubella (MMR)

Live attenuated

Two doses between the ages
of 12 months and 12 years.

Rotavirus A

Oral live attenuated

Two to three doses starting
at two months.

Diphtheria, pertussis,
tetanus (DPT)

Diphtheria and tetanus
toxoids and inactivated
pertussis.

Five doses between two months
and 15 years.

Maternal/neonatal
tetanus

Toxoid

Three dose course of tetanus
toxoid (TT) given to mother,
protects both mother and baby.

Hepatitis B

Subunit

A course of three injections
at zero, one and six months.

Haemophilus influenza
type B (Hib)

Conjugate

Three of four doses to infants,
starting after six weeks.

Pneumococcal

Conjugate

Four doses, given at two, four,
six and 12 months.

Inactivated Poliovirus
(IPV)

Inactivated

Three doses at two, four
and six to 18 months. Booster
at four to six years.

Influenza

Injected inactivated or
spray live attenuated

Annually, with two doses
given in the first year.

Vericella (chickenpox)

Live attenuated

Can be combined with MMR
(MMRV), or given as a separate
vaccine in two doses.

Hepatitis A

Inactivated

Two doses, starting at one year
and then at least six months
after.

Meningococcal

Conjugate

One dose, after two years.
Boosters as necessary.

Despite successes with vaccination, achieving the larger goal of disease elimination, especially in
developing countries, is not straightforward. Campaigns require large scale, sustained funding, and
a relatively sophisticated infrastructure including well-trained staff. Eradication is also much more
difficult in the 21st century because of the widespread mobility of populations which encourages
re-infection and renders even regional elimination difficult. This has led to a more sober assessment
of the possibilities of eradication.56 Some experts actually consider the goal to be an obstacle
towards effective disease suppression and control.59
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Polio not yet eradicated
Concerns about the feasibility of eradication are underscored by the current global attempt to
eradicate polio. It has been a highly successful campaign in many parts of the world, but complete
global eradication remains elusive.
The campaign began with the development, by Jonas Salk, of an inactivated (killed) polio vaccine
(IPV) in 1955, but took off with the production of a live attenuated (weakened), oral polio vaccine
(OPV) developed by Albert Sabin in 1961 (Box 6.12).
Immunization campaigns with OPV in Cuba and in Eastern Europe demonstrated that the poliovirus
can be eliminated in large geographic areas. In 1988 when there were some 350,000 cases
worldwide, the Global Polio Eradication Initiative was launched. By 1999 the number of cases had
dropped to 7,000. Indigenous polio was eradicated in the Americas in 1991 and in China in 1996.63
Box 6.12 The poliovirus and its vaccines59
Poliovirus is one of the simplest of the viruses,
consisting of RNA protected by a protein coat
or capsid. The virus binds to a receptor on a
nerve cell surface and then enters the cell; the
RNA is released and instructs the cell to
produce more polio viral protein (Figure 6.14).
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Typically the virus causes paralysis in only 1%
of those infected, 5-10% suffer a variety of
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relatively mild symptoms, the remainder are
Figure 6.14 – Poliovirus binding to receptors on
symptomless but shed the virus in the faeces –
the surface of a nerve cell.64
65
and may do for some time. It is for this
reason that surveillance is important. A single case with acute paralysis may be an indicator
of the presence of a hundred or more infected and infectious children.
Polio vaccines
There are three forms of the poliovirus, serotypes 1, 2 and 3, each with a slightly different
capsid protein. Type 1 is the most common, 2 was eradicated in 1999 (but see below).
The Inactivated Polio Virus (IPV) triggers an excellent response in the immune system of
most recipients, producing protective antibodies in the blood – thus preventing the spread of
poliovirus to the central nervous system. However, it induces only very low levels of immunity
to the poliovirus inside the gut. As a result, it gives protection against polio paralysis but, when
a person immunized with IPV is infected with a poliovirus, it can still multiply inside the
intestines and be shed in stools – increasing the risk of continued circulation.
A further major disadvantage is that IPV has to be injected by trained health workers, which
increases the costs of vaccination.
Since the Oral Polio Virus (OPV) is administered by mouth it does not need trained health
workers. It is also much cheaper (a fifth of the cost of IPV). Like the IPV it prevents the spread
of the poliovirus to the nervous system but it also produces a local immune response in the
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lining of the intestines, so preventing the multiplication of the poliovirus in the gut. Thus mass
campaigns with OPV can rapidly stop person-to-person transmission of the poliovirus.
Moreover, the shedding of vaccine virus in the stools of recently immunized children means
that, in areas of poor hygiene and sanitation, immunization with OPV can result in the
‘passive’ immunization of people in close contact. It is estimated that levels of immunity of
80-85% are enough to provide sufficient passive immunization to protect those who are
susceptible.66 WHO aims to achieve four doses of OPV in the first year of life.
The trivalent form of OPV contains weakened forms of all three serotypes, but monovalent
vaccines are also available which target just one type.
Although OPV is safe and effective, in extremely rare cases (approximately 1 in every 2.5
million doses of the vaccine) the live attenuated vaccine virus in OPV can cause paralysis –
either in the vaccinated child, or to a close contact.
Resurgences and re-emergence
But in 2002 and 2003 there were severe setbacks. A resurgence occurred in India in 2002 as a result
of a major decline in vaccination with OPV against type 3 polio. The following year, because of
opposition by religious leaders in the northern states of Nigeria, there was a significant fall in
immunisation – 30% of children went unvaccinated in 10 states in 2005. Following the increase in
cases in these two countries, there was a rapid global spread of polio to a dozen other countries
(Figure 6.15)
Subsequently, the number of cases in Nigeria has declined but the upsurge in India has continued.
In 2008 there were 1,600 polio cases worldwide. The task now is to bring about eradication in the
two main endemic areas – in the northern parts of Nigeria and India. Reliance is being placed on
OPV vaccination because of its contribution to passive immunization.
Figure 6.15 – The spread of polio from India and Nigeria between 2002 and 200667
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In northern India children are receiving more than 12 doses of vaccine before their second birthday.
As indicated earlier (Box 6.5), places such as Ghaziabad in northern India have highly unsanitary
conditions that contribute to the spread of poliovirus, but similar places elsewhere in the
subcontinent are polio free, so there may be other factors at work.
Vaccine-derived polio
Full global eradication is also complicated by the existence of vaccine-derived cases of poliomyelitis.
Even if human to human transmission of wild poliovirus is stopped in the endemic countries there
may be a lingering problem of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus (cVDPV) resulting from genetic
mutations in the virus strains that make up the OPV. The risk in India is estimated to be 1 in 4
million doses.64 Such mutations can produce a virulent strain of the virus and trigger an outbreak.
Four such outbreaks of cVDPV have occurred since 2000 – in Hispaniola, Philippines, Madagascar
and China. Because individuals with these viruses can continue to shed them in their faeces
for many years, severe outbreaks in populations with little immunity may suddenly occur. The
implication is that as soon as transmission has ceased, OPVs should be discontinued and replaced
by IPV.
The case for this strategy is strengthened by the re-emergence of type 2 polio in Nigeria, once
thought to have been eradicated.68 It first appeared in 2005 and began to take off in early 2009.
It is the result of a weakened type 2 virus that makes up the trivalent OPV, mutating and regaining
its dangerous state. Because monovalent OPVs, against types 1 and 3 (which are more effective),
have been used in recent years there is little or no immunity to type 2 in the population. Hopefully,
a campaign with trivalent OPV in Nigeria could re-eradicate type 2, but this will not be easy.
Alternatively there is a strong case for a switch to the inactivated vaccine, despite its drawbacks.
Vaccines against TB
One of the biggest obstacles to reducing the incidence of TB is the lack of an effective vaccine for
prevention. The first vaccine for TB, called Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG), after its creators, was
discovered in France and administered to humans in 1921. It is a live attenuated form of the bovine
TB pathogen. Unfortunately, its efficacy is extremely mixed, being at most 80% effective at
preventing TB infection. Results vary greatly by geography, patient age and background, with poor
protection against pulmonary TB, although it is very effective against non-pulmonary cases (also
very effective against leprosy, and may be responsible for its disappearance in Africa).69 In addition,
the vaccine needs refrigeration, which is problematical in the climates of the most highly
TB-infected regions. Despite these drawbacks, BCG has been relied on, as the sole form of
prevention, for one of the world’s most widespread diseases for over 80 years.
There are a number of reasons why decades have passed without a new vaccine. The bacteria are
a difficult target. They are able to hide inside cells and avoid normal antibodies; destruction can
only be accomplished through the activation of T cells. Furthermore, the bacterium can spend years
dormant in the body, so an effective vaccine has to provide long-lasting protection.
A second reason has been a lack of funding, and little research priority. This situation has changed
with new attention being drawn to the disease following its inclusion in the MDG targets, work by
organisations like Partners in Health, and the formation of the Stop TB partnership.70 The spotlight
has also been put on TB by big funders such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.71
As a consequence there are at least five new types of vaccine in the pipeline, either primary
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vaccines, or ‘boosters’ to complement either BCG or a new primary vaccine. Much of the work
focuses on using recombinant viruses or fusion proteins (which combine genes for two different
proteins) to improve the way the body recognises TB bacteria and increases the production of
T cells. Examples include:72,73
1. An attempt to produce an improved version of BCG, using a recombinant strain which
over-expresses the most abundant protein produced by the bacterium. Phase I trials began
in 2009;
2. A recombinant sub-unit booster, based on a genetically modified vaccinia virus that ‘reminds’
T cells of the disease and produces a high number of T ‘helper’ cells when given years after BCG.
The most advanced of the current candidates are in Phase IIb trials in South Africa;
3. A dry powder form of the original BCG vaccine using nanotechnology. This does not require
refrigeration and avoids problems with dirty needles. It should be relatively cheap and may get
through trials faster. Phase I trials are imminent.
While the above vaccine candidates are not expected to be ready for the market for five to 10 years,
the fact that such a large number of promising possibilities are in the pipeline after 80 years of near
inactivity is good news.
No HIV vaccines yet available
We know a great deal about the human immune deficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of the
disease known as Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome or AIDS. We have analysed its structure,
its behaviour, and how it replicates and is transmitted (Box 6.13). Yet despite over 20 years of
research and development we still do not have an effective vaccine.
We know that some people never become infected, despite repeated exposure to HIV, some who
are infected never seem to suffer any harm and for others the symptoms do not arise for a decade
or more. So there is a form of natural immunity in the human population and the question is
whether this can be exploited to provide a significant level of protection.
The challenges are considerable:
• First, HIV infects the helper T cells, the very cells whose purpose is to help combat viruses and
other infectious organisms. From the start of the infection HIV directly targets and overcomes ‘its
enemies.’ It does this within the first seven to 10 days after infection, so there is only a brief
window of opportunity for a vaccine to be effective.
• Second, the viral DNA becomes hidden away in long-lived cells from where, years later, it may
spawn viral particles. If a vaccine is not successful in preventing infection it has to trigger a longlasting immune response.
• Third, is the extraordinary diversity of the virus, in particular the forms of the glycoprotein spikes.
This means that a vaccine effective against one form or clade of the virus e.g. clade B which is
predominant in the industrialised countries, may not be as effective against the clades of the
developing countries. This diversity is increased by a high mutation rate, creating a
‘hypervariability’ that renders HIV a moving target (the genetic HIV variability in a single human
is equivalent to the global variability in a whole year of the influenza virus A).
As a consequence HIV is one of the most formidable pathogens for which vaccine development has
ever been attempted.
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Box 6.13 The HIV structure and replication
The virus is a retrovirus, about 1/10,000 of a
millimetre in size and is deceptively simple in
structure. Embedded in the lipid envelope are
numerous ‘spikes’ each of which has a cap made of
three glycoprotein molecules.
Within the envelope are two single strands of viral
RNA, each of which has a copy of the virus’s nine
genes. They contain the information necessary to
produce proteins that control the ability of HIV to
infect a cell and to produce new copies of itself.
Infection typically begins when a virus encounters a
‘helper T cell.’ (CD4+ T cell). The glycoprotein gp120
spikes attach the virus to the cell by binding to CD4
on the cell surface and then the virus binds to a
second receptor (CCR5 or CXCR4) which
HIV
allows the glycoprotein gp41 to fuse with
the cell membrane.
Once inside the cell, the viral RNA is
converted into viral DNA using an enzyme
produced by the virus known as reverse
transcriptase. The viral DNA moves to the
cell’s nucleus, where it is spliced into the
host’s DNA. There it produces more viral
particles.

Figure 6.16 – Structure of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).74
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Figure 6.17 – Stages, of the intricate process of
A healthy, uninfected person usually has
HIV attaching and fusing with a human cell.75
800 to 1,200 helper T cells per cubic
millimetre (mm3) of blood that orchestrate the activities of the killer T cells and B cells. They
may provide a level of immunity to the virus and help ensure a person remains free of the
symptoms of AIDS for years.

However, after infection, the numbers of helper T cells progressively decline so reducing their
capacity to detect and orchestrate a response to other pathogens. When the count falls below
200/mm3, a person becomes particularly vulnerable to opportunistic infections and cancers.
The immune system collapses and full blown AIDS develops that typifies the end stage of the
HIV disease.
Two approaches to produce a viral vaccine have been tried, based on stimulating production of:
• Antibodies, produced by B cells, that will destroy invading HIV before it can take hold in the body;
• Killer T cells that will destroy helper T cells in the body already infected by the virus.
The first approach used the gp120 glycoprotein spike on the surface of the virus as the antigen.
The results however, were disappointing. Gp120 appears to be concealed and shielded from
antibodies and also utilises ‘decoys.’
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The second approach, referred to as cell-mediated immunity (CMI) could, in theory, lower the peak
of the viral load and maintain a much lower population of HIV over time (Figure 6.18).
Figure 6.18 – A Cell-Mediated Immunity (CMI) approach can theoretically keep the viral load below the
transmission threshold.76
© Illustration by Samuel Velasco – SW Infographic / courtesy of IAVI
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Although both approaches have been proved feasible in animal models, neither has individually
produced a vaccine that is of significant human benefit. The one partial success is the RV 144, a
“prime-boost” combination of two vaccines: ALVAC® HIV vaccine (the prime), and AIDSVAX® B/E
vaccine (the boost). The vaccine combination was based on HIV strains that commonly circulate in
Thailand and was administered in a Phase III trial involving 16,000 volunteers. The trial
demonstrated that the vaccine regimen was safe and modestly effective in preventing HIV
infection, reducing it by some 30%.77
What is now clear is that the virus exists in both ‘free’ and in the helper T cells, so it can only be
eliminated by the two approaches working in tandem (antibodies destroying the free viruses and
killer T cells destroying the helper T cells containing the virus). Thus the aim is to find a vaccine that
does both. The most promising candidates are plasmids (structures outside the chromosome that
contain DNA, usually in bacteria) that encode a gene from the virus and live recombinant vaccines,
again with genes from the HIV virus, but inserted into harmless viruses such as the adenovirus.78
What is needed is an expanded, yet coordinated, research programme aimed at virtually every
element along the chain of vaccine development from basic cellular and molecular science to
vaccine types and delivery systems.76,79-81
A malaria vaccine in sight?
An effective human malaria vaccine has been sought for over 70 years, but until recently with little
success. This is largely because the infectious agent, Plasmodium, is a protozoan, an organism
much more complex than a bacterium or virus. The Plasmodium has to survive in human cells until
it is picked up again by a mosquito and it has developed a very good resistance to the human
immune system, based in part on the great diversity of the parasite’s protein coats and the variety
of signals each coat provides to the antibody. In the words of Professor Kevin Marsh, Director of the
KEMRI – Wellcome Collaborative Research Programme in Kenya: “Not only do different parasites
have different protein coats – like humans having different eye or hair colour – but each parasite can
also vary the particular signals it displays.”82
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The approach to a vaccine, similar in some respects to that being adopted against HIV, is to utilise
(mostly) sub-unit vaccines, based on a wide range of the antigens presented by the parasite in its
different forms. Hopefully this will stimulate both antibodies and cell-mediated immunity. Again,
echoing the new HIV vaccine approach, there is a belief that a combination of vaccines will be
critical to success.
Because the parasite’s life cycle is complicated there are several different broad targets for a
vaccine (Box 6.14).

Box 6.14 The cycle of targets for a malaria vaccine.83
© PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI)
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Figure 6.19 – The life cycle of the Plasmodium parasite.83
liver cells. They aim
to elicit an immune response that would either prevent infection or attack the infected liver cell
if infection does occur. They include:

– Recombinant antigens from the surface of the parasite or from the infected liver cell that
induce antibodies, for example against the sporozoite main coat protein (e.g. RTS,S);
– DNA or viral vector vaccines that encode pre-erythrocytic antigens recognised by T cells;
– Live, attenuated vaccines that consist of a weakened form of the sporozoite.
2. Blood-stage vaccine candidates – that target the rapid replication of the organism in
human red blood cells. These do not aim to block all infection, but to decrease the parasite
load, hence reducing the severity of the disease. A vaccine that contains antigens or proteins
from the surface of the merozoite could allow the body to develop natural immunity with much
less risk of getting ill.
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3. Transmission-blocking vaccine candidates – these seek to interrupt the parasite’s life cycle
by inducing antibodies that prevent the parasite from maturing in the mosquito after it
takes a blood meal from a vaccinated person. The aim would be to limit the spread of
infection by preventing mosquitoes that feed on an infected person from spreading malaria
to new hosts.
The most successful candidate to date is the pre-erythrocyte vaccine RTS,S. The latest field trials on
children aged five to 17 months have shown promising protection.84 The vaccine is now
recommended to go into Phase III trials and could be submitted to regulatory authorities by 2011.

6. The role of treatment for infectious diseases
Treatment of people with infectious
diseases serves at least three purposes:
1. To reduce the probability of mortality;
2. To reduce morbidity and help people
live normal, productive lives;

Advancing the treatment of TB
Once infected, a person’s immune
system if strong will fight to contain the
Figure 6.20 – The range of treatments on offer in the small
TB bacteria. But, if the immune system is
village of M’PeDougou in Mali
weakened in any way the bacteria will
escape, multiply and develop into the active tuberculosis disease. The bacteria then attack the
lungs and other organs such as the kidneys, liver, vertebra and brain. They destroy tissue and
cartilage, leading to a variety of symptoms including fever, weight loss and a chronic cough
producing blood. The disease kills around 60% of those who are not treated, most commonly
through respiratory failure.
No treatment was available for TB for thousands of years and the disease, commonly known as
‘consumption’, was still killing up to one out of every seven people in the US and Europe in the early
1900s. From the 1850s through to the 1950s, the primary way of dealing with TB patients was to
collapse the infected lung or to send patients to ‘sanatoriums’, where they could get better ‘air,’
nutrition – and be kept away from the general population.85 Progress was made in the developed
countries largely as a result of the improved social, economic and nutritional status of the
population.
In the 1940s medical advances made TB chemotherapy possible. Streptomycin, the first effective
antibiotic was discovered in 1944, but it was soon found that it produced resistant mutants within
a few months. In the 1950s and 60s other antibiotics were developed, including isoniazid,
ethambutol and rifampin, the primary drugs used to treat the disease today. It was also
demonstrated that resistance could be overcome by treating the patient with a combination of two
or three drugs. Combination therapy has been used to treat TB ever since.86
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infection.
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The drugs must be taken over an extended period of time, six to 12 months, in order to completely
eliminate the bacteria from the body.87 Initially, the first patients to be treated in this way were
hospitalized for the full course of treatment to ensure compliance. However, in the 1950s, researchers
from the British Medical Research Council in Madras, India found that results from those who were
treated with TB drugs at home, and monitored by family members, compared equally well with those
treated at a sanitarium. While this idea quickly spread, and long-term hospitalization of TB patients
ceased, the need for continuing directly supervised care was not widely translated.85 TB rates in
Europe and the US began to dramatically decline, but success has not been seen on the same scale
in resource-poor settings with poor health-systems, unreliable transport and unaffordable drugs.
In 1974 Dr Karel Styblo, working in Tanzania, developed a relatively successful model of shortcourse chemotherapy under direct supervision. It was exported to six other African countries and to
Nicaragua.85 But this was not at first taken up as a large-scale approach. In fact, TB control
measures were relaxed, and often neglected.
Resurgence and the adoption of DOTS
The emergence of HIV in the 1980s changed everything. The huge increase in the number of
immuno-compromised individuals led to a reversal in trends and a steady increase in TB incidence.
An increase in migration, urbanization and overcrowding in cities, and the ongoing problems of
poverty, malnutrition and poor public health infrastructure served to add to the problem.88,89
By 1993, there were seven to eight million new cases occurring each year, and TB was declared a
global emergency.90 In 1994, the WHO, seeking to respond to the problem, adopted a programme
based on the work of Dr Styblo, which was renamed DOTS (Directly Observed Therapy, Shortcourse).91 DOTS was gradually expanded around the world, and quickly became the standard
method of TB control. The five components of DOTS are:
• Government commitment;
• Case detection by sputum smear microscopy;
• Standardized treatment regimen with directly observed treatment for at least the first two months;
• Regular drug supply;
• Standardized recording and reporting system that allows assessment of treatment results.90
TB prevalence worldwide has declined steadily since 1990, from about 300 cases per 100,000
people, to around 20092 – and in 1997, the Director General of the WHO termed DOTS the health
breakthrough of the 1990s.85 The strategy has now been adopted by 187 out of 193 WHO member
states at high levels of population coverage,93 and with the 2006 Stop TB strategy continuing to
focus on the use of DOTS; it remains ‘one of the most widely-implemented and longest-running
global health interventions in history.’91
Remaining challenges
Despite its widespread uptake, and success in some areas, a large number of challenges remain.
Whilst the prevalence of TB has been gradually decreasing globally, it is increasing quite
dramatically in both Sub-Saharan Africa and Eastern Europe. A number of factors are combining in
these areas to make the successful control of TB through DOTS difficult. These include: poverty, late
care-seeking behaviour, lack of transport for repeated treatment, weak health systems, HIV
epidemics and, increasingly, the emergence of Multi-Drug Resistant TB (MDR-TB).
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Figure 6.21 – The rise of Multi Drug Resistant TB (MDR-TB)92,95
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Resistant strains of TB develop
through the incorrect treatment of normal TB, either as a result of patients missing doses, doctors
prescribing inappropriate drugs, or patients failing to complete the full six plus months treatment
programme. While the majority of cases arise in these ways, MDR-TB can also be passed onto new
individuals, especially to those with weak immune systems.
The first incidences of MDR-TB were reported in the 1990s, and while exact numbers are difficult
to determine94 and estimates are likely to be low, it is generally agreed to be on the rise. Figure 6.21
above shows global estimates of infected individuals from 2000. The spread of the problem is not
evenly distributed. It is estimated that nearly two thirds of the global MDR-TB burden occurs in just
three countries – Russia, India and China.95
Health officials have tried to respond to the problem, but change has been slow. In the first years of
the growing epidemic, there was debate as to whether to use the limited resources of very expensive
drugs to treat what was a minority of patients. The WHO only agreed to treat MDR-TB in 2002,96 but
have subsequently put in place extensive guidelines for MDR treatment in their new strategy.
Unfortunately, in the meantime, the TB bacterium has built up further resistance, leading to the
evolution of extensively drug-resistant TB, or XDR-TB (TB resistant to three or more of the six classes
of second-line drugs). It was first reported in August 2006, out of 52 reported cases, 51 died within
a month of being tested. As of 2007 it was estimated that 27,000 new cases were emerging per
year, with 80 to 100% mortality rates being reported.97
Future – new drugs
New treatment options are urgently needed. Today’s first-line anti-TB medicines are more than
40 years old. New medications could shorten the treatment time, thus greatly alleviating some of
the problems with patient adherence which have led to drug resistance. In addition, drugs are now
needed which can attack both multi- and extensively-drug resistant strains, as well as work
alongside HIV/AIDS medications.
As with vaccines for TB, there has been a recent increase in attention and funding for the
development of new TB medications, and an increase of research and new drugs under trial.
The Stop TB Partnership has made new drug discovery one of its key initiatives,70 and the TB
Alliance has been set-up as a public-private partnership to speed-up and facilitate drug discovery
and delivery.98 The objectives set by the ‘Stop TB Partnership Task Force on Retooling’ for the
development of new medicines are:
• To simplify or reduce treatment duration to two months or less;
• To effectively treat multidrug resistance;
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• To treat patients with latent TB infection;

Scientists are working towards these aims
by looking at both known and new targets
within the bacterium, as well as using novel
approaches to target the bacterium as a
whole organism. Advances in genomics
have proved helpful, especially the recent
success in sequencing of the bacterial
genome.100
Figure 6.22 – The development and administration of
There are currently thousands of potential
new drugs for TB will be vitally important
compounds being screened, synthesized, or
optimized in discovery and preclinical studies, with much of the work being done through the TB
Alliance and its partners, as well as the private company AstraZeneca. Some of these new drugs
may be introduced as new combinations, others as single drugs.101

Most advanced in development is the drug Moxifloxacin, which could be substituted for one of
current first-line drugs, reducing the time for treatment to four months. Using a mechanism different
to existing first-line drugs, it acts by inhibiting an enzyme called DNA gyrase, which is essential for
the bacterium’s survival. Trials began in 2002 and have now reached the Phase III stage.99,101
Another promising candidate is a diarylquinoline TMC207 which provides a new mechanism of
action by inhibiting the bacterial ATP synthase. In Phase II trials it has shown effectiveness in
patients with multi-drug resistant bacteria.101
While we are still some years off from seeing significant changes in the technologies available for
TB treatment, the fact that so many new possibilities are now being developed is extremely
promising. As stated in a 2007 report: ‘For the first time in 40 years, there is a coordinated portfolio
of promising new compounds in the pipeline, some of which have the potential to become the
cornerstone drugs for the control and possible eventual elimination of TB in the future.’99
Antiretrovirals (ARV) against HIV
The first effective drug for the treatment of AIDS had been used to treat cancer patients. In 1985
AZT (known as zidovudine or retrovir) was found to be effective against HIV because of its ability
to block the enzyme (reverse transcriptase, see Box 6.13) that translates the viral RNA into DNA.
This discovery led to the development of a number of similar nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitors (NRTIs). More recently they have been joined by protease inhibitors (PIs) and other drugs
that interfere with the replication of the virus (Box 6.15).
Because the virus is capable of rapid mutation, the modern standard of care is a combination of
three or four of these drugs (Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy – HAART) to reduce the risk of
resistance developing. The widespread introduction of HAART in 1995 transformed the lives of
those in the developed world living with AIDS. Although not providing a cure for infected
individuals, HAART can greatly reduce the viral load and allow a relatively productive life and better
survival prospects.
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• That new medicines should be
compatible with antiretroviral therapy
for HIV/AIDS patients.99
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Box 6.15 Antiretroviral drugs
The antiretroviral drugs that are used to treat HIV infected patients adopt various approaches
to prevent the virus from replicating:
1. Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors – (NRTIs) target construction of viral DNA;
2. Protease inhibitors – (PIs) target viral assembly;
3. Fusion inhibitors – block HIV from fusing with a cell’s membrane;
4. Integrase inhibitors – inhibit the integration of viral DNA into the DNA of the infected cell;
5. Entry inhibitors – block HIV from the host cell by binding the co-receptor that HIV normally
uses for entry.
Initially HAART was prohibitively expensive for developing countries. However, due to increasing
competition, the introduction of a growing number of generic products, new pricing policies from
pharmaceutical companies and successful lobbying, the cost has dropped dramatically in the last
decade. The most common first treatment for a patient (known as the first line treatment) is
Lamivudine plus Stavudine plus Nevirapine. This cost about US$10,000 per patient per year in
2000, but by 2007 had dropped to US$92. Second line treatments, which are needed if resistance
develops or if there are serious side effects, cost around US$1,200 per year.102,103
Thanks in part to the increasing affordability, access and coverage of ARV therapy has grown
rapidly in low-income countries. There were nearly 4 million people receiving treatment in 2008, out
of the estimated 1 billion in need. A large gap still exists, with millions of new infections occurring
each year and an increasing number of patients requiring second line medicines.43
Although more than two dozen different products are now available for the treatment of HIV
infection, there is a need for new drugs that:
1 Will combat multi-resistant forms of the virus;
2 Will reduce long-term toxicity;
3 Are easier to take;
4 Are less liable to induce resistance;
5 Are curatives.
Preventing Mother to Child Transmission (pMTCT)
One of the most effective uses of anti-retrovirals has been in the treatment of pregnant mothers for
their own health and to prevent transmission of HIV to infants. More than 90% of the children
living with HIV are infected through MTCT, which can take place during pregnancy, around the time
of birth, or through breastfeeding. ARVs for both infected mothers and infants play a key role in
reducing MTCT, along with the use of breast milk substitutes or caesarean section delivery when
appropriate.
Women who have reached advanced stages of HIV disease will need a combination of ARVs for
their own health. Infected pregnant women, who do not yet need treatment can also take a short
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course of drugs to help protect the unborn baby. Finally, newborn babies will usually be given a
course of treatment for the first days or weeks of life, to further lower the risk.104 The WHO compiled
a set of guidelines for ARV use for pregnant women and infants in 2006, listed in Box 6.16 below.
They are currently in the process of reviewing these recommendations based on new experience
and evidence, and an update is expected in early 2010.105

Box 6.16 WHO guidelines for pMTCT drug regimens in resource-limited settings106
Pregnancy

Labour

After birth:
mother

After birth:
infant

Azidothymidine
(AZT) after
28 weeks

Single dose
nevirapine; AZT+
lamivudine (3TC)

AZT+3TC for
seven days

Single dose
nevirapine;
AZT for
seven days

Alternative
AZT after
(higher risk of
28 weeks
drug resistance)

Single dose
nevirapine

–

Single dose
nevirapine;
AZT for
seven days

Minimum
(less effective)

–

Single dose
nevirapine;
AZT+3TC

AZT+3TC for
seven days

Single dose
nevirapine

Minimum (less –
effective and
higher risk of
drug resistance)

Single dose
nevirapine

–

Single dose
nevirapine

Recommended

Due to many attempts to scale-up efforts for pMTCT, from groups such as PEPFAR,107 The Call to
Action Project,108 MTCT-Plus109 and The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, ARV
use by pregnant women living with HIV in low and middle-income countries is now up to 45%, up
from 10% in 2004.43 In addition, experience has enabled health workers to better define the pros
and cons of using a simple treatment like single dose nevirapine, versus more effective, yet more
expensive and harder to administer combinations of two or three drugs. Since 2006, an increasing
number of countries have moved towards combination therapy43 but there is a clear need for a
‘simple, safe and easy-to-use ARV regimen for pregnant women with HIV.’106
The search for a microbicide
The quest for an effective microbicide is in response to the demand by vulnerable women for
protective technologies that are under their control. Microbicides, as the name implies, are chemical
compounds that kill micro-organisms. But in the context of HIV a microbicide is ‘a womancontrolled method applied before sex that could kill, neutralize or block HIV and other sexually
transmitted infections.’ While many compounds attack HIV once it has spread through the body, a
topical microbicide, applied as gel, cream, film, suppository or sponge, or contained in a vaginal ring
that releases the active ingredient gradually, could be effective in blocking the entry and early
multiplication of the virus. To date the concept has not been clinically proven (Box 6.17).
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Box 6.17 The great diversity of potential microbicides against HIV75
Several approaches to
developing microbicides,
underpinned by basic
research,
are
being
pursued (Figure 6.23).
1. Entry inhibitors – that
prevent attachment or
entry of the virus
Polyanions – electronically
charged molecules that
create
an
acid
environment in the vagina,
attracting
HIV
and
preventing its attachment
to a cell. (e.g. Carraguard,
PRO2000, BufferGel).
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Figure 6.23 – Where the current microbicides in development are
targeted.75

Glycoprotein inhibitors – that bind to gp120 and gp41 preventing attachment and fusion of
HIV (e.g. DS003) to the cells.
CCR5 blockers – that block the host cell receptors so preventing the virus attaching
(e.g. DS001, maraviroc).
2. Reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTI) – that interfere with replication of the virus once it
is inside the cell.
Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) – inhibit replication by
binding to the enzyme reverse transcriptase; some may bind permanently. (e.g. dapavrine, MIV
150, UC 781)
Nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NtRTIs) – once incorporated into the viral DNA
they prevent it growing further (e.g. PMPA).
3. Various combinations of the above.
Most of the compounds in clinical trials are polyanions. Carraguard, made from a substance
derived from seaweed, completed Phase III trials in 2008. The trials involving 6,000 sexually
active South African women, demonstrated that the microbicide was safe and acceptable but
did not reduce the risk of women acquiring HIV.110,111 BufferGel and PRO2000 are currently in
Phase III trials. Even although these compounds are not specific to HIV, they are still likely to
provide a worthwhile level of protection. Early modelling has shown that even with 60%
effectiveness, if just 20% of women in the 73 lowest income countries, with access to HIV
prevention services, used a microbicide 50% of the time that a condom is not used, it could
avert some 2.5 million infections over 3 years.112 The next generation of microbicides – those
based on ARVs that are specifically designed to be active against HIV – as well as combination
therapies, hold the promise of a greater level of protection. But they face the same challenges
as the search for a successful vaccine.
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Artemisinin combination therapy against malaria
Medicines that cure malaria not only reduce illness and save lives; they can greatly reduce the rate
of transmission of the disease.
In the past, chloroquine and other drugs were cheap and highly effective treatments, but growing
resistance has caused them to be abandoned in many parts of Africa and Asia (Figure 6.25).
The timely discovery and development of artemisinin and its derivatives (see Box 2.6 in Chapter 2)
promised a new era of effective treatment.
Figure 6.25 – Drug resistance to P. Falciparum from studies up to 2004113
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The mode of action of artemisinin is not fully understood, but it appears to interfere with the cell
metabolism of the malaria parasite.114 It may be less prone to resistance but recognizing the history
of resistance to drugs for treatment of malaria, the artemisinin derivatives are being administered
in combination with other anti-malarial drugs. The WHO recommendations are:
Artemether + lumefantrine;
Artesunate + amodiaquine;
Artesunate + mefloquine;
Artesunate + sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine.
In the treatment of uncomplicated malaria, artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs) have proven
90% effective, with a recovery from malaria after three days, especially where the parasite is
chloroquine-resistant. WHO recommends that a switch to ACT should be made in all countries
where the malaria parasite has developed resistance to chloroquine. Artemisinin medicines have
minimal adverse side effects.113 However, they are costly (the most effective ACT treatment is
US$2.40 – 10 to 15 times the cost of first line cures) and, because of the need to extract the
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compounds from annual plants, they take a long time to produce.115 One alternative being explored
is to genetically engineer yeast to synthesize a precursor called artemisinic acid. The other is to
develop a range of drugs to replace artemisinin and to cope with specific situations, namely for:
1. Intermittent preventative treatment (IPT) of women during pregnancy;
2. IPT of infants;
3. Single dose treatment in emergency situations;
4. Intravenous or intramuscular treatment of severe malaria.
At present some 19 drugs or drug combinations are under development through the Medicines for
Malaria Venture public-private partnership.

7. Emerging infectious diseases
Infectious diseases place an enormous burden on human health but in addition to this chronic
burden, sudden outbreaks of new diseases can lead to national and global disasters that are
especially devastating for developing countries.
The outbreaks may result from the emergence of a new form of disease, for instance through
mutation of a less virulent strain into a more virulent one, or through a switch of a disease from a
wild host species to human beings. Alternatively, outbreaks may arise from the movement of an
existing disease to a new area where it did not previously occur.
New infectious diseases of these kinds appear regularly (Figure 6.26). In the past 25 years,
38 entirely new diseases have appeared in humans, about two every three years. Over 70% of new
and recently re-emerging diseases are of animal origin.116
Figure 6.26 – Global distribution of the relative risk of emerging infectious diseases117
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Some of these have evolved from similar diseases in animals, for example HIV/AIDS. The human
form of HIV was derived from a Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) carried by a subspecies of
chimpanzee that lives in the forests of Southern Cameroon, Gabon and the Republic of Congo.118
SIV in chimpanzees developed from successive cross-species transmission and recombinations in
the monkeys on which chimpanzees prey.119 The virus passed to humans sometime early in the 20th
century, probably as a result of humans hunting, butchering and eating wild chimpanzees.120,121
It remained at very low levels until the 1950s and 60s when it took on epidemic form, spreading
from Africa around the world.
Other emerging diseases have simply shifted from animal hosts, such as SARS and some influenza
viruses. Such diseases, caused by pathogens which infect both humans and animals, are termed
zoonotic. Developing countries, where there is close contact between wildlife, livestock and humans,
are particularly favourable environments for the emergence of new zoonoses.
Influenza
Perhaps the most recurrent of human disease outbreaks is influenza. The influenza virus probably
has its origin in wild waterfowl but long ago moved to other animals, in particular swine and
domestic poultry, and to humans. ‘Epidemics occur in most countries in some years, and in some
countries in most years.’122 There are also periodic pandemics, the most serious being the so-called
‘Spanish’ flu of 1918 at the end of World War I when some 50 million people died.

Box 6.18 Influenza viruses
Only type A influenza viruses are capable of
causing pandemics. The virus is distinguished by
surface glycoprotein spikes on the viral envelope.
The haemagglutinin (H) spike helps the virus
attach to the host cell; the neuraminidase (N)
spike facilitates the release of newly produced
virus particles from the host cell.
Inside the virus are eight strands of RNA
carrying a total of 11 genes that code for the
glycoproteins and the other proteins that are
involved in the replication, transcription and
export of the virus.
There are 15 forms of the H spike
(H1, H2, H3 etc) and nine of the N spike.124
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Figure 6.27 – Structure of Influenza virus123

H1N1 caused the 1918/19 pandemic and also caused the 2009 Swine flu pandemic;
H2N2 caused Asian flu in 1957;
H3N2 caused Hong Kong flu in 1968;
H5N1 causes the current Avian flu outbreaks which began in 1996.
Immunity to the virus is conferred by antibodies to the glycoprotein and other protein
antigens. Viral RNA is subject to very high rates of mutation during replication, causing small
changes in the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens on the surface of the virus. This socalled antigenic drift eventually results in a new strain that overcomes much of the immunity.
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In addition, viral RNA may cross between different viral strains, for example between human
and avian strains when both happen to occur in the cells of the same human, bird or pig host.
This reassortment, also known as antigenic shift, can result in entirely new antigens (in this
way H1N1 evolved into H3N2).125 The immunity has to be recreated from scratch.
The form of the haemagglutin determines, in part, the ease of transmission between humans.
Strains that are easily transmitted have hemagglutinin proteins that bind to receptors in the
upper part of the respiratory tract, such as in the nose, throat and mouth. In contrast, strains
such as avian flu (H5N1) bind to receptors that are mostly found deep in the lungs.126
The 1918-19 Spanish flu

Figure 6.28 – Three pandemic waves of the 1918-1919
influenza outbreak in the UK.127
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1918
1919
primarily, by soldiers towards the end of
World War I in their barracks and during sea voyages to Europe and beyond (Figures 6.28).128
About 50% of the world’s population was eventually infected, half suffering a clinical infection.
Fifty million or so deaths occurred, mostly in the second and third waves. The devastating nature
of the pandemic has been commentated on by many writers and observers. Isaac Starr, a third year
medical student, volunteered to tend the sick in Philadelphia. He commented ‘the pandemic ranks
with the plague of Justinian and the Black Death as one of the three most destructive human
epidemics.’ He and John Barry described in graphic detail the devastation wrought by the
infections: ‘deaths in the hospital exceeded 25% per night during the peak.’129
Although the pandemic began in the US and travelled to Europe it soon affected Africa and Asia
with equal devastation. In India 7 million deaths occurred and there were 1.5 to 2.0 million in
Africa. The most extreme consequences were on the Pacific island of Samoa where a quarter of the
population died.
After the pandemic ceased, the virus persisted in pigs and in humans causing annual epidemics
until the 1950s.130 With the appearance of a new H2N2 pandemic strain in 1957 (‘Asian’ flu), the
direct H1N1 descendants disappeared from human circulation, although it continued in pigs.
However H1N1 ‘re-emerged’ from a laboratory in 1977 and has continued to circulate in various
forms, including a reassorted H3N2 virus lineage in both pigs and humans. Fortunately none of
these, so far, have been as virulent as the 1918 parent. But this could change.
The 2009 Swine Flu Pandemic
In 2009 a new lineage of H1N1 emerged, carrying genes from both bird and swine flu strains, as a
result of reassortment (crossing) of North American and Eurasian H1N1 lineages.124 Not only is it a
descendant of the 1918 virus, but there is a worrying similarity in its initial progress.
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The first reported case was in Veracruz, Mexico in mid-February 2009, although its origins may have
been earlier either in Mexico or the US.
Subsequently it has spread rapidly round the globe driven by global human air travel and very rapid
transmission among children in schools. At the time of writing it is in its second pandemic wave,
occurring in 208 countries and overseas territories/communities with over 9,500 deaths (Figure 6.29).131
Figure 6.29 – Laboratory confirmed cases reported by WHO November 2009131

It had an appreciable mortality in the initial phases in Mexico. Most hard hit were the very young,
the very old, and young adults as happened in the 1918 pandemic. Yet in its later phases it is, so
far, relatively mild in its effects and the lethality is low.132
Avian Flu
Coincidentally, although originating some time before the swine flu outbreak, there was an
outbreak of an A strain avian flu – H5N1 – that was, from the outset, highly virulent. Research into
this flu stimulated a re-examination of the 1918 pandemic and served to uncover serious gaps in
our knowledge of influenza viral processes and epidemiology. Moreover, the preparations made for
a possible new pandemic of this strain have provided a good basis for dealing with the new threat
posed by swine flu.
Avian flu was first detected in Guangdong Province, China, in 1996, when it killed some geese, but
received little attention until it spread from poultry to humans in Hong Kong in 1997. Six out of 18
infected people died but the outbreak was quickly eliminated by culling all the poultry.
Nevertheless, it continued to circulate among ducks in the coastal provinces of China.133
Subsequently there have been several distinct waves of different forms (clades) of the H5N1 virus
in the current outbreak (Figure 6.30).
Today, avian flu is endemic in poultry in various parts of Asia and Africa. What is somewhat
surprising is the low transmissibility to humans. Although more than 230 million domestic birds had
died or been killed by 2006, only 251 people had become ill. The receptor site for the virus is deep
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Figure 6.30 – Evolution of H5N1variants (clades and subclades) up until 2006.134
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in the human respiratory tract and it seems that only a few people have these sites in the upper
part of the tract. Nevertheless the human death rate is very high; by 2009, 424 human infections
have resulted in 261 deaths.135
So far there have only been two incidences of apparent human to human transmission – in
Thailand in 2004 and Indonesia in 2006. In neither case did it go beyond a single family. However,
if the virus mutates to a form where transmission is more readily achieved the consequences could
be very serious. Equally worrying is the possibility of H5N1 crossing with swine flu H1N1 so
combining lethality with rapid transmission. This is most likely where poultry is widely infected – e.g.
in China, Indonesia or Egypt. The viral crossing may occur tomorrow or several years from now
(the form of the virus that gave rise to the 1918 pandemic was probably present as early as 1900).
Influenza prevention and treatment
Influenza is transmitted among humans through the air by coughs or sneezes that create aerosols
containing the virus. Standard surgical facemasks may be effective if placed on infective people, but
are unlikely to offer much protection to the uninfected. The virus can also be transmitted by other
human secretions. Bird to human transmission often occurs through bird droppings. Sunlight,
disinfectants and detergents inactivate the virus. Frequent hand washing is very effective and this
is a key public health message.
Vaccination is a well proven preventative measure, but can be defeated by viral mutation and
reassortment. Commonly, vaccines are produced by cultivating one or more strains in chicken eggs
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and, after purification, killing them to produce an inactivated vaccine. Continued growing of the
virus in the eggs can also produce a weakened live vaccine. Because these methods are logistically
complicated and relatively time consuming, there is a growing effort to develop alternative
vaccine methodologies.134 These include genetically engineering vaccines that are universal for
Influenza A and all its variants, either by targeting those viral proteins that do not mutate very
much, or by stimulating ‘killer’ T cells. Vaccines effective against the current strain of H1N1, using
conventional methods, are now (November 2009) available. Most industrialised countries have
purchased stocks in advance, but it seems unlikely that there will be adequate supplies for the
developing countries.
Vaccines have also been produced to protect poultry against H5N1. In some countries, for example
Thailand, such vaccines are illegal, as they may affect the poultry trade but in China the policy is to
vaccinate birds in an 8 km radius around the outbreak centre. One risk is that vaccination, which
targets certain strains, may enable new more virulent strains to emerge. This may have been the
reason for the rapid spread of the new subclade in 2006.136
Antivirals can also be effective for prevention and treatment. These target the neuraminidase
spikes and reduce the release of the viruses from the host cells. Infected people then have a lower
viral burden and are also less infective. Two of the commonly used drugs are oseltamivar (Tamiflu)
and zanamivir (Relenza). A major downside of antiviral use is the high probability of developing
resistance. Resistance in H5N1 to amantadines (which attack a different target) has occurred in
humans in Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia but there have also been a small number of cases
resistant to oseltamivar.137 H1N1 resistance to oseltamivar has already been reported in Denmark,
Japan and Hong Kong.138
Mortality from swine flu is likely to be higher in those individuals who already have health
conditions. This is evident from the recent mortality cases in the developed world. It is likely to be
especially so in Africa and South Asia where many who become infected are likely to be also
suffering from HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB. In the 1918 pandemic most influenza deaths resulted
from bacterial pneumonia. There was then a lack of antibiotics. The situation is now very different,
but it is crucial that sufficient supplies of antibiotics are available in developing countries as the
swine flu pandemic progresses.
In summary it is clear that successful approaches to pandemics of both avian and swine flu must
rely on a coordinated and multifactorial approach. Planning needs to be made well in advance and
be based on a clear sense of priorities.

8. Non-communicable diseases
In addition to the burden of infectious diseases, there is a growing mortality from chronic noncommunicable diseases (CNCDs) in the developing countries. 60% of the world’s mortality is caused
by these diseases. The list includes: cardiovascular conditions (mainly heart diseases and strokes),
some cancers, chronic respiratory conditions and type two diabetes. People of all ages, nationalities
and classes are affected. Around 80% of the deaths from chronic diseases occur in the low and
middle income countries (Figure 6.31). ‘The number of deaths from these diseases is double the
number of deaths that result from a combination of infectious diseases (including HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis and malaria), maternal and perinatal conditions, and nutritional deficiencies ).’139
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Fortunately, we know the underlying risk
factors for CNCDs. They include:

Figure 6.31 – Projected deaths by major cause and
World Bank income group, all ages, 2005140

• An unhealthy diet;

• The use of tobacco.
Moreover they are largely preventable. For
example, up to 80% of premature deaths
from heart disease, stroke and diabetes can
be prevented with known behavioural and
pharmaceutical interventions.140 What is
needed now is to: raise public awareness,
enhance economic, legal and environmental
policies, modify the risk factors, engage
business and the community, mitigate
health aspects of poverty and urbanisation
and reorientate health systems.139
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9. Conclusion
As we concluded in Chapter 4, progress towards the health MDGs has been mixed. In some cases
we have proven technologies and interventions and the challenge is largely one of implementation.
In others the technologies are not yet available and progress will continue to be slow.
There are a good range of proven vaccines that can significantly help combat child mortality. They
will not, of course, be sufficient on their own. There is still much to be done to improve drinking
water quality and sanitation. Similarly the cause of maternal morbidity and mortality are well
known as are the required interventions. But creating health systems that will deliver these
interventions, where and when they are needed, is a formidable challenge.
The major scientific and technological challenges lie with the ‘killer’ infectious diseases. Malaria
control has seen significant advances. The combination of insecticide treated nets, indoor residual
spraying and artemisinin combination therapies are proven interventions which have been shown
to work on a large scale. A vaccine, which appears to be just around the corner, could add
significantly to this armoury.
The other major diseases – polio, TB, HIV/AIDS and influenza are much more problematic. The
situation with polio is very worrying. Even though eradication is tantalisingly close there is a real
danger of a breakdown of vaccine control, leading to resurgences which we know can spread
globally in a matter of weeks. The current strategies need urgent rethinking. For TB, despite recent
efforts, the prospects for improved treatments and vaccines are still disappointing. Even more
worrying is the lack of a major step change in the hunt for vaccines and microbicides for HIV. The
virus is a fiendish adversary, as trials of new products have revealed. An enormous amount has been
learnt and the focus of innovation is now much clearer, but it will be some years before effective
compounds are available. By contrast influenza is an easier target for vaccines, but the current
pandemic has revealed the dangers of a lack of investment in research into emerging infectious
diseases. There are other, as yet unknown, pandemics around the corner.
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The entire suite of development goals, including economic growth, improved education, gender
equity and the reduction of disease and hunger, will be difficult to achieve without reversing
the current degradation of the environment. An estimated 24% of global disease burden is
associated with environmental factors, and 25% of all deaths in developing countries are linked to
environmental risks, compared to 17% in the developed world.1
While it is tempting to think of MDG 7 – with its broad environmental sweep – as somewhat more
removed than agriculture and health from the immediate needs of the world’s poor, this is actually
not the case. Recent studies of global environmental change conclude that the poor suffer most as
a consequence of environmental decline.2 Research has demonstrated that poor people are most
likely to be affected by disasters brought about, or exacerbated by, environmental degradation,
such as landslides and flooding.34
The main reason for the close relationship between environmental sustainability and poverty
reduction is that poor communities in developing countries are much more dependent on
environmental services, particularly renewable natural resources, than those in developed countries.
Over 1.3 billion people rely on forests, fisheries and agriculture for their livelihoods, accounting for
nearly half of all jobs worldwide. Natural resources are also essential sources of food, energy, shelter
and medicine. In Africa, more than seven out of every ten poor people live in rural areas, where their
livelihoods are renewable resource-dependent.5
Besides supplying basic human necessities, natural resources in developing countries – such as
export crops and minerals – underpin national economic growth and incomes. Natural capital –
including land, minerals and forests – constitutes 5% of the world’s wealth but more than 40% of
the wealth of developing countries.1

1. Millennium Development Goal 7
A quick glance at the targets of MDG 7 reveals significant variation in the breadth and depth of
targets and indicators (see Table 7.1). The diverse focus of these targets has been influenced by the
recent history of international efforts to integrate environmental and development issues.
Governments at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro
in 1992 adopted Agenda 21, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, and the
Statement of Principles for the Sustainable Management of Forests.6 This generated new
initiatives on climate change, forestry and biodiversity, and established “sustainable development”
as a shared, international objective, integrating economic growth, equity and environmental
protection. Then in 2002, the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg
reaffirmed the principles of sustainable development and placed particular emphasis (linking to
the Millennium Declaration), on water and sanitation, biodiversity conservation, climate change
and energy.7
All of these different environmental initiatives became separate targets and indicators of MDG 7.
Target 7C and 7D, dealing with water and sanitation, and urban slums respectively, were quite
precise. Targets 7A and 7B in contrast, had a complex set of overlapping indicators (Table 7.1).†
† Indeed, depending on what international agency’s website you consult, you will find that the five or seven indicators of Targets 7A and 7B are distributed
across both targets in quite different ways. Here we use the UNSTATS interpretation, which identifies seven indicators across Targets 7A and 7B. This list
of MDG indicators is available at: millenniumindicators.un.org/unsd/mdg/Host.aspx?Content=Indicators/OfficialList.htm [Accessed 16 Nov 2009].
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Table 7.1 Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability8
Target 7.A – Integrate the principles of
sustainable development into country
policies and programmes and reverse the
loss of environmental resources.
Target 7.B – Reduce biodiversity loss,
achieving, by 2010, a significant reduction
in the rate of loss.

7.1 Proportion of land area covered by forest.
7.2 CO2 emissions, total, per capita and
per US$1 GDP (PPP).
7.3 Consumption of ozone-depleting
substances.
7.4 Proportion of fish stocks within safe
biological limits.
7.5 Proportion of total water resources used.
7.6 Proportion of terrestrial and marine areas
protected.
7.7 Proportion of species threatened
with extinction.

Target 7.C – Halve, by 2015, the proportion
of people without sustainable access to safe
drinking water and basic sanitation.

7.8 Proportion of population using an
improved drinking water source.
7.9 Proportion of population using an
improved sanitation facility.

Target 7.D – By 2020, to have achieved a
significant improvement in the lives of at
least 100 million slum dwellers.

7.10 Proportion of urban population living
in slums.

In this Chapter, we will consider the contribution that science and innovation make to acheiving
the different targets of MDG 7. In Section 3 we will focus on those indicators in Targets 7A and 7B
which are associated with reducing the loss of natural resources, specifically forests, fisheries and
water, and the loss of biodiversity, in terms of protected areas and species extinction. In Section 4,
we will consider the remaining indicator from 7A and 7B associated with climate change mitigation
and CO2 reduction, but not reduction of ozone-depleting substances, as this has largely been
achieved. In Section 5 we will discuss the scientific aspects of Target 7C, which focuses on the
supply of clean drinking water and sanitation. We will not consider Target 7D, on improving the lives
of slum dwellers, but we note that a major indicator of this target involves urban water supply and
sanitation.
First, we will start with an overview on environmental policy and the general role of science in
its development.

2. The role of science in environmental policy
The principal cause of the failure to meet MDG 7s environmental targets is poor governance of
natural resources both at a national and local level. Without effective national environmental
policies, open access resources, such as forests, fisheries and water, are easily over-exploited. The
most effective policies are those that have recognized and engaged all stakeholders, and in
particular the poor, in the management of these resources. Successful development of policies
requires that rights are granted to communities that are dependent on the resource.
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As part of an evaluation of progress towards environmental MDGs, the World Bank has assembled
and compared measures of the quality of national environmental policy and institutions.1 One of
these, the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) takes broadly accepted targets for a set of 25
environmental indicators for: environmental health; air pollution; water resources; biodiversity;
productive natural resources; and climate change; and ranks countries on the basis of their
performance relative to these. Using the scores from 149 countries, the 2008 EPI, illustrated in
Figure 7.1, revealed that lower income countries generally lag behind higher income countries, and
account for the most poorly performing cases.
Figure 7.1 – The results of the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) showing the poorer performance of the
low income countries1
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A key reason for poor progress in environmental policy has been the failure of government to regard
the environment as a critical aspect of all policy development, rather than as something which
needs attention only when there is an environmental crisis. The solution – called environmental
mainstreaming – involves “the informed inclusion of relevant environmental concerns into the
decisions of institutions that drive national, local and sectoral development policy, rules, plans,
investment and action.”9 Environmental mainstreaming encompasses both the process by which
environmental issues are brought to the attention of policy makers – including the involvement of
civil society organisations, scientists and others who contribute to the policy making process – and
the inclusion of environmental measures in policy itself.
Science plays an important role in mainstreaming environmental policy. In fact, many policies are
based on evidence provided by scientific research. We illustrate this in Box 7.1 for the development
of forest management policy around certification schemes.
More generally, science provides a means of measuring and expressing the specific value of the
environment to human well being and to international development. As we will see below,
ecosystem science enables us to calculate the environmental benefits and costs associated with
development activities, be they a new irrigation scheme, development of a fishing industry, a
disease control campaign or an action to improve the environment itself. This helps us to make
policies which are more sustainable.
Finally, as we shall see, particularly for climate change, water supply and sanitation, science can
play its traditional role of supplying innovative technologies which underpin environmental policy.
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Box 7.1 Policy and science in sustainable forest management
The specific role that science plays in
Policy
environmental policy is illustrated in the
widespread development and adoption of
Production
certification schemes for sustainable forest
management. Governments use these
schemes to regulate the practices of forest
users and to report on the status of their
Ecology
Social
forests to international processes and fora. In
developing countries, certification schemes
recognize that the poor who live in, and
Figure 7.2 – A schematic representation of how
around, the forests have a critical role to play
ecological, production and social factors are
in forest conservation. Poor people can also
linked in producing policy for sustainable forest
benefit substantially from commercially
management. The ecological component is
derived directly from scientific research on forest
viable, sustainable forest management.
ecosystems which identifies indicators of stable,
Indeed, if not engaged in and benefiting from
sustainable forest systems11
managing forests, they may contribute to
unsustainable harvesting of forest resources. Over 47million hectares of forest are under
schemes endorsed by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), 18% of which are in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. While this proportion is relatively small, growth of certification schemes in
more wealthy countries will affect timber markets and public opinion which should accelerate
certification in poorer countries.
Certification schemes require criteria and indicators (C&I) for sustainable forest management.
While forests are extremely variable, ranging from rainforest to savanna woodland, they share
similar ecological features and processes that make them self-sustaining. The Centre for
International Forest Research (CIFOR), developed a C&I template which has served as the
basis for the development of local management schemes by governments, communities and
industries worldwide.10,11 The template is based on a set of principles of sustainable forest
management, to which are assigned criteria, indicators of achievement, and verifiers that can
be measured for these indicators. Indicators cover four areas: policy, production, social
dimensions and ecology, which are inter-related. Figure 7.2 captures this relationship.
© Wikimedia commons/Semhur

Figure 7.3 – A tropical rainforest on the island of Fatu Iva, French Polynesia
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Ecological indicators are built on scientific knowledge and measurement, for example:
• Landscape pattern is maintained;
• Change of habitat diversity, as a result of human interventions, is maintained within critical
limits, as defined by natural variation and/or regional conservation objectives;
• Community guild† structures do not show significant changes in the representation of
especially sensitive guilds, pollinator and disperser guilds.
For a particular ecological indicator, there will be a number of verifiers that involve scientific
measurement of plant and animal diversity and abundance. For instance, with respect to the
community guild structure, a few verifiers are:
• The abundance of selected avian guilds is maintained within natural variation;
• The abundance of nests of social bees is maintained within natural variation;
• The abundance of seed in key plant species does not show significant change compared to
undisturbed forest.
† A guild is a group of species of organisms, not always closely related, that perform a similar ecological function, for instance, a guild of bird and bat
species may consume fruits of particular forest tress and distribute their seeds.

Forests, fisheries, water, biodiversity – all of these
natural resources are elements of ecosystems. An
ecosystem is a dynamic complex of plant, animal and
microbial communities and the non-living
environment, interacting as a functional unit. In order
to restore depleted natural resources, we need to
understand the biological and physical processes
within ecosystems that generate and regulate them.
This is at the core of the science of ecology. These
processes are not only complex, but highly interlinked, such that the dynamics of one kind of natural
resource directly affects the dynamics of another.
Through ecological research, for instance, we have
come to understand the critical role of plant cover and
soils in retaining and regulating water flow in
landscapes, and the role of ocean turbulence in
maintaining nutrient flow, food chains and fish stocks.

© Greenpeace International

3. Reversing the loss of natural resources

Figure 7.4 – A man illegally cutting wood in
the Congo to sell in Kinshasa

As we have seen in Chapter 4, critical natural
resources are declining on a global scale. While deforestation and afforestation are both occurring,
there is a continuing net reduction in forest cover. Fisheries are growing increasingly unsustainable,
water resources are in decline, the loss of protected natural habitats continues and the rate of
species extinction is rising. All of these changes have serious implications for human well-being.
They are the result of over-exploitation of renewable resources, that is, going beyond the level of
sustainable harvesting that would guarantee and perpetuate the supply of these resources.
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The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA)
The same UN initiative that set in motion the development of the MDGs (see Chapter 4) led to the
development of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA). The outputs of the MA in 2005 came
too late to shape the design of MDG 7, but the MA findings remain critical for achieving its targets.
The MA was run under the auspices of the United Nations (UN) to “assess the consequences of
ecosystem change for human well-being and to establish the scientific basis for actions needed to
enhance the conservation and sustainable use of ecosystems and their contributions to human
well-being”. It was intended to address issues arising from other international initiatives, notably
the inter-governmental Convention on Biological Diversity.
The MA presents a detailed analysis of the state of each of the world’s different ecosystems and
the processes affecting them, with a strong geographical focus. It also relates these changes to
human well-being through the concept of ecosystem services. These are the part of ecosystems,
and their processes, that are of specific benefit to people. These benefits can range from the
provision of water or plants and animals for food to less obvious contributions such as supporting
the insects that pollinate our crops, or the geochemical cycles that remove the pollutants we put
into the air and water. The MA identifies four broad categories of ecosystem services:
• Provisioning services;
• Regulating services;
• Cultural services;
• Supporting services.
Box 7.2 presents a description of the specific ecosystem services under these categories.

Box 7.2

Categories of ecosystem services12

Category

Examples of ecosystem services provided

Provisioning services
i.e. products obtained
from ecosystems

• Food e.g. crops, fruit, fish.
• Fibre and fuel e.g. timber, wool.
• Biochemicals, natural medicines and pharmaceuticals.
• Genetic resources; genes and genetic information used for
animal/plant breeding and biotechnology.
• Ornamental resources e.g. shells, flowers.

Regulating services
i.e. benefits obtained
from the regulation of
ecosystem processes

• Air-quality maintenance: ecosystems contribute chemicals to and
extract chemicals from the atmosphere.
• Climate regulation e.g. land cover can affect local temperature
and precipitation; globally, ecosystems affect greenhouse gas
sequestration and emissions.
• Water regulation: ecosystems affect e.g. the timing and
magnitude of runoff, flooding etc.
...continued
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Category

Examples of ecosystem services provided

Regulating services
continued

• Erosion control: vegetative cover plays an important role in soil
retention/prevention of land/asset erosion.
• Water purification/detoxification: ecosystems can be a source of
water impurities but can also help to filter out/decompose organic
waste.
• Natural hazard protection e.g. storms, floods, landslides.
• Bioremediation of waste i.e. removal of pollutants through
storage, dilution, transformation and burial.

Cultural services
i.e. non-material
benefits that people
obtain through
spiritual enrichment,
cognitive
development,
recreation etc

• Spiritual and religious value: many religions attach spiritual and
religious values to ecosystems.
• Inspiration for art, folklore, architecture etc.
• Social relations: ecosystems affect the types of social relations
that are established e.g. fishing societies.
• Aesthetic values; many people find beauty in various aspects of
ecosystems.
• Cultural heritage values: many societies place high value on the
maintenance of important landscapes or species.
• Recreation and ecotourism.

Supporting services,
necessary for the
production of all other
ecosystem services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil formation and retention.
Nutrient cycling.
Primary production.
Water cycling.
Production of atmospheric oxygen.
Provision of habitat.

In an effort to understand the consequences of declining natural resources, highlighted above, the
MA examined trends in ecosystem services over the past half century. Of the ecosystem services
presented in Box 7.2, 24 provisioning, regulating and cultural services could be assessed with
respect to how human activity has changed them. Supporting services are not directly used by
people, rather they underpin the other kinds of services, so they are not included in this analysis. Of
these 24 services, 15 (60%) are undergoing degradation or are being used unsustainably. Those
that have been particularly degraded over the past 50 years include: capture fisheries; water supply;
waste treatment and detoxification; water purification; natural hazard protection; regulation of air
quality; regulation of regional and local climate; regulation of erosion; spiritual fulfilment and
aesthetic enjoyment. Two of these services, fresh water and capture fisheries, are being exploited
at such levels that they cannot be sustained under current demand, much less the demand of a
growing population. Only four services: food production; livestock; crops and aquaculture, have
been enhanced in the past 50 years.
The MA makes a point of showing how services are inter-linked. For example, increasing services to
agriculture by converting forests to crop land may contribute to reducing local poverty but at the
same time this will degrade other services provided by forest watersheds and biodiversity, and make
these improvements less sustainable.
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Recent scientific advances in natural
resource management

© Curt Carnemark – World Bank

The MA has provided an environmental
baseline for progress against MDG 7 and
has identified priority areas for attention.
Perhaps more importantly, it has developed
the concept of ecosystem services and their
measurement for human development.
While MDG 7 sets out admirable targets to
reduce the loss of natural resources and
biodiversity, efforts to achieve these targets
will compete poorly for attention against
other MDGs that have a more obvious
human benefit unless these efforts can be
expressed in terms of benefits to human
welfare. This is where the concept of
ecosystem services is so useful.
Figure 7.5 – A river snakes through the land in Bhutan

While the specified environmental targets of MDG 7, forests, fish, water and biodiversity constitute
very different kinds of natural resources, their restoration and sustainable use pose more or less the
same challenge: how to understand and manage the self-renewing nature of these resources so
that we can utilize them without destroying them or the ecosystems which provide them? This
requires that we have scientific tools to:
• Measure and monitor changes in natural resources over time;
• Model and predict what affects that change;
• Place a value on the resources in terms of human well-being.
These tools have a direct relevance to environmental policy development and implementation. To
develop successful policies we need to understand the state of the natural resource and the risk to
it, the likely consequences of our policy on its supply, and the benefits that it will bring to society.
Once developed and implemented, these same three tools continue to be important in monitoring
the performance of the policy and predicting whether the resource’s new trajectory will realize the
policy goal and demonstrate value to people.
In some cases, we have had these scientific tools for policy development for some time. Predictive,
mathematical models have underpinned fisheries management for many decades. But some of the
tools are new or rapidly improving, such as methods for valuing ecosystem services, and
technologies for environmental monitoring. Further, scientific tools for; monitoring, modelling and
valuing the environment, are coming together today with the help of advances in information
technology, to generate a powerful integrated platform for developing and managing
environmental policy.
Measuring and monitoring changes in natural resources
MDG 7 targets focus on measuring changes in the proportion of a resource conserved, e.g. the
proportion of land which is forested or the proportion of total water resource used. But natural
resources like these are often extensive and their use is therefore difficult to measure at a national,
much less a global level. Some resources, because of their accessibility, are not easy to measure –
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much of the water on which we rely lies below the surface of the earth, out of easy measurement.
Finally, the complexity of ecological processes may make it difficult to find simple indicators that
give us a measure of how complex ecosystems are changing.
A major advance in the way we measure and monitor natural resources is underway through
progress in earth observation and remote sensing.13 Satellite imagery has long provided a means of
observing changes in land cover and land use. Since 1972 land cover has been routinely monitored
by Landsat and similar satellites, and with higher temporal but poorer spatial resolution by sensors
mounted on weather satellites. These generally measure solar reflectance at a set of narrow visible
and near infrared wavebands. Reflectances can be used to distinguish vegetation types, such as
agricultural and forested land. Countries such as Brazil and India have been using satellite imagery
since the 1990s to measure the changes in forest cover, and these now provide a baseline for
measuring change.

Imaging radars mounted on airplanes have
been used to supplement optical sensors,
and have the potential to measure forest
structure below the canopy. One advantage
of radar is that there is no interference from
clouds or smoke, and thus it is useful for
mapping tropical forests where there is
persistent cloud cover. Another emerging
remote sensing technology is Lidar
(Box 7.3).

© NASA – Visable Earth

However, broad patterns of forest cover may
not be a good indicator of forest health and
degradation, as significant changes can
occur underneath a forest canopy.
Gathering more information from remote
sensing requires greater image resolution.
This can then reveal forest gaps caused by
tree-felling, and evidence of logging or other
activities in forested areas. The widely used
SPOT and Landsat imagery has a resolution
of 10-60m. Newer systems like IKONOS and
QuickBird can now resolve images down to
less than 5m, but are still very expensive.

Figure 7.6 – A Landsat image taken of the Zambezi
river in April 2003, after flooding turned the normal thin
blue line into a vast swamp of standing water. Tens of
thousands of people were displaced

Box 7.3 The LIDAR – Light Detection and Ranging System
Lidar is an optical remote sensing technology that measures properties of scattered light to
find a distant target. It relies on laser pulses and therefore uses shorter wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum than radar and most optical methods, making it possible to
distinguish smaller objects on a landscape. Because Lidar is highly sensitive to aerosols and
cloud particles it has particular environmental value in monitoring changes in atmospheric
chemistry and pollution.
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Figure 7.7 illustrates how Lidar,
mounted in an airplane, scans a
landscape. A laser scanner on the
aircraft sends up to 100,000 pulses
of light per second to the ground and
measures how long it takes each
pulse to reflect back to the unit.
These times are used to compute the
distance each pulse travelled from
scanner to ground. The Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Inertia
Monitoring Unit (IMU) determine
the precise location and attitude of
the laser scanner as the pulses are
emitted, and an exact coordinate is
calculated for each point. Large
areas are surveyed with a series of
parallel flight lines.

Y
X

Figure 7.7 – A Lidar system scans a landscape14

Operating in this way, Lidar can be used to assess canopy height, biomass and leaf area, or to
detect the land surface beneath a forest. In disaster situations it can detect earth movements
or other landscape changes, relative to baseline scans.
Earth observation is an extremely valuable tool in monitoring, not only forest exploitation, but also
the pattern and change of exploitation of other natural resources. In most cases, satellite images
are “ground truthed”, that is, matched to observations made on the ground, to ensure that the
particular spectral image is consistently indicative of a particular ecosystem feature. This allows the
calibration of spectral reflectances with the objects or activities to be measured, e.g. a certain kind
of logging activity, water pollution or land degradation.
Earth observation is also of potential value in monitoring of natural disasters.15,16 Satellites fitted
with sensors, which operate over a range of wavelengths, can be used to detect recent and ongoing
disasters like fire (infrared), flooding (near infrared, microwave), earthquakes (microwave),
typhoons (visible, microwave).
Under the geographical knowledge provided by earth observation, we can overlay other
information on this to generate an understanding of the environmental change observed and its
causes. We can use successive images to provide a time series of images and identify “hot spots”
where change is most rapid. To illustrate this we present two recent studies which have used earth
observation to monitor changes: in the use of water resources for irrigation worldwide, and the
degradation of land in Africa.
Many parts of the world, particularly arid regions, face water shortages, and it is likely that climate
change will exacerbate this (see Chapter 9). Irrigation accounts for about 70% of the water that
we currently use. This enables us to produce about 40% of the world’s food from 17% of the
cultivated area. Given our need to increase food production, there will be future pressures to
increase levels of irrigation, but can we afford to do this?
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An accurate measure of current global irrigation and how it could change in the future will provide
important evidence for future water policy. Until recently our understanding of the extent and
distribution of irrigation worldwide came from surveys. However, the accuracy of these surveys was
only as good as the infrastructure which collected the data, and this was weak in many poorer
countries. In 2006, scientists at the International Water Management Institute (IWMI) in Sri Lanka
developed an analysis which used satellite imagery to construct an improved, global map of
irrigated lands. (Box 7.4).

Box 7.4 Monitoring global trends in irrigation17
Production of a global map of irrigated lands was not a simple task. Areas where irrigation was
unlikely to occur were masked out of the global map on the basis of remotely sensed
information on altitude, temperature, rainfall and forest cover. Remaining areas were then
studied using 159 layers of data, including spectral images from different satellite systems
comprising reflectances at different wavelengths and different times. With the help of groundtruthing (either on the ground itself or by using high resolution pictures from Google Earth),
spectra associated with different kinds of irrigation in particular regions were identified.
Seasonal patterns of greening were particularly useful in identifying irrigated crops from other
vegetation.
Ground truth testing showed this approach was about 90% accurate. This was better than
current methods based on national surveys, and had the added benefit of providing more
precise geographical information on irrigated areas.

1. Irrigated, surface water, single crop
2. Irrigated, surface water, double crop
3. Irrigated, surface water, continuous crop
4. Irrigated, ground water, single crop
5. Irrigated, ground water, double crop
6. Irrigated, conjunctive use, single crop
7. Irrigated, conjunctive use, double crop
8. Irrigated, conjunctive use, continuous crop

Figure 7.8 – Satellite sensor based global irrigation map showing the concentration in China and South Asia17
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The final map revealed the global distribution of irrigation. It is composed of images of very
high resolution, in some cases down to 500m. It reveals that the total annualized irrigated
areas of the world cover 480 million ha (“annualised” takes into consideration irrigated areas
during different seasons). Of this irrigated land 75% occurs in Asia, indeed 60% occurs in just
two countries, China and India, where it supports largely double cropped agriculture.
There is considerable local evidence that land degradation is a serious problem in Africa.
Deforestation, overgrazing, inappropriate agriculture (particularly on poor soils) and desertification
all appear to be contributing to this process. Degradation is eroding Africa’s capacity to increase its
food production to meet the demands of a rapidly growing population. Understanding where and
why this degradation is occurring, and its extent and rate, is extremely difficult, particularly in
remote areas. Yet, it is precisely this information that is needed to develop strategies and policies
for land restoration. Box 7.5 illustrates how such mapping has been done using a combination of
satellite-based remote sensing data and ground-based weather data.

Box 7.5 Mapping land degradation in Africa18
A project to map land
degradation in Africa began
with the assembly of a time
series of satellite images and
the application of these to
derive
the
Normalized
Differenced
Vegetation
Index (NDVI) – an algorithm
for correlating spectral
reflectance with vegetation
cover. Annual observations
over 20 years were used to
Land cover 2000
identify sites in Africa where
1. Dense forest
the vegetation index had
2. Mosaic forest/savanna
changed.
Then,
using
3. Mosaic forest/cropland
separate data on patterns of
4. Woodland/shrubland
5. Grassland
rainfall over that period, the
6. Agriculture (>50%)
study removed sites where
7. Unsuitable surfaces
changes in vegetation were
8. Others (water, cities, etc)
strongly correlated with
No data
changes in rainfall. These
Figure 7.9 – Major land cover classes in 2000 extracted from
included, for instance, large
GLC2000 data18
areas of the Sahel, which
have recently been “greening” due to increased precipitation. In the areas that remained,
vegetation cover had declined independent of changing rainfall implicating human activity as
a cause. The distribution was then compared to another satellite-generated map of land cover
and land use in Africa. This identified regions that were under agriculture, grassland, different
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kinds of forest and desert as
seen in Figure 7.9. Figure 7.10
shows areas of declining
vegetation index, presumed to
be degraded. Matching these
areas to the vegetation map
(Figure 7.9), we can identify
different kinds of degradation.
These are colour coded in
Figure 7.10 as follows:
• Yellow indicates areas which
are suitable for agriculture
and
cultivated,
about
0.3 million km2, where
degradation of agricultural
land is probably occurring
due to poor management;

Biomass decline vs. terrain/soil
constraint and agriculture
Decrease – Suitable terrain/soil
Non-cultivated
Decrease – Suitable terrain/soil
Cultivated
Decrease – Unsuitable terrain/soil
Non-cultivated
Decrease – Unsuitable terrain/soil
Cultivated
No data

• Blue indicates a decline in
Figure 7.10 – Areas with biomass decline as function of soil/terrain
agriculturally suitable areas
constraints and their agricultural use18
not in cultivation, about
1.46 million km2, which are likely to include drier grasslands being degraded by over-grazing,
woodland and grassland mixtures and dense forests being degraded by deforestation;
• Red indicates regions that are considered unsuitable for agriculture but are, in fact, being
cultivated and degraded. Totalling about 0.1 million km2, these areas are found, for instance,
on the eastern borders of Sierra Leone and Liberia as well as in Uganda.

This study is a first attempt at characterizing and mapping African land degradation, and further
research needs to be done in order to make this more accurate. However it does show how
technologies based on satellite-based, remote sensing systems, Geographical Information System
(GIS) and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can be integrated to generate a
better understanding of the distribution of environmental problems and how they are likely to
change over time. This will be important in measuring the impact of efforts that are being made
on behalf of the MDGs and other initiatives.
Future demand for improved remote sensing technology in environmental monitoring is likely to be
driven by a need to monitor policy implementation and agreements. For instance, delegates at the
UN Climate Change Conference in Bali in 2007 agreed to explore voluntary schemes for Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD), which could involve a market-based
approach whereby developing countries received carbon credits for reducing or reversing
deforestation. A monitoring system would need to be established for REDD that could measure, on
an annual basis, the national change in carbon stocks associated with forest management. While
it was agreed that, in principle, the basic technology exists for such an accounting system, at least
in developed countries, REDD raises a number of scientific challenges. For instance, forest cover is
not a precise measure of forest carbon. The carbon content of forests is a function of the size of
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trees and other vegetation which can be difficult to measure remotely. One possibility would be to
build carbon maps using a combination of remote sensing tools and field measurements to
calibrate satellite images with biomass on the ground and with indicators of its change.
Earth observation by a wide range of scientific methods, from satellites to land-based surveys,
provides new opportunities to constantly monitor the state of the earth and its resources. The
global potential for such a system was captured in 2005 by the establishment of a plan for a Global
Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) to link existing earth observation systems across a
wide range of regions and resources, in order to, “increase understanding of dynamic Earth
processes, to enhance prediction of the Earth system, and to further implement our international
environmental treaty obligations”. Creating GEOSS was the aim of the Group for Earth Observation
(GEO),19 a voluntary partnership of 79 governments and various international organisations. GEO is
actively bringing together different earth observation systems around common formats to build
this global capability.

Because we harvest renewable resources, we are
faced with the question – how much can we take and
still have the resource there to use in the future?
Efforts to answer this question began in the early
part of the last century, when biologists began to
study, in a quantitative manner, the dynamics of
plant and animal populations. Many were motivated
by the paradox that, while the many millions of
species on earth each experience high rates of birth
and death, their abundance and numbers seem
strikingly constant. To understand this dynamic
equilibrium, biologists turned to mathematics to
understand what might regulate the numbers of
single species.20 Mathematical models of populations
combined variables for birth, death, immigration
and emigration to reveal, and subsequently validate,
the processes which cause such systems to be
stable. These single species population models, in
turn, informed applied research on harvested
populations and allowed prediction of the intergenerational consequences of removing individuals
at different rates.

© Curt Carnemark – World Bank

Modelling natural resources dynamics

Figure 7.11 – One fisherman’s daily catch in
Indonesia

The key role that such modelling has played in natural resource management, and its value to
realizing MDG 7, is perhaps most clearly seen with fisheries. Fish play an important part in the diets
of people in developing countries, who produce and consume more fish per capita than people in
developed countries. Not only do they offer a great source of protein but they also provide
important micronutrients. They constitute two distinct natural resources, wild fish stocks which are
harvested, and cultivated fish stocks which are farmed.
MDG 7 focuses on restoring wild fish stocks that have been overexploited. At least one quarter of
important commercial fish stocks are currently over-harvested. The management of commercial
fisheries needs a good scientific understanding of the dynamics of fish populations.
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Population models developed for single fish species populations over 50 years ago still underpin
sustainable harvesting schemes around the world. Harvesting represents an additional mortality
acting on a wild fish population which, above a certain rate, will cause the population to decline
until no fish can be harvested. Modelling allows prediction of the maximum sustainable yield – the
rate at which fish can be harvested while keeping the number of available fish constant. In practical
terms, fisheries models help to identify, for any fishery, the levels of fish abundance (from the
record of catches) which correspond to this optimal harvesting rate. Typically, management
involves establishing levels of fish abundance which indicate sustainable supply and those lower
levels which indicate that the fish population will not replace itself and will go into decline. With the
help of monitoring from fish catch data, harvesting is done to approach the first level and avoid
the second.
Modelling of this kind has underpinned longstanding investment by DFID to support sustainable
fisheries in developing countries. From a policy perspective, models help to show that a growing
number of fishers, each acting to maximize their individual catch, will drive fish populations below
the optimal harvesting rate, and may cause the fishery to collapse. The solution is to regulate
fishing, for instance around a total allowable catch per season. Such regulation may be achieved by
shutting the fishery once this catch is realized, or moderating the catches by imposing restrictions
on the number of fishers or the duration of the fishing season. Recently, the use of “individual
transferable annual catch quotas” has shown advantages over traditional regulatory approaches
because it allows fishers to trade quotas, reducing the number of fishers and ensuring that those
remaining have a catch sufficient to maintain their livelihood.21 Optimal regulatory strategies
depend on understanding how fishing communities respond to restrictions and incentives, as well
as on the modelled dynamics of fish populations. Hence, successful, sustainable fisheries depend
critically on understanding the behaviour of both fish and human populations, and a scientific
approach requires both natural and social science elements.22
Fish are, of course, not the only harvested natural resource where modelling has a value to
sustainable policies. Box 7.6 gives an example of how the same approach can be used in the
management of woodlands by the rural poor.

Box 7.6 Harvesting non-timber forest products23,24
From 2003 to 2006 the DFID Forest Research Programme funded a study to assess the
sustainable harvesting of bark widely used as traditional medicine in southern Africa. The
project covered miombo woodland in Malawi and Zambia and afromontane forest in South
Africa and Malawi.
Bark is usually harvested by removing strips at regular intervals to allow for bark healing.
Clearly, removing too much bark could kill the tree, but it is difficult to know exactly how much
can be removed, and over what period of time. Researchers collected experimental data over
a three year period, and developed detailed mathematical bark growth and volume models for
the species in the study.
The results of this work gave the team a better understanding of optimal harvesting rates, and
led to some novel recommendations. For some tree species wood exposed by bark removal is
susceptible to insect attack that carries in fungal infections which can rapidly kill the tree.
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It was found that for these species
strip harvesting is unsustainable at
any rate and a better method is to
fell the tree and harvest all the bark
at once and achieve sustainability
by growing a new tree.
In order to clearly present results to
policy makers in the region, the
models were incorporated into
decision-support structures like the
one in Table 7.2. This table allows
users to examine any species being
considered for harvesting, and
based on observed wound closure
and pest attack, choose an
appropriate harvesting method.

Figure 7.12 – A roadside seller of herbal medicines outside
a clinic in Zomba, Malawi. Most of the medicines are derived
from miombo trees

Wound closure

Fungal and/or insect attack
1 Major

2 Minor

3 None or neglible

None

Full tree harvesting

Full tree harvesting

Full tree harvesting

1 Poor

Full tree harvesting

Full tree harvesting

Marginal scope for
strip harvesting23

2 Fair

Full tree harvesting

Marginal scope for
strip harvesting23

Strip harvesting

3 Good

Marginal scope for
strip harvesting23

Strip harvesting

Strip harvesting

Table 7.2 – Harvest method recommendations for tree species with different characteristics

Bark growth models were also used to make recommendations for the specific size and
frequency of strip harvesting to use on species where this was determined sustainable
(Table 7.3).
Fungal and/or insect attack

Wound closure

1 Major

2 Minor

3 None or neglible

5cm strip 33%
of population
5-10cm strip 50%
of population

5cm strip 33%
of population
5-10cm strip 50%
of population
10 cm strip 66%
of population

1 Poor
2 Fair
3 Good

5cm strip 33%
of population

Table 7.3 – Strip harvesting recommendations for various tree conditions

Scientifically driven guidelines like these are now being used by the governments and NGOs in
Malawi, Zambia and South Africa.
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Modelling individual species, as is done for most natural resource models, is a relatively crude
approach. We know that there are important interactions between species in ecosystems which are
not captured in single species models. But modelling multi-species ecosystems is enormously
complex. Recent advances in capturing and processing large amounts of environmental data will
make this possible in the future. Scientific modellers also predict that improved modelling and
computing technologies will allow us to add a more detailed, spatial dimension to modelling, and
to model in “real time”: measuring very recent environmental changes, feeding these data into
models and generating predictions that allow us to take corrective measures immediately.
Finally, tomorrow’s models will better integrate biological with economic elements, to provide
powerful bio-economic tools for policy making, and to link the dynamics of resources with the
economic value of the ecosystem services they deliver.
Putting a value on natural resources
A key contribution of the MA was to promote the concept of ecosystem services as a basis for
putting a value on the sustainable management of natural resources. Valuing ecosystem services
requires an integration of natural science and economics, and usually generates economic returns
on different natural resource management options, from which the most appropriate policy can be
derived. An example of this is shown in Box 7.7, for a tropical ecosystem in the Philippines.

Box 7.7 Valuing ecosystem services for forestry and fisheries25
On the Philippine island of Palawan in the 1980s, local communities of Bacuit Bay generated
income from fishing and also tourism – as the Bay’s coral reefs were popular with scuba divers.
But increased erosion, and the flow of sediment into the bay from commercial logging in the
surrounding highlands threatened fisheries and tourism income. Suspended sediment in the
bay’s water had a negative effect on the fish populations and on the survival of coral reefs. In
effect, the processes which generated different ecosystem services to the community were
closely inter-linked.
50
Logging
40

Fisheries

US$ million

Tourism
30
20
10
0
-10
With logging

Without logging

Net benefit of foregoing logging

Figure 7.13 – Gross revenues over 10 years showing the benefits of foregoing logging in El Nido, Philippines25

As shown in Figure 7.13, an economic analysis of the value of the three ecosystem services:
forestry, fisheries and tourism, estimated that the ten-year value of forestry was actually less
than that of the other services combined, and that the value of fisheries and tourism without
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logging would be even greater. Hence the net benefits of foregoing logging (third column)
outweighed the benefits of logging. This analysis led the government to ban logging in the
area and to declare Bacuit Bay a marine nature reserve.
It is unlikely this decision to conserve the biodiversity of Bacuit Bay would have been made
without an economic analysis of ecosystem services. Fisheries recovered, but ironically their
rapid growth led to over-fishing and a decline in coral reef fish, which impacted on the tourism
industry. So the need to understand the ecological interactions in this ecosystem and to
measure the economic value of its services has continued.
Synthesis – new platforms for policy development
The last decade has seen a dramatic increase in research on ecosystem services and the
development of a range of practical tools. It has involved a convergence and synthesis of scientific
approaches. The use of remote sensing has enabled geographical representations of natural
resources and their monitoring in real time. This information has been incorporated into a
sophisticated GIS, which can also incorporate spatial information on human populations and
economic processes. As a result natural resources and their dynamics can now be mapped onto
demand for the services they provide. Hot spots can be identified, where demand for ecosystem
services is exceeding supply, requiring policies that reduce resource use and restore sustainable,
self-renewing supply. Modelling methods can be applied to these spatially detailed data sets to
predict the consequences of policies into the future for sustainable development and well-being.
So far, efforts to take this synthetic, geographical approach have been restricted largely to
developed countries. One developing country example relates to an important ecosystem in Eastern
Africa, comprising an arc of mountains stretching from Kenya across Tanzania, described in
Box 7.8. Natural Capital Project is mapping the ecosystem services provided by these mountain
ecosystems, estimating their value, and using the information to inform and finance investments
in conservation and restoration of natural resources. This new approach seeks to answer previously
intractable questions such as: which parts of a watershed should be preserved to provide the
greatest collective benefit to carbon sequestration, biodiversity, and tourism? or where would
reforestation or protection achieve the greatest downstream water quality benefits? Geographic
systems for evaluating ecosystem services have policy value to both developed and developing
countries. However, the need for their use is more urgent in developing countries where resource
loss is most rapid and where populations are more dependent on ecosystem services for their
livelihoods.

Box 7.8 “Valuing the Arc” – ecosystem service management in Tanzania26-28
One part of the Natural Capital Project focuses on valuing ecosystem services for the Eastern
Arc Mountains in Tanzania. These mountains have an unique biology; resulting from millions
of years of isolation from other African mountain systems, as well as a global conservation
value. But they also constitute a development challenge. After decades of steady logging,
fires and farmland conversion, the forested area on these mountains has been reduced by
almost 70%. Forests are now fragmented across 13 mountain blocks. The forests support local
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Kilimanjaro

Key

Kenya

Meru

Eastern Arc Mountains

Taita Hills

North Pare

Other Mountain Blocks

South Pare
West Usambara
East Usambara
Nguu
Nguru

Tanzania

Ukaguru
Rubeho
Uluguru
Malundwe
Udzungwo

Figure 7.14 – African violets, Saintpaulia spp,
one of the most popular house plants in the world,
are restricted in nature to the Eastern Usumbara
Mountains of Tanzania where, like many other
unique species, they are threatened by
deforestation

Rungwe

Mahenge
Livingstone

Figure 7.15 – The Eastern Arc Mountains stretch
from Kenya to Western Tanzania26

villagers, supplying firewood, medicinal plants, lumber and meat, but they also serve as the
watershed for half a dozen rivers flowing into populated regions of Tanzania. Not only do they
maintain a fresh-water supply for more than three million people but they also provide more
than 50% of Tanzania’s electricity through hydroelectric power.
The research project concentrates on mapping and providing economic values for a range of
ecosystem services across the mountains, including: hydrological services; carbon
sequestration; timber products; non-timber forest productions; ecotourism; pollination
services; governance and biodiversity. Integrated in a GIS format, it will be possible to
determine how future decisions, such as the creation of roads or changes in forest or water
management, will affect all ecosystem services and the economic benefits to local livelihoods
and other stakeholders.

Reducing biodiversity loss – a development issue?
It is relatively easy to put a value on ecosystem services that directly support human well-being by
supplying essential resources like water, fuel and food, or generate income, like forestry or farming.
But what about that parts of ecosystems, where there are literally millions of species that have no
apparent direct benefit to human well-being? Does their conservation – by reducing biodiversity
loss and species extinction – serve a development purpose or only an environmental one? Does
“saving the tiger” really help to reduce poverty, hunger and disease?
MDG 7 includes reducing biodiversity loss, with specific indicators relating to increasing protected
terrestrial and marine areas and reducing extinction rates, for two good reasons.
Firstly, the provision of valuable ecosystem services is closely linked to the activity of animals, plants
and microbes in the ecosystem. This does not mean that every plant or bird or insect species is
important to human livelihoods. The past few decades of ecological research have helped us to
understand that most ecosystems contain some degree of redundancy, or overlap, between the
functions of species in ecosystems that would allow a species to drop out without affecting
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ecosystem processes and, hence, services. But among the many thousands of species in any
ecosystem, there will be some which are particularly important, often called ‘keystone species’,
whose disappearance will change ecosystem function and services.

Box 7.9 The ecologist, Paul Ehrlich, described the phenomenon of species
redundancy in ecosystems in 1981 with a now famous analogy:

However, we have still a poor
understanding of which are the
keystone species in different
ecosystems. Indeed, we often
discover this only after a species is
eliminated and we suddenly lose
an important ecosystem service, at
which point a scientific ‘hunting
expedition’ begins to discover the
cause. For instance, in the 1980s
when pesticide use in rice fields
was initiated to protect the new,
Figure 7.16 – A wolf spider, one of the keystone predators in
high-yielding rices of the Green
Asian rice systems, devouring a brown plant hopper.
Revolution, there was a regionwide outbreak of a previously little known pest, the rice brown planthopper. Scientists had no idea
why a pest control chemical had removed natural pest control as an ecosystem service, with such
devastating results. After some years of ecological research it became apparent that the chemical
pesticides were eliminating general predators in rice paddies, like spiders – keystone species in
reducing pests on rice. Integrated pest management measures were then introduced which
resolved this problem (see Box 5.5), but it was not until 1999 that it was fully understood why these
predators were keystone species in rice, but not in other local crops.30
Biodiversity as a source of future innovation
Another reason why biodiversity conservation is an important influence in reducing poverty is that
biodiversity has an inherent value as a source of future technologies – particularly for agriculture
and health. Much of this valuable, but poorly understood, biodiversity is found in poorer regions of
the world, particularly the subtropics and tropics. Understanding such useful biodiversity may
benefit the poor by providing new, inexpensive and renewable crops and medicines.
Of course, the value of local species of plants and animals has often been long recognized
by the indigenous population, who have fashioned them into traditional technologies such as
herbal medicines. But modern science has the potential to greatly improve and extend the benefits
of this biodiversity to the well-being of communities that have discovered its value and to
people worldwide.
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“Ecosystems, like well-made airplanes, tend to have redundant subsystems and other ‘design’
features that permit them to continue functioning after absorbing a certain amount of abuse.
A dozen rivets, or a dozen species, might never be missed. On the other hand, a thirteenth rivet
popped from a wing flap, or the extinction of a key species involved in the cycling of nitrogen,
could lead to a serious accident.”29
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All of our crop plants and domestic animals are derived from wild species. Local races, or related
wild relatives, still contain genes which have potential value to agricultural production in the future.
But this biodiversity is at risk. As agricultural production intensifies, production systems select and
rely on fewer and fewer species and varieties. This results in a loss of important genetic diversity
that could be used to improve the nutritional value of food crops, protect them from unexpected
new pests or help them adapt to changing environmental conditions.
For instance in 2007, there were a reported 7,616 breeds of livestock. Of these 20% were classified
as at risk of extinction, and since 2001, 640 breeds have become extinct.31 For plants, we have seen
over 90% reduction in the number of different varieties of some crop species in the past century.32
Protecting agricultural biodiversity in order to give us a variety of resources to address yet-unknown
future needs is a most urgent priority. Box 7.10 illustrates an important recent response: establishing
and maintaining a living collection of the world’s key crop plants and their genetic diversity.

Box 7.10 The Global Crop Biodiversity Trust
In response to the disturbing trend
of crop variety loss, the Global Crop
Diversity Trust was established in
2004, “to ensure the conservation
and availability of crop diversity for
food security worldwide.”33 It supports
germplasm collections around the world
and established, in 2008, the Svalbard
Global Seed Vault, which provides a
permanent storage facility for crop
biodiversity below the permafrost on
Spitzbergen, an island in the Norwegian
territory of Svalbard, in the Arctic
Ocean. The seed collections are
duplicates of national collections which
can be replaced if lost.
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Figure 7.17 – The Svalbard Global Seed Vault

It is encouraging that between the 1996 and 2009 editions of the State of the World’s Plant
Genetic Resources reports, ex situ collections (e.g. those preserved as seeds in storage rather
than as in situ living plants in the field) have increased by 20% worldwide to reach 7.4 million
accessions.

The Svalbard Global Seed Vault is a landmark undertaking in preserving future crop diversity.
However, specialists agree that it is also crucial that crops, and their close relatives, which may carry
beneficial traits for future breeding, are preserved in situ, that is, in the natural and agricultural
habitats in which they have evolved and developed. The wild relatives of crops are often grown in
areas that are particularly threatened by human activity. It has recently been estimated that 6%
of wild relatives of cereal crops (wheat, maize, rice, sorghum etc.) are under threat of extinction, as
are 18% of legume species (the wild relatives of beans, peas and lentils) and 13% of species within
the plant family that includes potato, tomato, eggplant, and pepper.34
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What has just been said about the value of conserving natural biodiversity for future agricultural
development applies equally to future improvements in health. Many wild plants contain chemicals
of medicinal value. In many cases, their value is known locally, but is under-developed compared to
their global potential for health improvement. For instance, Artemisia annua, a relative of the daisy
found worldwide, has been used in China for over 2,000 years as a traditional herbal treatment for
malaria. It was only in the 1970s that one of its chemical constituents, artemisinin, was developed
as a modern drug and is now a key element of Artemisinin-based Combination Therapies (ACT)
which underpin a new campaign for malaria control worldwide (see Chapter 6).
As with wild relatives of crop plants, much of this wild biodiversity of medical value is now
threatened. Catharanthus roseus is a species of periwinkle, native to Madagascar, where habitat
destruction has driven it to near extinction. Fortunately, it has been widely cultivated in other
countries as an ornamental, and it is also used by some local communities for the treatment of
diabetes. Some decades ago, the pharmaceutical company, Eli Lilly – while researching its
medicinal properties – discovered the value of the periwinkle’s constituent alkaloids, vincristine and
vinblastine, in treating childhood leukemia and Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. Today these are important,
globally available cancer drugs.
The study of wild biodiversity and its potential global value to agriculture and medicine has
involved many public and private sector organisations. Much of this work has been undertaken in
developing countries, with their rich biodiversity. All too often, exploitation of this biodiversity has
proceeded without benefit to the local communities where that biodiversity was found and
conserved – communities which have often done much to recognise and develop its value through
traditional technologies, such as herbal medicine. Exploitation of biodiversity in this way, without
fair and equitable benefit sharing, is often called biopiracy. The inter-governmental Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD) came into force in 1993 with the aim of allowing developing countries to
benefit from their biodiversity resources and traditional knowledge, by giving them more control
over access to their local biodiversity and establishing agreed procedures for sharing benefits of its
development, e.g. into new wonder drugs or super crops. However, the CBD and its member
governments have made slow progress towards this goal, and “biopiracy” is still a concern.

The major threat to biodiversity conservation
worldwide is habitat destruction. A major contributor is
the extension of agriculture and commercial forestry
into terrestrial natural habitats, while pollution from
terrestrial habitats has a major impact on aquatic
biodiversity. Habitat destruction is often associated
with poverty, due to pressure that large, poor
populations put on the environment, and particularly
natural environments which are marginal for
production. This problem is exacerbated by the strong
geographical association that areas of particularly
high biodiversity have with regions of high poverty.
Over the past decade, scientists have identified
biodiversity “hot spots”, specific areas of the earth’s
surface which are particularly rich in biodiversity.35

© Curt Carnemark – World Bank

Threats to biodiversity

Figure 7.18 – Pollution of a riverbed in
Morocco
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The majority of the earth’s terrestrial biodiversity is found in 34 biodiversity hot spots, comprising
less than 2% of the earth’s land surface. The complete protection of these hot spots would preserve
about 44% of all plant species and about 35% of vertebrate animal species. Figure 7.19 maps
these global biodiversity hotspots. Each one is shaded according to its overlap with areas of high
poverty. Darker shading means more hectares within the hotspot have high levels of
undernourishment, economic poverty, poor access to clean water and high population pressure.36,37
From this it is clear that many biodiversity hotspots are also areas of high poverty, where
conservation of their rich biodiversity may bring local and global benefits.
Figure 7.19 – The 34 world biodiversity hot spots identified by Conservation International, shaded according to
the area of these hotspots characterized as being under socio-economic poverty37
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The second greatest threat to biodiversity loss, particularly in developing countries, arises paradoxically
from the addition of species, not their removal. Alien plant and animal species, introduced by human
activity into local ecosystems from ecosystems on other continents, will sometimes become invasive,
dominating ecosystems and affecting biodiversity and ecosystem services.38 In the Cape region of
South Africa, for instance, a number of tree species, introduced for forestry, have invaded the highly
sensitive native shrub vegetation, the fynbos. This highly localised flora comprises one of the world’s six
floristic kingdoms, comprising over 9,000 plant species, 6,400 of which are found nowhere else. In
addition to threatening this unique biodiversity, invasive alien trees are drawing up water, reducing
water supply for rural communities and threatening the water catchment area supplying Cape Town.
Managing alien species requires an understanding of their ecology, in order to find the best way of
eliminating or containing their populations. Substantial success has been achieved, with benefits for
both biodiversity conservation and poverty reduction. In South Africa, for instance, the Working for
Water project has, since 1995, cleared more than one million hectares of invasive alien plants whilst at
the same time providing jobs and training to approximately 20,000 people annually, from among the
most marginalized sectors of society, of whom over 50% are women.39 Control of alien plants restores
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watersheds for these rural populations and nearby urban communities. Control methods range from
traditional physical and chemical technologies, to innovative biological control methods that use
specific natural enemies, parasites and pathogens of these plants to reduce their growth and spread.

4. Climate change mitigation
Perhaps the greatest contribution of science to the future of contemporary society has been the
discovery and elucidation of the process of anthropogenic (human induced) climate change. The
scientific method has been essential in establishing the convincing evidence base, without which,
policy initiatives like the Kyoto Protocol would not have made progress. The scientific toolkits
mentioned above for environmental measurement, monitoring, modelling and valuation, have
been precisely those required to understand the problem of climate change and to evaluate
measures to reduce its impact.
When the MDGs were created this scientific and policy process was only just underway. As a result
climate change figures in only a handful of indicators under one target of MDG 7. Because of its
importance, and particularly its relevance for international development, the next two chapters are
devoted to the scientific evidence for climate change, its impacts on the poor and how developing
countries can adapt.
In MDG 7 the indicator for climate change is carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions – total, per capita, and
per US$1GDP.
Over the past hundred years the bulk of emissions have been produced as a result of
industrialisation and urbanisation. The developed countries have been mostly responsible for this
along with, in recent decades, a growing contribution from newly emerging countries such as China
and India who are undergoing rapid
industrialisation. The less developed
countries, on a country by country basis,
have contributed relatively small amounts
of GHGs to total global emissions.
However, collectively they are a significant
contributor, for instance through the
processes of forest clearance and
agricultural development.

© Tran Thi Hoa – World Bank

It could be argued that mitigation
measures, therefore, should be principally
the responsibility of wealthy countries.
Indeed, most initiatives on climate change
and international development have
focused on assisting less wealthy countries
with adaptation to, rather than mitigation
of, climate change as this is the significant
challenge for poverty reduction.
Figure 7.20 – Traffic in Ho Chi Minh City
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However, mitigation will increasingly become an issue for developing countries as they industrialize.
Figure 7.21 compares the per capita production of GHGs for different countries and relates this to
their population size. In this figure a country’s contribution is the size of its box. Therefore countries
with low per capita production and large populations, such as China and India, make substantial
contributions compared to highly industrialized countries with lower populations and high per
capita consumption.
Figure 7.21 – Per capita production of greenhouse gases40
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Emerging economies, such as China and India, are now responding rapidly to the challenge of
climate change. The Chinese government announced in 2007 the ‘Middle and Long-term
Development Plan of Renewable Energies’, promising to derive 10% of national energy supply
from renewables by 2010, and 15% by 2020. While this is a large goal, they are on track to do so.
For example, by doubling wind power capacity for the fifth year in a row in 2008, they have
surpassed the 12GW wind target for 2010 two years early.41
India is also looking to increase its renewable energy capacity, under its national action plan on
climate change. In August 2009 the government announced plans to boost solar energy
production from the current 51 MW to 20,000 MW by 2020.42 In both of these rapidly emerging
nations, investment in this area not only helps to mitigate future environmental and climate
damages, but also offers uniquely practical and efficient ways to supply electricity both to a
growing number of businesses and urban consumers, and to the millions of households in remote
rural areas.
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For the billions of people in developing countries with no, or expensive and unreliable, electric grid
connections, advances in renewable energy technologies can provide appropriate and flexible
alternatives to conventional energy supplies. Scientific advances have the potential to, not only
contribute to mitigating climate change and reducing fossil fuel dependence and pollution, but also
to bring economic, health and broader development benefits.
Here, we look at examples of work being done on low-carbon energy production in the private,
public and partnership realms, both in highly industrialized countries such as the US, Germany and
Japan, as well as in China and India. We focus on science innovations which have the dual benefit
of addressing greenhouse gas mitigation and potentially delivering cost effective energy
alternatives to the poor. We draw on examples from solar and wind energy production, where
scientists are looking at ways to harness more energy from these natural sources, and on energy
production from biomass products such as wood, agricultural residues and plants where the
challenge is to use the resource more effectively.
Harnessing the sun’s energy
The sun is the most sustainable, plentiful and fundamental of all our energy sources. It makes sense
to utilise it as an alternative to oil-based power and as a way for developing countries to ‘leapfrog’
existing energy options. Solar energy can be a cleaner, healthier, more flexible and cheaper
technology.
Energy from the sun can be harnessed in two ways. The first is to concentrate the sun’s energy
using lenses or mirrors, heat up a liquid, and use the heat source to power an engine. The second,
and more widely known method, is to use photovoltaic cells which directly convert solar energy to
electricity. Both these applications have the potential to become important components in the
global energy supply mix and new efforts to combine these two technologies are yielding even
more efficient systems. Solar energy technology is now at the point where wind energy was a
decade ago – poised to make big improvements.43
Concentrating solar thermal systems
Energy from the sun was first used to power a steam engine as early as 1866. Since then a wide
variety of ‘concentrating solar thermal’ (CST) methods have been developed to capture and
concentrate the sun’s rays and use the resulting heat source to power irrigation, refrigeration,
locomotion or even conventional power plants. The basic components of CST systems include: a
receiving device, such as parabolic trough, dish or chimney, a tracking system to follow the sun, and
a power generation system. Advances in all three areas are continually making these systems more
efficient and practical (Box 7.11).

Box 7.11 New ways of concentrating the sun’s energy
At the Sandia National Laboratories in New Mexico, more than a decade of steady
improvements have yielded a highly productive receiver-engine configuration. Eighty two
mirrors on 38 foot wide parabolic Stirling dish ‘suncatchers’ concentrate light onto a receiver
at the dish’s focal point, heating liquid which is used by a simple Stirling engine to generate
power. The suncatchers produce a heat at the foci equivalent to 13,000 suns. Engineers are
now looking at new ways to store the energy, incorporating thermal storage tanks to keep
engines running after the sun has set.44
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Designers have also found a way to expand
mirror surface area and reduce cost, by using a
series of long thin mirrors moving on a single
axis instead of the more expensive parabolic
shape. This type of collector, known as a
Concentrating Linear Fresnel Reflector (CLFR),
was used in the first large-scale CLFR plant
which began commercial operations in Spain in
2009.45,46
Most CST systems are quite large, but the
technology is modular and scalable, and can
be used in a variety of situations. Groups such
as Raw Solar47 and STG International48 have
developed smaller, simple receiving systems,
with the latter expanding into developing
countries such as Lesotho.

© STG International

Figure 7.22 – A woman collects water next
to a protype CST system installed by STG
International, in Ha Teboho, Lesotho, which
generates hot water from a second tap

Photovoltaics
Since the invention of the first ‘solar cell’ in the 1880s, made with selenium, it has been possible to
directly convert solar energy to electricity, without the use of an intermediate engine. The sun’s
visible and UV radiation is powerful enough to knock electrons free from the atoms of particular
materials, called semiconductors. This creates a useful direct electrical current, known as the
photovoltaic effect. In 1954 Bell Labs in the US discovered that silicon was particularly sensitive
to light, and developed the first practical solar cell, which was soon being used to power satellites
in space.
© US Air Force

Figure 7.23 – 70,000 PV panels on the Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada, US generate 15MW of power
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Photovoltaics (PV) are currently the fastest growing source of renewable energy, with capacity
increasing at around 50% per year.43 The first solar cells were able to convert about 6% of the
sun’s energy; new crystalline silicon cells now average around 18% efficiency. The price of
producing energy with PV has fallen but, until recently, was still a long way off from the target of 5
cents/kWh needed to compete with coal. With advances in established silicon technology, as well
as the development of ‘thin film’ cells which use new materials, PV is set to become a viable
competitor.49 As stated in a 2008 issue of Nature, ‘In the future, new manufacturing methods that
use alternative materials should make the capture of sunlight at least an order of magnitude
cheaper than it is now.’50
Solar cells made from purified crystalline silicon have been the mainstay of PV technology since the
1950s, and while expensive, partly due to the competition from the high-value silicon-chip market,
they have become highly efficient through years of development. SunPower in California, for
example, has introduced a number of small innovations to make their single-crystal silicon cells the
most efficient on the market, at about 22%.51 New entrants into the purified silicon production
market, such as China, could also bring the price down considerably, making this established
technology more competitive.52
Recently, a new type of photovoltaic technology has emerged in the form of thin-film solar cells
(Box 7.12).

Box 7.12 Thin-film solar cells
Rather than using solid wafers which are generally around two tenths of a millimetre across,
thin-film cells are only nanometres to a few micrometers thick, and are produced using cheaper,
more flexible, although less efficient and shorter-lasting materials.
The first thin-film cells were produced by depositing vaporized silicon directly onto a glass or
stainless steel substrate. New, slightly more efficient cells are now coming onto the market
using materials such as cadmium telluride (CdTe), and combinations such as copper indium
gallium diselenide (CIGS). New dye-sensitized and organic solar cells are also being researched,
which could allow for even greater breakthroughs in customization, flexibility and cost. First
Solar, currently the largest producer of thin-film cells in the US, is already producing CdTe cells
on a large-scale, and there appear to be great opportunities for the new thin-film CIGS.49

Finally, promising work is being done in combining CST receivers with PV cells – using magnifiers to
concentrate the sun’s energy and focus it directly onto high-efficiency solar cells, in order to further
enhance efficiency. The company SUNGRI, also based in California, has produced ‘Extreme
Concentrated Photovoltaic’ (XCPV) units. These systems can magnify the sun’s rays 2,000 times,
which when focused on a solar cell, achieve 37% efficiency, and lower production costs to around
the 5 cents/kWh target. In order to deal with the extremely high temperatures generated by the
focused light, SUNGRI has incorporated a new cooling system to keep the panels operating safely.
Although still in the early stages of development, advances like these are likely to succeed as
research and development increase to keep up with demand.43
All of these new developments are making solar technologies an increasingly practical solution to
providing energy to consumers in developing countries. The use of solar technologies, particularly
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PV panels, has risen dramatically in the last few years, with production and use in China, for
example, expanding rapidly. Many businesses and households across Africa are beginning to buy
and sell PV panels and other small solar products. A number of non-profit groups are also working
in this area, with the aim of fighting poverty and climate change simultaneously. The Solar Electric
Light Fund (SELF)53 began in 1990 in the US, the UK group SolarAid, was founded in 200654 and
Lighting Africa, a joint International Finance Corporation and World Bank programme, works to
support the private sector in developing off-grid lighting technologies tailored for African
consumers.55 Box 7.13 below looks at some of the projects being pursued by SolarAid.

Box 7.13 Bringing the solar business to the poor54,56
When the UK Solar Energy company Solarcentury
was founded in 1998, the owner decided to
donate 5% of its net profits to help the
poorest communities access solar energy. When
Solarcentury eventually netted profits in 2006, the
charity SolarAid was formed.
SolarAid works by helping developing countries bypass dirty and expensive fossil-fuelled energy
options, and benefit from specially tailored solar
powered technologies. The group brings the
professional commercial sector knowledge from
Solarcentury, emphasizing entrepreneurialism and
innovation, to both its ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ solar
approaches.

© Andy Bodycombe

Figure 7.24 – ‘Sunnymoney’ franchisee
Moses Owiti demonstrates the panel he is
selling in Kenya which can power a radio
or LED light or charge a mobile phone

First, at the micro-level, SolarAid works with individuals to train them as entrepreneurs,
teaching them about technical and business skills so that they can sell and repair products
such as solar LED lights and solar chargers for radios and mobile phones. The technologies are
simple – the light bulbs and chargers are powered through monocrystalline PV panels – and
the products are mass produced cheaply and efficiently in China for the African market.
The merchants make money, and the consumers save money which they would have spent on
kerosene, disposable batteries, and travelling to access phone charging stations.
SolarAid also works at the more traditional macro-scale, working with communities to install
PV panels on schools, health clinics, and community centres. By bringing electricity to these
buildings many new opportunities emerge, including teaching at night and running televisions
and computers, safe storage of vaccines and medicines in refrigerators, and the option for
communities to run adult training classes, or just get-together in the evenings.

Energy from the wind
Humans have been harnessing the energy from wind for over 2,000 years, constructing simple
windmills to grind grain and pump water. The first wind turbines built to directly convert the wind’s
kinetic energy into electricity were constructed as early as the late 1880’s. These were used to
charge batteries and run electric generators, mainly on farms and in other areas without access to
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Figure 7.25 – A wind farm in Xinjiang, western China. The phrase on the tower reads “Xinjiang wind power
company welcomes you”

grid power. In the last few decades, however, with a growing interest in finding alternative sources
of energy, there has been renewed effort in improving turbine technology.
These efforts have resulted in great progress being made. Turbines have been developed which can
achieve up to 50% conversion efficiency, very close to the 59% theoretical maximum.57 Costs have
been reduced to around eight cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh)58, world wind power capacity is
growing at around 30% a year, and is predicted to reach around 3% of world generation by
2012.40,57 Engineers are continuously working to make turbines cheaper, more efficient, longerlasting, more reliable and easier to produce and transport. They are tapping into new composite
materials and looking at innovative designs which allow for larger, smarter blades which can flex
with the wind. Advances are also being made in turbine placement – so that the wind can be used
to its maximum.57,58
Today wind turbines are commonly built using tall steel towers (200-300ft), with three large
(20-40m), light blades, made from glass-reinforced plastics, pointed into the wind by computercontrolled motors. The blades capture the wind energy and convert it to low-speed rotational
energy – which is then fed into a gearbox and converted into high speed energy which can be used
to power an electric generator. Average turbine capacity is now around 2MW and turbines are often
grouped together on wind farms in suitable areas.
Wind power has a number of advantages. It is clean and renewable. It can also be added to on a
piecemeal basis. One turbine, of any size, can be used for a small project, whilst for larger projects,
turbines can be added one-by-one as time and funding allows. Designers are also developing
increasingly diverse and tailored machines, using both horizontal and vertical axis turbines, and
ranging from the very small (50W), to the very large (a 10MW off-shore turbine). With new
technologies wind power is now becoming cheaper and more efficient – turbines can now be
effective with wind speeds as low as four metres per second, making them a practical proposition
in many more areas.59
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Currently, wind turbine production is focused in a select group of countries (the top five producing
countries are Denmark, the US, Germany, Spain and India). China is also rapidly developing
capacity in this area, with 45% of China’s 3.4GW of wind installation in 2007 being supplied by
domestic producers.60 The biggest challenge to other countries wishing to take advantage of this
technology is the transportation of the large amounts of material needed to construct the turbines.
Nevertheless, many developing countries are making the investment, with significant installations
in India, Egypt, Morocco and Kenya – where the wind turbines help to power homes, schools,
and businesses.61
The development of smaller turbines is also proving very promising. These are used to perform tasks
such as pumping water for drinking or irrigation, or charging car batteries for use as household
electric supplies. A number of small non-profit groups have started working in this area. These
include the Clean Energy Initiative working in Mozambique, the German group Green Step
installing turbines in Cameroon, the group Blue Energy working on solar-wind hybrid systems on the
Caribbean coast of Nicaragua and Wind Aid in Peru. Practical Action, a UK charity which focuses on
developing appropriate technologies, is also working on micro-turbines in both Asia and South
America as one of its many energy-related programmes (Box 7.14).

Box 7.14 Small-scale wind power in developing countries59,62,63
Rural families in developing countries all face a
similar challenge – powering their homes without
access to the grid. Many use car batteries, which
they pay to have charged at businesses in nearby
towns or cities, to run lights, televisions and radios.
Kerosene lamps are also very popular, and solar
panels are slowly being introduced to the mix.
In the late 1990s the non-profit group Practical
Action started working in two countries, Peru and
Sri Lanka, where many households use car
batteries for electricity. Here they typically spend
around 8% of their income, travelling from one to
two hours to reach a charging station. For those
even farther away from a town, this was not even
an option. With funding from DFID, Practical
Action has worked with communities to design,
test and pilot small-scale wind generators, which
villages can use to power batteries – without the
need to travel.

© Practical Action

Figure 7.26 – One of 32 100W small wind
turbines being installed in ‘El Alumbre’
in the north Andes of Peru. Three of the
individuals shown were trained to install,
operate and maintain the systems.

The turbines are small, with eight to ten metre tall steel towers, and three 0.7 metre-long
fibreglass blades. Outfitted with permanent magnet generators the turbines average around
100W of generating capacity which, under the five metres per second average winds of Sri
Lanka, is enough to keep around ten households regularly charged. The machines have been
designed so that local small enterprise groups can construct them, and they are installed and
maintained by the users themselves.
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The machines currently cost around US$700, about one third of the cost of an equivalent
machine constructed in an industrialised country, and are estimated to last for about 20 years.
They are competitive with other alternatives, with the cost per kWh being the same or cheaper
than diesel or solar. They also have the added benefits of saving time on travelling,
encouraging local ownership and enterprise, and of course, acting as a clean and safe source
of off-grid energy.
Over the years the technology has caught on, with over 100 units installed in different parts of
Peru, including 34 solar-wind hybrid systems installed by the government. The idea has also
spread to both Bolivia and Ecuador, and in Asia from Sri Lanka to Nepal.
Using biomass for fuel
Biomass, or any organic
material which can be used
for energy production, was
the first source of energy used
by humans, in the form of
wood for heat and cooking,
and it remains an important
component of global energy
production today. Green plant
material is a valuable source
of stored chemical energy,
converted by the plants from
the sun, through the process
of photosynthesis.

Figure 7.27 – Biomass dominates world renewable energy supply
© IEA 2009
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Biomass fuels include: woodfuels such as wood, charcoal and forestry residues, which are the most
common, energy crops such as sugar and cereals, oil crops such as soya and jatropha, and
agricultural and livestock by-products, such as stalks, straw and manure. These fuels may be
produced as solids (e.g, charcoal), liquids (e.g. alcohol, biodiesel) or gases (e.g. methane). Bioenergy,
then, is defined as any energy produced directly from biomass, and is considered a renewable
energy source – as long as the materials are harvested sustainably, replaced, or grown for the
specific purpose of energy production.
Since the industrial revolution most developed countries have used less and less biomass for energy
production. However in recent years, with an increasing move to lower carbon alternatives,
bioenergy – especially the growing of crops for the production of fuel for transport – has gained in
popularity. Currently, bioenergy accounts for about 9% of global primary energy supply, although
there is a large variation between regions. As of 2001 developed countries obtained only about 5%
of their energy from biomass, while developing countries averaged around 22%, with Asia at 19%
and Sub-Saharan Africa at 60%.64 In rural areas of developing countries, the figure is often as high
as 90% to 95%.65,66 This is the largest used source of renewable energy both globally and in
developing countries, dwarfing the still growing hydroelectric (2.2% of global supply), wind
(0.125%), solar and tide (0.075%), and other renewable industries (Figure 7.27).67
Using more biomass for energy holds potential for billions of people without access to electricity or
improved cooking fuels. The challenge, however, is to make energy production from biomass
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sources more sustainable and efficient: causing less GHG emissions and ideally acting as an
additional source of income and enterprise. And, where crops are grown specifically for energy
production, it is necessary to ensure that they do not compete with food production or distort food
prices in ways which harm the poor.
A number of groups have recently formed to work towards this goal, some with a specific emphasis
on developing country needs. The FAO, for example, works to support countries in strengthening
their capacity to implement bioenergy programmes through assessing project potentials and
reviewing policy options.68 FAO is leading both the recently formed Bioenergy and Food Security
(BEFS) project, which evaluates food security concerns relating to bioenergy,69 and the International
Bioenergy Platform (IBEP) – an attempt to bring together partners to address technical, policy and
institutional questions.70 The UN also launched the Global Bioenergy Partnership (GBEP) in 2005 to
unite public, private and civil society stakeholders in promoting ‘wider, cost effective, biomass and
biofuels deployment, particularly in developing countries where biomass is prevalent.’71
Below the issue is broken down into two areas – the household use of biomass for cooking and
heating, and the larger-scale production of bioenergy for electricity or transport.
Household use of biomass

In addition, the smoke released by these
fuels, when burnt inside homes, more than
doubles the risk of respiratory illnesses, such
as bronchitis and pneumonia, leading to
around 1.6 million deaths per year.72 Rural
women and children are the most at risk.

© Sara Delaney

About three billion people rely on solid
biomass fuels such as wood, coal and dung
for cooking. Harvesting wood for stoves and
for
charcoal
production
degrades
surrounding forests if it is not done
sustainably. This leads not only to a decline in
environmental health and an increase in soil
erosion, but it also increases the time that
women must spend searching for fuel.

Figure 7.28 – A woman cooks dinner in her smoky
kitchen in rural Mali

There are a number of interventions that can be effective in reducing indoor air pollution, including
improving fuels, reducing the time needed for heating food and technologies which improve the
cooking devices themselves. Studies have shown that the health and productivity gains from these
types of improvements are a good economic value.73
Switching from biomass to more efficient fuels, such as kerosene, Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
and biogas, provides the greatest reduction in indoor smoke. While kerosene and LPG are usually
expensive, biogas can be produced from cow dung mixed with water. Simple biogas units can
anaerobically ferment the mixture and produce a gas which is 65% methane, this can then be used
directly for cooking or energy production.74
Improvements can also be made on cooking tools and stoves themselves, through simple
modifications such as adding insulation, or more radical attempts to use advances in technology to
create new ways of cooking altogether (Box 7.15).
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Box 7.15 Improved stove designs
In many rural communities there is still limited access
to alternative fuels. In these places, better stoves can
reduce indoor smoke levels considerably.72 On a
simple level, cooking over open fires can be improved
by constructing better insulated, mud stove structures
around the pots. Practical Action in the UK has also
developed a solution called the "fireless cooker." After
cooking food on a traditional stove, the food is
transferred to a simple basket, that is insulated with
local resources such as banana leaves or old clothes
and covered with dry heat-resistant polythene. The
food then continues to cook over a long period of
time using stored heat. This can reduce fuel use by
40%, and save time in collecting fuel.75

© Bharat Pradhan – Practical Action

Figure 7.29 – A woman uses an
adapted SCORE stove in Nepal

A more ambitious attempt to improve stove design is the SCORE (Stove for Cooking,
Refrigeration and Electricity) project. This project uses thermoacoustic technology, to convert
biomass into electrical energy to power a stove, refrigerator and generator. Heated air from
the burning biomass is sent through a resonating pipe, producing sound as it cools, which can
then be converted to electricity using a device similar to a ‘loudspeaker working backwards’.
The amount of wood or dung that is needed to cook is halved when compared with an open
fire, fewer pollutants are produced, and waste energy can be used for lighting or charging
batteries. The work builds on research by Los Alamos, NASA and the US military to develop
engines and refrigerators for a range of applications including the cooling of satellite systems.
The SCORE research team, which comprises representatives from a number of universities in
London and the charity Practical Action, aims to develop stoves that are acceptable
technologically, economically and socially. They also want to ensure that there is scope for
communities to set up businesses around the development of the SCORE stoves. Stoves are
currently being developed and tested in Kenya and Nepal.76
Biomass for energy production
While communities in the developing world are already using biomass for household energy, new
technologies are being developed which will open up opportunities for larger-scale and more
sustainable energy production. Biomass can be used as a substitute for fossil fuels to generate heat,
power, or transport fuel, either for an individual village, or an entire region. While fossil fuels are
expensive and difficult to transport to rural areas, biomass materials, such as non-crop plants and
agricultural residues are generally readily available in communities. Both non-crop and crop plants
can also be grown specifically for energy production. In addition, bioenergy projects can lead to
increased opportunities for employment and income-generation within communities.
There are a large variety of established technologies for converting various sources of biomass
feedstock to energy. Depending on the feedstock source available, either thermal or biochemical
processes can be used and the number of options are continuously growing. For example, wood or
other solid fuels, such as agricultural residues, can be converted using simple combustion to
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produce heat which can be captured, or through gasification, where the fuel is partially burned at
a high temperature to produce a synthetic gas. Manure and other animal or vegetable waste, can
be converted using the biochemical process of anaerobic digestion, where the organic materials are
broken down by microbial activity in the absence of air and at slightly elevated temperatures. This
produces biogas (60% methane and 40% CO2), which can be used for cooking or lighting, fuel or
electricity generation using modified gas engines or turbines.
Of growing popularity is the use of sugar and starch crops for the production of fuel called
bioethanol. Sugar crops, such as sugar cane, sugar beet and sweet sorghum, and starch crops, such
as maize and cassava can be grown and converted using fermentation methods. The feedstock is
ground, the sugar is dissolved out and then fed to yeast in a closed, anaerobic chamber. The yeast
ferments the sugar to produce ethanol which is then distilled to produce bioethanol. This can be
used on its own in specialised combustion engines, or mixed with petrol. There are however
drawbacks to this method, including the competition it places on land which could otherwise be
used to grow food-crops, and the inefficiency of the conversion process.
Finally, oils such as animal fats, waste cooking oil, or those derived from rapeseed, sunflower, soya,
palm, or coconut can all be converted through a process called transesterification. The oil is reacted
with an alcohol and a base catalyst splits the oil into glycerine and methyl esters forming biodiesel.
The biodiesel can then be used as fuel in a diesel engine. Engines can also be modified to run on
less purified forms of oil, such as straight vegetable oil (SVO) or the oil from the seeds of plants such
as Jatropha curcas, described in Box 7.16 below.

Box 7.16 Jatropha powered rural electrication in Mali77
In the Garalo commune in southern Mali, 33 villages have successfully united in a local energy
production project. The area is using oil from the seeds of the shrub Jatropha curcas to power
a hybrid power plant, which has the capacity to serve a 13km wide network of households.
Jatropha, known as bagani in Mali, is an inedible perennial shrub which grows widely across
the country, thriving in poor soils with little water. The small tree is often planted as a ‘natural
fence’ around crop fields, because its smell and taste repels grazing animals. The Royal
Tropical Institute estimates that there are currently more than 22,000 linear kilometres of the
bush in Mali.78 Jatropha is a long-term investment – while seed production starts within six to
nine months, the plant does not reach maturity for five years, and will remain in constant
production for up to 25 years, and can live for up to 50 years.79
The seeds of jatropha can be pressed to yield a high-quality oil, due to their 32% oil content,
3kg of seed will yield about 1 litre of oil. The seeds are pressed using a locally manufactured
machine, which itself is powered by jatropha oil – the energy used to press the nuts amounts
to less than 10% of the oil obtained. The residues from the seeds are higher in nitrogen and
phosphorous than cow dung, and so act as an excellent organic fertiliser that can be used on
other food crops or sold.
Experimenters discovered in the early 1990s that jatropha oil could be used to power diesel
engines, but at the time diesel prices were low, and switching over did not make economic
sense. Now, with oil prices rising, and a commitment by the Malian government to increase
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Figure 7.30 – Jatropha curcas

renewable energy use, jatropha-powered energy production is gaining in popularity. The oil is
being used to power small-scale generators for a wide-variety of uses, as shown in the
Energiebau example in Chapter 3. In Garalo, however, project leaders are scaling-up this idea
quite dramatically.
Initiated by the Mali Folke Centre (MFC)80 in 2006, the Garalo project in rural electrification is
funded by the FACT Foundation,81 a Dutch group that promotes the use of biofuels for local
development, and Stichting het Groene Woudt (SHGW), another Dutch NGO. A governmentsupported grant from AMADER, a parastatal company in charge of rural electrification, is also
used to reduce household tariffs.
The team has worked with the local community to increase jatropha production in the region.
Farmers are intercropping jatropha with their normal crops and on land previously used
for increasingly less profitable cotton production. As of 2008 they had 600 hectares under
production, but they are eventually hoping to be working on up to 10,000 hectares.
The jatropha nuts are harvested by the farmers, processed by the local cooperative using the
oil press, and the oil is then sold to the local power company ACCESS at an agreed price.
ACCESS is running a 300kW capacity vegetable oil-diesel
hybrid power plant. The group is starting with a 5%
jatropha oil blend and plans to slowly scale-up to 100%
by 2013 as jatropha production increases. The power is
then sold back to connected households in the area. As
of April 2009, 283 connections had been set up, which
puts the plant at about 23% capacity. Around ten new
connections are being added each month, with 90%
recovery of bills reported.82 While the project is still in the
beginning stages, all of the necessary institutional
connections and agreements are in place for a project
which will not only bring electricity, but will also generate
income for the community.

© R. K. Henning – www.jatropha.org

Figure 7.31 – Extracting oil from
jatropha seeds using a press
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A number of challenges need to be addressed in order to move to successful and sustainable use of
biomass for large-scale production. These include: competition with food production, the need for
stable land ownership due to the long-term commitment needed, and technical and market support
for the production process. Some of these needs are being addressed through new conversion
technologies, including second-generation bioethanol and biodiesel which will enable synthesis of
previously unusable plant products. This will make processing cheaper and easier. Lessons are also
being learned and documented as current projects progress, which will help in the development of
more appropriate institutional and policy support.

5. Water supply and sanitation
Despite its critical importance to international development, and its scarcity in many poor
countries, there is no headline MDG for water. In MDG 7, the subject is split between water resource
conservation, as one of a number of natural resources for conservation and restoration, and the
specific target of sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation. This division
reflects a long-standing split of research in this area between ecologists and hydrologists, who
address the generation and distribution of water resources arising from catchments, and engineers
and health specialists who have a specific interest in the supply of clean, safe water and sanitation
to communities.
Needless to say, this historical division of effort on water issues is rather artificial. Watersheds must
be managed to supply water sustainably to a wide range of stakeholders, not just households with
their needs for safe water for drinking, washing and cooking, but to agriculture and industry as well.
This challenge of sharing a limited resource across a range of societal needs cannot be achieved
without good water governance, at the local, national and international level. As with other
elements of MDG 7, improvements in policy are key to making progress, and science innovation
can support this process by providing tools for monitoring, measuring and valuing, and in some
cases by developing new enabling technologies. However, many of the technologies required for
addressing the water needs of the poor, from pumps to filters, are already available and only
need deployment.
Bearing in mind the overriding need for good water governance, the specific demand for clean
water for drinking and sanitation enjoys a high profile because of its implications for human health.
Water and sanitation are intimately linked. Poor sanitation, and particularly the spread of disease
from person to person by contact with excrement, is mediated by the availability and sources of
water for drinking and washing in many communities. The available data suggests that 884 million
people currently lack access to safe water and 2.5 billion to basic sanitation.83 About 1.5 million
children die each year due to diarrhoea, primarily caused by unsafe drinking water and inadequate
hygiene and sanitation. This is equivalent to 170 child deaths from diarrhoea per hour.84
Indeed, it will be virtually impossible to achieve the infant and maternal mortality targets of the
MDGs without improving poor people’s access to safe water and sanitation facilities. In addition,
the need to collect water, and the absence of toilet and sanitary towel disposal facilities have
negative impacts on girls’ attendance at school, thus hampering progress towards the universal
primary education and gender equality targets. Water supply and sanitation therefore represent an
important point of leverage for several of the MDGs.
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Figure 7.32 – A young woman pulls water from a well in Mali

In order to achieve the water and sanitation targets, as of 2005, about 175,000 people needed to
gain access to safe water and 350,000 people to basic sanitation every day until 2015.85 However,
it is now clear that at current rates of progress, this water target will not be achieved in many
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and the sanitation target will be missed in both Africa and Asia by
700 million people.83
The reasons for this are diverse and many relate to governance and institutions. Water and
sanitation are generally not given a high priority in government. Demand for sanitation is not
always clearly expressed and its implementation involves infrastructure and service, as well as
hygiene promotion programmes. Responsibilities for different parts of the problem may lie in
different ministries, which makes progress slow, while different donors and development agencies
frequently take an individual approach within a given country.86
Donor assistance for water and sanitation has been
steadily increasing since 2001,87 as has political support for
the sector. The UN’s Water Supply and Sanitation
Collaborative Council (WSSCC) launched the Global Wash
Campaign in 2004,88 2008 was designated the
International Year of Sanitation89 and the Global
Sanitation Fund was opened the same year. However, aid
in this sector is often poorly targeted, with only about 24%
going to Sub-Saharan Africa.90

Infrastructure is a key constraint to water supply,
particularly in rural areas, where 70% of the people live
without clean water and 70% have inadequate sanitation.
Extensive research in recent decades has led to a range of
intermediate technologies which are relatively low cost,
easy to maintain and appropriate to local, social, financial
and geographical conditions in the developing world.

© Dominic Sansoni – World Bank

Supply of clean water

Figure 7.33 – Water from a community
tap in Sri Lanka
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Institutions like Water Aid promote a portfolio of technologies for water sourcing and provide
guidance to help communities select and build the most appropriate technology for their needs,
whilst encouraging and supporting the development of new technologies (Figure 7.34).91
Figure 7.34 – The wide range of proven technologies to increase the supply and quality of water for the rural
poor. They represent largely intermediate technologies, developed by integrating innovative science and an
understanding of local conditions and resources92
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While most appropriate technology for supplying clean water to poor populations is based on
conventional and intermediate technologies, advances in nanotechnology may provide dramatic
breakthroughs in clean water supply in the future. As discussed in Chapter 2, this new platform
technology is finding application in the design of filters to remove disease causing agents and toxic
chemicals from water. The technology relies on the unique properties that materials have at the
extremely small, nano (one millionth of a millimetre) level. For polluted water, there are a number
of approaches. Nanomembranes are manufactured with holes that allow water through, but not
larger molecules of toxic chemicals, or much larger viruses or bacteria. Carbon nanotubes provide
a similar barrier, trapping all but the small molecules that can pass through the tubes. Some natural
attapulgite clays and zeolites have nano properties and can be used in nanofilters. Another
approach is to produce nanoparticles which can be placed in water, where they bind with chemical
pollutants and can then be removed. Magnetized nanoparticles, for instance, can be removed
from water with a magnet, once they have bound target pollutants. Finally, nanocatalysts are
materials that facilitate the breakdown of toxic substances in water. Their nano size makes them
particularly active.93
Nanotechnology has many potential applications in water purification, from removing microorganisms, to removing chemicals such as arsenic, which is a major problem in groundwater in
South Asia and other regions, and pesticides and other chemicals from waters used in industry. A
similar approach can be used to desalinate sea water for human consumption. South Africa, India
and China have all invested heavily in nanotechnology research for water purification, as have
many companies in wealthy countries. The cost of nanomaterials is a limiting factor in the
application of these technologies but further research may reduce these.

While there are many challenges to realizing MDG 7 targets
for water supply, the current situation for sanitation is
worse because the challenge has attracted less attention
than water provision. Here again, the appropriate
technologies exist to build latrines which will reduce open
defecation and thereby address one of the major sources of
diarrhoeal diseases and other illnesses. In rural areas,
various designs of pit latrine can remove both faeces, and
the fly vectors of faeces-borne pathogens, from
Figure 7.35 – Toilet facilities like these
communities. In urban areas, the technical challenge is to
do not inspire use
provide latrines capable of managing high volumes of
faeces, which would normally require a capacity for sewage removal where sewers are not available.
Like water sourcing, sanitation technologies have substantial up-front costs for poor communities,
to which governments in developing countries have generally not been directing sufficient resources.
While there has been more effort in recent years to improve global sanitation by increasing the
number of households who have access to an adequate toilet or latrine, this is only part of the
equation. People will decide where they defecate based on a wide range of factors, including
distance, privacy, comfort, smell, cultural norms, and often lastly, perceived benefits to individual
and community health. Having access to a latrine – particularly if it is not private or clean – does
not guarantee use. In rural areas, many people find it more pleasant, and culturally acceptable, to
defecate outside. In urban areas however, the problem is often lack of effective facilities.
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For millions of urban households
worldwide one of the challenges of
using a pit latrine which is not
connected to a sewer network, is
emptying the latrine. For years,
families in both rural and urban
areas have done this task manually –
either doing it themselves or hiring
others – and usually dumping the
excreta in uninhabited areas or
using it as compost for fields. In the
developing world as a whole, around
90% of sewage is discharged,
untreated, into rivers, causing
pollution, contaminating drinking
water and harming aquatic life.94

© Scott Wallace – World Bank

The challenges here are broad. On
the technical side it is important to
ensure that facilities are being
designed which not only provide the
necessary health benefits, but also
respond to the desires of consumers.

Figure 7.36 – The slum area of ‘Favela’ on the outskirts of
Salvador de Bahia in Brazil

Growing urbanisation is now confounding this problem, with millions migrating to cities, often in
unplanned urban settlements, or slums, each year. They are all constructing houses and latrines
which are not connected to any waste treatment facility. And, in such crowded areas, manual
emptying becomes not only hygienically dangerous to those doing the job, but to all those around,
and finding a place to dump the waste becomes increasingly difficult. As population density
increases, it also becomes less feasible to cover a pit, dig a new one and construct a new structure,
notwithstanding the cost of doing so. Urban inhabitants are therefore forced to either resort to
open defecation, or use increasingly crowded shared facilities.
All of this adds up to a huge environmental and health problem. While some work has gone into
the development of toilets, very little has been done to address the problems of pit emptying and
waste disposal. Conventional vacuum tankers, which are used for this purpose, cannot operate in
the narrow and crowded slum settlements, and thus attempts have been made to modify their
design. In 1988 the Dutch NGO, WASTE, piloted a miniaturized, manually operated version of a
tanker called MAPET in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. However, it never really took-off because of the
cost (£950) and a number of organisational problems. In 1995 an Irish engineer, Manus Coffey,
working with UN-Habitat, developed a similar product powered by a gasoline engine, called the
Vacutug. This had some success in the slums of Kibera in Kenya. However, the tanker is expensive
(~£4,500) to both construct and operate, and while it has been moderately successful, the team has
encountered problems with cost-recovery and manoeuvring the tanker in crowded areas.95,96
A researcher at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), Steven Sugden, saw
the need for a simple technology to fill the gap between tankers (of any size) and manual diggers.
Box 7.17 describes the inexpensive hand-pump he helped to develop and pilot in Dar es Salaam,
and how this has spurred further innovation in the field.
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Box 7.17 The Gulper – filling a gap in urban sanitation95,96
Looking to introduce a new technology into the
limited range of latrine-emptying machines, Sugden
approached Steven Ogden, an agricultural engineer and
farmer in Yorkshire. They came up with the ‘Gulper,’ a
direct action hand pump adapted from water pump
principles. The Gulper fits into the hole in the latrine slab,
and with one or two operators it brings the sludge out
through an outlet pipe and into a container. Importantly,
the Gulper is relatively cheap (~£55 manufacturing price
in Dar es Salaam), durable, small, portable, and can be
constructed with local materials.

© Steven Sugden

Trialling of the product began in Dar Es Salaam in 2007,
Figure 7.37 – The Gulper in use in
a city with a population of 2.8 million, only 10% of which
Dar es Salaam
is served by sewers. This causes wide-spread health
problems. In 2006, 60 to 80% of the city’s hospital cases, and 97% of out-patients at health
centres, were suffering from sanitation related diseases. In an attempt to reduce this huge
problem, a group from WaterAid and LSHTM set up local, small-scale entrepreneurs with
Gulpers, which they can use to empty customer’s latrines, and then transport full containers,
on the back of motorcycle based tractors, to the city’s waste treatment plant.
Results have been positive, with local people saying they like using the services of the Gulper
operators. And although the cost is still relatively high, (around £2 to remove 50 litres), it is
cheaper than building a new latrine, and it is ‘quick and clean.’ The biggest limitation is the
inability of the Gulper to cope with the denser, compacted sludge at the bottom of pits – as
this requires more power to lift. Thus, at the moment, the Gulpers are only dealing with the top
70cm of waste.
Continued innovation is required, and Sugden and Ogden have recently developed a new
model called the ‘Nimbler’. This is based on the rope and washer pulling method used in the
‘Elephant’ water pumps.97 The pump is able to draw up thicker sludge and is also constructed
entirely from locally available materials such as bicycle parts.
Sugden says that while neither the Gulper nor the Nimbler may be the final product needed
to address the issues in Dar es Salaam, or other cities, he thinks that this work may have helped
to ‘catalyse’ work in an area which had been static for decades. International meetings on the
subject are beginning to take place, with UN-Habitat, OXFAM and other NGOs increasingly
recognising the importance of addressing the full cycle of sanitation management and
supporting the development of the technology needed.
The final target of MDG 7 is to reduce the number of people living in urban slums. We will not
discuss this target in detail here, but would note that the four key challenges for improving the lives
of slum dwellers are to improve water, sanitation, living space and building tenure and durability.
So far, science innovation has found particular application with the first two, water and sanitation,
as discussed above.
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6. Conclusion
The relationship between the environment and development has a complex and sometimes
strained history, particularly with respect to economic growth. Scientific and technological
advances in agricultural production, public health, and other areas, have often had negative
environmental consequences. The incorporation in the MDGs of environmental targets is therefore
significant. While some targets of MDG 7 lack the clarity needed to focus effective action, they
make an important first step in integrating environmental targets into a framework for
development.
For agriculture and health, as we have seen, recent scientific innovation has focused largely on the
development of new technologies which will directly benefit the poor. For MDG 7, the contribution
of science innovation is rather different. The importance of policy to environmental sustainability,
and the need for environmental mainstreaming, has stimulated the development of scientific tools
for policy making, specifically earth observation, modelling and GIS technologies. Perhaps most
importantly, through the concept of ecosystem services, science has given policy making the tools
it needs to value the environment so that it can be explicitly incorporated in development goals and
programmes.
The importance of science and innovation to policy is nowhere more clear than in the
understanding it has given us of the environmental and societal consequences of climate change.
Written today, MDG 7 would place much more emphasis on climate change and on adaptation as
a major development challenge. We devote the next two chapters to this issue. As it was written,
MDG 7 focused on mitigation of climate change. While the science of climate change mitigation
has its principle application in those developed and emerging economies which are contributing
most to greenhouse gas generation, it has been remarkable to see how the rapid development of
science for low carbon energy production has generated appropriate technology for low cost energy
production for the poor.
The opportunity to better link MDG 7 with targets in other MDGs emerges clearly in opportunities
to improve health through improved cooking stoves and, particularly, improved water supply and
sanitation. While many of the technological tools to achieve these aims exist already, there is
enormous scope to enhance these intermediate technologies through engineering innovation in
materials and processes, for instance in the application of nanotechnology to water filtration
systems in poor communities. This link between environment and health illustrates the kind of
integration of environmental thinking into development that needs to be developed in future
across the MDG portfolio.
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In part two we examined the role of science and innovation in addressing the challenges of the
MDGs as though they constituted a set of discrete goals with their own distinct trajectories. In
some cases they are on track to meet their targets; in others the prospects are gloomier. There is a
justification for such a ‘siloed’ approach. As we have seen, the scientific issues and the technologies
that are needed are themselves complicated and require the undivided attention of those who
have the skills and experience to tackle them. Nevertheless, as has become increasingly apparent,
the MDGs exist in a global context that is itself challenging and transforming. Globalisation,
demographic changes, financial crises and a range of major global threats, including climate
change, will determine whether or not we can achieve the MDGs.
In part three we begin by looking in some detail at the threat of climate change, its science, the
expected impacts and then in the next chapter, we discuss how we can adapt to them. The
fundamental message is that we have to become more resilient.
Global climate change has been largely driven by the activities of the industrialised countries.
Yet its most severe consequences are going to be felt, and indeed are already being felt, by the
developing countries. Moreover, it is the poor of those countries who, in part, because of their
poverty, are most vulnerable. If left unchecked, climate change will increase hunger and mortality
from infectious diseases and will cause the further deterioration of the environmental resources on
which, as we have seen, the poor so often depend.
In this chapter we explore the role of science and technology in answering the following questions:
• What do we know and not know about climate change?
• What will be the most serious consequences, especially in Africa and Asia?

1. What do we know about the global impacts?
There is convincing evidence
that global climate change
is occurring and is the result
of man-made emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHG) –
primarily carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane and nitrous
oxide. The mechanism is
relatively
simple
and
increasingly understood:
these gases form a layer
over the earth’s surface
which traps an increasing
proportion of the infrared
radiation which would be
otherwise radiated out to
space, so warming the
land and oceans beneath
(Figure 8.1).
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3. Most infrared radiation
escapes to outer space,
cooling the Earth

SUN

4. Some infrared radiation is
trapped by greenhouse gases,
thus reducing the cooling
1. Solar radiation passes
through the atmosphere
and warms the surface
of the Earth

2. Infrared radiation is
given off by the Earth

Figure 8.1 – The Greenhouse Effect1
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As a consequence the world as a whole is warming – so far by more than 0.7ºC since the industrial
revolution (Figure 8.2).

Anomaly (ºC) relative to 1901-2000

Since pre-industrial
Figure 8.2 – Global warming has increased by about 0.7º C since 19002
times (around 1750),
Deviations (anomalies) from mean January to December temperatures over land and ocean
CO2 concentrations
1.0
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0.8
just over one third
0.6
from 280 parts per
0.4
million (ppm) to 385
0.2
ppm in 2008 (Figure
0.0
8.3).3 Taking the six
-0.2
GHGs included in the
-0.4
Kyoto
protocol
-0.6
together, the total is
-0.8
now about 436 ppm
-1.0
of CO2 equivalent
1880
1900
1920
1940
1960
1980
2000
and is predicted to
reach 570-700ppm by the middle
Figure 8.3 – The rise in carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
of the century.
nitrous oxide (N2O) over the past 2,000 years has been
unprecedented. Measurements using ice cores and modern data4
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Alternative explanations
There have been exhaustive studies
of alternative explanations for the
rising temperature (Box 8.1).
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There has been no comparable rise
in these long lived greenhouse
gases since at least the beginning
of the Ice Ages, 600,000 years ago.
Their cumulative radiative forcing,
that is the balance of incoming and
outgoing energy they cause has,
over the past two decades, been
about 1 Watt per metre2 more than
that in pre-industrial times and
sufficient to explain the global
warming we are now experiencing.
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Box 8.1 Why some of the most plausible alternative explanations of recent global
warming are inadequate5-7
1. There have been major changes in temperatures before, for example, the Younger Dryas,
a cold period lasting about 1,300 years that occurred some 12,000 years ago and, more
recently, the ‘Warm Period’ followed by the ‘Little Ice Age’ in Europe. But neither appears
to be a global phenomenon (the Younger Dryas may be the result of significant reduction
or shutdown of the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation).
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2. Temperatures and CO2 levels rose in past interglacials, but the cycles of glacial and
interglacial periods were probably caused by the ‘wobbles’ in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun
(known as Milankovitch cycles) and the CO2 rise followed the temperature rise not vice versa.
3. Sunspots can increase global temperatures. Greater sunspot activity emits more heat and
light, but while there is evidence of a link between solar activity and some of the warming
in the early 20th century, measurements from satellites show that there has been very little
change in underlying solar activity in the last 30 years and there is even evidence of a
detectable decline.
4. Galactic cosmic rays may increase warming through the effect of the tiny particles on cloud
formation, but the effect is likely to be very small.
5. Aerosols and volcanic eruptions affect global warming. But they are primarily cooling
factors; for example the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines reduced the
global surface temperature by about 0.3ºC over the following two years. Without these
effects global warming would be much greater.
The conclusion in the Stern Review, a comprehensive report by economist Sir Nicholas Stern
was: ‘It is now clear that, while natural factors, such as changes in solar intensity and volcanic
eruptions, can explain much of the trend in global temperatures in the early nineteenth
century, the rising levels of greenhouse gases provide the only plausible explanation for the
observed trend for at least the past 50 years.’1
The importance of feedback loops
Complications

A doubling of CO2 levels results in an increase in
temperature of 1ºC, but the likely increase is going to be
considerably greater because of a number of feedback
loops in the global climate (Figure 8.4).
Water vapour is an example of a phenomenon that can
create either positive or negative feedback loops. The
greater the temperature the more evaporation and the
more clouds are produced. An increase in high clouds traps
outgoing long-wave radiation so warming the planet – a
positive feedback. But low clouds tend to reflect incoming
radiation so cooling the planet – a negative feedback.8

• Positive loop increasing A, increases B
and which in turn further increases A.

+
A

POSITIVE

+

+
B

A

NEGATIVE

B

–

• Negative loop increasing A increases B
but that decreases A.

Figure 8.4 – Complicating feedback
loops in the climate system

Some of the other feedback loops are as follows:
• A major positive feedback results from the reduction of snow and ice cover. This exposes a
greater area of darker land and sea, creating more heat absorbing surfaces that result in more
melting;
• Rising temperatures and changes in rainfall patterns are also expected to weaken the ability of
the Earth’s natural land and ocean sinks to absorb CO2, causing a larger fraction of human
emissions to accumulate in the atmosphere;
• Widespread thawing of permafrost regions could release large quantities of methane, as well as
CO2, which will add to the warming;
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• The most significant negative feedback is caused by the production of particles into the
atmosphere, some of which have a strong cooling effect. However, the known positive feedbacks
far outweigh such negative loops and will add to the direct effects of the CO2 emissions.
Figure 8.5 – Estimates of global surface warming for different scenarios9
Temperature Change
(ºC at 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999)
Case

Best estimate

Likely range

Sea Level Rise
(m at 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999)
Model-based range excluding future rapid
dynamical changes in ice flow

Constant Year 2000 concentrations

0.6

0.3–0.9

N/A

B1 scenario

1.8

1.1–2.9

0.18–0.38

A1T scenario

2.4

1.4–3.8

0.20–0.45

B2 scenario

2.4

1.4–3.8

0.20–0.43

A1B scenario

2.8

1.7–4.4

0.21–0.48

A2 scenario

3.4

2.0–5.4

0.23–0.51

A1FI scenario

4.0

2.4–6.4

0.26–0.59

• The A1 storyline assumes a world of very rapid economic growth, a global population that peaks in mid-century and rapid introduction of new
and more efficient technologies. A1 is divided into three groups that describe alternative directions of technological change:
– fossil intensive (A1FI);
– non-fossil energy resources (A1T);
– and a balance across all sources (A1B).
• B1 describes a convergent world, with the same global population as A1, but with more rapid changes in economic structures toward a service
and information economy.
• B2 describes a world with intermediate population and economic growth, emphasising local solutions to economic, social, and environmental
sustainability.
• A2 describes a very heterogeneous world with high population growth, slow economic development and slow technological change.

Current estimates are, that if we assume balanced energy based economic growth (the A1B
scenario), the surface warming is likely be 1.7– 4.4ºC above 2000 levels by the end of the century
(Figure 8.5).9
A rise in temperature of this amount may not seem significant but a drop of 5ºC in temperature
marked the coldest period of the last ice age.
Tipping points
Moreover, there are concerns that the temperature increases may result in a ‘tipping point’
phenomenon where the positive loops start to generate new phenomena, with consequences that
are difficult, or impossible, to reverse.10-13 In 2005 a workshop at the British Embassy in Berlin
brought together a large group of experts who identified 15 so-called tipping elements:11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Arctic summer sea – ice;
Greenland ice sheet;
West Antarctic ice sheet;
Atlantic thermohaline circulation;
El Niño – southern oscillation;
Indian summer monsoon;
Sahara/Sahel and West African monsoon;
Amazon rainforest;

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Boreal forest;
Antarctic bottom water;
Tundra;
Permafrost;
Marine methane hydrates;
Ocean anoxia;
Arctic ozone.

Three of these are described in more detail in Box 8.2.
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Figure 8.6 – Glacial melt on the Greenland ice sheet

Box 8.2 Possible climate tipping points
1. The disintegration of the Greenland ice sheet
The ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica hold enough ice to raise sea level about 64 metres
if fully melted.14
Current measurements in Greenland suggest that the ice sheet inland is growing slightly but
there is significant melting and flows of ice near the coast. This is greater than predicted by
the models. It appears that melt water is seeping down through the crevices of the melting ice,
lubricating glaciers and accelerating their movement to the sea.8,15-17
Model simulations suggest
that there is a critical
temperature
threshold
beyond which the Greenland
ice
sheet
would
be
committed to disappearing
completely (Figure 8.7). This
would result in a rise in sea
level of about seven metres.
Although this would take
many hundreds of years, the
threshold could be crossed
during this century.18
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Figure 8.7 – Predicted loss of the Greenland Ice sheet with a fourfold
increase in CO2. (Red, indicates high, and black, low, elevations)19
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2. Collapse of the West
Antarctic ice sheet
Recently the western ice
sheet has experienced
sustained warming and
significant
thinning
(about 20 mm/year on
the Larsen-B Ice Shelf).
A large section of the
shelf, the size of the
state of Rhode Island in
the US (over 3,200 km2
in area and 200 m thick),
collapsed in 2002. The
shelf is now only about
40% of the size of its
previous
minimum
stable extent.20
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Figure 8.8 – Gains and losses of snow and ice in the Antarctic21
as a whole has warmed
by 2ºC over the last 40 years and this may be the cause of the spectacular collapses of the ice
shelves there. However, for Antarctica as a whole there appears to be a small growth in snow
and ice due to increased precipitation (Figure 8.8). For the West Antarctic ice sheet the danger
is that ocean warming and the acceleration of ice flows will cause a runaway discharge into
the oceans. The critical threshold is
unknown but it could be as low as
2ºC to 5ºC. Estimates of the time for
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet to
H
totally melt range from 250 to 700
22,23
years.

H

3. Release of deep sea methane
hydrates
An immense quantity of methane
(equivalent to 500-2,500 gigatonnes
of carbon) may be trapped in marine
sediments in the form of solid gas
hydrates (Figure 8.9).24 They also
occur in, and under, the Arctic
permafrost.25 The amounts are
prodigious – the total carbon bound
in gas hydrates (mostly methane) is
estimated to be twice the amount
present in all known fossil fuels.

C
H
H

H20 molecules

Figure 8.9 – Methane hydrates consist of crystalline solids
similar to ice in which water molecules form a cage-like
structure around a methane molecule26
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They exist in oceanic regions sufficiently cold and
under enough high pressure to keep them stable.
If ocean warming penetrated as far as the deep
oceans it could destabilise the methane, releasing
it into the atmosphere, so leading to a rapid
increase in global warming (Figure 8.10).

There was a period of massive methane hydrate
destabilisation 55 million years ago which led to
rapid climate change, when the deep-sea
temperature rose 5º to 6ºC.29

Methane gas and
sea water stable
1

Depth (km)

In 2008 a British research team discovered about
250 methane plumes bubbling from the seabed in
an area of about 30 square miles, in water less
than 400 metres deep, off the west coast of the
archipelago of Svalbard, that lies about 80ºN.
These releases have been occurring since the last
Ice Age, but it is not yet known whether ocean
warming is increasing the rate of release.28
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Figure 8.10 – Methane hydrates are only
stable at low temperatures and high
pressures. If conditions shift the hydrates
can be released as methane gas27

It is very difficult, given our current state of knowledge, to determine when and how these tipping
points are likely to occur. What is certain is that the consequences from any one of these will be
devastating for many regions of the world, if not for the planet as a whole. Some believe that the
risks are very low and the dangers overstated. However, the Berlin workshop concluded that ‘Our
synthesis of present knowledge suggests that a variety of tipping elements could reach their critical
point within this century under anthropogenic climate change. The greatest threats are tipping the
Arctic sea-ice and the Greenland ice sheet, and at least five other elements could surprise us by
exhibiting a nearby tipping point.’ James Hansen (Head of NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies in New York City) and his colleagues go further and conclude from their modelling that a
rise of just 1ºC in global temperature above the 2000 level
would be ‘dangerous,’ and may well trigger a number of
these tipping points.30
Global and regional consequences
Despite these longer term uncertainties there are near
term consequences that are highly likely. There will be:
© Logan Abassi – UN Photos

• Regions that are warmer or colder;
• Regions more prone to drought or flooding;
• Higher sea levels;
• More storm surges;
• Greater variation in the weather and more intensive
extreme events – hurricanes, tropical cyclones, floods
and droughts.
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Figure 8.11 – A father carries his
daughter after floods caused by tropical
storm ‘Noel’ hit Soleil, Haiti in 2007
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It is striking that although the driving force is global warming the main consequences are related
to water – either too much or too little in any one place.
Figure 8.12 shows the probable temperature patterns for the globe over the next 100 years. These
suggest that, at least to begin with, the biggest temperature increases will occur in the upper latitudes.
Figure 8.12 – Increases in temperature over the next 100 years using the IPCC rapid growth scenario A1B18
A1B: 2011-2030
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For rainfall the biggest impact is likely to be the greater incidence of drought in northern and
southern Africa and in some parts of Asia (Figure 8.13).
Figure 8.13 – Changes in precipitation over the next 100 years for December to February (left) and June to
August (right). (These are composites of many different models. The white areas indicate where less than 66%
of the models agree; the dotted areas are where more than 90% of the models agree.)31
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2. What are the global drivers?
Underlying these changes are global climate phenomena that interact in complex, and still not yet
fully understood, ways.8 Most of the developing countries are located in the tropics and subtropics
i.e. they lie between 0º and 30º north and south of the equator. Within this latitudinal band are
three critical processes:
Two of these – tropical convection and the alternation of the monsoons – are relatively local
processes that determine the regional and seasonal patterns of temperature and rainfall. A third –
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation of the Pacific Ocean – is local, in one respect, but strongly
influences the year to year rainfall and temperature patterns on a global scale. Although these
drivers are powerful global and regional forces it is not yet clear whether their patterns are
significantly altered by global warming.
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What we can be sure of is that global warming – expressed, for example, through higher sea and
land surface temperatures – will affect their outcomes, increasing the incidence and severity of the
droughts, floods and other extreme weather events that they produce.

Intense solar heating near the equator leads to rising
warm, moist air and heavy rainfall (Figure 8.14). As it rises
the air creates a surface low-pressure area, known for
centuries by sailors as the Doldrums, and referred to as the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The rising air
moves north and south towards the tropics and eventually
falls in the subtropics (between 20º and 30º north and
south of the equator) as warm, dry air. From there it is
carried back towards the equator by the trade winds.

© NASA

Tropical convection

Figure 8.14 – The thunderstorms over
the Pacific along the ITCZ

Each year the ITCZ moves north and south following the seasonal tilting of the globe towards the
sun. In Africa four distinct climatic zones result9:
1. The
tropical
moist
climates with around
2,000mm of rain that
support the equatorial
rainforest;

Figure 8.15 – The position of the ITCZ in January and July (red lines)32
Sea-level pressure and surface winds January

2. Tropical climates that
alternate between wet
summers (brought by the
ITCZ) and short dry
winters, giving a total
rainfall of 1,000-2,000mm;
3. Tropical
climates, with
seasons, at the
most limits of
and rainfall
800mm;

semi-arid
long dry
northernthe ITCZ
of 300-

Sea-level pressure and surface winds July

4. Arid climates located
between 30º and 40º
north and south, with less
than 250 mm year rainfall.
In Africa and elsewhere, these
are not distinct zones; their
boundaries overlap and vary
from year to year with both
the
latitudinal
and
longitudinal movement of the
ITCZ (Figure 8.15).
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Another phenomenon, closely linked to
tropical convection, is the marked seasonal
change in the direction of the monsoonal
winds (compare the wind patterns for Jan
and July in Figure 8.15) brought about by the
changes in temperature gradients as the sun
‘moves’ north and south during the year.9
The global monsoon system turns out to be a
complicated phenomenon involving several
processes (including the movement of the
ITCZ) which interact in ways that are still not
fully understood.33,34 In simple terms,
Figure 8.16 – Heavy monsoon rains in Delhi
monsoon winds occur because land heats up
and cools down more quickly than the sea. This results in changes in the surface winds and the
associated precipitation. The strongest monsoons occur over the tropics of southern and eastern
Asia and northern Australia, and parts of western and central Africa. In these regions the wet
season migrates north and south from one hemisphere to the other following the sun.
The Indian monsoon is the most extreme form of monsoon with a 180º reversal of the wind.
The south-west monsoon arises in spring and summer. As the air over north-west India and Pakistan
becomes much warmer than over the Indian Ocean, it creates a low pressure area drawing in warm,
moist air from over the ocean. The air moves first northward, and then because of the effects of the
Earth’s rotation is diverted north-eastward. It begins to rise and cool and sheds its moisture
as rain. In winter the reverse occurs, the land cooling down more than the oceans, creating the
north-east monsoon. These monsoon wind changes also affect lands far distant from south Asia,
for example along the eastern margins of Africa.
The East Asian monsoon, while less extreme in its reversal, acts as a particularly influential climate
driver, carrying moist air from the Indian and Pacific oceans to countries in East Asia such as China,
Japan, North and South Korea and Taiwan, and affects up to one-third of the global population.
The monsoon tends to concentrate rainfall in rain ‘belts’ which stretch for thousands of kilometres,
acting as important, and often hard to predict, determinates of agricultural production in the
affected countries. Adding to this, the East Asian summer monsoon contributes to heightened
typhoon activity and increasing rainfall in the North Pacific. The monsoon also brings a cold and
dry winter season, which is partly responsible for the dust deposition that created the Loess Plateau
in China discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.
West Africa is affected by a south-west monsoon which arises in a similar fashion. In the summer,
as the land becomes hotter than the ocean and as the air over the Sahara starts to rise, cooler, more
humid air from the Atlantic Ocean is drawn in 1,000 km to the south. It brings rainfall from May to
September in two phases (Figure 8.17). The first in April, May and June centres on the Gulf of
Guinea (about 4ºN) and appears to be influenced by sea surface temperatures. Then suddenly,
usually in early to mid-July, the rainfall maximum follows the ITCZ northwards into the southern
Sahel (about 10ºN) over a period of a few days. So sudden is the event that it is called the
“monsoon jump”. The second phase is apparently influenced by easterly atmospheric waves (which
are also associated with the ITCZ).
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Figure 8.17 – The two phases of the West African Monsoon35

Monsoon activity has been affected by a transition in global atmospheric circulation which
occurred in the mid-1970s.32 Some studies have found that the most vigorous monsoonal
circulations have weakened, leading to decreased long rainy spells and increased shorter spells, and
in general a more erratic rainfall pattern (Figure 8.18).36-38
Figure 8.18 – Changes in the annual range of monsoon rainfall, comparing 1976-2003 with 1945-197534
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Figure 8.19 – Growth in the mean rainfall of the four highest rain events every
uncertainties about
season (R1..4) in Central India over the past 50 years39
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focussed on extreme
monsoon events, i.e. the four highest rain events each season they found a significant increase in
the frequency and the intensity of such events over the past 50 years (Figure 8.19).39
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At the same time, a
particularly marked decline
is evident in the East Asian
monsoon (Figure 8.20).

Figure 8.20 – The decline in the East Asian monsoon since the mid-1970s34
6
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The West African monsoon
is also in a major period of
weakening, leading to
droughts lasting several
decades.40,41 There was a
dramatic shift from the
wetter conditions of the
1950s and 60s to the
much drier decades of the
70s, 80s and 90s.
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The evidence suggests a number of inconsistencies. Moreover it is debatable whether these shifts
in rainfall pattern are simply a natural phase, as has occurred in the past, (for example, there was a
major decline in the East Asian Monsoon at the end of the 19th century – see Figure 8.20) or
whether they are partly a response to a combination of recent factors including the effects of land
degradation, water pollution and biomass burning, or climate change. What is certain is that these
changes have made it extremely difficult for farmers and others to predict the key seasonal rains.
More advanced prediction tools and modelling will hopefully provide a more nuanced
understanding of monsoonal changes.
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation
The third driver, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a phenomenon of the Pacific Ocean.
It is characterised by a close coupling of the ocean and the atmosphere and is referred to as an
oscillation because of the characteristic switch in the Pacific between two phases, La Niña, and
El Niño (Figure 8.21).
Under ‘normal’ conditions the Peru current brings cool water to the Central Pacific, but from there
trade winds move increasingly warm water westwards from the Central Pacific’s high pressure to
the low pressure located over Indonesia. This results in the sea surface being about ½ metre higher
on the Indonesian coast than at the Ecuadorian coast and the temperature 8-10ºC warmer. Very
heavy and extensive rainfall, partly fed by the trade winds, occurs over the warm water of the
western Pacific, while the eastern Pacific experiences relatively dry weather.42
Figure 8.21 – Comparison of atmospheric and oceanic flows in the Pacific during normal, El Nino and
La Niña years.43 Water temperatures: warm: red cold: blue
Source: NOAA
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Sometimes the pattern is reversed, with wide ranging consequences.44 Every three to seven years
El Niño sets in and there is a change in the prevailing pattern of ocean surface temperatures and
pressures. Air pressure strengthens over Indonesia and the trade winds slacken. Sometimes they
reverse, being replaced by westerly winds that move the surface waters towards the central Pacific.
Rain falls in the east and droughts occur in Southeast Asia and Australia.
La Niña is an extreme version of the ‘normal’ condition with very cold water, strong high pressure
and very dry conditions in the eastern Pacific and the opposite in the western Pacific.
The phenomenon is called El Niño, the Spanish for ‘the boy child,’ because the warm waters tend
to arrive off the South American coast at Christmas time. The more common westward flow
phenomenon is referred to as ‘the girl child’ (La Niña).
There are many theories as to whether this is a true oscillation and different views on the nature of
the dominant mechanisms involved, but a complete theory is still lacking. It is possible to provide
fairly good short term predictions of the change between La Niña and El Niño, but these rely on
complex, coupled atmospheric/oceanic models.
In the Pacific, ENSO accounts for up to 40% of the variation in temperature and rainfall.45 Moreover,
although it is primarily a Pacific Ocean process, the effects are felt as far away as Africa and, indeed,
in most regions of the world. ENSO events involve large exchanges of heat between the ocean and
atmosphere and hence affect the global climate. During an El Niño phase the eastward displacement
of the atmospheric heat source overlaying the warmest water results in large changes in the global
atmospheric circulation, which in turn force changes in weather in regions far removed from the
tropical Pacific. Thus, six months after an El Niño phase the global mean surface air temperature
increases. It is estimated that after the severe El Niño of 1997-98 it went up by nearly 0.2ºC.46,34
Relatively simple statistical models predict that during an El Niño year the December to February
weather is usually wetter in eastern Africa but drier to the south, while La Niña produces the reverse
effect. El Niño is also associated with a drier Sahel and La Niña is correlated with a wetter Sahel
and a cooler West Africa (Figure 8.22).
Figure 8.22 – The El-Niño – La Niña Oscillation has global effects42
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An El Niño event with strong warming in the central Pacific can also cause the Indian monsoon to
switch into a “dry mode”, characterised by significant reductions in rainfall leading to severe
droughts. These delicate interactions can cause abrupt shifts in rainfall patterns.
The 1997/98 El Niño was one of the strongest of the 20th century. It was associated with droughts
and forest fires in Indonesia and north-east Brazil, and catastrophic floods in east Africa. Among its
many other consequences was the extensive coral bleaching that occurred in the Indian Ocean and
Red Sea and a massive outbreak of a Paederus rove beetle in Nairobi that caused severe
dermatitis.47 The following La Niña of 1998-2000 was associated with devastating floods further
north in the Sudan and Sahel, and in the south in Mozambique. The floods in the south were then
followed by two major cyclones.48,49
How is climate change affecting these drivers?
These drivers are powerful forces, yet it is still not clear to what extent they are affected by climate
change. There are some observations and conjectures. As a general hypothesis each of the drivers
should be influenced by the rising sea surface temperatures resulting from global warming.
We know, for example, that when the ITCZ migrates further north than usual it brings heavy rain
and floods to the Sahel (as happened in 2007), and when it lies quite far south over the SW Indian
Ocean it will be very dry over South Africa. The question is whether these movements are a product
of changes in sea-surface temperature and hence are a consequence of climate warming.50
Similar questions apply to the pattern of monsoons. Simulations suggest that there is a greater
intensity of monsoons with climate change.51,52 With surface temperature increases, the land will
heat up faster and there will be a greater contrast between the land and the ocean, and thus more
intense monsoons. However this is the opposite of the weakening which has been observed in
recent decades for all the major monsoons.51 It is evident that monsoons are highly complex
phenomena governed by a range of conflicting influences, some of which are weakening and
others intensifying. What is generally agreed is that future monsoons, whether weakening or not,
will be characterised by a greater frequency of extreme rainfall events. They may also become more
erratic, or subject to new patterns, making them harder to predict.51

Standarized departure

The ENSO phenomenon raises further complicated issues, because there is still no consensus of
opinion over why the oscillation occurs in the first place. For example, it may be simply the result of
a random ‘trigger,’ El Niño occurring very approximately at three to seven year intervals. However,
this does not explain the shift in the pattern that seems to have occurred in 1976–1977. This shift
was
associated
with
Figure 8.23 – The increase in frequency of El Niño events since the midmarked changes in El Niño
1970s. (The multivariate ENSO Index is based on six variables measured
evolution with a tendency
across the Pacific)55
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This has caused speculation that the shift is a consequence of global warming, but, so far, there is
no evidence to substantiate the connection.56 It is certainly plausible that the oscillation is
influenced by global warming, since both phenomena involve large changes in the earth’s heat
balance. As the world warms, many models suggest that the East Pacific may warm more intensely
than the West Pacific, mimicking the pattern of an El Niño, although significant uncertainties
remain. However, current models do not agree on the nature of changes in the frequency or
intensity of the El Niño.57 Moreover, ‘all models show continued El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
interannual variability in the future no matter what the change in average background conditions,
but….there is no consistent indication at this time of discernible changes in projected ENSO
amplitude or frequency in the 21st century.’18
Tropical cyclones
One of the many consequences of these interacting drivers is the occurrence of tropical cyclones.
The severity of the weather they generate can be extremely damaging to the many vulnerable
populations that live in low-lying coastal areas (Box 8.3).

Box 8.3 The nature of tropical cyclones
A cyclone is an area of closed, circular
fluid motion, characterised by inward
spiralling winds, rotating in the same
direction as the earth. Cyclones can
take many forms, depending on how
and where they originate. They have
impacts that range from influencing
trade
winds
and
seasonal
temperatures, to causing large storm
surges, flooding and damage to
coastal areas.

© NASA

Figure 8.24 – A south Atlantic tropical cyclone viewed
Most of the highest impact storms are
from the International Space Station on March 26, 2004
tropical cyclones, the more severe ones
known as hurricanes or typhoons, depending on the ocean where they form. The intense solar
heating near the equator leads to a large amount of evaporation, with water vapour
condensing as it rises, releasing heat. The release of this latent heat of condensation then acts
as the primary energy source for cyclones.

Once formed, a positive feedback loop begins, where the condensation leads to higher wind
speeds, bringing about lower pressure, increased surface evaporation and more condensation.
The storm will continue in this manner as long as it stays over warm water and conditions are
favourable. But when it passes over land it is cut-off from its heat source and rapidly diminishes.
Thus, coastal areas receive the brunt of the damage. Heavy wind, rain and flooding can
destroy infrastructure as well as take lives, as seen for example in the Orissa Super Cyclone of
2000 (Chapter 9). An average of 86 tropical cyclones of tropical storm intensity formed
annually worldwide between 1970 and 1995, with 47 reaching hurricane/typhoon strength,
and 20 becoming intense tropical cyclones.58
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There is still disagreement over the effects of climate change on cyclones.32 They are strongly
influenced by sea surface temperatures and it is therefore reasonable to assume that global
warming will have an effect, but other factors are also important. Experts remain divided on whether
cyclones are likely to increase in frequency and / or intensity. Nevertheless, there has been a large
increase in the numbers and proportion of hurricanes reaching categories four and five globally
since 1970 even though the total number of cyclones and cyclone days has decreased slightly in
most basins. The largest increase was in the North Pacific, Indian and Southwest Pacific Oceans.59,60
It seems likely that the already complex nature of cyclones could become even more unpredictable
as the climate changes, and temperatures and sea levels rise. Whether or not the intensity of
cyclones will increase, rising sea levels, along with increasing populations in coastal areas, will
compound the damage caused by these storms.31,61

3. The regional changes
The uncertainties at the global level are repeated and magnified as we move to assessing regional
impacts. We need better models, more fine-grained in their dynamics and also better ground data.
The need for better information
The Global Climate Models (GCMs) used to simulate the regional patterns of climate change are
relatively crude: they work to a horizontal spatial resolution of several hundred kilometers: they do
not take full account of the topographic, vegetation and land use diversity of the landscape.
Nevertheless, their potential is still underexploited, partly because of the lack of trained
climatologists in most developing countries.
A major challenge is to downscale the GCMs in some way so as to produce a finer scale of
prediction. One approach is to adapt the GCM to a specific region using a smaller resolution
regional climate model, e.g. a 50 km scale, by feeding in the boundary climate conditions created
at the surrounding, more widely spaced, grid points. One example of such a model is PRECIS
(Providing Regional Climates for Impacts Studies), a portable regional climate model, developed by
the Hadley Centre of the UK Met Office, that can be run on a personal computer.62
Such models are valuable tools for
understanding local climate dynamics
(see Figure 8.25). They are more
sensitive to the effects of local
topographies and other phenomena.
But, it must be stressed, they act by
applying the coarse-resolution GCM
dynamics to a regional level and, as a
result, the GCM uncertainties are
likely to become magnified, so
reducing their usefulness. Only in a
few locations is the local data sufficient
in quality and quantity to provide a
basis for the accuracy required at a
fine scale.

Figure 8.25 – Predicted changes in annual surface run-off for
Southern Africa over the next 80 years (A2 scenario). The
PRECIS model on the right shows a much finer grained, and
more useful, analysis than the GCM on the left62
© Crown Copyright 2006, the Met Office
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An alternative approach, known as empirical downscaling, works by trying to identify a statistical
relationship between the observed weather (temperature or rainfall) at finer resolution grid points
and the weather simulated by the GCM at the nearest large scale grid point.63 The GCM is then run
to simulate future climate and the results are ‘downscaled’ to finer resolutions assuming that these
relationships continue to hold.
The production of regional and local models is further limited by the paucity of regular, detailed
information, in particular in Africa. The global network of World Watch Weather Stations, which
provide real time weather data, is very sparsely represented in Africa. There are only 1,152 stations
in Africa, a density of about 1 per 26,000 km2 which is eight times lower than the level recommended
by the World Meteorological Organisation. Moreover, the location of the stations is very scattered.
Vast areas are unmonitored, including Central Africa and the Horn of Africa (Figure 8.26).64
Figure 8.26 – The paucity of reports received by the World Meteorological Office from African World Weather
Watch Stations 1998 – 200265
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One attempt to improve the availability and use of climate information in decision-making processes,
the Climate for Development in Africa Programme (ClimDev-Africa), aims to strengthen Africa’s
response to climate variability and change. Endorsed by the African Union Commission, the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) and the African Development Bank (AfDB),
ClimDev-Africa was developed in 2006, and is planned for an 11 year period.66,67
What are going to be the effects on Asia?
Despite the various complications, unknowns and the poor fits of many of the existing climate
models, it is possible to detect a number of trends in Asia related to global warming.52 Asia is very
likely to warm during this century; with increases above the global mean of 30C in East and South
Asia and 40C further north by the end of this century (Figure 8.27). Rainfall will increase over most
of Asia, as much as 30% or more in the north. South and East Asia will experience increases of 5 to
15%, except for declines of 5 to 15% in the December to February period over Northeast India and
the Southeast Asian mainland.
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Figure 8.27 – Temperature and precipitation changes over Asia (Multi model data set for the A1B scenario
see below). Top row: Annual mean, December, January, February and June, July, August temperature change
between 1980 to 1999 and 2080 to 2099, averaged over 21 models. Bottom row: same as top, but for
fractional change in precipitation53
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Of perhaps even greater significance is the very likely increase in the frequency of intense
precipitation events in parts of South Asia, and in East Asia over this period. Extreme rainfall and
winds associated with tropical cyclones are also likely to increase in East, Southeast and South Asia.52
China
In China there are clear differences between the expected climates in the north and west and those
in the south and southeast. For example mean temperatures are expected to rise by 5º to 6ºC in the
north by 2080 (Figure 8.28). In effect this means considerably warmer winters.
Rainfall will also increase by up to 0.5 mm/day or more in the north and west over the same period.
There will be small increases in the northeast, but reductions in the centre and southeast (Figure 8.29).
Figure 8.28 – Significantly increasing mean winter
surface air temperatures by 2080 in the north of
China (A2 scenario)68

Figure 8.29 – Increased winter precipitation
in the west and north of China (A2 scenario)68
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The PRECIS model, which reflects topographic features, has also been used to examine the
changes in extreme events (Figure 8.30). For example, consistent with the general increases in
minimum and maximum temperatures, it suggests that by 2080 China will have experienced a
large reduction in the maximum consecutive number of frost days, as much as 80% in the south of
the country. It also reveals a greater incidence of extreme rainfall events (measured as days with
rainfall greater than or equal to 20mm) throughout China but especially in the north and west, by
50% to over 100%.
Figure 8.30 – Percentage changes in (left) maximum number of consecutive frost days and (right) number of
days with rainfall over 20mm69
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South Asia
As for China, India shows a marked north-south gradient in key predicted climatic variables over
the next century. Temperatures will increase by as much as 4º to 5ºC in the north. Precipitation will
increase in much of the region, with up to 50% increase along the Himalayan range, in western
India and western Burma. Pakistan is predicted to experience 10% to 15% decline in rainfall
(Figure 8.31).
Figure 8.31 – PRECIS model predictions of rising temperatures (left) and changes in precipitation (right) for
South Asia by the end of the century under the A2 scenario70
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The PRECIS model also
indicates future increases in
extreme daily maximum and
minimum
temperatures
throughout
South
Asia.
Another study suggests that
night
temperatures
will
increase faster than the day
temperatures,
with
the
implication that cold extremes
are very likely to be less severe
in the future.71 Such models
also predict increases in the
frequency,
as
well
as
intensities, of tropical cyclones
in the Bay of Bengal, causing
heavy precipitation during
both southwest and northeast
monsoon seasons.70
Bangladesh
One
country
that
will
experience the impacts of
climate change perhaps more
than most, and with increasing
Figure 8.32 – Monsoon rains in a flooded area of Dhaka, Bangladesh.
severity over the next decade,
In 2004 the rains caused flooding in 40 of Bangladesh’s 64 districts,
is Bangladesh. Most poor
displacing up to 30 million people and killing several hundred.
people in Bangladesh suffer
from severe disasters on an annual or even more frequent basis. This has been true for decades. The
list of disasters includes flash floods, storm surges, tornados and cyclone winds, river bank erosion
and drought. Poor Bangladeshis are used to dealing with these, as are many Bangladeshi
institutions, including those of the government. But the disasters appear to becoming more
frequent or intense in their actions (Box 8.4).

Box 8.4 The impacts of climate change on Bangladesh72,73
1. Sea levels are rising – 70% of Bangladesh is less than 10 metres above sea level.
A 62 cm sea level rise would engulf 16% of the country, affecting 43 million people by 2080;
2. Increased rainfall – will cause greater frequency of flash floods and river bank erosion;
3. Increased salinity – of soil and ground water is predicted to affect two million hectares of
land by 2050, as a consequence of sea level rises, rainfall and temperature changes;
4. Greater drought – particularly in the north-west which is likely to reduce agricultural
production.
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Figure 8.33 – A map showing how the coastal areas of Bangladesh are inundated during typical
monsoon flooding. About 50% of land is flooded to a depth of more than 30cm.72

What are going to be the changes in Africa?

The 21 Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation
Models (AOGCMs), analysed by the IPCC
mostly agree that northern and southern
Africa are likely to become much hotter (as
much as 4ºC or more) over the next 100 years
based on the A1B scenario.
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As in Asia, there is already evidence that Africa
is warming faster than the global average and
this is likely to continue (Figure 8.34). The
warming occurs for all seasons of the year and,
although the overall trend is geographically
widespread, there are variations. In general the
drier subtropical regions will warm more than
the moister tropics.52 But, for example, the
tropical forests have warmed by 0.29ºC per
decade since 1970. In southern and western
Africa there have been more warm spells and
fewer extremely cold days. In eastern Africa
temperatures have fallen close to the coasts
and major inland lakes.74-77
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Figure 8.34 – Increasing African mean temperature
anomalies over the past 100 years78
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The warming is greater than the global annual mean warming for the continent as a whole.
Northern and southern Africa will also become much drier (precipitation falling by 15% or more)
over the next century. The exceptions are in East Africa, including the Horn of Africa, where average
rainfall will increase (Figure 8.35). Over much of the rest of Africa (including the Sahel) there is
considerable uncertainty as to how the rainfall patterns will evolve.
Figure 8.35 – Temperature and rainfall projections for Africa, 1980 to 1999 versus 2080 to 2099 for scenario A1B52
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These are, it should be stressed, large scale
predictions and provide a poor guide to
local climates. As an illustration, an
empirical downscale model for South
Africa indicates increasing summer rainfall
(Dec, Jan, Feb) over the central and
eastern plateau and the Drakensberg
Mountains, while the Western Cape will
see little change, with some slight drying
in summer and a slight decrease in winter
rainfall (Figure 8.36).
The increasing rainfall variability is already
apparent.79 Inter-annual rainfall variability
is large over most of Africa and, for some
regions, multi-decadal variability is also
substantial.52 In Zimbabwe, for example,
there are more cooler and hotter days, and
the length and severity of the drier periods
is increasing.80 In the future, the frequency
of extremely dry winters and springs in
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Figure 8.36 – Projected mean monthly rainfall increases for
the summer period in South Africa from the downscaled
Hadley model HadAM363
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southern Africa is likely to increase as will the frequency of extremely wet summers. As in other
parts of the world, we can expect a general increase in the intensity of high-rainfall events
associated, in part, with the increase in atmospheric water vapour.81 It is not only changes in the
total amount of rainfall that is important but also changes in the pattern of rainfall. For example,
in regions of mean drying, there is likely to be a proportionally larger decrease in the number of rain
days, but with greater intensity of rainfall.52
The southeast coast of Africa is subject to periodic tropical cyclones that originate over the
Seychelles from October to June due to the southward displacement of the ITCZ. Rising sea surface
temperatures are likely to increase cyclone intensity and there are some estimates of greater
cyclone frequency, but cyclones are affected by many factors.82,83

© Jessie Luna

It should be added that Africa’s climate is also a driver at a global level. The latent heat released
in deep cumulonimbus clouds in the ITCZ over Africa represents one of the major heat sources on
the planet. There is also a correlation between West African rainfall and Atlantic hurricane
frequency. The hurricanes appear to be generated by the easterly atmospheric waves that pass
over Africa at the time of the monsoon. Around 20% of the world’s total of fires burning biomass
occur in Africa’s forests and sarannahs. Africa is also the world’s largest source of atmospheric
dust.84 Both the fire aerosols and dust play a major role in the global climate.85

Figure 8.37 – A farmer in Mali surveys the sky
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4. Conclusion
There is widespread agreement in the scientific community that global warming is a reality and is
a consequence of the anthropogenic release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. This
warming, and the associated climatic changes, will have far-reaching effects throughout the
developing regions. In summary, although there remain many unknowns, we do know, at least in
general terms, what is likely to happen over the next 50 years.52
Africa and Asia are very likely to get:
• Warmer (colder in a small number of places).
Africa will get:
• Drier, but with more rainfall and floods in some regions.
Asia will get:
• Mostly wetter.
and throughout the regions there is likely to be:
• More intense tropical cyclones;
• Higher sea levels;
• More storm surges;
• More climatic variability and extreme weather events.
What is not known is how these various scenarios are affected by the three big drivers of regional
climates – tropical convections, the monsoons and the El Niño – Oscillation. Nor is it yet clear how
these drivers are in turn affected by global warming. Until research provides better answers it is
going to be difficult to predict with any high degree of certainty how the climate of a particular
region or country will unfold over the next few decades.
What is clear is that, for most regions, extreme events – heavy rainfall, prolonged hot and dry spells,
and severe storms and cyclones – will be more frequent and intense. It is largely to this reality that
adaptation will have to address itself, as we discuss in the next chapter.
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The actual and potential changes to global and regional climates described in the last chapter are
large and wide ranging, with the capacity to affect many aspects of people’s everyday lives. Even
if we succeed in mitigating climate change by keeping the average global temperature increase to
just 2oC above pre-industrial levels, substantial impacts will still occur and require responses. If the
temperature rise over the next few decades is significantly higher, then the impacts will be
extremely damaging and significantly new and innovative adaptive approaches will be required.
In this chapter we begin by discussing the nature of vulnerability to climate change, including the
likely economic and human costs. We then go on to describe the available processes of adaptation
and how they may be assessed, in particular in the context of building resilience. We will also
examine a range of impacts, covering sea level rise, water resources, agriculture, biodiversity and
health. In each case we will demonstrate where science and innovation can help to provide means
of adaptation.

1. Vulnerability
It is the developing countries who are amongst the most vulnerable to climate change (Box 9.1).

Box 9.1 Why developing countries are so vulnerable to climate change1
Developing countries tend to be located in regions which are already subject to climatic
extremes, or where the extremes may become even worse. For example, they may be
particularly vulnerable to floods, drought or sea level rise.
They tend to have a higher share of their assets and wealth tied up in natural resources and
environmental assets; anything which destroys the natural resource base will bring increasing
damage to these countries.
Developing countries are also highly dependent on the agricultural sector – for food,
employment, incomes, tax revenue and exports. Agriculture is particularly vulnerable to
climate change. In Africa and parts of South Asia, subsistence farmers rely on natural rainfall
which leaves them highly vulnerable to quite small changes in rainfall patterns.
Large areas of agricultural land are already classified as “dryland”, and climate change is likely
to bring less rainfall and a shorter growing season in the future, expanding such drylands over
a larger area (Figure 9.1). Many parts of the developing world are already experiencing water
shortages and this may increase further.
In some parts of the developing world cyclones, and other extreme rainfall events, will bring
flooding that can be devastating for livestock and crop production.
In addition, infrastructure that can reduce the impacts of climate hazards is often either
lacking or not fit for purpose (see Box 9.4). Developing country governments and institutions
are often poorly resourced and unprepared; many people will have to cope on their own. The
emigration of well-qualified people further limits their capacity.
Finally, most people in developing countries operate at low income levels with limited reserves,
and lack formal insurance cover.
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Figure 9.1 – Drylands of the world, showing the high population concentrations in South Asia, China and
across the Sahel2

The economic costs
The economic costs of future climate change are yet unknown, but some developing countries have
already started to assess the cost of climate extremes. For example, the Ningxia Autonomous
Region of northern China regularly suffers from a range of major shocks, the most serious being
sand storms, drought and high temperatures (Figure 9.2).
Figure 9.2 – The high incidence of major climate related disasters in Ningxia Autonomous Region, China
showing the percentage of villagers who identified the disaster as important3
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The region is prone to such disasters, but the frequency and intensity appears to be increasing as
a result of climate change. The total economic cost of these disasters has risen steadily over the
past ten years and was estimated to be ¥1.6 billion renminbi (RMB) (£140 million) in 2007 (Figure
9.3). Because the region has become highly industrialised the GDP has also risen, causing the
percentage loss due to climatic effects to fall to 2% – still a sizeable proportion in economic terms.
Figure 9.3 – Costs of climate related damage, Ningxia Autonomous Region, China. (Costs in 100 million RMB)3
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It has also been estimated that without adaptation, the agricultural losses each year due to global
warming will be anywhere between £1 billion and £49 billion from 2000 to 2050.4

© Rafiqur Rahman Raqu – DFID

Statistics like these are beginning to bring home to developing country governments that climate
change is already a significant threat to their development goals. However, beneath the statistics
is an even harsher reality. Climate change will affect and, indeed, is already affecting, nearly every
aspect of the lives and livelihoods of the poor who live in the most vulnerable places. Not only is
their health likely to suffer, they may die, directly or indirectly, as a result of climate change. And
because so many of the poor, especially the rural poor, rely on natural resources to provide food,
fibre and water, their livelihoods will suffer as a consequence. Even in the cities of the developing
world, where the poor live in slums and squatter settlements, they too will be adversely affected by
rising temperatures, increasing disease and lack of a clean water supply.

Figure 9.4 – Streets in the district of Satkhira, in southern Bangladesh, are flooded after months of heavy rain –
people travel by boat to reach the local shop
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Assessing vulnerability
In developed countries it has become commonplace to conduct vulnerability assessments of
various kinds. These typically focus on major infrastructure projects. For example, assessments may
be conducted on transportation, energy, water supply or communication systems. Of more
relevance to climate change is the programme of risk and vulnerability assessments now being
undertaken by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for coastal
communities at risk from storm damage.5
A number of vulnerability assessments have also been carried out by governments in developing
countries (Box 9.2).

Box 9.2 An Indian vulnerability assessment6,7
In 2002 the Indian government initiated a large-scale assessment of the country’s
vulnerability to climate change. The work was funded by the Global Environment Facility
under its ‘enabling activities’ programme, and coordinated through India’s National
Communication to the UNFCC (NATCOM).
Over 30 research teams throughout the country undertook modelling of climate projections
using global and regional climate models which projected temperature, rainfall and extreme
events. They also studied the expected impacts on, and vulnerability of, a range of key sectors.
These included: water resources, agriculture/crop production, forests and natural ecosystems,
coastal zones, industry, energy and infrastructure and health, particularly malaria.
The teams used a wide variety of approaches, from quantitative and economic modelling, to
impact-matrices, remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). For example,
when looking at the expected impacts on biodiversity, the group predicted increased species
loss, particularly due to a shift in forest boundaries, with Xeric shrubland and woodland
expected to become more dominant shrubland (Figure 9.5).
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Figure 9.5 – The shifting forest boundaries of India, showing present biome types (left) and expected
changes in 2050 (right)
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The teams discovered that all sectors would experience direct climate change impacts,
especially along the coastlines. The report stressed the need to factor future climate
projections into current infrastructure planning and investment. In the short-term; they
highlighted the need for enhanced capacity for scientific assessment, awareness among
stakeholders and improved institutionalisation of the learning process.
The assessment concluded that ‘the quality of development would be the prime insurance at
the national level to deal with adverse impacts of climate change.’
The hazardous effects of adverse weather are nothing new, particularly for poor people in
developing countries. But the scale and, in some situations, the nature of the impacts may change
dramatically as the pace of climate change increases. More and more people could experience:
• Increased water and food insecurity;
• Adverse impacts on health and on social and economic services delivery;
• Outbreaks of vector borne diseases;
• Damaged and degraded infrastructure;
• Threatened human settlements and human life;
• Biodiversity destruction and damaged ecosystems.
The challenge faced by governments, communities and households is how to adapt, efficiently,
fairly and sustainably to these increasingly frequent and intensive hazards.

2. Adaptation and resilience
Adapting to climate change is as complex a process as the phenomenon of climate change itself.8
As well as understanding climatic impacts, the hazards they generate, where they occur and with
what degree of certainty the prediction is made – adaptation needs to assess the various
dimensions of vulnerability and the appropriateness, including costs and benefits, of a range of
potential options for action.
Coping strategies
In practice, adaptation is a collection of coping strategies, with each strategy focussed on a
particular threat. Some of these actions may be taken by autonomous individuals or communities
reacting to climate change hazards as they occur; others may be more planned, depending for their
initiation on government policies and institutions.8
For example; farmers faced with the threat of flooding may plant new flood resistant rice varieties.
They may also build protection around the rice field, ensure the flood water is quickly drained away
or develop a more diverse livelihood so that other sources of income will offset the losses from
flooding. But governments may also plan for such flooding by building suitable infrastructure or
developing specific policies that mitigate the effects of flooding. Some of these strategies will be
technological, others social, economic or political (Box 9.3).
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Box 9.3 There are a wide range of coping strategies for climate hazards
• Institutional – land use zoning to protect against flooding, warning systems for cyclones;
• Economic – weather crop insurance to compensate for climatic extremes, micro-credit
schemes to develop a range of sources of income;
• Physical – cyclone shelters, embankments and other infrastructure to provide protection
against floods;
• Medical – vaccines to protect against increased disease incidence;
• Environmental – mangrove shelterbelts and coastal forests to protect against sea level rise;
• Agricultural – drought and flood resistant crop varieties and cropping systems;
• Livelihood – income diversity, rural-urban linkages.
The construction of appropriate infrastructure is one of the key approaches used by governments
to avoid or minimize serious hazards (Box 9.4).

Box 9.4 The role of infrastructure
Infrastructure plays a crucial role in avoiding or
minimizing hazards. Flood defences and drainage
systems can reduce the risk of flooding.
Communications infrastructure can provide
communities with advance warning of threats. Piped
water and sanitation systems can lessen the
disease burden associated with climate hazards.
Adoption of relevant design standards and building
codes can ensure that housing, roads, bridges and
other amenities are capable of withstanding
extreme weather events. Planning and land use
regulations are important for discouraging building
in susceptible areas. For existing infrastructure,
maintenance is key to climate-proofing.
However, in poor communities essential
infrastructure is either absent or inadequate, and the
capacity to rectify this may also be lacking.9 The
absence of existing infrastructure can provide
an opportunity to adopt good practice when
building new facilities. The agreed key principle of
reconstruction following disasters is to ‘build back
better’ – but it cannot be taken for granted that this
will happen.

© Nichola Krey/Austcare – Flickr

Figure 9.6 – Following events such as the
tsunami in Aceh, Indonesia there is an
opportunity to rebuild to withstand
future climate events
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Building codes are often imported and
hence fail to take account of local
circumstances.
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• In Peru, for example, following the
earthquake in 2007, it was found that
there were no design standards for
traditional adobe buildings.10
• In Afghanistan, in 2005, the
reconstruction of the highway, which
connects the north to the city of Kabul,
used an outdated approach to the
engineering design. As a result, a minor
flooding event caused severe damage to
the highway. This could have easily been
avoided by allowing for controlled losses
(sacrificial elements) in the design; any
subsequent repairs would have then
been less costly.11

Figure 9.7 – A stilt house on the Mekong Delta

An example of a community-based strategy using a similar principle – i.e. allowing for a degree
of damage to enable the bulk of a structure to survive – is provided by the stilt houses in the
Mekong delta. These have woven raffia walls that can be rolled up when a severe storm is
expected, so winds blow through houses rather than blowing them away.12
The trend towards urbanisation in the developing world is leading to more poor people living
in illegal slums, where design standards and land use regulations are of little relevance. For
these people, climate vulnerability is closely coupled to their basic development needs.
Infrastructure comprises not only physical structures, but also the process and institutional
arrangements that facilitate the flow of goods and services between individuals, firms, and
governments.13 For the most vulnerable people, strengthening the physical and institutional
elements of infrastructure is an essential step towards building climate resilience.

Usually the overall adaptation system for a household or community is a mix; infrastructure may
play a key role, but institutional or livelihood responses may also be crucial. The final mix depends
on the nature of the hazard and its dynamics. Hazards generally come in two forms which may
require different responses:
1. Shocks – usually dramatic, largely unexpected, events such as sudden floods, cyclones,
earthquakes and tsunamis, outbreaks of disease or a financial crash.
2. Stresses – gradual build-up of adverse events for example increasing temperatures, rising sea
levels, greater or lesser rainfall, rising debt.
Unlike more gradual change, shocks can cause profound, sudden disruption to economies and
communities. Nevertheless stresses – although more predictable – can slowly build-up to
catastrophic outcomes.
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The concept of resilience
A useful concept in adaptation is resilience (Box 9.5). In everyday language resilience is the ability
to ‘bounce back.’ Implicit is the sense that the individual, community or system ‘can maintain its
identity in the face of internal change and external shocks and disturbances’.14

Box 9.5 The evolution of the concept of resilience15
The modern scientific concept of resilience owes much to the work of ecologists, notably C.S.
Holling, who in the 1970s tried to understand the circumstances which caused ecosystems to
switch from one stable state to another.16 Some of the examples involved forestry and fisheries.
Typically a system threshold exists beyond which the system changes to a new state.
For example, a fishery may remain relatively stable and productive up to a certain level of
fishing intensity, but if the threshold is exceeded the fishery may collapse to a new, much less
productive state, or disappear altogether.
The phenomenon has been popularised through the concept of ‘tipping points.’17 Several of
these have already been discussed in the previous chapter in relation to climate change.
Resilience used to be a rather esoteric subject for research, but recently it has become more
widely invoked in planning responses to a wide range of global threats.
In terms of poverty-reduction, resilience can be related to a desired development pathway –
measured by agricultural production, household income, GDP per capita or some other statistic.
This pathway is then subjected to a shock or stress. In Figure 9.8 development is illustrated as an
increasing trend. Along comes a stress or shock which in some circumstances can be fully resisted;
a dam or barrage may prevent a flood. More often the development path is adversely affected and
growth falls, this is generally followed by recovery which may be fast or slow. In some cases the
disturbance is too great and recovery may not fully occur. Development may resume along a less
productive path or in extreme cases may collapse altogether. A resilient pathway is one that
persists, despite the stresses and shocks, in more or less its intended form.
For each stress or shock there is an appropriate adaptation consisting of one or more
countermeasures that serve to maintain the resilience.
Figure 9.8 – The patterns of resilience, showing the effects of stress (left) and shocks (right)
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This conceptualization follows, in some
respects, the steps taken in modern disaster
risk reduction to cope with hazards such as
earthquakes and cyclones. Developing
resilience to climate change thus builds on the
various approaches to disaster risk reduction
that have been successfully practiced over the
years.18

Figure 9.9 – The timescale of countermeasure
interventions

STRESS or SHOCK

Development

In practical terms it is useful to categorise
the countermeasures on a time scale
relevant to the incidence of the stress or
shock (Figure 9.9).

Anticipate Survey Prevent Tolerate Recover Restore Learn

Anticipation
Anticipation of stresses and shocks consists of one part of a vulnerability analysis as discussed in
the previous section. In essence it is a process of surveying in order to determine the likely location
and probability of potential disturbances. Such inventories can be depicted as hazard maps. Some
on a large scale are often produced by government agencies. These maps need to take into
account:
• Physical vulnerabilities e.g. the location of sites prone to floods and droughts, infrastructure
vulnerabilities – particularly in relation to sea level rises and storm surges;
• Biological vulnerabilities e.g. crops and livestock at risk, fragile ecosystems;
• Human vulnerabilities e.g. populations likely to suffer from flooding or drought, or health hazards.
Figure 9.10 depicts the spatial hazard of drought for maize growing in southern Africa.
Other smaller scale surveys can be
produced by local communities for their
own planning. The advantage of these is
that if a flood or other hazard arises,
potentially affected communities can
respond rapidly.
Anticipation also involves producing
long-range weather forecasts which can
be used to put in place adaptive
measures. Such forecasts have been
developed for Africa. They are made
possible because of the relationship
between the sea surface temperature
(SST) and large scale weather patterns.
The slow changes in SST and the
associated weather patterns can be
predicted with some degree of
ccuracy up to six months in advance
(Figure 9.11).
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Figure 9.10 – Risk of drought during the crucial grain filling
stage of maize in southern Africa19
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Figure 9.11 – Long range precipitation forecast for Africa made by the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts in September 2009 for the following December, January and February20
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Prevention and tolerance
The subsequent steps – prevention and tolerance, recovery and restoration – involve defining
objectives, identifying the various options and then appraising them in terms of their outcomes and
the relevant costs and benefits. A team from the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, the
University of East Anglia and other advisors in China and the UK developed a process which
outlines the most appropriate options for climate change adaptation (Figure 9.12).
Figure 9.12 – An adaptation option appraisal process developed in China21
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To be effective such an option appraisal process needs to be fairly sophisticated. Table 9.1 lists the
multiple criteria used in appraising options in the Chinese adaptation model, using methods
developed for a DFID climate screening process called ORCHID (Opportunities and Risks of Climate
Change and Disasters).3,22

Table 9.1 Criteria for climate change option appraisals
• Win-win options
Does the option address current climate variability and future climate change?
• Existing risk management
Is the option consistent with existing risk management activities?
• Cost-effectiveness
Can costs and benefits of the option be easily determined?
• Adaptive flexibility
Does the option focus on a narrow range of future scenarios, or does it allow for flexibility
of response?
• Unintended impacts
Potential negative spin-off impacts beyond targeted activity?
• Practical considerations
Is the option practical and feasible for the implementer?
• Knowledge level
How certain are we in predicting a particular change in the hazard and its impact?
• Policy coherence
Does the option reflect local and national Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) / adaptation plans
or studies?

Calculating costs and benefits is not easy. Resilience, however, has the advantage of being both a
qualitative and quantitative concept. In theory, the strength of stress and shock can be measured,
as can the path of resistance or recovery – or the collapse. Costs can then be assigned to the
impacts of the shocks and stresses and to countermeasures, while benefits are calculated for the
subsequent development pathway. Hence the different countermeasures can be assessed in terms
of both costs and benefits.
In some respects it is easier in the case of climate stresses which tend to be highly targeted. For
example the impact of reduced rainfall can be prevented by a variety of specific water harvesting
and water saving systems. These can be devices ranging from large-scale reservoirs to village tanks
with accompanying systems of delivery. The design and construction of such systems may be
relatively well known; but the challenge is to ensure they are sustainable and easily accessed by the
poor as well as the rich.
By contrast major shocks, such as sudden floods or outbreaks of major disease, have wide ranging
consequences and require more generic responses. The costs and benefits are therefore less precise.
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Knowledge

Finally there is the important
Figure 9.13 – The pyramid of adaptation
recognition that the process of
development itself is a contribution to
adaption. If people have higher
incomes, are better fed and educated
and are in better health they are
more able to cope with hazards
whether in the form of shocks or
Target
Stress
stresses. As the Lancet and University
Adaptations
of London Commission on Managing
the Health Effects of Climate Change
Reduce
concluded, ‘Investment to achieve
Shocks
Vulnerability
the Millennium Development Goals
will not only reduce vulnerability but
also release public expenditure for
Promote
Development
climate change currently consumed
by basic prevention strategies (e.g.
malaria control). Health-oriented and
climate-orientated investments in food security, safe water supply, improved buildings,
reforestation, disaster risk assessments, community mobilisation, and essential maternal and child
health and family planning services, will all produce dividends in adaptation to climate change.’23
In summary it is useful to envisage a pyramid of adaptation (Figure 9.13). At the base is the process
of development, above is reducing the general vulnerability of people to major shocks and at the
top are the specific adaptations required for individual stresses. In effect the greater the knowledge
of the likely impact the more refined the response. There will inevitably be some overlaps; a region
may be subject to increasing dryness but it is also likely to suffer from unexpected major droughts.
In this case the targeted adaptations – breeding for drought tolerance – may also serve when a
sudden drought arises. Nevertheless, an unexpected major drought may need a range of other
adaptations to reduce vulnerability generally.
This scheme does not imply that we have to wait until we know everything about the likely impacts
– much will be achieved by increasing the general resilience of households, communities and
institutions.
Learning
Finally, building resilience is about learning. If a number of small-scale stresses and shocks are
experienced by a country, or a community, they will learn to assess how they coped and how well
their planned adaptations performed in practice. This means putting learning processes into place
at all levels, in the household, the community and at the district and national levels of government.
It entails creating effective monitoring and development systems, together with accessible archives
and the means of sharing experiences between communities. Most importantly it develops a sense
of collective responsibility. In the longer term, this will help build a development process that is both
resilient and self-learning, and hence sustainable.
In the rest of this chapter we examine the major classes of climate change risk and vulnerability,
and describe some of the principal forms of adaptation.
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3. Anticipated sea-level rise
Sea levels will rise around the globe as a result of global warming. The primary cause, at least in the
near term, is the thermal expansion of the oceans due to rising oceanic temperatures. This is
predicted to deliver a rise of about half a metre by the end of this century.24
This prediction is subject to many uncertainties. One is the speed that the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets will melt (see Box 8.2). Current predictions are that it will take many hundreds of years
before these disappear but there is some evidence that the melting could be faster.
Those most likely to be affected
by rising sea levels are the many
small, low lying islands, especially
in the Indian and Pacific Oceans
and the extensive delta regions
of rivers such as the GangesBrahmaputra (see figure 8.34)
and Mekong (Figure 9.14).

Figure 9.14 – Extensive inundation from a one metre rise in sea level
at the mouth of the Mekong and elsewhere in south-east Asia25
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Even a modest 20cm rise in the
sea level would cause contour
lines of water levels in the
Mekong delta to shift 25 km
towards the sea during the flood
season and salt water to ingress
further upstream, probably
altering the fish species
composition.26

Box 9.6 Inundation of Small Island Developing States (SIDS)27-29
Small islands are particularly vulnerable to
expected climate changes. They are often
low lying and in areas prone to natural
hazards, and their small size limits their
ability to adapt. Most island nations have a
concentration of people and infrastructure
near to the coast – in the Caribbean and
Pacific more than 50% of the population
lives within 1.5km of the shore.28
Changing rainfall patterns, rising
temperatures and sea level rise are
expected to hit small island nations hard.
The ecosystems in these areas, which
include mangrove forests, coastal beach
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Figure 9.15 – A beach on the Funafuti atoll in Tuvalu
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areas and coral reefs, will be affected. This will not only impact on the local population, who
depend on the resources for fishing and other natural resources, but will damage the tourist
industries on which many of the SIDS’s economies depend. Rising water tables also increase
evaporation of fresh water, already a scarce commodity on many small islands. Finally, the
impacts that are expected in other areas, such as changes in disease patterns and declines in
agricultural productivity will hit these nations as well.
Many small islands may shrink considerably, or even disappear. The nation of Tuvalu, made up
of nine tiny atolls near Fiji has already lost one metre of land from its largest atoll. Its widest
point only spans a couple of hundred metres and the group of islands lies just 10cm above sea
level; the losses are expected to be significant.30
Africa will be less damaged. The most extensive inundation is likely to be in the Nile delta where a
one metre rise would affect some 6 million people (Box 9.7).

Box 9.7 The inundation of the Nile Delta31
The Nile Delta is a highly fertile flood plain, surrounded by deserts, that supports a very large
population with densities as high as 1,600 people per square kilometre. Most of the 50 km
wide land strip along the coast is less than two metres above sea level and is only protected
from flooding by a one to ten km wide coastal sand belt, shaped by the discharge of the
Rosetta and Damietta branches of the Nile. Erosion of the protective sand belt is a serious
problem and has accelerated since the construction of the Aswan Dam.
Legend
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Figure 9.16 – A one metre sea level rise in the Nile Delta will result in widespread inundation around
Alexandria32
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Rising sea levels would destroy weak parts of the sand belt, which is essential for the protection
of lagoons and the low-lying reclaimed lands. The impact of this would be very serious. One
third of Egypt’s fish catches are made in the lagoons. Sea level rise would change the water
quality and affect most fresh water fish. Valuable agricultural land would be inundated. Vital,
low-lying installations in Alexandria and Port Said would be threatened. Recreational tourism
beach facilities would be endangered and essential groundwater would become salinated.
Sea level rise will only affect
Figure 9.17 – Effects of a one metre sea level rise in West Africa. Inundated
a small proportion of
areas coloured in red32
Africa’s land mass, but in
some locations the impact
will be considerable. For
example, Banjul, the capital
city of Gambia, could be
completely submerged in
the next 50 years or so.33,34
Although
the
areas
inundated appear to be
very small (Figure 9.17)
they lie in, or near, many of
the major cities. 40% of the population of West Africa live in coastal cities, and it is estimated that
the 500 km of coastline, between Accra and the Niger delta, will become a continuous urban
megalopolis of more than 50 million inhabitants by 2020.35 By 2015, three coastal megacities of at
least 8 million people will be located in Africa with many of the poorest populations living in the
most flood prone districts.
In Ghana the coastal zone occupies less than 7% of the land area but contains 25% of the
population and so even relatively small rises could have damaging effects on the economy (Box 9.8).

Box 9.8 Physical consequences of significant sea level rise in Ghana36,37
• Permanent connection of lagoons to the sea;
• Penetration of salt water inland;
• Increased coastal erosion;
• Salinisation of freshwater lagoons and aquifers;
• Increased depth of the water table in coastal areas
• Destruction of wetlands and associated industries;
• Accelerated loss of the capital, Accra.
A further say, six metre rise, resulting from a more rapid than expected acceleration in the melting
of the Greenland and/or Antarctic ice caps, could have even more serious consequences. The effects
on the south east coast of China are shown in Figure 9.18.
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However, much of the damage is likely
to come not just from the gradual rise in
sea level itself but from the combined
effect of such rises with the increasing
magnitude and intensity of cyclonic and
other storms. This will overwhelm
defences and cause major surges of
seawater to flow up rivers.

Figure 9.18 – A six metre sea level rise would produce
extensive inundation in south-east China

Coastal defences
In theory at least, it is possible to adapt
to sea level rises and storm surges by
building walls, dykes, barriers and other
physical infrastructure. But these are
likely to prove very costly and might
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Nile delta protective constructions
would probably prevent the worst flooding up to a 50 cm sea level rise, but could cause considerable
groundwater salinisation. Another problem is that new infrastructure built in one location may
simply divert the rising sea to other locations in the region.
These infrastructure measures do not confer much resilience. They may work for a number of years
but are then overcome by a combination of the ongoing rise in sea level and an especially high
storm surge. By then the communities behind the defences are unprepared and may have become
complacent. Any hazard will have disastrous consequences.38

© DFID

An alternative approach, which may prove less costly and more resilient, is to preserve
and strengthen natural coastal protection which can be provided by coastal forests, such as
mangroves, seagrass beds, coral reefs, dune systems, salt marshes, inter-tidal flats and lagoons
(see Figure 9.20).

Figure 9.19 – Flooding in a village in Bangladesh
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Figure 9.20 – The location of mangrove forests in Bangladesh39 (left). Mangroves on Pangangan Island in the
Philippines planted to help protect against typhoon damage (right)

Mangrove forests proved their worth in protecting coastal villages in India during the 1999 ‘super
cyclone’. Researchers recently used statistical models to show that without mangroves, villages
within ten kilometres of the coast would have suffered an average of 1.72 additional deaths. The
forests are particularly helpful at reducing the wind energy and wave velocity of the storm surges
caused by cyclones, which are typically up to eight metres high. Tsunami waves on the other hand
can reach up to 20 metres, and it is still unclear if mangroves can be effective against such a large
and fast-moving force.40 Unfortunately there has been much clearance of these forests, mainly for
rice and shrimp production. This can only be rectified by strict coastal zoning and its enforcement.
In developed countries there has been considerable experience with implementing the necessary
regulations through Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) which is increasingly relevant to
adapting to climate change. There has, however, been limited experience of coastal management
in the developing countries.41
In the case of SIDS there are a number of ways they can prepare of rising sea levels. First, efforts
can be made to decrease poverty and improve resilience through:
• Reforestation;
• Improved water management;
• Increased participation in trade;
• Strengthening institutions and monitoring and evaluation techniques.
SIDS can then develop specific actions to prepare for rising sea levels and changing weather
patterns such as:
• Building sea defences and hurricane resistant buildings;
• Investigating drought and flood-tolerant crops and agronomic methods;
• Changing land zoning around coasts.
A number of global, regional and local efforts have already begun to help SIDS prepare. These
include global action plans such as the Barbados Programme of Action42 and the Mauritius Strategy
Declaration.43 The Eastern Caribbean44 and the Pacific Islands45 have also come together to make
regional plans for adaptation.
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4. Water resources
Climate change is likely to affect water resources more severely than any other environmental
resource on which our lives depend. In Chapter 4 we showed the extent to which scarce water
resources are under pressure. In some situations global warming may make water more available,
but for much of the developing world the effect will be to make water scarcity even more acute.
The worldwide percentage of land in drought has risen dramatically in the last 25 years. In Africa,
one-third of the people live in drought-prone areas. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) estimates that, by the 2080s, the proportion of arid and semi-arid lands in Africa is
likely to increase by 5-8%.35,46
Glacier melting

The most significant area of glacial retreat is in the
Himalayas. Here the glaciers cover about three
million hectares, forming the largest body of ice
outside the polar caps and storing some 12,000 km3
of freshwater.48 There is controversy over how
fast they are receding, but even a small loss could
have devastating consequences on the countries
downstream.
One example is the 30 km long Gangotri glacier,
located in Uttaranchal in the headwaters of the
Ganges river. This has been receding at an alarming
rate (Figure 9.22). Between 1842 and 1935, the
glacier receded at an average of 7.3m every year;
but between 1985 and 2001 the average rate of
recession has increased to 23m per year.49

Figure 9.21 – Glacier retreat since about 1850
as measured by the length of glacier tonguesr47
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Length variation relative to 1950 (M)

A general retreat of glaciers began after 1800 and
then accelerated in the latter part of the 20th
century in all regions of the world (Figure 9.21).47
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Figure 9.22 – The rapid retreat of the Gangotri
glacier48

Some of the smaller glaciers, such as those shorter
than four km in length in the Tibetan Plateau are
projected to disappear altogether and the glaciated
areas located in the headwaters of the Chang Jiang
(Yangtze) River are likely to decrease by more than
60% in area.50
In Africa the most spectacular glacier retreat has
been on Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania. The glaciers are
receding and are expected to have disappeared by
2020 (see Figure 9.23).51,52 However, the major
change in hydrology on the mountain and its
environs is not due to the glacier but to the dramatic
shift in the vegetation zones on the mountain, as a
result of climate change.
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Figure 9.23 – The rapid receding of the glaciers
on Mt Kilimanjaro, Tanzania53
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There are at least two consequences of glacier
melting. First is the impact on river flows
downstream. About 15,000 Himalayan glaciers
form an unique reservoir that supports perennial
rivers such as the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra
which, in turn, are of vital importance to the lives
of millions of people. The Gangetic basin alone is
home to 500 million people, about 10% of the
total human population in the region.

The second, more immediate and very damaging
consequence, will be the creation of very
hazardous glacial lakes (Figure 9.24). As the
glaciers retreat they leave voids which are filled by
the melt water held in place by the original
3º 05’ S
moraines (accumulated rock and soil debris). The
latter may look sturdy but will frequently breach
due to huge releases of water – a so-called Glacial
Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF). In Tibet, one of the
Approximate glacier extent in 1912
major barley producing areas of the Tibetan
Glacier extent in 2003
0
1
Rim of summit plateau
Plateau was destroyed by a GLOF in August 2000.
kilometers
More than 10,000 homes, 98 bridges and dykes
were destroyed with an estimated cost of about US $75 million. The farming communities lost their
grain and livestock and suffered serious food shortages.54 One of the largest of the glacier lakes is
Tsho Rolpa which has grown since the 1950s through amalgamation to over 1.76 km2.55
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Figure 9.24 – Dig Tsho Glacier Lake in Nepal, which burst in 1985, spilling an estimated 200 to 350 million
cubic feet of icy water into the surrounding area
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Adapting to glacial melt
Mitigating the hazard of damage from GLOFs is very difficult. It is possible, at least in theory, to
reinforce the natural moraine dams, but this is expensive and is not likely to provide 100%
protection. Another approach involves reducing the volume of lake water, such as through
controlled breaching, pumping or siphoning of the water from the lake. It is also possible to tunnel
through the moraine barrier. A range of technologies can also be employed to improve
preparedness, including using satellite images to detect potentially dangerous lakes and ensuring
local broadcast systems are ready to deliver early warnings.56
To address the risks associated with GLOFs, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) is
seeking to create an operational early warning system in the Hindu Kush Himalayan region.57 The
project is to be implemented by the Environment Assessment Program for Asia and the Pacific
(EAP.AP) and the Asian Institute of Technology in Bangkok in partnership with the International
Center for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) in Nepal.
River basins
It is difficult to predict with any certainty the future hydrological characteristics of major river
basins. The IPCC points out that ‘precipitation, a principal input signal to water systems, is not
reliably simulated in present climate models.’58 However we do know that in glacier- or snowmeltfed river basins (which nurture one sixth of the world’s population), changes will be profound. The
summer season melts that provide much of the water at that time of year will decrease and peak
flows will move earlier in the year, with serious effects on agriculture. As the glaciers retreat, flows
will increase, but then decrease over the next few decades as the amount of glaciated area is
reduced.58
River flows elsewhere will be more dependent on changes in precipitation, rather than on snow or
ice melt. A general conclusion is that seasonal flow will increase, with higher flows in the peak flow
season and either lower flows during the low flow season or extended dry periods. Many semi-arid
and arid areas will suffer decreased river flows (Figure 9.25).
Figure 9.25 – Percent change in annual runoff by 2041-60 relative to 1900-70 under the A1B emissions
scenario and based on an ensemble of 12 climate models59
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In Africa, these various impacts will be
played out on a dozen major river
basins where the impact of climate
change is likely to depend on the
rainfall regime, which varies from one
river to another (Fig 9.26).

Figure 9.26 – The twelve major river basins of Africa60
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Figure 9.27). Between 400 and 1,000
mm of precipitation, there exists an intermediate regime (coloured in yellow) in which the drainage
density varies greatly with rainfall. Above 1,000 mm (coloured in green) there is a slight increase in
drainage with increasing rainfall.
Figure 9.27 – Rainfall and drainage regimes in Africa60
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Figure 9.28 – Waters flowing into the Okavango Delta, Botswana. This area of Africa is likely to be seriously
affected if there are significant changes in precipitation in the region

The intermediate zone is likely to experience the greatest impact from climate change. For
example, if a region is receiving 600 mm per year and the precipitation decreases to 550 mm, the
drainage will be cut by 25%, whilst a change from 500 mm year to 450 mm would cut the drainage
by half. River flows will fall accordingly.
Most of southern Africa lies in either the unstable or the dry regime. The Orange River, the fifth
largest river in Africa, and one of the 50 largest rivers globally, is likely to be severely affected. The
river has run dry in the past and has experienced very low flows in recent years. On the other hand,
rivers in eastern Africa may have
Figure 9.29 – Change in water stress by 2085 using a Hadley
increased drainage flows because of
Circulation model (HadCM3 A2a)62
the higher predicted rainfall. The flow
of the Nile is difficult to assess and
current models vary considerably in
Increase in stress
Become stressed
their predictions, but some of the
No change in stress
headwaters may experience greater
Reduction in stress
rainfall.61
Stop being stressed
Water scarcity thresholds are based on
estimates of the water requirements
for the domestic, agricultural,
industrial and energy sectors and the
needs of the environment.62 A country
is assumed to experience water
scarcity when the level available is
below 1,000m3 per capita per year –
absolute scarcity is defined as below
500m3. On this basis it will be north
Africa that suffers most, although
water availability may improve in
northeast Africa (Figure 9.29).
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River basin management
Water shortage in river basins can be addressed either through increasing supply or decreasing
demand. Usually both are needed, but each has its advantages and disadvantages, and the relative
benefits of different options depend on local circumstances (Table 9.2). For example, supply-side
options will often have adverse environmental consequences, while demand-side measures, which
rely on the cumulative actions of individuals, can be difficult to manage.

Table 9.2 Examples of supply- and demand-side water adaptations58
Supply-side

Demand-side

• Prospecting and extraction of
groundwater
• Increasing storage capacity by
building reservoirs and dams

• Improvement of water-use efficiency by
recycling water
• Reduction in water demand for irrigation by
changing the cropping calendar, crop mix,
irrigation method and area planted

• Desalination of sea water

• Reduction in water demand for irrigation by
importing agricultural products i.e. virtual water

• Expansion of rain-water storage

• Promotion of indigenous practices for
sustainable water use

• Removal of invasive non-native
vegetation from riparian areas
• Water transfer

• Expanded use of water markets to reallocate
water to highly valued uses
• Expanded use of economic incentives including
metering and pricing to encourage water
conservation

Over the centuries
engineers
have
developed a wide
range of proven
technologies for
increasing water
storage and water
flows. While largescale construction
of dams, reservoirs
and water transfer
systems have fallen
out of favour in
some parts of the
developing world –
partly due to cost
and the actual or
perceived negative
effects on human
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Figure 9.30 – South-north routes of the planned river diversion project in China66
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populations and the environment – they are still being actively developed in some middle income
countries such as China.63,64 The Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River in China is primarily
intended for hydropower generation but it will also help to regulate the flow of the river to the 1.5
million hectares of farmland in the Jianghan Plain and minimize the frequently disastrous flooding
in the middle and lower parts of the river.65 The Three Gorges Dam is also one of three origins for a
major undertaking to divert river waters from the south to the north of the country (Figure 9.30).
When completed in 2050, it will link China’s four main rivers – the Yangtze, Yellow River, Huaihe and
Haihe and eventually divert 44.8 billion m3 of water annually to the drier north.
In the least developed countries more attention is now being paid to a variety of intermediate
technologies, such as drip irrigation and treadle pumps, which will make more efficient use of
available water (see Chapters 2 and 5).
There are also a large number of promising new technologies that can increase the supply of water,
notably through desalination of salt and brackish water (Box 9.9).
Box 9.9 Making desalination cheaper
Over 97% of the earth’s water is salty, but it is currently too expensive and energy-intensive
to convert it into fresh water. A number of recent technological breakthroughs may help to
change that.
Using nanotechnology67
New nanotube membranes, developed by
researchers at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), California,
could reduce the cost of desalination by
75%, compared to reverse osmosis
methods used today.
The carbon nanotubes are sheets of carbon
atoms rolled so tightly that only seven
Figure 9.31 – A carbon-nanotube membrane
water molecules can fit across their
(quarter coin shown for scale)68
diameter. Their small size makes them good
candidates for separating molecules. At the same time they allow water to flow at the same
rate as with pores considerably larger, reducing the amount of pressure needed to force water
through, and potentially saving energy and costs compared to reverse osmosis using
conventional membranes.
The LLNL team measured water flow rates up to 10,000 times faster than would be predicted
by classical equations. These surprising results might be due to the smooth interior of the
nanotubes, or to the physics at this small scale – more research is needed to understand the
mechanisms involved.
To make the membranes, the researchers started with a silicon wafer about the size of a
quarter coin, coated with a metal nanoparticle catalyst for growing carbon nanotubes. The
small particles allow the nanotubes to grow “like blades of grass – vertically aligned and closely
packed.” Once grown, the gaps between the nanotubes are filled with a ceramic material,
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silicon nitride, which provides stability and helps the membrane adhere to the underlying
silicon wafer. The field of nanotubes functions as an array of pores, allowing water and certain
gases through, while keeping larger molecules and clusters of molecules at bay.
The membranes could be brought to market within the next five to ten years.
Taking advantage of concentration gradients69
A team at Saltworks Technologies in Vancouver, Canada has discovered an energy-efficient
way to produce drinking water from sea water by taking advantage of the natural properties
of salt – specifically the positively charged sodium ion and the negatively charged chloride ion.
They have constructed a simple unit which processes a stream of seawater made highly
concentrated through evaporation, with three other streams of untreated water, connected by
ion bridges. The treatment is fuelled by concentration gradients of salinity between the
different vessels of brine. The only energy needed is that required to pump the streams of
water through the apparatus, the rest is provided by the air and sun. It is estimated that this
system will be able to produce 1,000 litres of fresh water with less than one kWh of electricity,
compared to the normal 3.7 kWh needed by the best reverse-osmosis plants. The plant was set
to open in November 2009.
Management practices and technologies to deal with increasing water demand have been
developed throughout the years. As the IPCC points out ‘adaptation to changing conditions in
water availability and demand has always been at the core of water management.’58 For example,
existing conventional and intermediate technologies have been created to improve uptake of water
by crops and to increase water use efficiency through recycling. In the face of climate change all
these technologies will be needed but in a new and more demanding context.
There has been an assumption that the natural resource base is constant and a relatively reliable
supplier of water. Climate change, as in other areas of natural resource management, is
undermining these assumptions leading to new management approaches and procedures.
Traditionally water management has depended on probabilistic models of future hydrological
changes, where the climatic parameters ‘are assumed to fluctuate stochastically around means
that can be quantified based on historical conditions.’70 In a changing climate such assumptions no
longer apply. Moreover, in addition to the greater uncertainty, contemporary water management
is complicated by demographic, economic, social and political changes.
For these reasons, attempts have been made to develop a more resilient and holistic approach
often placed under the heading of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM).71 This
approach aims to coordinate land and water resource management, recognize water quantity and
quality linkages, bring together surface and groundwater use, protect and restore natural systems,
and reshape the planning process, in particular bringing in community input.71-73 Approaches to
water management must ultimately depend on the size and type of the river basin in question.
Solutions to, for example, ‘groundwater overdraft in the aquifers of northern Gujerat, where
extraction by tens of thousands of individual farmers across thousands of square kilometres
threatens the groundwater resource base,’74 may be quite different from a smaller stream which
supplies a few communities. The challenge is to find a management approach that is resilient to
future climate changes, and reflects both the priorities of the poor and the biophysical complexities
and uncertainties.75
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Floods and droughts
In addition to the gradual changes in river flow patterns, the increased intensity and variability of
precipitation will increase the risks of major episodes of flooding and drought. Flooding leads to
many direct and indirect negative consequences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate deaths and injuries from drowning;
Non-specific increases in mortality;
Infectious diseases e.g. increased malaria;
Exposure to toxic substances;
Damage to infrastructure e.g. roads, dams, power generation;
Damage to crops and livestock;
Community breakdowns;
Increased psychological stress;
Increased demands on health systems and social security.

Disastrous floods will become more common in many parts of the developing world, because some
regions will experience higher rainfalls, but even in drier regions there is likely to be a higher
frequency of more intense downpours which may cause flooding. For example, 2007 saw heavy
flooding in both eastern and western Africa (Box 9.10).

Box 9.10 The African floods of 2007

Figure 9.32 – Regions across Africa where the rainfall was a 1 in 20 year event or rarer (shown in blue) for
July and August 200776

Areas affected by floods

650,000 homes destroyed
1.5m people affected
200 people drowned

Figure 9.33 – Map of the 2007 floods77

200 Miles

The floods that occurred in
the summer of 2007 across
the Sahel of Africa were
caused by heavy rainfall and
thunderstorms within the
rain belt of the ITCZ which
was further north than
usual. Much of the land was
dry from years of drought
and the record rainfalls
resulted in overwhelmingly
high levels of run-off.
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Several developing regions are also likely to experience greater cyclonic activity bringing torrential
rain, high waves and damaging storm surges resulting in inland and coastal flooding (see Box 8.3).
The devastating super cyclone that hit the Indian state of Orissa in 1999 was one of the worst
disasters of the last decade. It affected the livelihoods of 12.9 million people and resulted in the
loss of 1.6 million houses, nearly 2 million hectares of crops and 40,000 livestock.
The event raised several key questions about the role of science and technology in dealing with
natural hazards:
• Can the hazard be predicted, at least probabilistically?
• Can we reduce or eliminate the probability of the hazard occurring?
• Can we reduce or eliminate its impact?
• Can communities adapt to disasters so the consequences are less severe?
Learning from previous natural disasters such as the Orissa super cyclone will be key to successfully
dealing with future hazards.
Flooding, however in a more controlled manner, can be beneficial. Inundated floodplains provide
soil moisture for agriculture, benefit flood plain fisheries, replenish groundwater aquifers for
irrigation and contribute to increased soil fertility.39
Perhaps of even greater future importance for many developing countries will be the rising
incidence of droughts, both short and long term. Most devastating will be situations where
droughts occur for two or more successive years. The consequences of drought are similar to those
for floods, with the most significant impact likely to be on agricultural production. Drought can
have a catastrophic effect on rural communities. For example in North-Eastern Ethiopia,
drought induced losses to crops and livestock between 1998 and 2000 were estimated at
US $266 per household – greater than the annual average cash income for more than 75% of
the households.78
Adapting to floods and droughts
Protection against floods depends on careful mapping of flood potential, avoidance of
development activities that increase the risk of flooding, for example construction on flood plains,
and a variety of standard engineering works (multi-purpose storage dams and reservoirs, weirs,
barriers, dykes and embankments). Major examples include the flood diversion and detention
basins already constructed for flood control along the Yangtze in China, with a storage capacity of
over 50 billion cubic meters, and the thousands of kilometres of embankments and drainage canals
constructed by the Bangladesh Water Development Board.
As in the case of sea level rises, as discussed above, the alternative to engineering approaches is to
utilise forest, shrub and other vegetative barriers, especially along river banks. Loss of forests is a
major cause of flooding. When land is deforested and the forest litter is removed interception of
rainfall virtually stops, infiltration is reduced and soil erosion increases. There is also less evapotranspiration. The overall effect is increased run-off and a greater risk of flooding.79
Drought protection can be increased by creating water storage reservoirs and by the evolution of
drought tolerant agricultural systems, discussed later in this chapter.
In the case of flooding from cyclones, resilience can be improved by better mapping and
forecasting and by the provision of cyclone shelters. Shocks, such as floods and droughts, are best
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approached
through
the
development of resilient forms of
livelihood. Farmers need to increase
the diversity of crops and livestock
on their farm or, more generally,
have a wider set of sources of
income for the household. Local
communities have often built
resilience to disasters into their
social networks and systems. For
example, strategies for coping with
drought may involve a diverse
range of subsistence and income
generating activities (Box 9.11).
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Figure 9.34 – A cyclone shelter in Bangladesh

Box 9.11 Drought coping mechanisms in Kenya80
The Kati District of eastern Kenya suffered from poor rainfall in 1995 and 1996 and ran out of
food between the July 1996 harvest and the next harvest in February 1997. Only two out of a
random sample of 52 households had a maize crop that lasted them through this period.
The farmers, when interviewed, listed a large number of coping activities:
• Skilled work;
• Selling land;
• Collecting honey for consumption and sale;
• Making bricks for sale;
• Engaging in food producing or money making group activities;
• Business, such as selling snacks;
• Burning charcoal for sale;
• Salaries of householder or remittances;
• Handicrafts for sale;
• Selling or consuming exotic fruits from the farm;
• Receiving credit;
• Borrowing food or money from relatives;
• Borrowing food or money from neighbours;
• Engaging in casual labour;
• Selling livestock;
• Collecting indigenous fruit for consumption or sale;
• Receiving food aid from government or other organisations.
Each household averaged about six activities during the drought. After the drought this
dropped to three but diversity remains a common feature of their livelihoods.
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There are clearly lessons to be learnt from people who have had to cope with regular stresses. But
recently such resilience has been steadily eroded away in many places under the impact of
migration, family breakdown, famine relief, poverty and disease, such that people have become
more dependent on outside aid.1 A major challenge for governments, donors and particularly for
NGOs is to help communities rebuild their resilience mechanisms. Many of the activities in Box 9.11
rely on the informal sector; governments can help by creating links to the formal sector and by
providing skills, knowledge and access to markets.
Women play a key role in creating resilient livelihoods. They may be primarily responsible for home
gardens and for higher value vegetable and fruit crops that help to diversify the agricultural
production. Skills such as weaving and handicraft can provide a source of income when agriculture
fails. This stresses the importance of seeing livelihoods as a family affair involving both men and
women and, as they grow older, the children. Any programme which enhances livelihoods has to
take this wider holistic and more long-term approach.

5. Agriculture and natural resources
Agricultural production and food security are strongly affected by natural climate variability and
are likely to be severely compromised by climate change, in particular high temperatures and the
greater incidence of drought. Smallholder and subsistence farmers, pastoralists and artisanal
fishers will especially suffer. As a result the area suitable for agriculture, the length of growing
seasons and the yield potential of crops, particularly along the margins of semi-arid and arid areas,
are expected to decrease. This is likely to further adversely affect food security and exacerbate
undernutrition throughout the developing countries.81
Crop production

© DFID

Many crops are grown close to their limits of thermal tolerance. We already know that just a few
days of high temperature near flowering can seriously affect yields of crops such as wheat, fruit
trees, groundnut and soybean.82 In low-latitude regions, where most of the developing countries lie,
even moderate temperature increases of 1-2ºC can reduce yields of major cereals and the effects
of adaptation are likely to be limited (Figure 9.36).

Figure 9.35 – Women planting rice in Nepal
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Figure 9.36 – Cereal yield responses to temperature change. (Results of 69 published studies at multiple
simulation sites. Responses include cases without adaptation (red dots) and with adaptation (dark green dots).
Adaptations include changes in planting, changes in cultivar, and shifts from rain-fed to irrigated conditions)81
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The most adverse conditions arise when high temperatures coincide with spells of drought. Such
episodes of extreme weather are likely to become more frequent with global warming, creating
high annual variability in crop production. Prolonged high temperatures and extended periods of
drought will force large areas of marginal agriculture out of production.
The FAO reports that severe drought accounts for half of the world’s food emergencies annually.83
In 2003, the World Food Program spent US$565 million in response to drought in Sub-Saharan
Africa.84 The maize crop is particularly susceptible: some 20 million tonnes of potential tropical
maize production is lost each year as a result of drought.84 Maize crops in most parts of southern
Africa already experience drought stress on an annual basis. The situation is likely to get worse
with climate change and could result in maize production in many parts of Zimbabwe and South
Africa becoming very difficult if not impossible. Wheat yields in northern Africa are also likely to
be threatened.
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Figure 9.37 – The close correlation between SST and
Zimbabwean maize yields (solid line – annual variations in
maize yield, dashed line – SST anomalies in the eastern
equatorial Pacific, scaled to corresponding units)85
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Drought in southern Africa may be
particularly severe in El Niño years.
Maize yields in Zimbabwe have long
been highly correlated with the ENSO
cycle as measured by sea surface
temperatures (SST) off the Peruvian
coast. During El Niño years droughts
in southern Africa tend to occur
in February just at the most
susceptible time for the development
of the maize grain. So strong has been
the correlation that it is possible
to predict, with 70% probability,
the Zimbabwean crop in March using
the SST in the eastern Pacific in the
previous September (Figure 9.37).85
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In southern Africa and across western and north-central Africa lower rainfall may also cause the
length of the growing season to shorten, threatening the probability of getting a second crop in
some areas and even the viability of a single crop in others (Figure 9.38).
Figure 9.38 – Current length of the growing period (number of days) in Sub-Saharan Africa86
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In China, because of rising maximum
and minimum temperatures, the
length of the growing season is likely
to increase throughout the country,
and particularly in the west, although
this may be restricted by declines in
rainfall in some areas (Figure 9.39).
The rising minimum temperatures in
northern China also reflect milder
winters. This can be beneficial, for
example in planting more winter
wheat as is happening in the north of
the Ningxia region of China. However,
some crops, such as apples, need a
winter cooling (a process known as
vernalisation) to initiate flower bud
formation. The milder winters in the
Western Cape of South Africa are
already adversely affecting the apple
crop there.88

Figure 9.39 – Percentage increases in the length of the
growing period by the end of the century in China for the IPCC
B2 scenario.87
Reproduced / modified by permission of American Geophysical Union
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Carbon fertilisation
Just how severe these various impacts on agriculture will be depends on the so-called “carbon
fertilisation” effect. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the basic building block for plant growth and hence it
would be assumed that rising levels will increase crop yields. In greenhouse and field chamber
experiments plants with growth based on a so-called C3 metabolic pathway (such as wheat, rice
and soybean) show this to be the case, whilst those with a C4 pathway (such as maize, millet,
sorghum and sugar cane) are not responsive.
The latest analyses of more realistic field trials suggests that the benefits of CO2 may be
significantly less than initially thought – only an 8% to 15% increase in yield for a doubling of CO2
for responsive C3 species and no significant increase for non-responsive species, such as maize and
sorghum which are widely grown in Africa.89,90 Hence this offsetting factor may be less than was
previously assumed. Estimates produced for the IPCC of expected yield losses with a 3-4°C rise in
temperature (with CO2 fertilisation) for wheat are 18% in northern Africa and 22% for maize in
southern Africa.91
Livestock and pasture production
Pastures are likely to respond to climate change with rapid alterations in the species composition
and diversity. This may affect the quality of the forage and the grazing behaviour of the livestock.81
Some of the most serious impacts will be in arid and semi-arid regions.
Increased temperatures often lead to lower physical activity by livestock and declines in eating and
grazing.92 High temperatures put a ceiling on dairy milk yield irrespective of feed intake. In the
tropics this ceiling reaches between half and one-third of the potential of modern (Friesian) cow
breeds.93 Increases in air temperature and/or humidity also affect conception rates of livestock,
particularly cattle that are not well adapted. A number of studies show a strong relationship
between drought and livestock deaths.81
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But the biggest effects are likely to be as a result of the increased variability in weather patterns
and the impact this has on vegetation and water availability. In the 1980s protracted drought killed
20-62% of cattle in countries as widespread as Botswana, Niger and Ethiopia.94
Fisheries
Increases in temperature may cause higher fish growth rates, but also higher mortality above a
certain level. Climate change has been implicated in mass mortalities of many aquatic species
including, plants, fish, corals and mammals, but it is difficult to reliably attribute the causes.95
Regional changes in the distribution and productivity of particular fish species are expected to
occur due to continued warming and local extinctions are likely at the edges of ranges.81 Increased
ocean acidification may also affect the nurseries of important fish stocks (see Box 9.17).
Pests, diseases and weeds
There is a strong likelihood that agricultural losses (in crops, livestock and forests) will increase as a
result of more frequent or severe pest and disease attacks stimulated by higher temperatures
and/or humidity.81 Such threats already have a major effect on crop and livestock production.
Countermeasures such as the use of pesticides may be expensive while integrated pest
management systems may require increased labour and skills.
In some cases pests and disease may also extend their range as a result of climate change.
Weed growth may also be directly affected by increased CO2 levels. Fourteen of the world’s most
serious weeds are C4 plants that grow in fields of C3 crops. Here the C3 crops may outcompete the
weeds, but where the opposite is the case (C3 weeds in C4 crops) the C3 weeds may become much
more damaging.96
Agricultural adaptation
The biggest challenge for agriculture in the developing countries is coping with increased heat and
drought stress, which often act together.97
Drought resistance can be achieved in one of three ways: drought tolerant cropping systems,
drought resistant crop varieties and provision of water resources.
One of the most significant recent successes in water and soil management, in the developed and
developing countries, has been the substitution for a long-standing conventional technology, soil
cultivation using a plough, with ‘zero-tillage’ regimes. Cultivation, especially using a plough, is
frequently associated with high levels of soil erosion and water loss. There is now a range of no- or
minimum- tillage systems in development and use that are grouped under the generic name of
Conservation Agriculture (Box 9.12).

Box 9.12 Conservation farming in Zimbabwe
It has become common if not standard practice, since colonial times, to till the soil with a mole
board plough before maize is sown. On poorer soils this destroys the soil structure and
increases water loss. Many argue that the practice is responsible for the long term decline in
Zimbabwe’s soil fertility.
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The alternative is to minimally till the soil and leave the crop residues in place as mulch for the
next crop (Figure 9.40). Prior to seeding, farmers use hoes to prepare small basins in which
fertiliser (inorganic and/or manure) is placed followed by one or two maize seeds. One or two
selective weedings may be needed but that is all.
© Gordon Conway

© Gordon Conway

Figure 9.40 – Conservation farming in Zimbabwe. Use of the hoe to make holes for next year’s seeds
(left); remains of stalks as mulch on soil (right)

The benefits begin in year one. After three years they are dramatic. In one pair of plots in
southern Zimbabwe the soils remain dry and sandy under conventional production but are
moist and structured in the conservation plots (see Figure 9.41). Yields are doubled – in some
cases the conventional will fail altogether.
© Gordon Conway

Figure 9.41 – Conservation plots in Zimbabwe after 3 years. Conventional tillage resulting in dry and
sandy soil (left); minimum tillage producing moist and sticky soil (right)

Introducing drought tolerance into crops has been approached in two ways. First, natural variation
in tolerance to drought and other stresses has been identified through trials of varieties in farmers’
fields. Second, the biological basis of drought tolerance has been investigated across the range of
staple cereal crops.
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The growing understanding of breeding maize for drought-tolerance is now being put to use in a
public-private breeding programme under the African Agricultural Technology Foundation (AATF)
(Box 9.13).
Box 9.13 Water Efficient Maize for Africa (WEMA)98
WEMA is a public-private venture managed through the AATF. It involves one of the CGIAR
centres – the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), the private
agricultural company Monsanto, and national agricultural research systems in eastern and
southern Africa. The responsibilities are divided as follows:
• AATF is contributing its leadership, experience in public-private partnership management,
technology stewardship and project management expertise;
• CIMMYT is providing high-yielding maize varieties that are adapted to African conditions
and expertise in conventional breeding and testing for drought tolerance;
• Monsanto is providing proprietary germplasm, advanced breeding tools and expertise, and
drought-tolerance transgenes developed in collaboration with BASF Chemical Company;
• The national agricultural research systems, farmers’ groups, and seed companies are
contributing their expertise in field testing, seed multiplication and distribution.
The varieties developed through the project will be distributed to African seed companies
through AATF without royalty and made available to smallholder farmers as part of their seed
business.
One of the keys to success in such a programme lies in the intimate involvement of the farmers –
not just in assessing the final range of varieties but in the analytical trials themselves. A technique
known as mother-baby trials has been developed in southern Africa to make this work (Box 9.14).
Box 9.14 Mother-baby trials for stress breeding
In recent years, with DFID funding, CIMMYT has cooperated with national agricultural
research systems, the private sector and farmers themselves to breed over 50 new varieties of
maize, currently planted on over one million hectares in southern and eastern Africa.
The varieties have been bred to be tolerant of drought, low soil fertility, parasitic weeds and
other stresses. While some of the breeding can be done in the greenhouse or on an
experimental farm, it will tend to focus on only one stress at a time. One of the advantages of
carrying out the breeding trials on farmers’ fields, with farmer participation, is to assess the
tolerance of the varieties under a range of simultaneous stresses and to take advantage of the
farmers’ own knowledge and responses.
They were developed in a network of ‘stress breeding sites’ which involved ‘mother-baby’
trials. The mother trials, involving up to 12 varieties, were located close to the community and
managed by schools, colleges or extension agents. The baby trials comprised four to six
varieties in the fields of farmers who used their own inputs and equipment. This approach now
needs replicating for other staple crops.
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We have discussed the large-scale supply of water for irrigation above. There are, in addition, a
number of small-scale technologies, widely adopted and well proven that provide efficient water
supply for cropping. One example is the combination of simple, plastic tubed, drip irrigation with
well constructed treadle pumps for raising water from shallow wells. Such systems usually lie in
relatively small watersheds and rely on an intimate knowledge of the temporal and spatial pattern
of the water supply by farm communities or individual farmers.
Among pastoralists, strategies for coping with drought have been developed over the centuries and
in many cases have retained their resilience. This is now being tested by population pressures,
increased degradation and the effects of climate change. Box 9.15 lists the coping strategies
practised in northern Kenya and southern Ethiopia.

Box 9.15 Pastoralist adaptation strategies practised in recent years in Northern Kenya
and Southern Ethiopia79
• Mobility remains the most important pastoralist adaptation to spatial and temporal
variations in rainfall. In drought years many communities make use of fall-back grazing
areas unused in ‘normal’ dry seasons because of distance, land tenure constraints, animal
disease problems or conflict. But encroachment on, and fragmentation of, communal
grazing lands, and the desire to settle in order to access human services and food aid, have
severely limited pastoral mobility;
• Pastoralists engage in herd accumulation and most evidence now suggests that this is a
rational form of insurance against drought;
• A small proportion of pastoralists now hold some of their wealth in bank accounts, and
others use informal savings and credit mechanisms through shopkeepers;
• Pastoralists also use supplementary feed for livestock, purchased or lopped from trees, as a
coping strategy; they intensify animal disease management through indigenous and
scientific techniques; they pay for access to water from powered boreholes;
• Livelihood diversification away
from pastoralism in this region
predominantly takes the form of
shifts into low-income or
environmentally unsustainable
occupations such as charcoal
production, rather than an
adaptive strategy to reduce
vulnerability;
• A number of intra-community
mechanisms distribute both
livestock products and the use of
live animals to the destitute, but
these appear to be breaking down
because of the high levels of
covariate risk within communities.

© Kevin Heaton – Utah State University

Figure 9.42 – Pastoralists with their sheep in Ethiopia
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6. Ecosystems and biodiversity
Climate change ‘will alter the structure, reduce biodiversity and perturb functioning of most
ecosystems, and compromise the services they currently provide.’99
The developing world is made up of a wide variety of ecosystems and their vital services, ranging
from savannas and tropical forests to mountain ecosystems and from coral reefs to great inland
lakes and rivers. African ecosystems are particularly rich; they are estimated to contain about onefifth of all known species of plants, mammals, and birds, as well as one-sixth of amphibians and
reptiles.100
One estimate suggests that, globally, 15 to 40% of land, plant and animal species will become
extinct by 2050 as a result of climate change.101 The ecosystems of dry and sub-humid lands are
particularly at risk because quite small changes in temperature and rainfall patterns can have
deleterious impacts on the viability of plants and animals. Most drylands are already under stress
from cultivation, livestock grazing and other human activities.
For example, the succulent karoo of the west coast of
South Africa and Namibia is home to about 3,000
species of plants that occur nowhere else. A large
fraction of the world’s succulent flora lives in the
karoo thriving on its unique dry, winter-rainfall
climate and the ecosystem is likely to shrink or
completely disappear as a result of climate change.102

© Martin Hart

Many animal species would also be affected. Overall
between 25 to 40% of animals in Sub-Saharan
African national parks are endangered.
Corals
Marine ecosystems, especially coral reefs are very
vulnerable. (Box 9.16).

Figure 9.43 – Many animal species in
Sub-Saharan African national parks will be
endangered as a result of climate change

Box 9.16 Increasing coral bleaching103,104
Seasonal increases in sea surface temperature (SST) and solar radiation often cause coral to
bleach, because either symbiotic algae or pigments are lost. Corals will bleach white in
response to abnormally high SST (~1ºC above average seasonal maxima, often combined with
high solar radiation). Sometimes the corals will recover their natural colour when temperatures
fall but their growth rate and reproductive ability may be significantly reduced for a
substantial period. If bleaching is prolonged, or if SST exceeds 2ºC above average seasonal
maxima, corals die. Branching species appear more susceptible than massive corals.105
Major bleaching events were observed in 1982-83, 1987-88 and 1994-95. Particularly severe
bleaching occurred in 1998 (Figure 9.44), associated with pronounced El Niño events in one of
the hottest years on record.106 Since 1998 there have been several other extensive bleaching
events. Reefs in the eastern Caribbean experienced a massive bleaching event in late 2005,
another of the hottest years on record.
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Figure 9.44 – Coral bleaching and maximum monthly mean sea surface temperatures for 1998103

Global climate model results imply that thermal thresholds will be exceeded more frequently
with the consequence that bleaching will occur more often than reefs can sustain.107
There is some evidence that corals may be able to adapt to rising temperatures, vulnerable
species being replaced with others with different temperature tolerances.108,109 Such natural
adaptation or acclimatisation might result in an increase in the threshold temperature at
which bleaching occurs, but whether this could happen with warming of more than a couple
of degrees remains uncertain.
Ocean acidification
Such ecosystems are also likely to suffer damage from increasing acidification as a direct
consequence of increased CO2 concentrations.
Box 9.17 Ocean acidification
© Carl Gustav – World Bank

As much as one-half of anthropogenic CO2 from the
atmosphere is absorbed in our oceans. While this
helps to reduce climate impacts, it also causes
changes in marine ecosystems. When carbon
dissolves in seawater it forms carbonic acid, which
results in the pH of the water dropping from its
slightly alkaline state of around 8 – 8.3 units, to
something more acidic. The effects have been slowly
Figure 9.45 – Coral reefs in Indonesia
accumulating since the beginning of industrialisation,
are vulnerable to ocean acidification
and estimates are that pH has dropped by about 0.1
units since the mid-1700s.110 This is significant, as a drop of just 0.3 pH units corresponds to a
doubling of the hydrogen ion concentration, since pH is expressed on a logarithmic scale. A
variety of studies have made predictions of further decreases, with estimates ranging from 0.3
to 0.5 units by 2100 depending on emissions and mitigation measures taken.111-113

Changes in ocean pH are believed to have the greatest effect on calcifying organisms such as
corals, molluscs and calcareous phytoplankton which use calcium carbonate (CaCO3) to build
their external skeletons or shells. Ocean acidification decreases the carbonate ion
concentration in water, making it more difficult for organisms to build their shells, and leaving
them vulnerable to dissolution if the seawater drops below a saturating concentration of
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CaCO3. While the exact effects that acidification will have on calcification in the future are still
unknown, the possibility of disruption to such key marine species is cause for concern.114,115
Finally, increasing acidity may cause a broad range of small effects in other organisms, such
as increasing the energy required to regulate internal pH, altering reproductive patterns, or
changing food supply. Organisms may be able to adapt to such changes if they occur slowly
enough, but with such large amounts of CO2 entering the water, adaptation will be difficult if
not impossible.116
A number of research teams in both Europe and the US are concentrating on learning more
about this problem, including the National Oceanography Centre and the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC) in the UK, through such projects as Oceans 2025117 and
the European Project on Ocean Acidification.118
Forests
On land perhaps one of the biggest losses, with most widespread consequences, will be of forests,
particularly in the Amazon and the Congo Basin. Natural and plantation forests are likely to be
significantly affected by climate change, but it will be difficult to separate out the various factors
that may be involved. Extreme events such as strong winds can severely damage and even kill trees.
Insect outbreaks and wildfires can be equally damaging.81 Positive feedbacks in the Amazon
between deforestation, forest fragmentation, wildfire and increased frequency of droughts in a
warmer and drier climate may trigger massive deforestation.119-121
We have few detailed assessments of land-use and land-cover changes in forested areas.
Nonetheless deforestation is likely to result in:
1. Less biodiversity;
2. Less rainfall;
3. More soil erosion;
4. More floods;
5. Emergence of zoonotic diseases.
and, most important, more greenhouse gases (GHGs). Globally deforestation contributes to 20% of
GHGs. This in turn produces more droughts and hence creates a vicious circle.
Biodiversity adaptation
A number of options have been suggested for managing natural ecosystems in the face of climate
change.122 They include:
• Expansion of reserves to reduce the vulnerability of ecosystems;
• Design of reserve systems to accommodate long-term shifts in plant and animal distributions,
natural disturbance regimes and the overall integrity of the protected species and ecosystems;
• Maintain viable, connected and genetically diverse populations;
• Reduce and manage the other stresses on species and ecosystems, such as habitat fragmentation
and destruction, over-exploitation, eutrophication, desertification and acidification.
In general, actions to reduce the impact of other threats are very likely to enhance the resilience of
natural ecosystems to climate change.
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7. People and health
Not surprisingly there is a wide range of actual and potential impacts of climate change on health,
some more serious than others (Figure 9.46).123
In 2000 an initial calculation was made of the disability adjusted life years (DALYs) lost through the
effects of climate change. A
Figure 9.46 – Global estimates of the most serious impacts of climate
DALY combines the time lived
change on human health124
with disability and the time lost
due to premature mortality.
Negative impact
Positive impact
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Very high confidence
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diarrhoea, malaria, accidental
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injuries in coastal and inland
Increase in malnutrition
floods and landslides, and the
Increase in the number of people suffering
unavailability of recommended
from deaths, disease and injuries from extreme
daily calorie intake as an
weather events
Increase in the frequency of cardio-respiratory
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diseases from changes in air quality
(Figure 9.47). Small increases in
Change in the range of infectious disease vectors
the risk for climate-sensitive
Reduction of cold-related deaths
conditions, such as diarrhoea
Medium confidence
and malnutrition, could result in
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very large increases in the total
disease burden.23
Figure 9.47 – Loss of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) in 2000 by WHO region125

Region

Total DALYs
(1000s)

DALYs
per million population

Africa region

1894

3071.5

768

1586.5

Eastern Mediterranean region
South America and Caribbean region

92

188.5

Southeast Asia region

2572

1703.5

Western Pacific region*

169

111.4

Developed countries†
World

8

8.9

5517

920.3

*without developed countries.
†and Cuba.
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As with other climate change effects, adverse health outcomes are likely to be greatest in lowincome countries and for poor people living in urban areas, elderly people, children, traditional
societies, subsistence farmers, and coastal populations.1,124 One prediction is that loss of healthy life
years as a result of global environmental change (including climate change) is predicted to be 500
times greater in poor African populations than in European populations.126
Direct effects
High temperatures can cause mortality. In all urban areas, temperature rises above 30ºC will result
in significant loss of life (Figure 9.48). Most vulnerable are the elderly and those with existing
diseases such as respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. The mortality typically occurs with lags of
less than 3 days (over 3 days for mortality from extreme cold).127 It is clear that populations adapt
to their local climates; nevertheless as a recent comprehensive review suggests, populations in
many cities in low- and middle-income countries are likely to have substantial vulnerability to the
direct impacts of extremes of temperature.128
Indirect effects
Most other health effects are likely to be indirect. Diseases carried by insects and other vectors are
especially susceptible to the effects of climate change. For example, the geographical distribution
and the rates of development of mosquitoes are highly influenced by temperature, rainfall and
humidity. The malaria vector Anopheles arabiensis has been observed in the central highlands of
Kenya, where no malaria vectors have previously been recorded.130 We can expect that increased
temperatures and more prolonged rainy seasons will extend the transmission period of the disease.
We can also expect an extension of the range of malaria carrying mosquitoes and of malaria into
higher elevations, particularly above 1,000m.131,132 There have been resurgences of malaria in the
Figure 9.48 – Effect of high temperatures on human mortality in New Delhi128,129
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highlands of East Africa in recent years. Many factors are probably involved – poor drug treatment
implementation, drug resistance, land-use change, and various socio-demographic factors including
poverty. But there is also a strong correlation with climate change.133-138 Figure 9.49 reveals that the
temperature in the highlands of East Africa has risen by 0.5ºC since 1980 – much faster than the
global average – and this is correlated with a sharp increase in mosquito populations.139 There is also
a trend towards greater rainfall in the September to November period and with the increased warmth
this may accelerate mosquito larval development. One estimate suggests that 260-320 million more
people will be affected by malaria by 2080 as a result of the geographic spread of transmission.140
Figure 9.49 – Temperature change (left) and mosquito population increases (right) at Kericho in
Western Kenya141
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Dengue, another mosquito borne disease (carried principally by Aedes aegypti) is also likely to
increase. Recent models, based on predicted rises in both relative humidity and in the human
population, show a considerable expansion of the geographical range of the disease, particularly
through Central and Eastern Africa (Figure 9.50). In 1990, almost 30% of the world population,
1.5 billion people, lived in regions where the risk of dengue transmission was greater than 50%.
This is estimated to increase to five to six billion people (50-60% of the projected global
population) by 2085.
Figure 9.50 – Predicted expansion of Dengue worldwide (this projection uses an IPCC scenario that delivers a
three-fold increase in CO2 by 2100)142
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areas. At the other extreme,
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Year
and the opposite climate
pattern occurs. High temperatures and rainfall result in larger mosquito populations and the SOI is
positively correlated with the number of dengue epidemics in a year (Figure 9.51).
The South Pacific islands are on the fringe of the present endemic zone for dengue, but since 1970
there have been several pan-Pacific epidemics, and the more serious dengue haemorrhagic fever
has emerged for the first time.147
Other infectious diseases that may also increase in range and intensity include cholera and other
water borne diseases. Cholera typically spreads along the continental margins and most of the
major outbreaks occur along the coasts and in cities that lie on tidal rivers (Figure 9.52).
Figure 9.52 – Spread of Cholera along the continental coasts since 1960148

The bacterium is carried by small zooplankton, especially copepods, in the sea water and inland up
tidal rivers. Figure 9.53 shows the correlation between cholera outbreaks, the surface temperature
and the sea surface height. More recently correlation has been very close, but previously it was low
because, although the temperature was high, the sea level was lower and hence the water did not
reach up the inter-tidal rivers to cities like Dhaka and Calcutta. A major implication of this finding
is that cholera outbreaks are going to become more frequent as a result of global warming.
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Figure 9.53 – Correlation between cholera outbreaks and sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) and heights (SSH)149
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0
could be costly. One estimate puts
the population at risk from malaria
in Africa as rising from 0.63 billion in 2005 to 1.15 billion by 2030.152 The current economic burden
of malaria already approximates to an average annual reduction in economic growth of 1.3% for
those African countries with the highest burden.153
Adaptations in health care
In 2008 the WHO set up an expert consultation to determine the priority research needs relating
to the impact of climate change on health. One conclusion was that ‘Proven interventions exist
against most climate-sensitive risks, and expanding their coverage would reduce current and future
health burdens.’154 Nevertheless, as is evident from Figure 9.54, adaptation is a complicated process
because of the range of pathways of impact and of potential countermeasures.
Figure 9.54 – The complexity of adaptation to the health effects of climate change155
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The WHO consultation also concluded that, among other priorities, more knowledge was needed of
the risks involved, the cost-effectiveness of different interventions and the effectiveness of
surveillance systems. ‘Although existing disease surveillance systems already provide some
coverage for most climate-sensitive diseases, there are gaps. The potential for using environmental
information to enhance early warning, avoid health risks, and lower costs remains largely unproven.
Additional research is needed to improve understanding of the kinds of information, dissemination
methods, and participatory approaches that are most effective in engaging decision makers,
including the general population.’154
In particular information is needed on region-specific projections of changes in health-related
exposures and projections of health outcomes under different future emissions and adaptation
scenarios.23
An example of a surveillance system being developed for malaria in Botswana is described in
Box 9.18).

Box 9.18 Improving malaria epidemic prediction in Botswana156,157
Malaria epidemics are closely associated with
climate, in particular increases in temperature,
precipitation and humidity, due to the positive
effects these climate changes have on
mosquito breeding, development and survival.
For this reason improved climate prediction
methods could have a significant impact on the
ability of health practitioners to prepare and
institute interventions which could greatly
reduce the severity of oncoming epidemics.

© Georgina Goodwin – Vestergaard Frandsen

Figure 9.55 – A woman hangs out a mosquito
net in preparation for the malaria season

In the semi-arid country of Botswana malaria is a top health concern. The country has in place
a National Malaria Control Programme which supports control activities such as indoor
residual spraying, preventative drugs for vulnerable groups and quick treatment for infected
individuals. After a particularly bad epidemic in 1996 the government increased control
measures, in particular developing an early warning system based on precipitation and seasurface temperature data. Malaria epidemics peak in Botswana in March and April, shortly
after the height of the rainy season, and weather data from the December to February period
can successfully be used to provide predictions for an epidemic’s characteristics one month in
advance of their peak.
However, with recent advances in regional climate forecasting techniques, it was felt that this
one-month lead time could be improved upon. Researchers from the International Research
Institute for Climate and Society (IRI), the Earth Institute at Columbia University and Reading
University worked with the team in Botswana to test recent state-of-the-art forecast methods
developed in Europe. The system, called DEMETER, uses a multi-model ensemble forecast for
seasonal-to-interannual climate variability. This allows users to see a ‘probability distribution’
of disease risk, which indicates not only the most likely upcoming climate, but also both the
uncertainty in the prediction and how much it differs from the simpler climatology predictions.
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The method successfully allows for predictions to be made up to five months ahead of the
peak malaria season, four months earlier than previously used methods. This could allow
officials in Botswana to make better informed early decisions about where to distribute and
stockpile materials such as mosquito nets and medications and how to best inform the
population about preventative measures. This ability will be increasingly important as
temperatures and rainfall increase and intensify with the changing climate in the region.

8. Conclusion
The relatively poor state of knowledge of climate change highlights two key goals: first, as we
discussed in the previous chapter, we urgently need more research, into the dynamics of the global
drivers and into the detailed consequences at regional and local levels; second, we need to design
and build on existing adaptation measures to cope with high levels of uncertainty.
The best assumption is that many regions will suffer from droughts and floods with greater
frequency and intensity. The implication is that we have to plan for the certainty that more extreme
events will occur in the future but with uncertain regularity.
Adaptation thus depends on developing resilience in the face of uncertainty. The conceptualisation
of resilience presented above is similar in many respects to the approach that has been long used
in the face of natural disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis. It begins with anticipation,
surveying and forecasting, moves to developing preventative measures and increasing tolerance,
and subsequently after the event, or events, focuses on recovery and restoration. At the end is the
importance of learning. In general, the more time and resources that are put into the earlier stages
of this sequence, the better.
Resilience is important at the national, regional and local levels, involving not only technologies, but
also appropriate economic policies and institutional arrangements. It is the poor who will be most
vulnerable to the effects of climate change. To some extent, the process of development itself will
help them to adapt. If people are better fed and in better health, and have access to education,
jobs and markets they will have the capacity to be more resilient. Traditionally poor people have
developed various forms of resilient livelihood strategies to cope with a range of natural and manmade stresses and shocks. But these may be inadequate in the future or may have been lost in the
development process. The urgent need is for governments, NGOs and the private sector to work
together with local communities to enhance the resilience of the poor.
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Science and Innovation for Development

We have used the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to frame our exploration of science and
innovation for development. The MDGs stand out as the most comprehensive, results-focused and
influential set of international development priorities so far developed. The breadth of their targets
for the reduction of poverty and improvement of human welfare has allowed us to examine the
contributions of science over a range of development challenges.

1. Science and innovation in the MDGs
From our consideration of MDGs relating to agriculture, health and the environment, we can draw
the following general conclusions about science and innovation for development.
Firstly, science innovation for development is not just about technological solutions. As importantly,
it is about establishing a scientific understanding of problems that will guide development policy
and investment. This role for science is particularly clear with environmental challenges.
Understanding ecosystem function has given us tools to value ecosystem services in development
decision-making, while the growing scientific understanding of climate change has not only made
this a development priority, but identified the targets around which policies and agreements for
mitigation and adaptation need to be built.
Secondly, successful science innovation for development draws on the full range of sources of
science and technology. We frequently found that conventional, intermediate and new platform
technologies are all making valuable contributions to a single development challenge. For instance,
we saw for malaria management the complementary development of medicines based on
traditional products like artemisinin, conventional mosquito nets improved with persistent and safe
pesticides, and cutting edge vaccine technology. Similarly, we saw how the conservation of natural
resources for agriculture could benefit from traditional dryland water and nutrient capture
methods, on the one hand, and biotechnological research to improve the efficiency of water and
nutrient use by crops on the other.
This observation challenges deep-seated and extreme views. At one extreme is the naïve
perception of new technologies as stand alone, “silver bullet” solutions for development problems.
At the other extreme is the belief that traditional or intermediate technologies are the only
legitimate, fair and appropriate technologies in a development context. A new generation of
science innovators needs to replace these prejudices with the understanding that being
“appropriate” is not about where innovation comes from but about how useful it is.
Finally, there are specific needs and opportunities for new science innovation for development, not
simply the modification and wider application of existing, conventional technologies. New platform
technologies have a key role here, and it will be particularly important that scientists in developing
countries participate in the global innovation systems which exploit them.
Specific areas of new science innovation, which we have identified in our study include the use of
biotechnologies for increasing agricultural productivity and sustainability through plant and animal
breeding, the development of new vaccines and medicines against diseases of the poor and the
synthesis of remote sensing, modelling and GIS for measuring environmental change.
Important as science innovation may be to development objectives in agriculture, health and
environment, we must stress that these areas are only a fraction of those covered by the MDGs.
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Specifically, we have not considered MDGs for education (MDG 2) and gender equity (MDG 3), nor
have we considered development priorities identified in the Millennium Declaration but left out of
the MDGs, notably peace, security, human rights and good governance. Science innovation makes
a contribution towards these priorities as well, particularly in the form of advances in data
gathering, communication and analysis associated with new platform ICTs.1 Education in
developing countries is already benefiting from innovation in online learning technology.
Technologies, ranging from innovative mobile phone networks to satellite-based remote sensing,
have considerable potential to improve monitoring, analysis and reporting of political events such
as elections, as well as conflicts and wars.

2. Beyond the MDGs
The MDGs have five more years to run to their target delivery date. We will miss many targets and
indicators, particularly in the poorest countries. As we approach 2015, considerable discussion has
begun on whether the MDGs have proven a good model for progressing international
development.2,3 There are concerns about their conceptualization, about ownership and about the
use of targets. For instance, in seeking MDG impact, efforts are frequently focused on those most
easily helped, which may actually contribute to inequity. Proposals for the future range from
extending the time period for the MDGs, to modifying them, to starting again from scratch.
Towards this discussion, we contribute three observations which emerge from our consideration of
science and innovation for development. They relate to the linkages between MDGs, the
convergence of MDG challenges and to the anticipation of shocks.
Breaking down MDG silos
As explained in Chapter 4, the MDGs were not developed from a zero base through a process of
collective priority setting. Rather, they were assembled from different, independent, often longstanding sectoral initiatives, with their existing priorities and targets. This explains their patchiness
in coverage between sectors, as well as within sectors such as health. Each MDG represents years of
development thinking in separate sectoral silos.
This isolation of development initiatives is not unique to the MDGs. It is a phenomenon born in the
disciplinary structure of university education, and realized in the specialization of governmental
and inter-governmental organisations and, consequently, their development programmes. For all of
the benefits which specialization brings to the rapid advancement of understanding and delivery
of results, it is often ill-suited to addressing complex development challenges.
Throughout this book, the inter-connectedness of the MDGs, and the importance of these
connections to their achievement, has been revealed through exploration of their underpinning
scientific basis. In Chapter 9, for instance, we saw how climate change impacts on agriculture,
health and other development goals. In Chapter 6 we began by highlighting nutrition, which is not
an MDG target, but because a good diet is critical to the baseline of health on which the three
health MDGs build – improving child health, maternal health and reducing infectious disease. The
lack of integration of international development investment between agriculture, health and the
environment, perpetuated in the MDG structure, needs particularly urgent attention, as illustrated
in Box 10.1.
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Box 10.1 Agriculture, health and environment – inter-linked development goals?
The link between agriculture and health
is surely straightforward, is it not?
Agriculture produces food which is
necessary for the maintenance of
health. The focus of the Green
Revolution on the improvement of cereal
production – maize, wheat and rice –
had a strong health driver. In the 1960s,
when developing countries like India
were facing famine, increasing the
availability of calories to the poor was
critical.

© DFID

Figure 10.1 – The livestock revolution – an agricultural,
Subsequent yield improvements and
health or environmental issue?
intensification contributed to a global
reduction in the cost of cereals and vegetable oils. By contrast, vegetables and fruits, sources
of important micronutrients, have had comparatively little development and promotion,
and access to meat and dairy products by many poorer households has remained low.
The relatively low cost of commodities like cereals, combined with globalisation of food
processing and distribution, and creeping urbanisation, have made a cheap, energy-dense,
nutrient-poor diet available and affordable to millions of increasingly less active people.

This is fuelling a global obesity crisis.4,5 Steady growth in the body mass index (BMI) of
populations has been linked to a range of diseases: including diabetes, stroke, hypertension,
osteoarthritis, cardiovascular disease and a number of cancers. Diabetes and cardiovascular
disease, historically a major cause of ill health in wealthy countries, are now growing most
rapidly in poor countries, even amongst the urban and rural poor.6 At the same time, as
incomes increase in some developing countries, we are seeing a rapid growth in the
consumption of meat, providing important nutrients, particularly to children, but also
contributing to chronic disease risk in adults through consumption of saturated fats.
The concept of malnutrition must now embrace both under- and over-nutrition, a “double
burden” of food-related diseases. Thus how we invest in future research for agricultural
development will affect future patterns of price, consumption, diet and therefore health. It will
also affect how we address environmental challenges. Agriculture contributes substantially to
anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions – four fifths of this contribution can be
associated with animal production systems which generate GHGs from the production of crops
to feed animals, from forest conversion to create pasture and through methane production by
ruminants. Getting the right balance of agriculture, health and environmental investment is
challenging, but it can have substantial benefits.
For instance, a recent study on how to achieve climate change targets for the agricultural sector
in the UK has concluded that a 50% reduction in GHGs from animal production by 2030 could
be achieved by a combination of improvements in agricultural technology and a 30% reduction
in the overall amount of livestock produced. Were this reduction to translate directly into a
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proportionate reduction in consumption of saturated fats from animal sources, we could see a
reduction in the total health burden from ischaemic heart disease by 15% in disability-adjusted
life-years (DALYs), by 16% in years of life lost, and by 17% in number of premature deaths.7
Another predictive exercise, the Agrimonde Project conducted by the French institutes CIRAD
and INRA, has constructed two possible future scenarios for the relationship between
agriculture, health and the environment: one focused on increasing food calorie production
through technological innovation and increased trade, and the other on changing regional
production, consumption and diet to specifically address under- and over-nutrition. The first
scenario, because it focuses on agricultural intensification, has low environmental
sustainability, while the second, because it shifts food consumption patterns to benefit
populations, generates less environmental stress.8
Linking international development policy on agriculture, health and the environment is
important, because of considerable interactions between these, including substantial cobenefits. As it stands, the MDG targets for hunger focus on dietary energy consumption and
do not consider diet quality. Neither nutrition nor chronic disease enter into targets for health
MDGs, and the MDG targets for environment do not identify agricultural, or indeed, any other
specific indicators for GHG reduction. Continuing in our existing MDG silos will not address this
cross-cutting issue effectively. Inter-disciplinary scientific research in these areas, which is just
now beginning†, may help to frame better future development goals and policies.
† These initiatives include the Agriculture Health Research Platform (programs.ifpri.org/ahrp/ahrp.asp) a collaboration between the CGIAR,
WHO and other partners, and the new Leverhulme Centre for Integrative Research on Agriculture and Health (LCIRAH) established at the
London International Development Centre (www.lidc.org.uk). Both of these focus particularly on international development dimensions of the
agriculture, health and environment interaction.

Convergent future challenges
Besides revealing the inter-connectedness of development goals, scientific research reveals likely
trajectories of development progress. We are now able to develop increasingly sophisticated
models which predict how key development parameters like population growth, use of natural
resources, and agricultural productivity
change over time and interact. This in turn
Increased demand
helps us to visualise the timetable over which
50% by 2030 (IEA)
progress in development goals is required.
Energy
For instance, John Beddington, the UK Chief
Scientist, has highlighted how scientific
models predict the convergence of a number
Climate
of inter-connected development demands by
change
the year 2030. As Beddington explains, “It is
Food
Water
predicted that by 2030 the world will need to
Increased demand
Increased demand
produce 50% more food and energy,
50% by 2030
30% by 2030
(FAO)
(IFPRI)
together with 30% more available fresh
water, whilst mitigating and adapting to
climate change. This threatens to create a
‘perfect storm’ of global events.”9 Figure 10.2
Figure 10.2 – Interacting elements of the Perfect
illustrates the crucial connections which drive
Storm scenario9
this process.
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Beddington’s analysis is a wake-up call to those preparing timetables for future development goals.
This timetable is likely to vary between regions and the convergence may come sooner in many
developing countries due to more rapid population growth or more rapid environmental degradation.
Preparing for shocks
Across the range of MDG challenges which we have surveyed, we have found that scientific research
points to a future pattern of agricultural, health-related and environmental shocks which may
increase in intensity and frequency.
Climate change predictions suggest an increase in the frequency and severity of extreme weather
events, for instance, droughts, extreme temperatures, flooding and tropical storms. Globalisation of
trade and travel has contributed to the rapid movement of new pests and diseases of crops and
livestock, leading to more frequent outbreaks that threaten agricultural production and trade. The
same process of globalisation is increasing the risks of human infectious disease pandemics.
A recent UK Foresight study on Infectious Diseases: Preparing for the Future has shown how quite
similar processes are operating today to increase the movement and risk of disease for humans,
animals and plants, both in the developed and developing world. Changes in trade, travel, transport
and tourism have increased the rate and distance of spread of human, animal and plant species,
while more protected and rapid transport has increased pathogen survival over these longer
distances. In addition, this movement of pathogens enables more mixing of species and strains,
sometimes generating new and virulent forms.10
For human diseases, we have seen the emergence of new pathogens to be particularly associated
with greater mixing of human and animal pathogens. Of 173 emerging or re-emerging human
pathogens (pathogens that have appeared for the first time, or whose incidence has increased, over
the past two decades), 130 or 73% are zoonotic, having moved from animal to human hosts,
usually from livestock or other animals used for food.11
How can the design of future development goals prepare for the environmental, agricultural and
health-related shocks that are the inevitable consequence of globalisation and our impact on
climate? In Chapter 9 we explored the concept of resilience as a development objective for climate
change adaptation. This concept and its components: anticipation, prevention, tolerance and
learning, apply equally well to agricultural and health shocks arising from movement and evolution
of pathogens. For these problems, developing countries are not only the most vulnerable, but they
are likely to be the “weakest links” in building a system of global resilience. Due to a lack of
surveillance and response capacity, new disease shocks are most likely to emerge and spread
undetected in these countries. Once detected, wealthy countries are likely to restrict the movement
of people and goods from poorer countries, thus damaging their economies.
We suggest that future international development priorities should include strengthening national
capacity for resilience to shocks. While these shocks may be varied, the processes underpinning
resilience are similar. They include building a technical capacity to monitor populations and the
environment so as to detect shocks, a capacity for predictive modelling and anticipation, and a
range of responses that help communities and nations to prevent, tolerate and recover from
disasters. Development itself, including improving food security, human health and the
management of environmental resources, is the necessary foundation for building this capacity
These steps all point to a need for investment in science and technology. Before we do that,
however, we might ask whether recent development investment in this area has been successful?
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For instance,
• East Africa has suffered between the 1980s and the present a series of disastrous new plant pest
and disease outbreaks on cassava, coffee, banana and wheat (see Box 5.14). Has East African
national and regional capacity to respond to such agricultural shocks improved over this period
as a result of technological development assistance directed at these outbreaks?
• In the Indian Ocean and Pacific, the terrible tsunami of 2004 led to the expansion of a network
of satellite-linked sensors that monitor tsunami development across the world’s oceans, the
Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) system.12 Has this improved national
resilience to subsequent shocks, such as those in Indonesia and the Pacific in October 2009?
• With human infectious disease, have we seen an improvement in the speed and efficacy of
response to the threat of swine flu in developing countries as a result of surveillance and
diagnostic technology developed in response to SARS and avian flu outbreaks in 2003 and 2004,
respectively?
Has science and technology improved the capacity of poorer countries to deal with these successive
agricultural, health and environmental shocks? Evaluating examples such as these might be a first
step in understanding the role of science innovation in preparing developing countries for future
shocks.

3. Conclusions
In this book we have explored the potential of science innovation for international development.
We have written the book particularly for those who have little experience of science in a
development context. Necessarily, we have therefore focused on scientific aspects of development,
and placed less emphasis on the other factors critical to successful progress, including good
governance, infrastructure, economic growth and lack of conflict. Science does not provide
wholesale solutions for development; it only makes contributions to those solutions. Further, we
have not explored in detail the importance of linking natural and social science research in
addressing development problems, a key feature of modern innovation systems.
We are very positive about the role of science in international development. Our confidence is
based on its long history of success and the clear indication that problems encountered in the past
when applying science to development are being addressed.
This timeliness derives from three emerging trends. First, the problems of rich and poor are
increasingly shared problems. Wealthy countries no longer represent a model of successful
technological achievement, towards which less wealthy countries can target their technological
growth. We are all needing to change, and we are all on new trajectories for sustainable growth and
stability, seeking paths towards agricultural security, control of global infectious and chronic
disease threats, a low carbon economy and adaptation to climate change. While different paths
will be taken by rich and poor, common problems will have elements of common solutions,
particularly in science and technology.
Second, we are experiencing today in science a growth in new platforms that have the flexibility to
be turned quickly and easily towards the problems of rich or poor alike. Biotechnology has given us
a tool to accelerate the development of improved crops or new vaccines which, because of its
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reliance on fundamental genetic and molecular processes, is easily directed towards the crops and
diseases of the poor. Scientific progress in these biological areas is less dependent today on
marginal advances on a body of accumulated knowledge for a particular target species. Instead,
we can understand and study valuable traits in new species quickly by exploiting complementarity
between species in genomes and physiological processes. Similarly, new scientific platforms for
nano-, energy, information and communication technologies are much more flexible than earlier
engineering technologies which depended on established infrastructures and big industry.
Finally, we are experiencing a revolution in information and communication technology that
increases our capacity to communicate and participate globally in science innovation, and to
engage stakeholders and beneficiaries in this process, across historical boundaries of developed
and developing countries.
Shared challenges, shareable technologies and improved opportunities for communication and
collaboration – all very recent trends – greatly improve the prospects of effective science innovation
for development. What actions will best secure these new opportunities and accelerate
development? We close by suggesting five priorities for action, drawn from the experience of
preparing this book, and the examples which we have gathered:
Train and empower scientists who can work internationally on science innovation for
development. This involves first and foremost investment in science in developing countries.
Building good science training into school systems, supporting universities to develop
undergraduate and postgraduate science degree programmes, and supporting both universities
and government research institutions to provide attractive career paths for bright scientists are all
part of this priority. Development institutions which fund science need to shift their programmes
from supporting national scientists on short term research grants to funding national research
grant systems that make possible longer term research programmes driven by developing country
institutions.
But empowering scientists to work internationally on science innovation for development also
means raising the awareness of scientists in developed countries of developing country problems
and improving their skills in being effective participants in international development research.
Strengthen science innovation systems in developing countries. National science innovation
systems are needed to bring together scientists, entrepreneurs, regulators and other stakeholders
who will support and deliver research and its benefits. At the same time, we need to help scientists
from developing countries participate in global innovation systems through research with experts
in other countries, working South-North and South-South. These research partnerships need to be
more equitable and empowering for developing country scientists, supporting their careers in
national institutions through opportunities for longer term research, publication and building
research groups.
Ensure that new technologies are accessible to science for development. Besides engagement
of scientists from developing countries in global innovation systems, we need to ensure continuous
and sufficient resourcing for international public goods (IPG) research, so that the full potential
of science innovation is available to address poverty reduction. This means supporting research
institutions which focus on developing country problems and generate IPGs available to all.
But it also means making imaginative partnerships with the private sector to make proprietary
technologies available to research for development.
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Design and deliver research for impact, by building results based frameworks for development
research which ensures the “impact pathway” between the generation of scientific research
outputs, the outcomes which they will achieve, and the impact which they will have on reducing
poverty and improving well being. This means involving stakeholders in the framing of research
questions, so that they are prepared to be involved as partners in the execution, application and
scaling up of research outputs and outcomes. This will encourage development of appropriate
technologies, drawing upon both international and local knowledge, and conventional and new
platform science. At the same time, we must never forget the value of curiosity driven or “blue sky”
research and we must ensure that some research investment is left to explore new ideas without
the need to deliver specific impacts.
Raising the profile of science in governments, by helping governments and industry to
understand the value of investing in science innovation systems to their poverty reduction and
economic growth agendas. This includes demonstrating the societal value of support to science
education and research, and to the establishment of independent scientific societies and advisory
groups which can help governments make more informed policy decisions at the national and
international level.
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“Science and Innovation for Development is the most important book on development since Fritz Schumacher’s
1973 classic book, Small is Beautiful. It will silence the critics of the role of technology in development and
embolden its champions.”
Calestous Juma, Professor of the Practice of International Development, Belfer Center for Science and
International Affairs, Harvard University.
“This book is well timed. After years of neglect agricultural R&D is back on the agenda of development agencies,
funders and governments. Through real life examples, case studies and success stories this book clearly
demonstrates agriculture's vital role in hunger and poverty reduction. Everyone concerned with international
development should take time to read it.”
Jonathan Wadsworth, Senior Agriculture Research Adviser, Department for International Development.
“Science innovation and its resulting technologies are critical to solving the major health challenges of developing
countries today. This book comes at a critical time, and highlights real advances being made in diagnostics,
medications and vaccines which have the potential to greatly improve the lives of millions.”
Peter Piot, Director, Institute for Global Health, Imperial College.
“This very readable book reinvigorates the arguments for why science matters for spurring development and tackling
the big challenges we face. Intelligent science has so much to offer, yet has been neglected for too long – whether
it is building on local knowledge or bringing the best high-tech answers to address health, food and environment.”
Camilla Toulmin, Director, International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED).
“The authors clearly demonstrate how science can ensure that innovation is relevant, effective and efficient in
resolving many of the world’s development needs. This is particularly important as the challenges grow both more
complex and more pressing with population growth and movement, climate change and economic volatility.”
John Mumford, Director, Centre for Environmental Policy, Imperial College.
“This book should be required reading for those who doubt the power of science to transform the lives of the poorest
in the world, and show those undertaking research how much of a difference they can make if they address the
major questions of developing countries.”
Chris Whitty, Chief Scientific Advisor, Department for International Development.
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